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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Part I

'The Divisioes-Mission
Organization, Resources, and Successes

t

Mission of the Transportation Division (Chapter 1

At

The Transportation Division is .one ofthe largegf and most visible iservice

units in MCPS. It -cbnsists of two sub-units: (1) pupil transpdrtation and Oy
automotive services. In 1981, about 51,000 pupils were transported daily by

eschool buses that, in the'course of the year,, travelled almost 10,000,000

miles, the equivalent of 400 trips around the esrth at the equator. In the

same year, the aueomotive services staff were respdasible for the maintenance

and repair of 1,061 vehicles and responded to 2,300 calls for road service for

buses alone.

Organi n, Functions, and Staffing Trends (Chapter 2)

The divisipn's central office is located at the SInadyGrove Transportation and

Maintenance Sqrvice Park. Area transportation offices, under the direction of'

area transportation supervisors, are h6nsed at the three'school *administrative

area offices. Area tpansportation staff are tbsponsible for all pupil
transportation in their area. Maintenance and repair staff are assigned to

the four transpvtation depots that were established when ihidivision was

decentralized: Shady Grove, Randolph, Bethesda, and Clarksburg. A supervising

automotive mechanic is in charge of each ,depot, and depot Staff are

responsible for the maintenance ind,repair of Vehicles assigned to the depot

parking iot.

Since FY 1975, the number
Increased to'151 percent of FY
percent, and the number of

period, hoWever, the number
decreased ,to 83 percent of

workers to'85 percent.

of maintenance and mechanical staff has been',

1975 staffing, the number of bus dtivers to 116 '1

bus-attendanta to 213 percent. During the same.

'of adminiStrators and supervisois, has been

Fl 1975 staffing, and the ndmberfof clerigal
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The-Division's, Budget (Chapter 3)

The Transportation Division's budget has iccreased4 from $6.8 million in',FY.

to $14 million in FY. 1981. When Corrected for inflation, the increase in
FY 1975,dollars was 25 percent over.the seven year period. Salaries accounted
for only a small .percentage of the increase, and economies have been achieved
primarily by reducing the numbers of administrators, supervisors, and clerical
workers. The supplies and, miteri4s budget hag tripled since FY 1975. The
purchase of buses accounts far the largest part of this increase.

In the past, a significant proportion of the Transportation Division .budget
(60 ta 76 percent) was funded by the Maryland State Department of Education
-(MSDE). Beginhing in FY 1982, the method of funding was changed, and MSDE now
gives block grants. In the future, MSDE will allow a maximum increase in
funds of 8 percent, though the increase could be lower. Within the next ,five
years, if inflation continues, MCP$ will have to fund at least 50 peicent of
the division's.budget in contrast to the approximately 30 percent it has had
to fund in the past. If present trends continue, this would mean that in FY
1988, MCPS Would have to fund $14.6-million of a projected $29.2-million
transportation bUdget.

.

The Division's Performance (Chapter 4)

The division /carries out, its mission successfUlly. When asked .On
questionnaires t6 giye an overail evaluation of the bus service, 89 percent at.

the parents.(of children who ride buses) who responded eaid they are satisfied
or very satisfied with the service; 84 percent of the.principals who responded
said the service is good or excellent.

- ,- . i

BUs 'drivers, on questionnaires, were asked to evaluate die maintenance and
repair service. Of those who responded, the vast majority said their 'buses
are in good condition ,and that when repair are needed the work is completed '

.promptly'and well. Managers of the' Supp y Division and ghe Maintenance
DIvision, whose vehicles are maintained by the Tranaportaiion Division,
reported that service is excellent and tthat good relations 'prevail between
divisions and among divisional staff. '.3 ,

.

1.

RespondingS. Planning andControlling (Chapter 5>

While the division performs its mission successfully, it does so almost
entirely ,by responding to iniediate demands. The result is sgxeat.human, cost
and probably too great a financial cost. There are many reampas for this: the
conditions of operation, the reduction in the number cf.. administrators and
supervisors, and the way in which the division)is grganized. Under Present
conditions, it is almost impossible to deterdineliow much of the $14 million

)
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that MCPS-spends on transportation is well spent or howmuch could be saved by

making changes in operations.

.

P rt II .

Pupil Tranaportation

Services and tke Bud et (Chapter 6)

qt.

Between FY 1975 and FY 1981, the number of pupils.eligible for transportation

decreased by 21 percent (more than 9,000). The number of pupils idregular

school programs who are transported decreased by 23 percent. The number of

.buses adsigned. to regular runs by 6 percent, and mileage attributable to

regular buses by 4 percent....During the same period the number of buses on

routes increased .by 17 Percent, and the number of miles travelled by buses by.

24 perce;777566,000 miles). Increases in the number of buses and bus

mileage are attributable, in part, to an increase in the number of school

programs which require that pupils be transported to and among schools and to

ae, increase in the number of special trips of all kind. It is.prqbable that

the largest increases have been caused by the growth in special, education.

Since FY 1975, the number of special education buseshas Iricrease4,by 140

percent, and mileage attributable to special education hag increased by at

least 168 percent.

Despite declining enrollment and revenues, the number f tranaportation
services has been increased. The Transportation Division has been discouraged

from accounting) properly for funds. Field-trip and spectal-trip charges'made

to programs and pApils have not covered operating costs, altd the division has

been. forced to absorb 'costs for programs that do not,haVe budgets or that

regularly overspend. The managerial,and supervisory staff halte been' 'cut, and

the smaller staff, have almost no 4me to devote to the kind o planning that

could -possibly save MCPS, thousands of dollars annually. Changes .and

improvements in the sicuation cannot be made by thi Transportation Divtsion
alone, and many improvements ean be effected only at the very highest le'vels1 .

of administration and by the Board of Education.

Recommendations: The superintendent and the Board of Education .should

establish a task force' to review current transportation policies and to

recommend additional policies for the operation of_pupil transportation. At a

minimuft,'policies4should deal with the following: (1)" transportation budgets

for already existing .programs for which transportation is provided, (2)

procedures for annual review of all externally .funded programs to determine -

and obtain adequate reimbursement for transportation, (3) procedures for

controlling the growtk of new programs that require, transporSAtion, (4)

limiting the number of fieid and special trips, (5) procedoe4s for revision of
.r
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field trip charges., (6) development of guidelines ,for 'granting or refusing
.. .

trAnsportation, and (7) procedures for accurate accounting for transportation
costs. .

. .
i

. .

Special Education: A Major Sirvice (Chapter 7)

Becaude the division's financial resoUrces, staff, and staff time
special education service can be said to compete with the
service. The regular service transports about 47,000 Tupils.
3,000 pupils are transported on nearly 200 special education
3,000 represent,only 6 percent of all pupils transported, but they
32 percent of all buses, 35 percent of all bus mileage, at least
drivers' salaries, and 100 percent of the salaries of .bus aides
for special education transportation absorbs a large amount of t
staff time.

are limited,
regular bus .

In contrast,
buses. these
aGcount for

32 perient of
. ArrangApg
ransportation

There are many major problems in the operation of. special education service.
RespOnsibility for the service' is divided within the Transporiation Division,
with part assigned to the central offte.and the larger part assigned to area
transportation offices. There is a lack of communication between the division
and the Office for Siecial and Alternative Education. DisCipline is a serious
problem on many special education buses. Bus drivers and aides are not
adequately trained to deal with special and alternative pupils. Long bus
routes work a hardship on.handicapped children and probably deprive them of
class tithe (buses arrive late or leave.early).

Major Recommendations: (1) Separate budgets should,be established within the
Transportation Division for regular and,special education, providing true and
adequate resources, and financial records. (2) All special education
transportation should be centralized within the division and with adequate
staffing. (3) A Special Education and TranSportation Division liaison team
should be establiShed; ,and systematic procedures should be established for'
determining.placement of programs and comunication of program 'locations, and
pupil assignments. (4) The Transportation Division should be assigned the
responsibility for coordinating and standardizing the training of drivers and

aides in special education transportation. (5) Limits of time, distance, or
both to be travelled by special'education pupils should obe established. (6)

Disciplinary procedures should be coordinated throughout MCPS. .

,

Delivery of ServiCes-(Chapter 8)

Many problems in the clelivery of service are caused by the lack of information
and of MCPS policies. The Transportation.Division does not obtain information
far enough in advance to enable the staff to plan adequately for the opening
of schools in September. Principals do not receive information about buses
and routes in time to be able to assign pupils to buses or to give parents

E -4 7
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accurate information. Discipline is not a serious problem on regular buses.

However, there is little exchange of information about disciplirary cases

among schools, transportation officesand parents, and therefore 'there are

problems in how cases are handled.

Bus service is generally very good. The most important prbbl9ma- for,

principals and parents are lateness of buses on the way to school _ana buses

that leave school before all pupils have boarded. Neither problem occurs with

high frequency, however.

Few parents complain about bus service. However, Transportation Division

staff spend too much time dealing with reguests and complaints made by

parents, at least partly because too many individuals became involved in, a

single call: parene, 'principal, division central office staff, area-

transportatir office staff, etc.

Recommendations: (1) Principals should be required to maintain up-to-date

pupil records and to provide information to the Transportation Division about

pupils who are to be transported. (2) Uniform procedures should be developed

to Aetermine eligibility for transportation and to inform parents and pupils.,

(3) A central community relations unit should be established within the

division (4) Uniform policies and procedures for handling diacipline cases

should be developed.
.

Bus Drivers.; (Chapter 9

The number of full time equivalent drivers allowed to the division has

increased regglarly since FY 1975, but the increase has not kept pace with

in eases in buses, bus mileage, and services. To obtain enough drivers, the

ision must pay regUlar arivers out of tte substitute account. This is a

otentially ccistly procedure because it increases complexity of payroll and

makes it, difficult to determine, adequate reimbursement for transportation

costs.

Turnover and absenteeism are high among-driyers because driving:is a .part-time

job with part-time wages and benefip. 'Absenteeism creates a major problem
each day: obtaining enough substitute drivers to cover all open runs:

e '
,

Responsibility for training drivers is widely scattered, and the training

itself is not well coordinated. l*ivers' emaluations suggesttbat the

training provided is mit always adequate and that many imporfant topics are

not covered. Supplementar7:training for drivers of special education buses is

offered by special an4 alternative schools and centers, but is' not well

coordinated or adequate. IP ..)

MCPS policies and procedures do noc deal adequately with:accidents. Managers

of the Transportation Division seem to rely on improved supervision to reduce

aCcidents, though the major errors that account for 80 percent of

driver-caused accidents are those that can'probably best be corrected by 'h

combination of intensive classroom training; supervised practic9, and periodic
F

- retraining.
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Recommendations: (1) The division should be provided with the number of FTE
drivers for which a need can be documented. (2) Using the substitute account
to pay regular drivers should be prohibited. (3) Attendance records and
payroll prOcedures within the division should be simplified. (4) The
position Of vehidle operator Astructor should be upgraded and the instructor
should be reSponsible for.ioffering and/or coOrdinating all training. (5) The
vehicle instructor should be provided with adequate staff. (6) A divisional
task fOrce should be formed to review training needs, and, eventually, a
'peritanent training committee should.be formed, including representatives of
Transportation, Special ind 'Alternative Education, and StaUpeveloPment.
(7) Policies and procedures dealing with school bus accidents, pointd, and
penalties should be,reviewed and u¢dated.

Proposal for a Relief Driver Pool (Chapter 10)

Finding substitutes to cover open runs absorbs staff time that could be better
devoted to other jobs (planning, management,.supervision). Large percentages
of principals reported that substitute drivers elicit more,complaints about
lateness, other operational problems, and discipline than do regular drivers.

The MORE team recommend the formation of a permanent relief driver pool and
the Creation ,of two new positions: Relief Driver,I and Relief Driver II. A
pool of 60 Relief Drivers I (4 hours a day) and 5 Relief Driuers II (8 hours a

day) would be equivalent to about 80 day-by-day substitutes and would cost
only abopt $14,000 more per school year.. The potentiarbenefits to MCPS would
be reduction in complexity of payroll and saving of clerical ttme, increase in
the amount of time available supervisors to carry out essential jobs ,not
now being done, increas in the numbet of supervisory assistants (relief
driuers II), and dmprove performance of relief drivers in comparison to
substitutes.

Recommendation: .The MORE relief driver proposal should be adopted and
tn lemented'after review by the Transportation Division and the Office of the
asso iate superintendent for Supportive Services.

2

Bus-Aides (Chapter 11)

Bus *aides 'Are .assikned only to special Lit:cation buses, but notsll special
education buses are eftrently assigned aides. map regulations do not address
the issues of whether or not aides are to be assigned to Special education
buses at all or what criteria should be used to determine whether or not an
aide will be, assigned to a given bus. No evidence was found that it is
necessarY to assign an,aide to every special education bus, but aides must be,
assigned to buses used by children who need special help. Recruiting aides is
difficult, and turnover and absenteeism among aides is high. The reasons are
probably the difficulty of the job, the part-time'wages, and the split hours:

EN-6



Though aides work directly with some of the most severely physica/ly and
emotionally handicapped pupils in MCPS, they are given virtually no training.

This has created problems between aides and drivers, aides and pupils, and
between the Transportation Division and some special and alternative centers.

Better and better-coordinated ,training must be offered to, aides who are
already employed and those who will be hired in the future. Training should

be the responsibility of the vehiclefoperator instructor (upgraded) of the
Transportation Division,. but provided by specialists in special education.

There are potential control And cost problems' associated with aides. For
example, in FY 1982, Mark Twain school provided its own aides, special,

education aides who volunteered to do. bus duty., ,The ,pupil transportation

staff have designated two substitutes per area for priority service on Mark
Twain buses, and drivers of all of the busei thatrnerve the schoql work at the

school for an hour per day. .To some extent these arrangements reduce the
division's contrql over st0f and operations.

RecomMendations: (1) 'Policieslwegulations, and procedures for determining

the number and assignment Or ardes, training, and the evaluation of afdes

should be developed. (2) An attempt should be made to .recruit Montgomery
College students as aides. (3) The vehicle opetator instructor should be
assigned responsibility for training and coord gting training of aides., (4)

The training of aides should be ipuded in the responsibility of .

previously-recommended.training committee..

Management and Superyision.(Chapter 12),

The organizational structure of pupil transportation.and the deployment of the

staff interfere with, management, supervision, and the,control of operations

and costs. Managers and supervisors are Separated from one another and from

the central office, supervisors are separated from the buses and workers they
are supposed to supervise, and there is no constant managerial. condection

between depots and area offices. Pupil transportation is understaffed, and
area 'administration'bresks an aiready too small' staff into event smaller

units. Efficiency is reduced by the duplication of tasks and work in the

three area offices:

Supervision and control are inadequate. Even the minimal supervision required

by MSDE and by the MCPS evaluation process is not always parried out. There
is reason to believe that lack of supervision and control results in increased

0 costs.

There is almost no limit to the number of appeals to higher .authority that cad'
be made by parents and MCPS étaff who make demands on the pupil transportation

staff. Thus there is a layer of "external management" which interferes with
Transportation Division control and which 'also waStes time, and increases

.costs.

tf
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The Transportation Division has submitted e plan for the reorganization of
pupil,transportation. The plan, however, is not truly a reorganization, plan
and does not address mast of the problems caused by organization,
understaffing, and the deployment of staff.

'Recommendations: A discussion of the most impdrtant recommendations that stem
from the findings is postponed until Chapier 15, in which the MORE team offers
a plan for reorganiiing and staffing pupil transportation; It is recommtnded
here that the Board of Education adopt policies, regulations, and procedures
that will give decision making authority to managers of the Transportation
Division eXcept in major or unusual cases'and that will limit the number and
kind .of appeala.that can be made.

/Planning and Information (Chapter 13)

The,goal of planning should be the reduction of pupil .transporeation costs.
Reducing the number of miles travelled by school buses offers the only hope/
for reducing all costs (though some costs can be reduced independentlY without
affecting othero)-: Mileage can be decreased only, if the entire bus route
network is efficiently designed, which can be achieved only through planning.

The present system of planning routes and resources may result in increases
rather than decreases in mileage and therefore in all other costs. Each year,
some problems may have been solyed by adding buses and inereasing mileage.
Planning has been backwards, i.e., based on after-the-fact load counts that
show how many pupils are on buses, but not how many are eligible for
transportation or should be riding.

The county's Ride-On system, with 90,buses at peak load, employs 11,full-time
pianners and analysts. 'The Transportation Diirisian, with more than 600 buses,
employs not even one full-time planner. The pupil transportation staff has
been so reduced that staff members have difficulty planning day-to-day, route
modifications aiL cannot do dome long-range planning. The situation
encourages finding quick, easy, and expensive solutions to problems.

Because pupil transportation is administered by 'areas, records are scattered
and no one has an opportunity to see the cou de bus route network.
Inefficiencies which might increase costs are ther e not likely, to" lp
detected. Much of the information on which plannin should be-based is not
available in MCPS, and the pupil transportation staff must rely on inaccurate
sand incomplete information. .t

The Division of Administrative Analysis and Audits contracted for an
independent routieg study to determine the effects of the following on costs:
basing routes on pupile' addresses, concentrating on reducing route Mileage,
enforcing existing MCPS regulations. The study was confined to the routes of

buses serving Kennedy High School. The contractor was able to reduce
cumulative one-way, one-run route mileage 4 15.4 miles or an average ot .91

milps per bus. , If the results of the study were generalized to the entire bus

E-a
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fleet, maintenance and operating costs would be Deduced by. $334,908 per year.

The study thus demonstrated the potential benefits of planning and enforce4ent

of regulations.

Recommendations: "(1) A task force should be formed to determine data and

other' needs of the Transportation Division. (2) There should be a review and

revision of MCPS .regulations and development bf additional pol'icies and

/ procedures to determine eligibility for transportation and the exchange of

information. (3) A pupil identification system should be investigated.

do.

Current Attempts to Reduce Costs (Chaper 14)

The Transportation Division is expected to engage in long range planning and

to propose the adoption of methods to reduce pupil transportation costs.

Recently, at the request of the Board of Education, the pupil transportation

staff have attempted to consolidate bus stops, and the_division director has
made- a tentative proposal to reduce the size of-the bus fleet by drastically

altering school schedules. The staff have also been investigating computer

routing of buses.

.The stoprconsolidation program has had niodest success. The division staff

estimated that $12,000 was saved in FY 102 and that perhaps as much as
$30,000 will be saved in FY 1983. Drastic revision of school schedules would

tend to Pass Transportation Division planning problems to the schools, would
probably not he acceptable to principals and parents (see questionnaire data),

and would probably not decrease 'mileage or the size of the bus fleet

significantly. A present, the division does not have the infortnation or 'the

centralized organization that would make ft possible;to set up acountywide
computerized routing system.'

Recommendations: (1) The sttp consolidatibn program should be continued. (2)

The proposal to alter school schedules drasticall.y should be set aside for

future consideration only if there is no alternative. (3) Computer rbuting of

buses should not be considered until, the division has the necessary

informatibm.about pupils, the,. centralized organization, and the, technical'

assistance to make it feasible to adopt the,technology.

. A Proposal for Reorganizing Pupil Transportation (Chapter 15)

It has been shown in this report that MCPS is attemptinvto operate a major
, transportation system with a minimum of staff, planning, management, and

supervision. 'The pupil transportation staff are ttappei in a .self-

perpetuating cycle in which they.must constantly respond to demands over which,

they have little control and must solve.problems in'ways thatO.ncrease the

number of operational problems and probably increase costs. The MORE team

believe the way to stop the cycle is to centralize, reoxganize; and modestly
increase the size of the pupil transportation staff.

E-91



At a,minimum, the MORE plan requires the following:

. Complete separation of transportation and area administration

. .Centralization of pupil,transportation staff in one facility

. Organizationof the staff into fuhceional units

Upgrading.of some positiOns and addition of 6 new positions (increased

efficiency -in planning alone Would offset costs and, in addition,
reduce maintenance and operating cos

: Creation of the position of disp tcher, asgignment of one dispatcher
to each depot

Assignment of a limited number of.route supervisors to each depot.

Foaation of ,a pool of permanent relief drivers, assignment of relief
drivers to depots

The functional positioni and units would be as follows:

. : Pupil Transportation Supervisor atd Staff

. Planntng ahd Data Analysis Unit

%

. Training and Field Service.Unit

CoMmunity Relations Unit t

Bus Operations

Depots: dispatchers,rroTtsupervisors, relief drivers,"drivers, aides

The MORE team believe, this. proposal attacks% and solves all pupil
transportation problems simultaneously. Major improvements would include the
following: Managers and supervisors would no longer be separated from one

another. The staff Would have the time, ability, and organization to cern%
. out centralized, countywide plEihning. There would be constant supervision of

, buses and workers at depots and a direct supervisory link between the central
-

office and depots. While the staff would continue to be small, specialization
iby function would increase staff,efficiehcy and eliminate duplication of tasks
and work.. Training would be coordinated with operations. Bus operations
staff would be responsible only.for day-to-day operations, not also for all

i

other tasks..

I.

Recommendation: The MORE plan for centralizing and reorganizing pupil

transportation and for increasing, the pupil transportation staff should be
adopted and implemented.

4.
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Part III

Automotive Services

Description ,of Services (Chapter 16)

The services performed by the staff are described. MSDE and MCPS mandate

preventive" maintenance standards for school buses, 'and the Transportation

Division has developed additional standards. These standards include monthly

service, an annual preventive maintenance.check, and three annual state

inspections. MSDE and MCPS do not mandate preventive maintenance tandards
for other MCPS vehicles. The staff perform repairs on all.but a few,of the

vehicleb owned by MCPS and also provide emergency road service. The

Transportation Division is responsible for mainoining bulk storage tanks and
pumps for gasoline and diesel fuel and for the operation of service stations.

The division is also responsible for maintaining a large computerized parts

inventory and for supplying data on fuel and repair costs to other MCPS .uhits'

.that operate vehicles.

Services and ths Budget (Chapter 17)

The cost of automotive services increases (or decreases), with the number of

MCPS iiehicles and number of miles travelled by vehicles. However, while

school buses have been added to the fleet, the allowance for bus maintenance

and operating costs has been decreased. Labor costs incurred by the

Transportation Division on,behalf of other units that operate vehicles are not

charged ro those units .and therefore artificially inflate the automotive

services budget. When cuts are made in the budgeWeiiherautomotive services
or pupil traaportation are penalized for absorbing other units' labor costs.

Though the division is responsible.for,providing other units information about

costs (except labor), managers of thosevuniis say they are not being given

adeitiate or timely data and that they have little control over spending.

Major RecommendafionEW .(11 All units should budget and be charged for all

sautemotive maintenance costs. (2) Increases or decreases in the automotive

services budget should be determined by increases or decreases in the numbers

of vehicles the unit maintains and by documented needs. (3) Managers of

units' that operate vehicles should be provided with accurate and timely cost

data and be able to control some automoti* maintenance,dosts.

4
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Delivery of Service (Chapter 18)

The preventive maintenance schedule for school .buses provides for frequent
mechanical checks, adjqstments, and relmirs. Bus drivers do not always adhere
to.the schedules, and the syptem for notifying them of missed s rvice
appointments is cumbersopLe and time consuming. A better system or sch dule
for inspecting, repairing and.replacing tires seems to be needed. There is

gopd evidence that dr ers arellnot given adequate training in the 'melhani

operation of buses and are responsible for many unnecessary road calls.

Present Transportation Division policy catises commun cation problems when
buses break down on the road. Maintenance Division vhjiles are aiparently
being serviced with some regularity, but probably niit o an optimal schedule.

Major Recommendations: (1) A bettect'system is nee d for scheduling service
appointments and for notifying bus &lifters About missed appointments;
assigning t dispatcher to each depot (see, Part ) would solve these

problems.' (2) The divisio,n6eeds to develop an improved syitem fdr storing,

inspecting, and maintaining tires. (3) All school bupes should be equipped
with two-way radios.,

(2'

Depot and Sholt Problems (Chapter i94

There is not adequate parking space at depot lots for illl school buses, and

the problem cannot be solved cheaply or easily. Because about 118 buses must
be parked off-depot, there are problems of supervisory control over how buses
are used and in scheduling maintenance. The division director therefore

recommends establidang satellite -parking lots and 'refueling facilities.

.Garage facilities at the Randolph depot are inadequate for the number of
vehicles to be serviced there, and one of the lifts is unnplkble. There are

limited facilities at dents for drivers, and. driverWliften enter shops,
posing a safety hazard to themselves. and 'others.. Though the Maintenance
Division is supposed to maintain shop equipment (lifts, etc.), it is not'

equipPed to do so. The Ttansportation Division has therefore assigned its own

mechanic to the' job, though this is a makeshift arrangement. No provisions
were ever made for distributing parts from the Shady Grove central shop to the

outlying depots. A worker who is assigned to "light duty" now delivers parts,
but the position itself is not funded in the budget.

lk
Major Recommendations: (1) Transportaiion Divisio managers should provide

documented financial justification in all case in which a school bus is
parked at a driver's home; buses now, parked at driv r's homes without such

justification should be parked at depots. (2) *The recommendation to

establish satellite parking lots should be given careful considerAtibn. (3)

Additional work space and one additional lift should be provided at the

Randolph depot. (4) The Transportation Division should' formulate rules and
,.

penalities to keep drivers gut of shops. (5) The position of "parts runner".

should be created and funded. (6) A cost-effectiveness study should be done

by the Transportation Division to determine and document the best and least

expensive way to carry out a maintenance program for Shop equipment.
N
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Staffing and Personnel Issues (Chapter 20)

While automotive services may not have enough workers, the major problem may
be the distribution of staff. The Randolph depot needs more workers on both

shifts, but there is no room for them at present. A night shift is needed at

Clarksburg, and ehe supervisor recommends that it be created bk reassigning
day-shift workers to the night shift. "Understaffing" can occur in automotive

services when workers are placed on so-called light duty. MCPS_haS been

fortunate in getting already well-trained workers, but since automotive_

technology changes each year, workers must, receive continuing training.

On-the-job training in automotive services takes care of some needs. In the

past, training offered by manufacturers has tayen care of the rest, but

opportunities may decrease if budget cuts or inflation reduce the division's

ability to pay for training. ,There are too few line supervisory positions in

automotive services.

Major Recommendations: .(1) Additional work space and at least one more -safe

'lift should be provided tit the Randolph depot, and additional workers should

be reassigned to Randolph and/or provide'd for in the budget. (2) A night
gnift at Clarksburg should be created by reassiining day shift workers. (3)p,

Line supervi*ory and,specialist positions should be created (see Chapter 23

for,recommendations).

1' v

Managpmedt and Supervision (Chapter 21)

Though automotive services is decentralized, the staff is organized and

equipped to manage operations. However, there are some flaws in an otherwise

sound structure, some caused le events that occurred between FY 1977 and the
present: decehtralization, installation of two computer inventory systems, and:,

frequent turnover of managers (three division directors and three supervisors

of automotive maintenance). During this difficult time, jobs had to be

assigned to whatever staff members were available, and some of\these informal
managerial job assignments continue, though they are no longer appropriate.

1:
At preseni, the supervisor of automotive maintenance devotes too much of his

time ,to jobs that are primarily technical, not administrative. The senior

accounts clerk is responsible for computer operations, which should be

coordinated by the supervisor of automotive mainienance. The repair services

supervisor and the supervisor of the Shady Grove shop, who is treated as

central office staff member, do some of the coordinating jobs that should be

done by the supervisor of automotive maintenante. The repair services

4,
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supervisor, however, does only some of the technical work for which he is
responsible according to the job description. At the depots, .supervisors

spend 50 percent or more of their time doing clerical work and therefore
cannot devote full time to supervising or consulting with'workers. The majdi
management problems are primarily matters of lack,of control over operations
and are mainly the result of scattering of respbnsibility. The major problems

in supervision are lack of control over the quality of work and over parts and,
supplies.

Major Recommendations: Postponed until Chapter 23.

technological Plannin (Chapter 22) 14

The automotive services staff can help reduce vehicle operating costs only in

the f011owing ways: deyeloping efficient ways to do repairs or to make
modifications, evaluating products already in use to identify those that give

the best service at the lowest cost, testing new products or technologies for
cost effectivenese ineMCPS. At present, the staff cannot engage in product

evaluation because the wealth of data entered into variods computer systems
cannot be extracted in useful form. Recently the division attempted to carry
out a test of the cosOeffectiveness of diesel school bu.ses, but the test was
not well conducted and the cost effectiveness of diesels wasi not established..

MCPS was invited tO join the county government An a low-cost, low.risk test or:
the use of liquid propane as a fuel in Maintenance Division (hndtother)
vehicles, and successful application of the technolog9 might have saved MPS
$100400 a year. MCPS did not cooperate, however, primarily because too many
departmenti, divisions, and managers were involved in making deciaions (i.e.
responsibility was too diffused).

Major Recommendations: (1) The .computer support provided -to autoMotive
ices should be evaluated and the system should be reyampgd so that the

unit can evaluate products, determine costs, and engage in product testingt

) A permanent committee should be formed to oversee'product evaluation and
testing.

..r
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Strengthenihg the Structure of Automotive Services (Chapter 23) 1

Automotive services does not need to be reorganized, but the structure needs

to be strengthend. . The MORE staff recommend that this can be done over

approximately a two, year period in the following ways:

o Eliminate the present position f repair services supervisor and

crtate, at a lower grade, the .position of automotive technical

specialist.

o Upgrade the position of the present supervising automotive mechanic in

charge of the Shady Grove shop and upgrade the positions of present

lead automotive mechanicw.'
a

o Create line supervisory ana'specialist positions by eitablishing three

grades of auto mechanics, giing mechanics .of the highest grade

supervisory responsibilities.

o Create two grades for automotive service workers.

o DoWngrade a number of automotive service worker position6 and create

the lower-level positions of lubrication worker,' service station

attendant, and parts funner:

o MA two FTE clerical'positions lixed at,four half-time positions, with .

one half-.time positicin assigned to each depot.

o Retitle some positions to make, distinctiOns that are not presently

made or aretonfusing.
,

It is estimated that the MORE plan would result in an increase 'of only about

$4,584 in salary costs, which is very close to no increase at.all (because

estimates exaggerated some costs). The plan would provide automotive services

with a full-time technical planner, six additional shop supervisors, and four

half-time clerks. It should result in increased control over operations,'

planning and inventory,

6

41.
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Introduction to Part IV

PART IV

AVDITOR'S REPORT
ON THE INVENTORY SYSTEM

The purpose of the audit was to determine possible causes for the large
adjustments in the Transportation Division inventory that have been
encountered in recent years and to evaluate the efficiency of the inventory
,s7stem as a part of the RE atudy. The main concern was to ascertain if
inIormation being., genera ed by the inventory system ii processed efficiently
and accurately. Parts, supplies, tires, and, tubes are accounted 'for on a

computerized perpetual inventory system; gasoline and oil are accounted for on
a partly computerized inventory system. Both systems provide data to the
Accounting Division and to the so-called transportation system.

. .
,

Ow

Vehicle Parts Inventory System (Chapter 24)

The sprocedure for receiving parts and supilies is cumbersome and lends itself
to error because of the large number of repetitive entries that must be maaé.
Parts requisition forms are not numbered, and it is possible that when parts
are transferrred from the central stockroom at Shady Grove to the depots or

%among depots groups of transfers might be omitted mben the inventory is
updated. Direct charge items are not reflected in the perpetual inventory
account, which adds unnecessary confusion. cirms like parts requisitions and
repair orders are not controlled by number, and the issue of forms is not
controlled. Parts numbers are confusing and are not standardized. The system
for recording and accounting for rebuilt parts overstates their ,inventory
4al3e. Routine reports are not used regularly or adequately,forcontrol and

agement. Storage facilities for tires are inadequate, ,and ".:ftockrooms 'are
not always supervised or secure. The supervisor of automotive mai nance
plays too,small a role in coordinating and managing the inventory system.

,r

Major Recommendations: (1) Detailed recommendations for improving the system
that are presented in.the chapter should be implemented. (2) Routine reports
should beused for control and management. (3) Adequate storage facilities
should be provided for tires, and stockrooms should be adequately staffed and
made secure.

19
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Gadoline Control System (Chapter 25)

Gasoline, oil, and transmission fluid are accounted for on the GisBoy computer

system and by a parallel manual system. liken gasoline is delivered, it is not

metered at the tank. Dipsticking of tanIcs dpes hot always produce, accurate

readings. There,are many pfoblems in the GasBoy system. Deliliery cards that

trigger the system are issued to vehicles, but drivers, pay use cards not

assigned to their vehicles. Correct odometer ieadings are not always entered

into the system at the pump. Pumps can be Witched from automatic (computer)

to manual, and withdrawals.will not be recorded by the system. Pumps are-not

always accuratelytcalibiated. Memory banks at pumps are sometimes knocked out

by electrical storms, and data are lost. There is no reliable system for

checking the accuracy of information produced by GasBoy. Ithere is a 'Manual

system for recording withdrawals, but 'no method to guarantee that withdrawals

are recorded or that those that are recoraed are entered into., the accounting

system. At pumps where the manual system is used, security is aimost

nonexistent. At depots, automotive service workers are assigned to pump gas

but are not .full-time attendants; The gasoline system generates a

considerable amount of data, but at present, much of the data are not readily

available. Regular reports are vlot used for management and control. With

some internal work, the perpetual inveaory system can be idproyed and useful

reports Can be generated. At longer range, the entire gasoline system shRuld

be reevaluated.
'

Major Recommendations: (1) Detailed recommendations made in the chapter

should be implemented to improve control over the gasoline inventory and the

accuracy of data produced by the system. .(2) The Transportation Division and

the Data Processing Division should work together to develop useful reports

and to study the feasibility of a *completely computerized inventory. (3)

'Service station attendant positions should be created as recommended'in

Chapter 23 to improye security of pumps end tanks. (4) A task force should

beformed to investigate alternatives to the present gasoline system.

570L/4
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SOME.GENERAL CAVEATS

4.1

The MORE project staff have made every effort to assure that the quantitatiye

data and other information presented in this report are accurate. ,Howevtr,

the following cautions should be observed.
;

Changing Events

Data collection an& analysis and the wilting of the report took more than a

year. . During that time, events sometimes overtook and passed what had already
been written. 4rhe following is an example:

Throughout the report,:it is 'said that the Transportation Division
does not get 'adequate and accurate informAtion about pupils who.are to,

be transpored. It is pointed out -that MCPS regulations do pot coyer

situation and that, in any case, the computerized pupil data base

066ntains inaccuracies.

r
0 In the summer of 1982,, the deputy superintendent instructe4 principals

to carry out existing regulations that deal,with record keeping and to
provide transportation supervisors with informaiion about pupils. As a

result of the ,deputy superintendent's action, the Transportation

Division,began to get such information regularly.

o However, MCPS regulations that ,deal with eligibility for

transportation and information continue to be inadequate, and there are,

still many errors in the pupil data base.

In this caseand in all others that the MORE staff are aware of, the problems

described, the .data piesented, inferences and COnclusions derived frOM the

data, and recommendStions have not been altered.

Quantitative Data in General .

The following considerations apply to all quantitative data;

o bata collection had to be stopped

1982. At that time, some data for
available and could not be included

iii

in the summer of calendar 'year
the 1981-82 school year were not yet
in the report.
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o It is accepted practice in MCPS to make past budgets conform to the
present budget (for example, position titles are changed)1 Therefore,
it is not always possible to find an exact correspondence /between
budgets and other historical financial and personnel records.

w .

o Whenever the MORE staff had .to select data from conflicting sources
for analysis and presentation, the most conservative data were used to
avaid exaggeration.'

Trends in cost, "staffing, and -the like, and the conilusions derived from
afialysis of trends would not be changed by updating data. The use of the,
least instead of the most conservative data would reinforce the inferences,
conclusions, and recomowndations of the MORE staff, not contradict them.

DivisionData From Transportation
,

.

*
. :

.

Though all of the data obtained from the Transportation Division are as
accurate as the MORE.staff could make them, some may not be entirely accurate
for rhe following reasons that are discussed at length.in the report:
.

o The division makes a variety of repimts to. -different agencies: MSDE,
MCPS, MVA, etc. Reporting requirements are not unifOrm,-and both data
elements and the data differ among reports. It is often difficult to

find a "true" number. (Chapter 13.)

o In recent years, there have been' large discrepancies in the division's
computerized inventory. (Part IV, auditor's report.) //V

o Control aver the computerized GasBoy system, the source of fuel and
mileage data, is inadequate, (Part IV, auditor's report.)

a There is inadejiate cont ol over some operations that should be the
source of data. (Chapter 8, 10, 12, and 13.)

When there were conflicts among dat sources, the MORE staff ,used' the most
consistent values" and, whenever pbsible, attempted to find an independent
corroborating source. As in other cases, the data selected for analysis and
presentation are the moat conservative and avoid exaggeration. The use'of the,
,least conservative data would, %gain, reinforce the inferences, conclusions,
and recommendations of the MORE staff.

f

1
Some test were run to determine this just before the report went to

press..
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PART I.

TRE7DIVISION'S.MISSION',
ORGANIZATION, RESOURCES, AND SUCCESS



I

CHAPTER 1

THE MISSION OF THE TRANSPORTATION DIVISON

The Transportation DivisiOn is one of the largest service units of the

Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS) and probably the most visible. The

driver of the School bud is the first MCPS staff member who is seen at the

beginning, of the school day4ind last to be seen at the end of the day by about

50,000 pupils. Furthermore, like so many mobile advertising signs, the more

than 600 yellow school buses are seen daily by'thousands of citizens of the'

county, the majority of whom have no children in MCpS., and have little Or no

other tontact with the schools.

Despite this visibility, .the many functions of the division are probably not
well understood, even by many MCPS staff members. As is shown in Exhibit 1.1,

the division does far more than -operate_ 'a home-schoollhome bus service.

Instead, it combines the functions of a transit system, tour bus line, travel

agency, car rental agency, automobile service station chain, repair garage

chain, and accounting service.

Comparing the Transportation Division to a large travel conglomerate is not

hyperbOle, as can be seen in Exhibit 1.2, which gives some selected

illustrative data. The "transit system" alone is a major .operation.

Montgomery County covers about 500 square miles, and MCPS, pupils live

virtually everywhere within,that area. Parts of the county are urban, with

very high population and road density. Thus, in MCPS Ateas 1 and 2, school

buses must travel On dome streets where there are awesome traffic problems.

Area 3, however, is very large and has comparatively low population and Toad

density. Pupils, schools, and bus stops are widely scattered. The many
. narrow, high crowned rural roads in, the atea.present.theieown particular

driving hazards, especially in bad weather.. In all arras, "the stdp-and-go

nature of school bus driving, increases wear on the, buses and therefore

increases the need for maintenance.

3 3
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Exhibit. 1..1

TASKS PERFORMED BY'THE
'DIVISION OF TRANSPORTATION

Transportation

o Transport all eligible MCPS-pupils and private school pupils
between.home and school.by bus

o Arrange, pay, and account ,for the private transportation of
handicapped pupils between home and school o; special program within or
outside of the county or state

o Transport pupils among schools fOt classes or special programs

o Transport pupilé on field, athletic, or other school-related trips

. o On special occasions, provide transportation for MCPS staff members
(e.g., shuttle service'during multi-ethnic conventions)

o For a fee, arrange for and, provide transOortation for other
'educational institutions, community groups, and county residents in
general (e.g., )fontgomery County Fair shuttle)

4.

Service and Maintenance

o Operate "service stations" at which .all MCPS, and some county
lovernment vehicles refuel

o Provide lubrication, oil change, tune-up,, and maintenance check for
all MCPS vehicles; provide.records of fuel _Consumption, maintenance,
and repairs to other MCPS units operating vehicles

o Make mechanical repairs on almostall MCPS vehicles (the few
exceptions are primarily very large Vehicles)

Other Service

o .0perate the MCPS mot.or pOol

o Keep fuel records'for driver education vehicles,(not owned by MCPS)

4

. 3 4



Montgomery County
a

Square miles 497

Persons Per Square Mile

County 1,165.

MCPS Area 1 2,267
Area 2 2,725
Area,3 395

Miles pf road MOO
,

Z.

Exhibit 1.2

SOME SELECTED DATA
.TLSHOWING MAGNITUDE OF THE

NSPORTATION DIVISION'B MISSION

Pupil Traimportationb

Number of schools

School bus routes

Pupils transported
by MCPS bus

Number of field
trips per year

School bus
miles 1 year

'Field trip
miles 1 year

181

602

51,452

11,000c

a

A

SerVice and. Repair
b

'

Number School buses 672

Number Maintenance ' ,262

Division vehicles

Number Supply
Division vehicles 32

Number motor
pool vehicles 75

Miscellaneods
9,817,739 'other vehicles

537'000'

Gallons of gas
for-buées,1 yr. .2,000,000c

. .

=fhimber pupils

.transported by
..i private vehicle

2i&

Dr4ver Education 55

vehicles

Total Vehicies 1,121

Number 1)--f bus road

869 calls responded to 2,300

a
Based on 1980 census information supplied by the Montgomery County Planning Beard.
districts were divided by school adMiniatrative arei boundaries, approximations,were made.

, .

b "

Data for end of year FY 1981

c
Rounded

3.5

-

en censuS
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The numbers of everything with which.the divison' deals are impressive. In

1981, 51,000 pupils.'were .transported daily to and from.schools over 1,600

.miles/of road.
1

The sehool buse* 'travelled almost 10,000,000 miles, the

equivalent of 400 trips around the.earth at the equator or'21 reund trips lo

the moon. In the course ofa7g travels, buses used.about7-2,000,000 gallons

of gasoline, enough 6 enable the owner of a car gettini,20 miles per gallon
to driVe 15,0o0 milea a yearlor more than 2,600 yeers

In 1981, tile services and repair staff were' resplsible for the maintenance

. -

and repair of 1,066 vehicles and for keeping fuel consumption records for the
55 driver education cars., Since school buses are serviced once a month, the

garage staff performed more than 6,000 changes of oil and "lube jobs" on buses
alone during the year. As is true of all motor vehicles at one .time or

another, especially'Under the traffic conditions in Montgomery County, some of
the buses had problems while on the road. The service staff responded to

2,300 calls for road service.

This, then, is the mission of the' Transportation Division. Transportihg

children to and from school. is ite'primary job. However, over the years, more

and more programs have been added to MCPS and many changes have been made in
the conditions of operation of the'schools4 Many -of them depend on moving

.children from place to place by bus during the school day. Finally, it is

also the division's responsibility to maintain all other MCPS vehicles so that

many school services can function.

1
More than 100,000 riders a day if one counts the round trips.

3"/
4
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'CHAPTER 2

-N

ORGANIZATION, FUNCTIONS, AND STAFFING TRENDS

'Organization and Functions

Until 1977, the Transportation Division was housed at the Lincoln Center in

Rockville. Thereafter,- with the establishment of four transportation and

maintenance depots (Shady Grove,- Clarksburg, lethesda, and Randolph), the

division was decentralized. The division's central office is now at the

Transportation and Mainisauance Service- Park (usually called the Shady Grove

depot), which also houses a service and tepair depot. The service and `repair

staff work at or out of the four depots. The pupil transportation'area office -

staff are assigned to MCPS school area administrative offices. Exhibit 2.1

shows the way in which the division is now organized to carry out its mission,

and Exhibit 2.2 shows the locatiOnsra offices and depots.

Central Office

The central staff consists of the division director, the supervisor, of

automotive maintenance, the repair services supervisor, two transportation

specialists, the vehicle operator instructor, and the central seCretarial and

clerical staff. As is ttue in all MCPS division offices, the central staff

are tesponsible for coordination of operations, budget planning, and a wide

Variety of other usual and routine tasks. One of the two transportation

specialists is assigned primarily to special education transportation,

arrangiug for transportation to several of.the supplementary centers (but not

other special education routes) and for private transportation' for pupils who

cannot ride on school buses or who attend programs outside the county. The

ehicle operator instructor is responsible for psycho-physical screening and

training new drivers and aides.



Exhibit 2.1

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
OF THE TRANSPORTATION DIVISION

,Associate Superintendent Fir SupPortive Services

Director, Department of School Services ,

Director,
Division of Transportation

c

Vehicle Operator Instructor (1)
c .

Transportation Specialiil (2)
c

. Secretary and Clerks (4)

Area Transportation Supervisor (3)a
Secretary and Clerk (1 each per area)

Transportation Assistant (6)a

Bus Operatars
ad

Bus Aidesa

Supervisor of.Automotive Maintenance (1)c
Account Clerk (1)c

Repair Services Supervisor (1)
c

SupeAising Auto Mechanic (42td
Lead Automotive Ilechanic (3)

Auto Service Warkers
d

Tire Repairersd
Auto Mechanias
Parts Clerks

c = Central office at Shady Grove Road

a = Area administrative offices

d Depots, i.e. automotive depots at Shady Grove, Clarksburg, Randolph,
. and Bethesda

ad = Area and depot, i.e. assigned to asea transpprtation office, but
work out of automotive depots

39
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Exhibit 2.2

LOCATION OF TRANSPORTATION DIVISION
CENTRAL OFFICES, DEPOTS AND AREA OFFICES

iiyaltslOwn

Como Clarksburg

PoolesvIlli

IIICencral Offices/

Shad" CroVe Depot

IP transportation Depots

AL Lincoln Center

EDAria Transportation Offices

3

Damascus

Germantown

D3l

Darnestovin

Gaithersburg

I.
Polomas

Laylonsyllte

tiockyllteA

2 Ke

Olney , 'Sandy

tiring

Burtonsville
ColesvIlle

El 1
Wheaton

ngloin

Beth esda

Sortnt
-lakoma

Park

4



Maintenance and Repair

Thes supervisor of automotive- maintenance, a central office staff member, is
responsint'for all garage operationa. A supervising automotive mechanic is
in 'charge of each depot. Supervising.mechanics are on duty during the day.
Night,shift supervisors are lead automotive mechanic's who report to the
superbisini autmotive mechanics in charge of the depotd.

The Shady Grove depot is the 4main" or central garage. All parts and supplies
ire ordered through and distributed from Shady Grove. Major jobs like engine .

repiacelient" and:others which require heavy or highly specialized,equipment are
done there for all other depots. In addition, the centyal garage is
responsible for service on vehicles assigned to its parking loi.

Periodic maintenance and repair of vehicles assigned tO their lots are
performed aethe Clarksburg, Randolph, and Bethesda depots. Each depot,
(except Clarksburg) has a tow truck and at least one other service vehicle to
send on road calls in its geographic area. The Bethesda depot handles all
road calls for MCPS buses that are on field trips in the District of Columbia.

,Pupil TransportatioA

Area transportation offices, under the direction of an area transportation
supervisor, are housed at the three tchool administrative area offices. It
should be noted in Exhibit 2.1 that the area transportation supervisors report
directly to2the director of the division, not to a mid-level manager or
supervisor. The area transportation staff are responsible for all Pupil
transportatfOn in their area, inciuding special education transportation
(except private transportation and buses to some supplementary.centers). The
staff are also, of course, ,responsible for assigning, dispatching, and"
supervising all bus drivers and aides in their area.

Though drivens and aides are assigned to area transportation offices, they
report to work ar4he transportation depots where their buses are parked. The
depot to which a bos is assigned,,lmtver, may not correspond tO the
administrative area to which the driver is assigned and in wflich the dOver's ,

'

,1The egtablishment of large parking lots at each depot was an important
part,of the decentralization plan.

2
As. of the ,time this description is written. ,The Board of'Educat

has,*however, receivtd a proposal to create a mid-level position.

t
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route is located. Thus area transportation supervisors and assistantS do not

have direct contact lith the, drivers and aides they supervise, not even

through a dispatcher. Limited numbers of "radio drivers"--experienced

drivers with radio equipped buses--are assigned to area offices. These

drivers cen.transmit messages between area offices and drivers. However,

radio drillers also -serve as substitute, drive
N
emergencies. They ere therefore not always a direct li

and drivers,i in addition, they have no supervisory

Staffing Trends

or respond to road

between area offices

authority.

Exhibit 2.1 shows staffing trends in the Division of Transportation from FY
1975 to FY 1982 by position category and number of staff members; it also

shows increases or decreases exptessed is a pereentage of the staff in the

base year FY 1975 (FY 1975 = 100 percent). There have been increases in three

categories of staff: maintenance and mechanical, drivers, and bus attendants

(aides). These increases are attributed by the Divisidn of Transportation

staff to the closing of schools, the institution of new programs that require
transportation, and the enormous growth of special education. As the nubber

of services increased, there was need for more buses, which had to be driven

more miles. Thus:more drivers and aides were needed. Since buses were used
more, they needed more maintenance. In turn, this led to an increase in the

need for mechanics.

One trend is p#rticularly itriking. ' The number of administrdtive,,

supervisory, .and, technical staff has decreased over the years by 17 percent;

the staff is now only 83'percent of what ir was in FY 1975. The number of

clerical workers has decreased by'15 percent, and the clerical staff is now

only 85 percent of what ,it was in FY 1975. During the same time, the

maintenance and mechanical staff has increatied to 151 percent of FY 1975

staffing, the number of -drivers' to 116 percent, and the" number of 'bus

attendants tp 213 percentOf FY 1975 level's. Obviously, fewer administratiVe,
supervisory, and clerical staff members are now responsible for more drivers,

aides, and mechanics than in, FY 1975.

3
Note in Exhibit g.1 that the position of dispatcher does not exist.

See Part II for furthet discussion:

4
The'prev1ously mentioned proposal to

that radio driVers be elevated in rank to

9

the Board of Education recommends
supervisors.
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Exhibit 2.3

'111SALS/

TRENDS IN TRANSPORTATION-DIVISION
STAFFING FROM TY 1975 TO FY 1981 AND THE
CHANGE AS A PERCENTAGE OF,FY 1975 STAFFING

FY 1975 FY 1976 FY 1977 FY 197$ FY 4419
11 L' JL X L Z N Z N Z,

f-

FY 1980 .7.2

N
19$1 FY 19$2

Adminlstrative, Supervisory, 23 100 23 100 23 100 22 '96 23 100 23 100 20 $7 19 $3

Technical

Clerical 13 100 13 100 13 106. 12 92 12 '92 12 92 12. 92 11 -113

Maintenance I Mechanical 49 100 57 116' 57 116 63 128 64 131" 69 141 71 145 24' 151

Sus Operators (Driverl;)
b

358 ,100 365 102 '375 105 380 106 393 110 399 111 406 113 414 116

Sus Attendantsc 48 100 -48 too 52 108 67 139 80 167 $4 175 92.' 192 102 213
* *

'TOTALS 491 100 506 103 520 4106 544 111 572 116 586 110 601 122 620 126

, . ,

il,11 percentages are based on the =mbar of employees in the Transportatton Division in the base yesr FY 1975. ThUs in each
. ,

category the number of staff lumbers in FY 1975, 100Z. Less than 100 decline from FY 1975.

b
lus operator positions are full-time-equivalent positions, not the actual number of drivers employed. Most of the drivers are

not employed full time.

c Sus attendant position: are also full-tiMb-equivalent position...not the ictual number of aides employed.,

43 '
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CHAPTER 3

THE DIVISION'S BithGET

4,
.

Ille),IldgetitilaltendOt0131114)Ortthedillisionin,Catilring,04t, its naseion,

end ,the,waylthe funds are distributed (salaries, supOlies, etc.) has an effect

on how the diyision has to operate. There are some indications that in the

. future, the ,division may have to:change its traditional way of doing

business.^ There are also indications thai MCPS willhaye to be -prepared to

provide greitei support to the TransportatiOn Div
,-,

isionl- .

A

Budget Trends
/

Exhibit 3.1 sives the history of the total Transportation Division budget and

of;sote major budget categbries from FY 1975 to FY 082. Shown in ihe exhibit

by fiscal year are, actual expenditures ((except for FY 1982), expenditures

correCred for inflation by the CPI and expressed in 1975 clonal's, change

expressed as a percentage of the FY 1975 budget, and the percentage of the

budget funded by ihe Mgryland State Department of Education (MSDE).

..Total Budget

;

, The .iotal budget has increased continuouslY from $6:8 million in FY 1975 to
,

$14 million in FY 1981, apparently more than doubling in,the seven-year
. period. When corrected for inflation, however, the increase in 1975 dollars

was from $6.8 mfllion in FY 1975 to $8.5 million in FY 1981, g change-of 25..

percent (or 125 percent of,the FY 1975 budget). Since the percenthe of the

budget 'funded by MSDE is an important topic in its own right, it will be

,discuseed later in some detail.

'13



Salaries

Salaries changed very little from FY 1975 to FY 1981 and, relive to the
increase in the total budget, almost not at all after FY 1977, The actual
increase was from $4.5 million in FY 1975 to $8 million,in FY ,1981. In 1975
dollars, however, the increase was from $4.5 million to $4.9 tillion, and the
trY 1981 salary budget was only 109 ,percent of the FY 1975 ,budget. 'In

contrast, the total budget increased to 107 percent of the FY 1975 budget .hy
FY 1977 to 112 percent in FY 1978.

This small increase in salaries has been achieved, as has been noted
previOusly, by reducing the managerial,'supervisory, and clerical staff while
increasing the number of driVers, Laides, and mechanics for whom they are
responsible. As a result, managers have limited opportunity to manage and
supervisors are not able to supervise (see discussion in Chapter 5, which
deals with the internal functioning of the division). r

Supplies, Materials, and Equipment

The supplies and materials budget has increased more than the total budget.
In actual dollars, it has tmipled between FY 1975 and FY 1981 and has
increased to 173 percent,of the FY 1975 budget. Buses represent the largest.

. part of the equipment budget, which increaaed to 157 percent of the FY 1975,
budget between FY 1975 and FY 1981. An increase in programs and the.growth of
special education have undoubtedly increased the need for buses. However, it
is possible that some routing and scheduling tsroblems have been solvedin the
past by adding buses instead of redesigning routes. This .has 'not much
affected the budget, because MSDE has funded the purchase of buses for
approved new routes. However, the situation is .changing because. MSDE has
changed its method'of funding.

r

MSDE Fdhding

As can be seen in Exhibit 3.1, a sAnificant proportion of the
budget was, in the past, funded by MSDE. Between FY 1975 and FY
percentage ranged fr2m 60 percent to as much as'76 percent, with
between 65-70 percent. The funding formula was complex, taking

1

div±sion's
1981, .the
an average
into

. .

It shotild be noted that the 67 percent shown- for FY 1982, is based on
the amount budgeted, not 'on the amount actually spent, which is not yet
computable. The percentage will undoubtedly turn dut io be a smaller
proportion of actual spending.

4?
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Fiscal Year

Exhibit 3.1

TRANSPORTATION DIVISION BUDGET: FY 1975 TO FY 1982

IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS AND CORRECTED FOR INFLATION

Total Budget

Actuala In 1975
b

Expenditure Dollars .

1975 6.8

1976 7.8

1917 8.2

1978 9.1

1979 10.0,

1/980 11.7'

/981 --, 14.0

1982 rbUdgeted) 144

6.8

7.3
7.3

7.5

1 8.0
8.5

d

Salaries

Pergentage of
1975 Bud et,

Percentage°
Funded by MSDE,,PY

100 76

107 63

107 68 '

112 68'

110 66

118 68

125 60

d 67e

1975 '4.5 . 4.5 100

1981 8.0 4.9 109

1982.(budgeted) 8.9 d' d
V,

Supplies and Materials
,

1975 1.1 1.1 ,100

1981 3.3 4, 1.9 L73

1982 (budgeted) 3.2 .d 4
.4

°Equiprdene (PrimarilY Buses)

1975 0.7 0.7 100

1981 1.7 1.1 157

1982 (budgeted) 1.7 d d

,aActual expenditure in millions of dollars rounded..to nearest 100 tildirgand.

btn millions rounded to nearesi 100 thousand and corrected for inflation.

Percentagefunded by MatYland State Department of Edugation (MSDE).

d
The CPI is not yet available,and correction for inflation cannot be made.

e
Of the amount budgeted, not of actual expenditure. Actual percentage will be

lower.

Not applicable. MSDE does not fund in this way.
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Exhibit 3.2

PREDICTED TRANSPORTATION BUDGETS
AND MSDE FUNDING FOR SEVEN YEARS

Fiscal Year 1982

Transportation Div.a 14.8
in Millions of Dollars

MSDE Contribution in
b

4.9

Millions of Dollars

1."-)ttMSDE Contri ibut

as Percentage of 6 %

Transpditation
Division Budget

1983 1984 . 1985 1486 1987 1988

16.5 18.5 20.8 23.2 26.0 29.2

10.6 ' 11.5 12.4 13.4 14.5. 15.6

64% 62% 60% 58% 56% "53%

a
Predicted Transportation Division budgets based on an apnual increase of
12%, Ohich hat been the average.from FY 1975 tO FY 1982.

b
Predicted MSDE cohtribution based on the assumRtion that the maximum
aiiowable 8% increase will-bealIowed each yeai.

16
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account, such things as the number of approved routes, miles.travelled by
buses, staff positions considered essential, and so on. It did not allow for

some expenses like substitutes' salaries, so it was not intended that MSDE

funding would ever account foi 100'percent of the division's budget..

Beginning in FY 1982, the method of funding Was changed, and MSDE how gives
block grants. The amount given, to MCPS for FY 1982 was determined by past
expenditures to which an increment was added. In the future, the increaae

allowed by MSDE will be either 8 percent or the increase in the Baltimore CPI
for private transportation, whichever is lower. This means that 8 'percent is

the maximum increase which can be expected.

Exhibit 3.2 shows that the percentage of the budget that will be funded by
MSDE may decrease, leaving more and more funding to MCPS. The prddictions are

based on two assumptions. First, since the average annual increase in the
division's budget has been 12 percent,.it is assumed that costs will continue

to grow at that rate. Second, it is assumed that MSDE will increase its
funding by the maximum of 8 percent i:er year allowed by the new formula.

As can be.seen, if these two assumptions hold true, by 1985 the proportion of

the budget funded by MSDE would fall to 60 percent! By 1988, it would fall to

53 percent, and MCPS would .have to fund almost 50 percent Of the

Transportation Division budget instead of the average of about 30 percent.it

has had to fund in the past. At 50 percent, MCPS would, in 1988, have to -fund

$14.6 million of the projected $29.2 million budget instpad of $8.8 million

(at 30 percent), a difference of $5.8-million.

Of 'course, the rate of inflation may ,decrease nationally, and the

Transportation Division's budget may not continue to increase by 12 percent a

year. However, the 60 percent MSDE funding actually Occurred in irz, 1981 and

could occur again, in FY 1982. Should that happen, the 50:5P vbint would be

reached well before ,1988. Whatever the,case, it is highly unlikely that the

block grant, system. adopted -by MSDE will provide MCPS with the rather high
percentage'of funding of the past. This may. force both the. ,TransportatiOn.

Division and MCPS to look for new, 'less cosily .waya to carry out the

division's mission.

17 5,0
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CHAPTER 4

THE DIVIHION'S PERFORMANCE

Above all else, the Transportation Division carries out its mission

successfullynot necessarily cost effectively, but successfully. The staff

get pupils from home to schoOl and beck home again day after,day for 185 days,

often under the most difficult end hazardous driving conditions. 'Amy also

keep the buses running while keePing all other MCPS' vehicles running as

well. The division satisfies parents, principals, pits own drivers, and

managers of other units. 4

Pupil. Transportation

Exhibi't 4.1 shows some selected questions asiced on questionnaires (see

Appendix A) and responses given by principals and parents. When asked to give

,an overall evaluation of the bus service, 89 percent of the parents said the)i

are Satisfied or' very satisfied, and 84 percent of the principals said the

service is good to excellent.

Of major concern to parentsare the safety of the bus stop, whether or not the

bus adheres 'to a regular'schedule, the driver's treatment of the pupils, and

driving safety. It can be seen in Eithibit 3.1 that 93 percent of the parents

he bus stop is safe, 93-95 percent said the bus afrives at the stop on
82 percent said the driver is courteous, and 79 percent said the driver

s carefully. It should be noted that parents ares not always in a

p tion to know whether the driver is courteous_or safe, so many of-them said

they could not judge the situation,. It is this, rather than negitive

responses, that accounts for what could 'appear as a lower
4
degree of

satisfaction.

1



4 Exhibit 4.1

EVALUATION OF THE SERVICES PROVIDEDa
BY THE TRANSPORTATION DIVISION

Percentage gg
Questiohs/Ratings Respondentii

. Response. Respondents

Overall evaluation Princip,3 Excellent. 34
of the bus service Good 50

Satisfaction with the . Parents Very satisfied 48
typical hoTerschooI- Satisfied 41

.

home bus seri-the 89

Is child's bus stop Yes 93
located in safe place?

Does child's bus usually
arrive on time or within
10 minutes of schedule:

On way to school?

On way home?

Is driver cdurteous
to pupils?

Does the driver j
drive-carefully?

1
Time it takes for the Bus Drivers
shop to complete average
mechanical repair,

Is mechanical work usually
done right the first time?

Drivers' evaluations of
condition of bus (see text)'

Yes'

Yes 95

Yes 82c

Yes
79C'

Within 1 day 69

Within.2 days lb ,

,
87'

Yes, always 33
Usually 34c

67

Average rating.

aData from questionnaires. ee Appendix A.

b
Percentage of,those who returned questionn res. Large sample sizes or
large percentages of response from smal populations permit generalization
to the entire populations represented. Per entages given here do not equal
100 percent because othex responses, including "cann94 judge" were possible
but not reported'.

1

.c
In.these cases there was a high percentage of '"cannot judge" responses,
not of negative responses. Drivets are not always in a position to know
whether br not'a particular mechanical repair has been done.correctly.

20



Many respondents in ,both groups took the time to write highly favorable

comments on questionnaires. The'following are examples:

o "We are very happy with the transportation system." (Parents of a

visually,impaired child.)

o "I just want .to ,sar that...I have been pleased with MCPS'
transportation, Keep uP the good work." (Parent)

o "The bus services has been outstanding! dongraiulations on a job well

one!" (Parent)

is my pleasure to help [by Tilling out this questionnaire]

co sidering how wonderful your bus service has been." (Parent),

o "lp no uncertain terms, I think our transportation [systaft is]

excellent! I've had nothing but immediate and effective support from

the area director of transportation."' (Principal)

o "In [our area, the transportation supervisor] and his staff knock

tllemselves out Tor us....Transportation is a big undertaking, and the

enpport we get is excellent:" (Principal)

o ,"We have excellent bus service. The supAlvisor, drivers, and aides

are very conscientious and great with the kids.", (Principal)
-

o "[The bus service]....has been excellent. The buses arrtve and depart

promptly and the bus drivers themselves ,Are 'very courteous. We, are

-very pleased." (Principal)

(1, "Oath1 all of the problems....the Transportation Division does a

remarkable job. I admire them all for the job they do." (Principal)

Service and Maintenance ,

Drivers were asked to evaluate the

components of their buses: window
tires, body, lights, engine, and so on.

r.

da*,

condition of each of the 20 major

glass, mirrors, starter system, brakes,
The rating scale was as,follows:,

,

, 1. Good Works well, tot'broken or torn, nO repair or replaceMent needed

2. Worki, not broken or tOrn, needs some adjustment or repair.

3. Poor 'Doesn!t work at all, broken or torn, in need of replacement Or

repair

Taking all of these ratings . tosgether and making' the not unreasonable

assumption that an eyaluation of: all, major components constitutes an

.evaluation )of the bus, the.average rating of the condition of:the buses was

1.4, or list as defined by the above. scale. According to a. majority of the

100*
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drivers (Exhibit 4.15, the typical mechanical repair is,,,coMpleted'within a
day, and 87 percent said the work is,done within 1-2 days.,,-4Though drivers are
not always able to judge whether or nqt a particular repair hasImen done
correctly, 67 percent did say that the, mechanical work is usually done right
the first time the bus is taken into the shop. .

Managers, of "the 'Supply Division, whose vehicles .are maintained by the
Transportatibn Division, were interviewed. Managers repotted that. the
Transportation Division provides excellent service, and this favorable
evaluation was repeated throughout the interview. The Supply Division has ,a
prezentive maintenance schedule for its vehicles and a dispatcher who makes
sure vehicles are'taken to the shop when scheduled. Unscheduled repairs are
done when drivers report the need. Managers said that the Transportation
Division adheres to the preventive maintenance schedule and gives fast aid
competent repair service. It was'pointed out that.Supply DiVision vehicles
need road service only infrequently, a situation'attributed to the ekcellent
routine maintenance'the Vehicles,are given.

Maintenance Division and Transportation,Division staff, are housed at the same
depots, and Maintenance vehicles are parked on depot lots.. Maintenance
Divison managers report that given these circumstances it is not surprising
that there are excellent relations between divisions. Unlike the Supply
Division, the Maintenance Division does not have a dispatcher who is
responsible for-getting vehicles into the shop for preventive maintenance.
However, the Transportation Division takes all responsibility for scheduling
and performing the service. 'The depot superVising automotive. mechanic
develops a monthly schedule, which .is jpoSted in hia office: Night Shift
mechanics (except at Clarksburg, where work is done during the day) are
assilled io service Maintenance' vehicles just as they are assigned other)

.
, .

regular wdrk.
1

Problems and the Overall Evaluation

As might be suspected,, there are many problems in .the operation of the
Transportation Division and the division's aelivery of service, and much of
the rest of this report is a discussion qf those problems. .Parents are not
*always int-tit-med of bus schedules. Euses are 'sometimes late and sometimes
break down on the way to school with a full complement of kindergarten tots
aboard. Teachers may, on occasion, have to stay beyond tfieir allotedtime at
the end of the day to care for pupils Whose, bus has failed to strive.
Wheelchair lifts sometimes freeze. A bus may have to be kept out of service

.for weeks for lack of a spare part.

1
See Part III. A system needs tO be devised, to inform the Maintenance

Division that the work has been perforthed.
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On the questionnaires, principals and parents identified a Variety Of

problems.. In fact, almost 24 percent of.the parents reported that -they had.

contacted the Transportation Divison for help with a problem at least once.

However, all but a handful said the problem was solved by the division's ' staff

within a very shoit time with couttesmt and concern for the parents' and

children's welfare.

It is important to note that when asked to evaluate the overall service

performed by the division, even the principals and parents who identified

proftems gave fhe division high ratings. The problems, then, are problems of

detail which do not detract from'the generally excellent service provided by

the Transportation Division.

a
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CHAPTElt 5

INTERNAL FUNCTIONING OP THE DIVISION:
RESPONDING VS. PLANNING AND CONTROLLING

0

While the Transportation Division performs its mission Successfully, it does

so 'almost entirely by responding to immediate demands. The pupillor
transportation staff are inundated daily by so many telephone: calls ands

requests for service that they cannot perform many of the jobs fZwhich they
are responsible (see Chapter 12). The automotiiie services staff meet an

enormous demand for service, often with inadequate facilities and equipment

,(see Chapter 19). Under present circumstances-it is difficult to determine,

, how much of the roughly $14-million MCPS spends on pupil transportation and
vehicle maintenance is well spent or how much could be saved by making

changes in operations. It can probably be assumed, however, that savings are

possible. For example, cutting,one single mile a day from the combined runs

of each bus would reduce annual mileage by 116,000 miles. 'This, in turn,

would save mord than $33,000 int fuel alone, to say nothing of reducing

maintenance costs. However, the staff haVe almost no time to acquire the

information needed to plan routes with maximum efficiency and, even if the

information were readily available, there is little tiMe to analyze it.. There
is time.only to respond, to meet the deinands of the day, the hour, the

minute. There are manq reasons for this unfoztunate situation, many of wh ch
are presently beyond the,control'of the division.

The Causes

:
- .

Changes in the Road Network .

4
. 1

',
,

. . .
. .

The widening of a road somewhere in the county would go unnoticed by the Other

service units in MCPS,_ except, perhaps, as a modest inconvenience to some
maintenance mechanics or drivers of supply and food service vehicles. In any

'case, 'those division would. not be affected. However, while the work on the

road is going on, the transportatibn Divihion may 'have to reroute and

.56
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4

resche4u1e a number of buses. If, when the work is finished, the newly'
widened road carries a heavier load of traffic than befwe, the division's may
have.to pick up 200 additional children who,.because walking is no longer
safe, become eligible for transportation under current laws. Picking up
additional-children also means establishing bus stops, routes, and schedules

, and, perhaps, buying a iew bus or two and training drivers.
v

PupMobility;'

Population movement within and in and out of the county is high and frequent,
and some schools expeiience as much as 30-40 percent mobility rate among
pupils. If the number of pupils remains fairly constant through the school
year, tle.s, movement will tot affect _the number of calls the Maintenance
DivisidiHnas to make; the numper of meals E%erved in school cafeterias, or the,

number of suplies delivered to schools. Again, however, movement of the
population forces the Transportation Division to make frequent modifications
of bus routes and schedules..

Special Education

Special education transportation places heavy demands on the Division of
Transportation. In 1981, only 6 percent of the pupils who were transported
were in special education programs, but they aCcounted for 30 percent of all
buses and of all route mileage; Since theie are many programs widely
scattered over the county, special education pupils must often be transported
very long distances or by extremely complex routes. In addition, families of
pupils in special education are as mobilg_as other families. Often, when a
family moves, the Child continues to attend the, same 'program or schOOl as
before rather than transferring to the neighborhood school, in the new
community. Thus, one-aild's moving may mean that the Transportation Division
staff will have to quickly work out a way for the school bus ,to get the child
to the program--no matter how far from the child's new home--or make immediate

P.'
arrangements for private transportation.

Parents
4

Parents make daily demands upon the Transportation Division, as might te
expected when 50,000 children are transported. Most sound reasonable at first
glance: "Could the bus driver please come just two extra blocks to our hbuse

.because...? It will take only two minutes--we've timed it." But 2 minutes
for each of 50,000'children would mean that 1,666 hours would be added to the
schedule each school day. While the division cannot possibly grant all such
requests, the staff must respond in some way to each parent, and this takes an
enormous amount of time each day.

5./ .
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The'Schools

The division responds daily to requests for service from area associate

superintendents, principals, teachers, and program coordinators. The area

office may, for example, arrange for half-day closing of schools, n
apparently simple arrangement which adtually imposes a major burden on the

Division of Transportation: getting drivers for what amount to extra runs,

working out conflicts in bus schedules so that'schools which are not closed'

are provided with normal after-school service. Each day, many teachers take

pupils on field trips. Program coordinators or subject specialists conduct

activities which may involve transporting bands, glee clubs, or other large

groups of pupils from place to place. In .all cases, arrangments for

transportation have to be made by the division's staff.

iroviding Daily Servide

IU addition to eXternal demands, the daily,operation of the bus and garage

services imposes a need for immediate iesponse. Nang drivers are absent every

day, and substitutes have to be called. &mei break down on the road, and

stImetimes both an extra hus and an emergency vehicle have .to be dispatched.

Gasoline has to be pumped, parts ordered. In short, all of She ongoing tasks

have to be done at the same time the staff try to respond to the'demands of

'road conditions, weather, parents, teachers, etc:

The Effects

Pupil.TransportatiOn 4

fr

In pupil transportation, most gf the responses the staff must "make to

immediate demands require telephone or radio calls, scimetimes both, and often

. many calls for one task. A time-and-task study conducted by the project staff

showed that for.all area transportation Office staff combined, talking on the
telephone.absorbed abyut 45 percent of their time on the job, nearly half of a

mormal working day. Transportation assistant spent abbut 66,percent of the

day (about 5 hours) on the telephone. They also,spent about two hours a day

making radio calls, ianaging field trips, and doing other assorted jobs. One

- 1
See detailed discussion t II and Appendix A.
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hour ,a day was available for anything that could be:Cilled planning--and that
hour Was likely to be devoted to modifying already existing routes, totting up
load counts, and other short-range Jobe.

7

While area transportation supervisor4 were not asked to participate in the
time-and-task survey, observations by_the project staff showed that, they too
spend a large part of their time on the telephone or dealing with immediate,
not long range problems. In same caset, they haVe so little time during the
normal work day to deal with problems that will affect operations that they
conduct fie/d investigations on their own time (checking new housing, checking
bus stops; etc.).

The overwhelming, constant demand for service makes it impossible for pupil
transportatfon supervisors and transportation assistants to supervise. They
do .not -have timic to go out 'on the road. They, csnnot give drivers the
on-the-bus supervision required by law, by-law, or regulation. Even less do
they liae an opportunity to plan and to control the conditions of operation.
As was said previously, they do not have tide to acquire the information
needed to plan routes, and even if it were available, there would be no time
to analyze it. There is no time to take a fong look at. the existing network
of routes to see if it could be made more efficient.

Service and Maintenance

The service .and maintenance dtaff fare somewhat better. They do not receive
the same barrage of calls from parents, teachers, principals, area
superintendents, and other MCPS staff members. However, they too spend
virtually all of their time responding. Depot supervisors spend 50 peicenD or
more of thelr time writing repair orders because they are notaSsigned a
service writer and doing the depot clerical work because they have no clerk.
In addition, they take emergency calls for road service on both the telephone
and the radio. They a to spend less than the remaining 50 percent of
their time supervis ng because they are too frequently interrupted. At some
depots, the mechanics and service workers are forced to work on. parking
lots--usually on 'their backs--in son, rain, or snow because there are too few
service bays for the number of buses assigned to the depot and the number of
jobs that have to be done each working day and night.

," P.-,
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CHAPTER 6

SERVICES ANP THE BUDGET

Major Trends.

General Trends

0

Exhibit 6.1 shows some general trends in MCpS schdol bus transportation frau

FY 1975 to FY 1982. Exhibit 6.2 shows, in abbreviated.form, these same trende
as percentages of increase or decrease from either the peak year of,the period

*or of the'lowest year, whichever comparison is appropriate.

The number of pupils enrolled and theinumbereof MCPS schools in'operatidn have
declined steadily from FY 1976 to the Oresent. While the number of schools

decreased by 13 percent, enrollment decreased by 23 percent. The number of,

MCpS pupils transported on home-schooi-home runs decreased by, 21 percent,

gightly less than the decrease in enrolfinent, but certainly closely in

'keeping with it. Throughout the entire period from FY 1975 to FY .1982, the

perceiltage of pupils eligible for transportation varied betwen a low of 47

percent to a' high of 53 perceRt.

The most striking trend which can be seen in both exhibitstis th increase

the, number of buses And- in ,the number of miles travelled b the.bUses.

Whereas there were, in FY 1975 and FY 1976, 526 buses on routes, there are now

614, 'an increase of 17 percent. In FY 1975, thebuses travelled 7.95 millioni

miles. In FY 1981, they travelled 9.82 million miles, an increase of 24

percent. Thut while thq number of pupils eligible for transportation

decreased'by more than 900 (or 21 percent), the burden on the Transportation,

Divlsion increased by 88 buses (to 117 percent of FY 1975) and by almost'

2,000,000 more fleet miles (to 14 percent of FY 1975). Despite this growth,

#
. . .

.4',"---
.

.

1
Total miles, not homeAschool-hoie route,miles only. The total includes

gll uses, of the buses: route miles, field trips, special runs of all kind,
.

etd. .
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Exhibit'6.1

MAJOR TRENDS IN TRANSPORTATION:
FISCAL YEAR 1975 to 1982

1975 i976 .1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982

Number'of Schools
in Operation 202 205 199 191 186 185 181 178

'MCPS Enrollment
, )

(in thousands)
p.

124.3 122.3 117.6 112.6 107.4 102.5 97.1 95.6

MCPS Pupils Transported
(in 'thousands) 60.3 64.3 57.2 53.4 52.0 49.0 50.9 51.0

MCPS Pupils Transported
as Percent of Enrollment 48 53 49 47 48 48 52 53:

Number of BuSes
on Route 526 526 .139 565 572 586 602 614

Number of Miles
. Travelled (millions) 7.95 7.88 8.00 8.37 8.90 9.44 9.82 N/A
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Exhibit 6.2

FY 1981 AND FY 1982 DATA AS A PERCENTAGE
OF INCREASE.OR DECREASE FROM

. PEAK OR LOWEST YEAR

. Percentage
Base'Yearar FY 1981 FY 1982

Number of Schools in Operation .FY 1976 -12 -13

MCPS Enrollment FY1971 -22

Number of Pupils:Transported FY 1976 . -21 -21

b
.Number of Pupils Transported FY 1976 NC NC

A
as Percentage of Enrollment

Number,of Buses on Rotites FY 1975 +14 +17

Number of,Miles Travelled FY 1971 +24 ilAc

by School Buses

a
See Exhibit 6.1. -Enrollment began to decline in FY 1976. However, the
number of schools in operation ro'ee from 202 in FY 1975,to 205 in FY 1976.
The number of pupils transpørtedi,,n absolute numbers and as a percentage of

enrollment also increasee Howev r, the number of buses remained constant
in FY 1975 to FY 1976, but then gan to increase.

b
NC = No change. The highest ii the 'past was 53 percent in FY 1976. fn FY

1981, the-percentage-was 52 and in FY 1983, 53. See Exhibit, 6.1

c
NA = Not available. Mileage data will not be computed for FY 1982 until
the autumn;



the managerial and supervisory staff of the Transportation Division
(Chapter 2, Exhibit 2.2) has been cut to 83 percent of its FY 1975 level,
while the clerical staff has been cut to 85 percent.

Regular and Special EduCatIon2

The two largest categories of service ate regular and special education.
Exhibit 6.3 shows comparative trends in these services from FY 1915 to the
present. Exhibit 6.4 shows percentages.of change compared to a base year,
either the peak or lowest year, depending on the nature of the comparison.

From FY 1976 to the present, the number of regular pupils transported has
declined steadily, so that in FY 1982, 23 percent fewer regular education
pupils were being transported than in FY 1976. The number of bilses assigned
to regular runs has decreased by 6 percent, and the mileage attributable to
regular buses had declined by 4 percent (approximately in keeping with the
decrease in number oftbuses). Iü contrast, the number of special education
pupils transported on special buses has increased by 67 percent over FY 1977,
the lowest year. Since FY 1975 (lowett year), the number of special education
buses has increased by 140 percent, and the mileage attributable to special
education buses has increased by 168 percent, far beyond the increase in the
number of buses.-''

In actual dollars (Exhibit 6.3), all per-pupil maintenance, operations, and
salary costt increased. -For regular pupils, the per-pupil costs gof
maintenance, and operations (fuel, service, repairs) increased by 246 percent
from FY 1975 to FY 1981, and operator salary costs increased by 50 percent
from FY 1976 (low year) to FY 1981. For special education pupils, maintenaice
and operations costs increased by 279 percent from FY 1975 to FY 1981. Aides'
salaries are included as operator salary costs for special education pupils,
so that the per-pupil operator costs increased by 169 percent between FY 1975
and FY 1981.

2
It is both "badly misleading and very awkward to refer to the vast

majority of pupils who are,not handicapped or who do not receive special
selrvices as "non-special-education" pupils. Therefore, and.for consistency,
they will be referred to throughout this report as regular pupils, and their
schools and programs will be called regular schools and programs.

6 4
34



Bxhibit 6.3

A COMPARISON OF TRENDS IN
REGULAR AND SPECIAL EDUCATION

FISCAL YEAR 1975 to 1982

1975 1976 1977 1978

Number of Pupils/Transported in Thousands:

Regular Program 58.3 62.4 55.3 51.1

Special Education Program 2.0 2..0 1.8 2.3

Total 60.3 64.4 57.1 53.4

Number of Buses on Aoutes:

1979 1980 1981 1982

49.2 46.5 47.9 47.8

2.8 2.5 3.0 3.1

52.0 49.0 50.9 50.9

Regular Frogram 444 --:-432 424/1 409 409 404 420

Special Education Program 82 94 115 156 . 163 182 182

Total 526' 526 539 565 572 586 602

Miles Travelled in Millions:

Regular Program .6.7 6.4 6.2 5.8 6.4 7.0 6.4

Special Education Progam 1.3 1.4 1.8 2.6 2.5 2.4 3.5

Total 8.0 7.8 8.0 8.4 8.9 9.4 9.9

Maintenance and Operation Costs Per Pupil:
b

Regular Program $ 24 $ 27 $ 31 $ 37 $ 49 $ 69 $ 83

Special.Education
Program $101 $135 $189 $243 $218 $286 $383

Operator's Salary Cost Per Pupil:

,
Regular Program $ 39 $ $*-42 $ 45 $ 54 $ 60 $ 57

Special Education
Program (includes aides) $342 $393 $545 $629 $573 566 $698

417-

197,

614

NA
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA ,

4NA, Not available. Mileage and cost data will not be computed,for FY

1982 until the autumn.
-

b
Maintenance and operations costs include parts, labor, contract work,

gas, oil, tires, indirect labor, and overhead.

461L
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Exhibit 6.4.

REGULAR AND SPECIAL EDtCATION DATA_
. AS ?ERCESTAGES QF INCREAS'E OR

DECREASE FROM BASE'YEAR

CNN

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION COSTS PER PUPIL

Regular Education
Special Education

OPERATOR'S SALARY. COST. PER PUPIL

"Regular Education

Base Yeara-
Percentage

FY 1981 FY 1982

40'

,

FY 1975
FY 1975

,FY 1476

+246
+279(71

+ 50

NA'
NA

t/
NA

Special Education FY 1975 +104

NUMBER OF PUPILS TRANSPORTED
b

Regular Education .17Y 1976 -23 -23
Special Education FY 1977 +67 +72

NUMSER 0? BUSES ON ROUTESc

Regular Education FY 1975 - 5 - 6
Speciaa Education FY 1975 +12 +140

MILES TRAVELLED SY BUSESd
'

Regular Education FY 1975 - 4 NA
e

Special gducation FY 1975 *le NA

a
Base year 1.-peak or lowest year, depending on the cciagarison being made.
The use of Aifferent base years for number of pupils transported gives the
most conservative figures and changes.

b
Special education pupils include only, those transported on special
education buses, not the very large number of special education pupils who
ride regular buses and are included here in regularimpils.

'cSpecial educatIon buses are only those so designated in TranSP6rtation
Division records. The number is conservative.

dMileage Which can be attributed'to each of the tOo classes of bus.

aNA = Not available. FY82-data will not be available untilautumn.

536L
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Other Programs

Over the years, the number of programs which require transporting pupils by

bus has increased,: In some cases, special-home-school-home transporation is

yrovided. In others, pupils are transported among schools or from schools to

program sites. 'Vie following are some of these programs:

ESEA Title I
Kingsley Wilderness'Project

. Xactended Elementary Education

ead Start

ESOL '

Middle, Junior, gecondary Activities

. American Indian Project
Quality Integrated Education-

These and other programs contribute to the general increase in transportation

costs. Every additional bus mile means additional fuel, maintenance, and

driver salary costs. Scheduling buses, arranging for drivers, finding

substitute drivers when necessary, and taking care.of all the other details

which are always involved in moving pupils from place to place also adds a

heavy burden to a reduced and already overburdened staff. Even yhen a program

has it own van and servide contract, transportation .:costs to MCPS are

increased. '.

Field Trips'

To the Transportation Division, a field trip iltErm trip which can be charged

to :Wing account: school, administrative area, program, or MCPS office

',account. Therefore, when pupils are kransported for s9ie of the prOgrams

mentioned abovel the trip is recorded and charged as a field ,trip. However,

the Transportation Division is often reguired to transport pupils for programs

which do not have budgets. Thus field and other special trips are part of a

larger problem which is discussed later.

, Effect of Closing. Schools

It is generally believed that when declining enrslIment leads-to closing of

schools, the nuiber of puOils'transported increases. The line of reatoning

is kthat when a schoOl is closed and its pupils are transferred to another

school farthet from home, more pupils betome eligible-for transportatiOn:

)

3A generality often made in the literature of school bus transportation.
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FY 1178,budgel in which "additional bus\operators
-

are requeated in,anticiOntion,ol: tranSiorting 2,300 additional pupfls when
small schools, are,closed...." However, in respciee.to a 1981 budgee.question ,. .

..(11,.bndget.page V-60),Idivision managers wibte, "The number of routes creatdd
due to'sthool closings' cdpnot bévdetermined...(and) records are not maintained

. go shew thae...new'rouges were istablished dve to school cldsings:"

Thie argument.has, in 'the pagt, been used to justify increases in the
Transportation Division budget. ,00°°"\

The data presented in Ethibits 6.1, 6.3, and 6.4 do not support the belief
that closing schools has increased the total transportation burden in MCPS.
It is true that the number of buses and number of.miles travelled by busts
have increaSed during the period of declining enrollment and closing of
schools. However, as can been Seen most easily in Exhibit 6.4,, the number of
pupils in regular education who are being transported in FY 1982.is 23 percent
below the FY 1976 peak, and the',fiumber 0 regular .education buses has
decreased by 6 percent. In FY 1981, the latest year of record, the nuMher of
miles.travelled by regular buses was 4 perCent lower,than'the high ok Ft 1975.

It looka very much as if the increases in the number of:buses and the.number
of miles travelled are.primarily atiributable to'the increase in the numher of
programa which require transportagion and to tile groith of special education.
New programs require additional service without 'necessarily making eligible
for home-school-hbme transpdrtation 'pupils who were not previously eligible.
Apupil who is identified. av handicapped, hoWeVer, 'becomes eligible for
,hoie-school-home transportation regardless :of ,distanCe between home. and :
school. In addition, many special education .pupils .who,,are able to ride
regular buses are assigned to schools or prpgrams which are farther from their
homes than the school they would normally attend. This,.of course, increases
the distance they are transported.

.

. .,.

,This does not Mean that cloialing schools has had no effedt,.on transportation.
There have probabiy been particular cases-in the past in which the ,closing of
a school has made ,additianal pupils eligible for transportation, though the
local inerease plar 4ctually have been offset by a decrease elsewhere. It is
also possitile 'that. the time may 'coma when local increases in the nuaer of
pupils who become_eligible for transportation. because of' the closing of
schools will not be offset by decreaseseldewhere.,.

P
. .. . . . . .. . .It iS somewhat doubtful that the.cost of,transporting additional pupils will:
ever be i major coniideration When dectoions are made about Closing schools,
because 'too many' 'other considerations enter intothe.,decisions. Still, it ,

should be possil>le in-any given Case go determine how many, additional pnpils
will 'have' 6 be transported, how many more miles buses will have to travel,-
and what tratspogtagion -dOsts Will be if a schocilis'qosed. It has not tieen

.,

possible for the Pnpii.tr4nsportation staff.to do this, however, becausethey.
1.have not gotten enoughinformation about pupils,:' who they. are, 'where- they,

, .live, to What schobis ihey are transferred,, etc. , 1 e ".
. * I ,i.
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'Services, Decisions, And,Costs

Almost daily.,..the managers and supervisors of the Transportation Division ,must

make costly decisions about the many field trips and other special trips'and

'services they are asked to proiddei: As was painted out earlier, some yrograms

have transportation budgets and some do not. On the surface, at least, it

woUld seem as if the i2-prision could refuse all requests , for -,pupil

transportation unless there IS an'account or program budget to which the:odst

of service can be charged. "In practice, it does not work that way because

there are no guidelines ich decisions can be based.

Gifted and Talented Program: An Example

) -

The gifted NO talented program,is an excellent exaiple of the problem. "It

must;be remembered that the point here is not to assess the adequacy of the

support MCPS gives to the program but to illustrate' ehe effect6

budgeting--or, In this case, lack of budgeting--and thelack of guidelines.

°The number
5

4
of programs for' the academically gifted and talented is,

'increasing. Some do not.' require transportation. Some are "pdllourfrom

School" programs which do require transportation. Still others are not

considered 'pullout" programb, but they require transportation nonetheless.'

Curiously, in the miny pages of repOrts and memoranda available ta--the MORE

project team,. there is Only, one passing reference to transportation, and as-

, far as could be determined, no provisions have.been made in recent budgets for

the transportation of the gifted and talented either among schools or from

Schools to other centers.

However, some gifted and talented pupils ire being ,transpor In' Area 1,

, about 300 Tmpils from 42 di:fferent schools are transported o four schools

which have progiams. ,Each pupil attends one day a Week, though all pupils do

.- not attend 'on the some day. This requires daily.runs that add about 30-35

hours a week to the division5; busschedule. In Area 2, Seven schools sent a

comparatively, small numier of gifted and talented pupils to Lone' Oak

Elementary Sthool for a hile-day per week, and one bus was assigned .to the

program for about 10 hours a week. The Transportation Division absorbs the

cost of these Special trips. Operating costs for'the-approximately 45 hours a

,
week that,are involved here can be as high as 825,000.404par.

t'

5
Sources: (1) Report of' the Advisory Co ittee on the' Gifted and

Talented, July, 1976, (2) Memorandum, Superintendent to BOE, Annual Progress

Report on 'Education of Gifted and Talented, November, 1981, (3) Memorandum,

Superintendent to BOE, Program*ng for Gif40 and Talented, November, 1981.

k
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Quiti in contrast to this service is the situation at Burning. Tree* Elementary
School (Area 2), iihith has a progtam foci the gifted and talented. Parents
must provide,transPortation and if they cannot do so, their chip cannot

-or attend -the ,programin an administrative area in whieh.transpoitation is
Already beihg provided, to other gifted and talented pupils."

In Area 3, the predominantly rural area, gifted and_,talented. pupils are., not
transported among schools. In the spring of 1980-81, a programfor.the
"academically very able" was established at the Germantamm campus of
Montgomery College. Parents had to provide transportation to the program or
the children could not attend. This spting (FY 1982), a mathematics prOgraan
for the "academically very able" will be offered at the Montgomery Village
Junior High School each Friday. Parents will have to provide transportation
o; their children will not be able to attend.

Again,' the point here is'. that decision making is a problem. There,are
inequalities in the services offered by the Transportation Division, even' in,
'services to the same program and wistlin the same ,administrative area.

. Budgeting is also a problem. When'. the Irrogram does snot have 'funds, the
Transportation Division absorbs the costs of the service.

Reimbursement And Fundidg

Partly because the Transportation 'Division is required to provide so-many
servicli to programs with and without budgets, it iss difficult and bometimas
impossiTle to determine the tianspoitation costs of specific programs when the
need Arises. For example, it is reported by the managers of the division that
some federally funded programs always overspend their transportation budgets .

befOre the end of the school year. The division ehnnot refuse to transport'
the pupils whb are 'in the progran and must therefore absorb the costs;of
transporting them in its own budget. This may be very .costly to MCPS.

Field Trips

Any t ip that cap,techarged io some accodnt is considered to be'a field
4trip. In s cases, educational programs are charged. ;x1.others, field trip

cosessa ssed on to students (parents). In all cases, $ranspottation costsr
should tecovered by MCPA if charges are properly' determined. As matters
how stand, the Board of Education establishes a field trip mileage charge
which includes a standard amount for maintenance.and operation costs, driver's

t

6
There- is some controversy which goes far beyond the issues this report

f,

can or should address. The poinf here is to illustrate the effect of lack of
, . .

guidelines orudecision making.

,
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salary, and partial fringe benefit costs. The charges do not include

administrative costs despite the fact that arranging field tips takes a

considerable amount of area transportation offices' administrative time. 7

The most recent increase in the field trip mileage charge'was made effective

in ,April 1981.

Eihibit 6.5 shows the cost of field trips to MCPS in PY 1981, allowing for ihe

amount collected or reimbursed on the basis of the Board of Education mileage

charge and the amount the service actually cost. Far too low a charge was

made (and is still being madO-for driver's wages and fringe benefits. Part

of the reason for this is that drivers must often be paid overtime wages

for field trips, but depending on the period (July 080 to March 1981 or April

to June 1981) the differential between actual wages and the amount'chargeB

ranged froi $0.59 to $1.84 per hour. For part of PY 1981, too low a charge

was made for maintenance and operations. This was changed when the Board

.revised rates, and there wasactually a gain between April and June 1981.

However, that very small gain did little to offset the loss to MCPS,..on field

trips, which amounted tO $91,516. If.administrative costs were included, the

loss would undoubtedly exceed $100,000.

The $14,398 "gained" from maintenance and operation charges cannot be taken ai

an indication of an upward trend that has been brought about by the latest

_revision of field trip fates.. Instead, maintenance and opetations costs,

driver's salaries, and the cost of fringe.benefits will undoubtedly rise far

beyond the..amount dharged for fieldtrips. Thus,.unless charges are brought

into ne with aosts and reviewed and adjusted more frequently, losses will

contijiue and will probably increase,

'MSDE Funding

. It was pointed out in Part I that before PY 1982 MSDE funded as much as 70

percent of die. Transportation Division budget. Therefore, MCPS could afford

to pay for field trips and other services not funded by MSDE. However, MSDE

'4nov provides block grants, and ip inflation continges, MCPS will have to

assume a greater and *eater share of transportation costs (see Part I). It,

is therefore doubtful thAt MCPS can continue to afford to fund field trips.

In addition, the change in the funding method makes it imperative.for NUS to

obtain as much funding reimbursement' as it can from sources other than

MSDE.

7
It is estimated from a time-task study that in the three administrative

areas combined, the time ,and salary of Pi transportatfon assistants are

devoted-to-arranging ahd managing field trips.
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Ex4bit 6.5

FY 1981 FIELD TRIP:
GAIN OR LOSS FROM REIMBUgSEMENT

Wages and fringe benefits,

Loss () or Gain (+)

--$63,079

Maintenance and operations costs,
July 1980.6 Margh 1981 _ 42,835

Maintenance'and operations costs,
April 1981 to June 1981 + 14,398

TOTAL COST TO MCPS.BEYOND REIMBURSEMENT, $91,516a

aDoes not include TransPortation.Division administrative costs.

7',);
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D4yer and Substitute Accounts:
A Budgeting Anomaly

The way in which drivers' and substitutes' salaries are budgeted and'accounted
for is related to the whole problem of attributing transportation costs to

\specific accounts/ and obtaining reimbursement. It also determines the number
of drivers the Trihsportation Division is permitted to hire and the amount Of

time that has to be devoted to divisional payroll accounting.

The Accounts

1

There is, of course,,,a budg ted.line item for drivers, expressed as the number
of full time equivalent (FTE .drivers allowed to tge division. In recent
years, the number of FTE's has been,as follows:

,

FY FTE's ,
..-. .

FY 1980
FY 1081,

FY 1982
FY 1983

386

394

402

520.5

There is also A line'item for substitutes' salaries. The amounts budgefed'in
that account ahd the amounts actually spent In FY 1980 and FY 1981, the latest
yearsof tecord, were as follows (rounded to the nearest thousand)4

Budgeted, Amount Spent,

7-

FY 1980 L---N $304,000 $668,000

FY4981 368,000 819,000

The amount budgeted for FY 1982 kas $423,006 and for FY 1983, $487,000'
grounded). If FY 1980 and FY 1981 can be used as guides, the average amount

actually spent is 2.2 times the Amount budgeted. It can be ahticipated, then,
that the amount spent in the substitute account will be about $930,000 in gy
1982 and $1,071,000 in,FY 1983.

P
While the rate of absenteeism among drivers is high and many substitutes are'
n4ided each day,- a large and mostly unidentifiable

8
PeKcentage of the

--r-substitute account is used to pay regular drivers. In a memorIndum

'41.

k

8
Unidentifiable, that is4 without an inordinate amount of effort. The

funds are accounted for, but one would have to go through hundreds of trip

tickets to sort out exactly what program or activity'was supported by the .

funds of the Transportation Division. Mostly, they would be prograMs without
transportation budgetsor without Budgets at all.
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(Catoblr .15-, 101) ih whieh..he ,eipla*ned'.,..the..reakions.for certain budget

.rehilestp, th, diOctor".0 tye Division of Tianspqrtat4on pianted out the
-

19a, 31:0, (additional) hOurs Per d4y are being paid
xeghiar d'Uvert for tuns *lig Onepn a:daily basis. In

order to include 04 drPler's'regUlarlt.icheduled
hours for which he/she-is paid And adcrueS benefits,f37.5 FTE
pbsitions are heeded. The arivers art curtentl.y beihg paia out
of the substitute salary account.

,

It might al#o have been said that the,Substitute account is the catch-all
account to which is charged thesalaries of:driver's Who:are assigned the 'many
trips for which the division 'is not raiMbursed. Some 'of the money in the
account is used to pay substitutes.

This curious,system of budgeting too low it.two places and overspending in one
bf them has some unfortunate effects. Perhaps most important is that it
prevents the division from openly and hoieet17 hiring an adequate number of
drivers .for an adequate number of hours st a time wheft the number of buses,
miles driven, and trips are at all time highs. It also makes attributing
costs to and obtaining reimbursement from programs.difficuli or impospible:
If the transportation budget of a particular program _were externally junded,
it would make it difficult for,MCPS to justify or document increases in costs
that might otherwise be reimbursed. "The only possible gain is that increases
in staff do not appear to exceed some arbitrary guideli*es.

The Payroll, .

/-

The preparation of the payroll is a motttrous task to which fsr too much tiie
must be devoted. The roughly 400 Fra driveri the division is allowed
represent about 600 part-time drivers. Between 60 and 90 drivers are absent
each day, ahd substitutes must be hired for all Dr part of their runs.
Accounting for driver and substitute time is a difficult job in itself. In_-

addition, both drivers and substitutes are assigned a variety of

home-school-home runs, extra runs, and special trips. The area transportation
.staff must record and account for all of these trips and !Sours, assign time
and mileage charges to various programs, and so on. (See Chapter 10.)

Budget Planning

The Division of Transportation coliects extensive data fram.the transportation
and maintenance operations. It also collects and supplies data to other units
and programs. Some of these data would be useful for planning resource
needs. However, under present conditions* they contribute almost nothing to

budget planning. The budget which is presented for approval is based primarily

_44
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on past budgets, not on the needs of the division. A clear example of this is

the previous description of the limit placed on the number of drivers allowed

.in the division's budget despite ample justification for more. Another case

in point is that regardless of the increase in the nuaber of buses, in miles

driven, or in the number of serviges provided, the Division of Transporation's
managerial, supervisory and clerical staff.have been reduced consistently.

Discussion

It should be obvious from the findings presented here that there are

,
contradictions between the demands made on the Transportation Division and the

financial realities. An- organization' faced with.declining revenues and the

possibility of having to assume an even'greater proportion of operating Costs
.04

should, it would seem, do the following things:

o Reduce the number of costly services it offers

o Keep better records of how funds are spent

o Attempt, whenever possible, to obtain full reimbursement of funds to

which it is entitled

o Make it possible for managers to manage" by ?roviding appropriate

staff, guidelines, and support to managers

Over the past five or six years, MCPS has not only done none of these things,

but, for the mist part, has done quite the opposite. More, not fewer demands

have been Ade on. the Division of Transportation. The division has been

discouraged from accounting accurately for funds (e.g., being forced to

overspend in the substitute account). Field trip charges, which include

charges made to many programs and to pupils, have not covered operating

costs. The _division has been forced to absorb costs for programs which do not

, have budgets and for those thie regularly overspend. The managerial an4

supervisory staff have been cut and have little time to demote to the planning
that could possibly save MCPS thousandi of dollars annually. Many changes must

be made if the situation itself is to be changed: changes in attitudes towards

services that MCPS can and cannot Afford to provide, changes in, budgeting and

accounting,, and changes in the way decisions are made. They cannot be made by

the Division of Traniportation alone, and many of the things that need to be

done--development of policies and procedures that underlie decision making,

for example--can be done only at kthe very highest levels of administration and

by the Board of Education.



*or"'

Recommendations

A single major recommendation emerges from the findings: The superintendent
and the Board of Education should establish a task force (team, committee,
etc.) to review current transportation policies and to recommend additional
policies for the operation of pupil transportation. At a binimum, policies
should deal with or provide for the following (in which some MORE
recommendations are made):

4
o Transportation budgets for already existing programs for which

transportation is now being provided in whole or in.part (e.g., gifted
and talented program) -

. The Division of Transportation should, with help of other units if
necessary, identify all programs in which pupils are receiving
tiansportation and thd di;:ision and the program coordinators should
make projectiOns for future costs.

. Transportation budgets should be set up and cleaily identified by
prograi.

o Procedures for annual review of all federally and, other externally
funded programs to determine actual transportatioil costs and obtain
adequate reimbursement

. The Divisign of Transpörtation should identify
the amount budgeted for transportation
:inadequate.,

.

. Transportation bUdgets of these and other
programs should be reviewed :annually before
approved (see below).

Orograms in which
had, typically been

externally funded
.being submitted or

o An orderly procedure for controlling the growth of programs that make
additional pupils eligible for transportation or .which 'involve
transportation ofpupils Among schools' or from schools to special
centers

. A permanent transportation Teview team should be formed.

. A statement of trapportation needs and costs shOli'd be included in
the description,and proposed budget of each new program.

. The transportation review team should review the statements and
cqst estimates.

. A statement by the review team should.be presented to the Board of
Education at the time the program is considered for approval by the
Board.

76
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o Limiting the number of fteld, athletic, and other special trips/

o Procedures for the review and-revision of field trip charges.

The Division of Transportation should be charg ed with the

<responsibility for reviewing all field trip costs (including

administrative) each quarter 'and for submitting to the

superintendenta statement of current costs.

The superintendent should review the Division 'of Transportation's

...report and submit recommended increases (or decreases) to the Board

of Education every quarter.

o -Clear and consistent guidelines governing transportation and for'

granting or refusing transportation

. Administrators and supervisors of the Division of Transportation
should be able to make definite decisions not subject, to appeal in

all but major and/or unusual cases (to be defined by regulation).

. fn all but major.or unusual cases, the director of the Division of
Transportation should be the laat person to whom _an appeal can* be

made.

ForL,major" or unusual cases, procedures should specify who can make

decisions. -

*

All MCPS staff and parents (perhaps on request only) should be

provided with a booklet in which rules and procedures are outlined.

o Division of Transportation budget and acdounting

Driver and substitute accounts should be clearly separated;-no

amount of money paid to a regular driver(should be charged to the,

substitute account.

The number of FTE drivers justified by the Divisicin of

Transportation by accurate data should be allowed n. the following

year's budget.

. The Division of Tcan4ortation, perhaps wit4 th help of other

units, shotild design a system which guarantees that correct

transportation costs will be charged to program (and other) budgets.

.47
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CHAPTTEI 7

SPECIAL EDUCATION: A MAJOR SERVICE'

The Distribution Of Resources

,

Ask anyone in the Transportation Division to identify the greatest single

problem in pupil transportation and the immediate reply will be something very

close to, :Special education; if we could solve that one we would have few

other problems." The reason for this assessment is partly explained by the

fact that the number of special education pupils, drivers, aides, and miles

travelled have increased continuously fram FY 1975 to the present (Chapter

6). ',Mere numbers do not, however, begin to reveal how much of a problem

special education is to the Tran4ortation

The general problem is that the 3,000 pupils transported by
education

2
buses Absorb a diaproportionata share

resources. While they represent only 6 perCent of

traneported, they account for the following:

'o 32 percent of all'buses in FY.1.982

o 100 percent of the bus aides'

o 35 percent of all bus miles (FY 1981 dat
o At leatt 32 percent of drivers' salaries

a).

nearly 200 special
of the division's

the 50,009, pupils

'For the most part, this chapter will deal with school bus

transportation. When priVate transportation of specal education pupils is

inclqded in a discussion, tbat fact will be made clear.

2
The 3,000 does not include special education pupils wft ride regular

buses, some of whom are transported to schools farther from °home' than their

neighborhood schools.
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There is no way to determine how mug of the time of the pupil transportation
staff is d'Voted to special educetion. However, as was pointed out in Part
I, one transportation specialist at the central office already devotes 100
percent of his time to special education, including private transportation of
special education pupils. The FY 1983 budget provides for a special and

'alternative assistant who will also work full time on special education. The
specialist has beet doing only some, not afl of the special education routing
and scheduling, and this will sttill be true when ther is an assistant. The
largest part is done ,and 'will continue to be do e by the staff in the area
office. This.routing and scheduling takes a gr at deal of time because
transporting special education pupils presents some unique problems.

Pu'pil Mobility

Pupil Mobility And Movement Of Programs.

4

Transportation Division staff members who deal with pupil transportation say
that the parents of children in the special education program move around the
conty more often than the parents of children in the regular program. /this'
may be true, though accurate data to support the generality are not
available. 1What is certain is that when a child who is transported by special
education bus moves, ttle impact on pupil transportation is fat greater than
when a regular pupil moves,.particularly if the child continues to attend,sthe
same school or program as in the past. Unlike the regular pupil, the child
who rides a special education bus cannot simply go to the il'arest school bus
stop. Instead, special transportation arrangements have to be msde, and this
may involve rerouting and rescheduling a bus, assigning a bus that haspecial
equipment, and so on.

*Wm.-

Movement of Programi

Sometimes, special education programs are moved while the children attending
the program do not change their place of residence. This can create routing
and scheduling problems for the Transportation Division and a certain amount

3 .

The previously mentioned timetask study attempted to determine this.
However, as will be discussed later, respondents spent so much time on die
telephone and were interrupted so often by phone calls that they were not
always ablev to record the purpose. of a particular cael.l. All reports indicate

,that a large\aumber of calls are about special education. ,
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of hardship for children as well: For example, in FY 1981,, 'there were four_,

specific learning disability (SLD) classes at Watkins Mill Elementary School.
The school day started at 8:15, which allowed the buses to go on*other rums to

schools that, opened at 9:00. This yeai, three of the SLD classes were moved
to Cashell and Candlewood Elementary Schools, which open at 9:00,- Three buses

had to be added to the routes to accommodate to the new opening, time, end the
time'the children who live upcounty spent on the bus was increased by a half

hour%\

Again in FY 1981, the Brown Station Elementary Scho'ol proVi,ded special

education classes for children living near the school in the Gaithersburg area

and ad:so for those living in and around Damaseus to the ihtth. This year, ihe
children living nearest to Brown Station were sent to Fallsmead Elementary

School, which increased the distance they travelled and the time they spent,on
the bus. Previously, the huses taking them to Brown Station could do the

-short runs, then go on to do other runs. Now the); cannot do additional-runs.

,Placement Decisions Atd Inforamtion

Placement and Transportation

According to Access fo Continuum Education Services, the MCPS handbook on

procedures and guidelines, transportation is to be taken into account when
placement decisions art made. The following are excerpts from that document:

o Transportation factors are always considered in placement

,decisions: (II-17)

o The appropriate Program supervisor works cooperatively
with the area supervisor of transportation...or the
central transportation oifice... (1I-17) .

o Transportation superviors are consulted or invited to
(GARD) meetings to assure that appropriate transportatibn
can be arranged in a timely fashion..(III-11)

. ,
However, examples like 'those given in the previous section suggest that in

many.casei_ "transportation factors" may not, be :considered in placement

decisions. Managers of the Transportation Division say that quite often
"cooperation" amounts to their providing transportation whatever the problemt

and whatever the cost. And while transportation supervisors may be consulted

or even invited,to meetings, it is primarily "to' assure that ,appropriate.

transportation can 'be attanged in.a timely fashion" tether than to have any

real voice in placement decisions..
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This does not mean that transportation is entirely ignored. There is ample
evidence that many of the, professionals who have a vpice in placement
decisions do consider transportation as one of the many variables with which
they must \deal. ,However, while they are conscientious, they cannot possibly
know the full impact on the transportation system of a particular decision.
In any event, they are bound both by a professional ethic and by law to assign
a child to ,the most suitable program, not to the one most coivenient for the
Transportation Division. This raises the question of the eltent to which the
Transportation DiVision can influence placement decisions and under what
Conditions.

4 ,

Role of the New Transporkation Assistant

It was 'Sainted out that. an assistant in special/alternative education
transportation was added to the Transportation Division's central office staff
in the FY 1981.budg4t. In the written justification for the position it was
said that one of the important duties of the assistant will be tO represent
the, division at CARD and other meetings. It was said that this will lead to
more effective communication between the division and the Office af Special
and Alternative Education and, in turn, result in a reduction of

transportation problems and costs.

In.some circudstances, the special education assistant might be able to

influence a placement decision. If a child were diagnosed\as.learning
'disabled and there were two equally suitable SLD programs at different
distances from the child's home, it catld probably be agreed that it is more
convenient to transport the child to one school rather than to another. :This

could, then, result in a reduction of transportation problems and perhaps to a
reduction of costs.

In many other cases, the special assistant_ would hive little impact on
decisions. As had been said, the professionals who make placement decidions
are bound by ethics and law to place a child in the most suitable educational
program. Identification of the most suitable program Is based on diagnosis of
the child's handicapping condition, level of functioning, and needs, Unless
the special education transportation assistant Were a rather highly traine&
professional% (psychologist, etc.)--an extremely doubtful proposition at

bestsit is not likely that the individual in the position would be able ta
argue the merits of placing a child in this or that program. Tn., any case,

handicapping condition and needs will determine placement, not convenience in
transportation. For example, to take.what might be considered a borderline
case, a given child might be identified initially as either midly retarded or
learning disabled.' If subsequent diagnosis indicated that the child needed to

be placed in an SLD program, that decision would not be changed simply because*
a school within walking distance of the child's home has a program fart the
midly retarded; but the nearest SLD pragram is five miles away.

, ,
. b

There is yet another problem. There aie certain timevf the year when there
are,many AARD and CARD meetings. It would, be utterlx" imfossible for the

special edUcation transportation 'assistant to attend all of thedr. .It would,

of course, be possible to send written decisions to the assistant for review

S.
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and recbmmendations. But ehis could be an.unWieldy'process that might turn
out to be ineffective and could delay decision making, which, accbtding eo

managers of the Transportation Division, is already a problem.

'

Finally, as has beei discussed previously, the location of and changing the

location of programs create transportation problems. The new assisfint. might
be able to have an impact on decisions about the location of programs and thus

save MCPS money. This could be true only-if the assistant were invited to

meetings in which the location of programs is discussed and if the Division of

Transportation had the capacity to develop and work out the costs of

alternatives.

Lack of Information

The director of the Department of School 8ervices and the administrators of

the Transportation Division report that placement decisions and decisions

1PKII

about th

7

ocation of programs are not.planned fir enough.in advancermathat
the Trans rtation Division is not dnformed of decisions in time to make

adequate transportation arrangements. It is also said that plans are changed

quickly and often. One of the area supervisors of ,transportation reported,

for .example, that a new program had been establisfied at a given school,'but no

one in the division had been.informe4,... He found dut on the first day of

school only when the area office began to get calls from irate parents who
wanted to know why the bus had'not picked up their.children. :

Lack of information probably increases transportation problems and costs. As

haa been said several times previously, evely additional mile travelled by a

bus increases the cost of fuel, the time the "lip takes, and therefore the

driver's hourly wage. Given adequate information and time, routes can be

planned for maximum efficienCy. Without information, adding buses, miles, or

both to take care of problems becomes a costly substitute for planning.'

Routes and Time

.Routing And Scheduling Problems..

Special education routes and schedules are more complex than others. Some

special education pupils are literally transported from one end of the county

to another. Mamy of the pupils are picked up at,their homes instead of at

central bus stops, which adds to the complexity of routes and schedules.

Because' some of the programs are designed for a small number of children,Nor
because on&y.a very few children in a given area may have to be trandporte4 by

special education bus, sometimes only two or three children May constitute a

bus'run. To pick up one Child may require a "detour" of .four or five Miled.
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Coordination

A
,

Before
A
the Transportation Diviaion was decentraliied, special education

.transiortation was treated as a separate function and,handled entirely from

the central office (there was no other office). Now, while transportation for

some of the supplemehtary centers is handled Gin the central office, most
special educatiop transportation iataken care of-Illy the area offices. This

creates problems :oS coordination. For example, a ?Angle child living in Area
3 may have to be transported to a program in Area 2. Meanwhile, five children .

living'. in Area 2 may have pin transported to a program'in Area 1. Suth
routing and scheduling problems can 'become unbelievably complex.

Other Problems%

1 .
.. 4

. Paients'-Demands 4 '

The Transportation Division ataff say that parents of special education pupils

are more demanding tban others and that responding to these demands absorbs in
:inotdinate amount Of time. This tenils to be borne out by 'the data presented

in xhibit 7.1. Whereas only.8 percent of the parents of r9gular pupils'said
they'were somewhat dr very dissatisfied with the bus service, 16 percent of

the, parents .of special eaucation pupils exPressed dissatisfaction. The
differences-1u the pereentages of parents who said they have-asked for help or

complained about the serligite are. striking: 24 lomAtent of the parents of

resulito pupils cobpared to.67.peraent of the parents of, "special: educaiion

Pdpils. While only 18 percent :ofthe regular pwils' 'parents asked for help

,..or made complaints four or more eimes, 34 pereent of the parents of special.

education pupils dia so:' Even, more,strikfing is that only 5 percent of the.'

regular pupils' parents,, but 16.Rercent of the parents of special education
pupils asked.for help or made complaints six or more times.

.

. .
. .

. . . .

it ts. true, of course, that maw of the children it:especial education have
problemS Which.may be aggrevated by riaing tbe bus, by the behavfor'Of drivers

. or aides, and so on. Identifying reasons; howel:ter, does not alter the'fatt

' that by.their own rep6rts, parepts of special education pupils do ask foF' help
or tomplain about.service more than perents of regular pupils. It is easy t
understand'that responding tO their reciddets and complaints could absoib _a

., .

great deal.Of staff tithe:

2

.;
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EXHIHIT 7.1

A COMPARISON OF PERCENTAGES OF PARENTS
6 REGULAR AND SPECIAL EDUCATION PUPILS

RESPONDING Tb SELECTED QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS

Questions

In general,'how saiisfidd
are you with the typical
hame-school-home bus
service?.

In the entire time your
child has been riding MCPS
school buses, have you ever
asked for help With a prob-
lemor made a complaint
about the servite?

How many times (separate
cases) have you asked for
help or made a complaint?

Response

Percentage
Regular

Percentage
Special .

Education

Very Satisfied
or Satisfied 92 ; 84

Somewhat Dissatisfied
or Very Dissatisfied 8 16

Yes 24 67,

No.' 76, 33

1 time
'a

39 23
a

2-3 times 41 37

4-5 times 13 18

6-10 times- 4 . f$8

More than 10 tithes 1- 8

a
Percentages (both columns) of those responding to tfils itluestion are'only of'

parents who responded Les to previous question. *Columns will not total to 100

percent because 3 'percent of the parents of regular pupils and 6 percent of
parents of slieciai education.pupils did not respond to the question.

-V

t
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Discipline

One .of the managers of the Transportation, Division said, "All rules and
standards of discipline, are put aside on special education buses." This was
the description of a problem, n6t a statement of policy. It is a problem
which yirtually everyone in pupil transportation identifies, but about which
apparently little has been done or tan be done. on many runs, children with
emotional and behavioral problems are grouped together on the same bus, and jt
woulii be nothing short of a miracle if behavior were not a Problem.

The staff at some of.the supplementary centers and Other schools do try to

impress pupils with the need fo safe conduct (ie., good behavior) on buses.
However, discipline is a complex matter which is related to training of

drivers and aides, bus schedules, supervision at jimhoofs, and to other
4' problems as,will be shown below and in Chapter 8, 9, and 11.

Problems Reported by Principals

Principals also say that discipline on special education buses is a problem
and that special education pupils w1T ride 'regular buses create _more
discipline problems than regular pupils. In addition, special educatiOn
bus schedules are not, always ,.synchronized with those of other. buses.
Therefore, principals say, the buSea often arrive-too early at the beginning
of the school day or leave late''..it tht end of the day. In either case, there.
is no one to superveQhe special education pupils.

As was pointed.out earlier, special education buses may cross administrative
area boundaries. Therefore, principals say,it is:oft-. difficult to, tell
which area a particular special education bus is ltssigne. t., and thus the

principal_may not know whom to contict when there ia prOble

Training of Drivers and Aides.
v

The training of drivers and aides will be discussed in Chapters 9 and 11. As

will be shown, the training given to driyers Di special education buses and
their aides is inadequate. Training is,required, however, and is provided by
the stalfs of the various supplementary.and.ptogram centers. But, there is no
real' coordination, so the subject matter covered and tile quality of .

. presentation vary considerably among centers.
.

$
4
Principals are responsible for handling bus discipline cases.
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Effects On Pupils

Distance 'dud Time .

Exhibit 7.2 shows that according to parents, special education pupils spend-

far, more time on the bus than *do regular Thipils. Only 3 percent of the

regular pupils are said to spend more than .an hour, while 48 percent ofillitpe

special education pupils are said to spend that much time. The followimp5re
same of the reports by parents of specialaducation pupils:

o My child leaves our home in Poolesville at Z:35, rides half an hour to

Laytonsville, where the bus picks up other pupils, and arrives at

school at 8:50.

o Our.5 year old leaves home at 7:10. School starts at 9:00. She gets

.home at 4:40: We do not like it but we did not complain because the
driver and the aide are the best.

o My son's bus ride is 11/4 hours4 he gets bored and misbehaves' on the

bus.

o In the afternoon, it takes our child 2 .hours and 10 minutes to get

home after school ends. °This includes.waiting at tchool for an hoUr.
.for the bus to arrive.

o 'Our 3 year old rides the bus fot a total of 3 hours a day.

Such reports do, again, raise the question of whether or not transportation is

actually taken into account when .placement decisions are made or program
A locations are determined. It seems almost callused to subject children who

are handicapped in some way tb so Eeny.-hours of boredom.

,The staff of. the Transportation Division may be capable of arranging better °

schedules and more efficient routes to avoid situations like those described

here. They probably cannot do so under present circumstances, sincs.they have

no control whatsoever over where programs are located, where chilaren live,

and what children will be assigned to'what program.

Clfiss Time

Because of time, distance, and peculiarities of schedules, special education

buses must sometimes arrive at school late and leave'early. Many.special
./".

education*phpils are thus cheated oU't of a fUll daY of school. Some 13

percent of the special eduCation parents who respohded to the questionnaire

said their children miss a patt of the instructional:day, and this may be a

conservative estimate because parents are not always able to tell when the bus

arrives at nr leaves schtlfil.

,

(
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TranaPortation By Taxi

Under certain cirtumstances special education pupils may be transported to
MCPS s6hools or to prj.vate schools by taxi. A ctild might live in an area
not served bg MCPS bus, and to send a bus to pick Up the child might mean a
detour of an hour from the regular route. The Transportation Division might,
then, pay round trip taxi fare.to get the child to and from an MCPS school.

, Some MCPS special education pupils are placed in private centers throughout
the Washington metropolitan area. They are transported by taxi when the
center is not served by a school bus. At any given time, about 25 pupils who
attend MCPS schools and 100-150 who attend private schools are transported by
taxi. The csst is between $40,000-$45,000 per month, or $400,000-$450,000 per

* school year.

Problems

It is reported that there are many problems involved in taxi transportation.
The cabs are often late and are generally not as dependable as the school
buses. It is also said that some taxi drivers do not want to dea/ with
pupils. Fighting is reported to be common when as many as three or four
children are in the cab at the same time. Even single pupils can create
problems for a driver. Some have attempted to "escape" from the vehicle. ,One

11"child, it was reported, kicked the windshield out of a eab.

Discussion

MCPS is pperating what are, in effect, two large and competing bus services.
.,The,3,00d special education pupils and the nearly 200 special education buses

constitute a service larger than that Operated by many school districts
throughout the country. Thd 47,000 reiular pupils and the approximately 400
regular buses constitute a major service equalled only by the largest school
districts.in the natiqn. These two services are cOmpeting in the sense that
financial resources, particularly staff and staff time, are limited and that 6

\. percent of the pupils who are transported by school bus account for'32 percent
4001. the buses, 35 percent of the miles, 32 percent of driver's salaries, and an
enormous proportion of staff time. As was said about services and the budget,

5
Between $600,000-$706,000 is budgeted for private transportation,

including airplane transportation for pupils who are placed in centers outside
theistate. ,

4
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EXHIBIT 7.2

A'COMPARISON OF ROUND TRIP TIME
SPENT ON BUS REPORTED BY PARENTS

OF REGULAR AND SPECIAL EDUCATION PUPILS

410+

9

Reported Round Trip Time

Percentage of Pa:rents

Regular SpiCiaI Education

30 minutes or less 72. 18

30 minutes'to 1 hour 25 34

Betweenol houi and 2 hours 2 39

2 hours or longer 0 8

No response 1 1

TOTAL 100 100
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the Transportation Division can do little on its own to solve most of, the
.problems discussed in this chapter, of which the following are the major ones:

o Disproportionate resource distribution between iegulir and special
education and the need for-adequate funding and staffing for both

o Divided responsibility for special education routing and scheduling

within ,the Transportation Division, with part of -the task being
assigned to the division's central office and the larger part being

assigned to area transportation offices in which the staff is severly

limited

o Lack of communication between the Office for Special and Alternative
Education and the Division of Transportation

o Amount of time devoted to dealing with the requests and complaints
made bY parents of special education pupils and the need for a fair,

cost-effective, and systematic way'to resolve problems

o Discipline on special education buses and among special education

pupils who ride regular buses, and the 'need for coordinating the

handlingof disciplinary cases (see also later chapters)

o Lack of adequate training of special education bus drivers and aides
A--

o Effects of'time and distance travelled by speciat education pupils

These problems are interrelated and can be solved only if policies,

procedures, and,the means of implementing them are developed at the highest

administrative 'levels of MCPS. Yet recently, only one action has been taken
to help.the Transportation Division serve 22airof the pupils for which it is

re sponsiblg: the creation of the position 6f special and alternative education

assistant. Certainly the position 11 badly needed simply because the

division needs more staff to Aeal with special education. However, for
reasons discussed earlier, it is extremely unlikely.that thecreation of this

posAion and the best efforts of the person who fills tt will solve all of the
problems caused by lack of communication and coordination between Special and

Alternative Education,and the Division of Transportation.

6
Reconstituting .the position of radip driver to _route supervisor will

contribute little or nothing tO solving special education trdneportation

problems. See later.chapter dealing with the deplotaent of staff.

<KJ
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Recommendations

In Chapter 6 it was recommended that a.team (committee, etc.) should be formed

or a procedure established to review cuirent transportation policies and to

recommend additional policies for the operation of pupil transportation.

Either that team or an equally high-level task force 'should develop policies

and the means for implementing policies for special education transportation

which take the following into account:

.o Establishment of separate llne items (within the Transportation

Division budget) for regular transportation and special 'education

transportation providing true and adequate financial resources and

records for both services'

o Centralization within 4he Transportation. Divisiog, with adequate,

staffing, of all special eaucation transportation routing, scheduligg,'

and control of special edupation buses and of private transportation,

o Establishment of a permanent Special Education and ,Division of

Transportation liaison team and the development of systematic

procedures for determining placement of programs and communication of

location of programs and program assignments of pupils

o Procedures for handling requests and complaints of .parents and

policies which establish reasonable limits on compliance with requedts

At-
o Coordinaiion of disciplinary procedures

o Division of Transportation responsibility for the coordination and

standardization of training. given to 'drivers and aides in special
education .transportation\ and standardization of training among special

and alternative centers

o Establishment of limits of time, diatance;_or both to be travelled by

spec4al education pupils and method of transportation and funding if

limits are adhered to

a
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CHAPTER 8

THE DELIVERY OF SERVICES

Introduction

This chapter deals entirely with home-school-home bus ervice: how parents (or

pupils) find.out about the service, the bus schedules, the quality of service,

discipline, and bup accidents. SIthe Chapter 4 provides an overall evaluation

.
of the service, it is assumed that most Of what is said there does not need to

be repeated. It is worth repeating, howeVer, that 89 liercent of the parents

said they are satisfieipor very satisfied with the bus service and that 84

percent of the principals said it is good to.excellent. This evaluation
should not be forgotten when problems of operation are identified here.

Tefore.Schools Open In September

Responsibilities

It is the.responsibility of the Transportation,Division to plan bus routes and

schedtles .and to inform prilipals about such things as which buses will serve
the school, the location of buS stopT (if new ones have been added or old ones,

consolidated), and bus schedules. The planning. 'is done at each of the

three area transportation offices.

1
Th1s.chapter deals only with short-range planning. Chapters 13 and 14

deal with rbutp planning and scheduling. .

..r
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?
Principale are.responsible (MCPS RegulatiOn 215-1) for maintaining an accurate
record of pupils transported by bus. The record is to include the f011owing

fOr each pupil:

o, Name, home address, telephone number

,o Grade or homeroom teacher

I.

o' Bus on which pupil is authorized to ride, identified by destination,
:route, and/or area served :

, .

.

o Date the information is recorded .

' ,

While the.principal is made responsible for maintaining the record, the

regulation does asmake the"Principal responsible for authOrizing a pupil to
ride a bus or assigning pupils to buses. It also does, not make the principal

responsible, fOr providing the Transportation Diviaion with a copy of the
5 *.

record, ok, indeed', with'any information at all.

In fact, . present .MCPS policies and 'regulations do not clearly fix'

.responsibility or establish ,procedures for determining whether or hot a
particular pupil is elcgible far transportation; how.the pupil or' parents are

to be informeal.Of the child'g eligibility; or.how putils and parents are to be

informed before the opening of school about buses,-ro tes, schedules, and but'

stops. As a consequence, an informal system 4s developed in which 'the'
Tranpiortation Division does some lobs and principals do others. Some jobs
are not dont at,all because reslionsibility for doing Olem is not established.

Infordation.from Transportation Divisioh

. -

n1

8,

.
,

, Area transportation staff report that they provide principals.with information
about buses and routes within the*.first two weeks in august, giykng them time

to inform parents before the opening Of school in Siptember. They'hay,

howevtr, that some principals (to save pogtage, to 4et the job over with,
etc.) send information vi parents in June when they' send out 6ther materials
at the &Id of the school year. In such cases, the/information- provided to

parents could be inhorrect if a'bus'humber, route,. Scheduli, or bus ston were
changed by the Transportation'Division staff during the summer:

Info'rmation Provided PrinCipals
'

Exhibit 8.1 shows percentages of respondents who answered questions about when

and what information was gi'ven to parents.' .0ftly a. small percentage of

principals said they sent out bus' infoimation before July. However,.

9 ,)
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txhibit'8.1

#

INFORMATION GIVEN TO PARENTS
AND 'WHEN PROVIDED: 1981-82

Principals

' Percentage Responding

Information !tfóre,July July-August Don't Give

Lkation of bus st9p. 5 86 9

Bus number 4' 87 9

Time to get bus going tnschook .. - 2 87 11

,s.

Time bus arriVes at home/ '2 70 . 28

'stop after school

Question:
'When were you told about the
location of the bus syop and
times for pickup and drop-
off for this school year?

Pareuts of pupils in
regular program

Parents of pupils in
.special education

'Mb

Parents

Percentage Respondinga.
June 9r July- *Not

Earlier ',AUgust September Infotmed

18 '52 11 12-

5 . 73 8 10 Mil%

a
Small percentages (7 percipt and 6.1544i.cent) of parents did not respond to

-

this item, and therOcire,totals will pot equalq00 percent.
A

t.
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18 percent of the.parents of children in2the regular program said they were
given information in June or.earlier. If this is true, than about 8,500 of
the 47,000 regular pupils who..ard transported received premstdre, nd

erefore potentially inaccurate information about buses, routes, and
schedulei.

Quite unexpectedly, a substantial percentage of principals said they did not
provide .parents with what would seem to be essential bus information. Between
10 percent and 12 percent of the parents confirmed this. If 11 percent can be.
taken .as a reasonble average, then about 5,500 of the 50,000 pupils (including
special educaticin pupils) received no information about' buses, routes,
schedules, and stops from either the schools or the Transportation Division.

If the above figures are combinedOt wouldtappear that about 28 percent of
all pupils who are transported (orjtheir parents) received premature and
potentially inaccurate information or no information at all about buses,
routes, schedules, and stops at the beginning of the 1981-82 school year.
HoWever, only 6 percent of the parents of regular pupils (not shbwn in Exhibit
8.1) reported that the information they had at the beginning of the school
year was inaccurate. It is therefore likely thai many parents find out how 0

their children will get to school from other parents, not from the schools.
It' is also likely that many principals simply reproduce and mail out the
.information they get from the Transportation Division, letting parents figure
out the whole thing for themselves:

Prihcipals and parents were asked how.information was transmitted. About 80,
percedt of the Principals said they sent it to parents by letter (34, percent)
or by parent newsletter (46 percent). But only 66 percent of.the parents of
regular pupils said they receiVid a written, notice from a principal. Of
course, percentages may not necessarily correspond. However, the 15 percent .
disparity is curious if not suspicious. It suggesta that it is possible that
a larger percentege of principals:than reported here sent out no information.
It is also possible (and highly probable) that a large percentage of them,are
hot keeping up-to-date records of pupil's aidresses and that parents did not
receive information even though it was mailed.

2
About 65 percent of the parents of special education pupils said they

depend on the Transportation Division, not the schools, to send them
information.

3-
The MORE project team found, when sending out questionnaires, that many '

addresses are not current, i.e., are not updated in the Pupil Data Base. Many
questionnaires were returned by the post office and some probabfy disappeared
into a void.

66
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Information to Transportation Division

Th'e Transportation Division,does not obtain much information useful for

planning from the 'Schools or from other. MCPS offices,' Each area

transportation office-gets load counts (number of pupils per busrper run) from

driveis and attempts to keep them current. These load counts provide an

estimate, bui only an estimate, of the number of,Pupils who will need to be

transported to the schools:in the area and, tfiereforea au estimate of the

number of buses that will have to be assigned to each .ghool.
,

Whenever there is time, which ihere almost never 1S,,area transportation

supervisors attempt alio to .obtain,' on their own, lpformation about new

housing developments in the area and About other changes which may affect

numbers of pupils, buses, and bus routes. There are no policies, regulations,

.or procedures which make' other MCPS offices responsible for providing the

Transportation Division with information, even thoph other offices mny
'collect datwth'ilt would'il quite valuable for planning.

, .

Opening Of Schools

,
Number of Buses Assigned 1

)

1
.

1
'+As might be expected from what has been said above; the Transportation*

Division is almost forced'into error. While their estiiates are ,surprisingly

good, either too many or too few buses are often assigned to schools it the

beginting of the ,school year.

Exhibits 8.2 and 8.3 show the percentages of principals and drivers resp'onding

to ,questions about the number of buses assigned at the beginning of school in

1981-82. Principals were as ed onlir about increases in enrollment and the

rmmber ,of buses assigned o take care of increases primarily because tob many
pupils and too few buses could resuli in a chaotic situation during the first

week or two after schools open. Ouly a small percentage of principals'

reported increases in enrollment .for any reason, including the closing of

other schools (Exhibit 8.2). The majority of those whose Schools experienced,

4
Again, planning is dealt with in greater 'detail in Chaper II.

5
Either the same number of pupils and busesns the previous year or too

few,pupils for the number of buses assigned would create few 'or no problems.

In addition, aiking about increases provided information about the impact of

cloging schools.

67 96
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7 Question

Exhibit 8.2

PRINCIPALS'ASSESSMENT OF
BUSES ASSIGNED AND BUS LOAD

1981-82

k

All Principals

Percentage
Yes No

Did your school experientp.an increase
in the nunOer of-pupils eligitete for 8 92

tKanspoit4tion7beiaune of the closing -

of anOther school or schoolel
,

Dit youCac'hool experience an.increase'
in'the nnober of pupils eligible for
transpettation for any Teasons Ither,,
than the closing of another sch ol(s)?

1,

Quesiion-

Were enougfi buses assigned to transport
the additional pupils eligible for
transportation because of the closing
.of another school(s)?

Principals Whose Schoois
Experienced Increased Enrollallent .

Were enough buses assigned to transport
the.additional pupils'eligible for
transpqrtation.for other reasons?,

1 a..

15 85

Percentage
Yes No *

75

74 26

a

allo responSe 8 percent.

*

96

68
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Exhibit 8.3

, .

DMZ'S' ASSESSMENT OF
BUSES AgSIGNED AND BUS LOADS.'

1981-82

Number of BuAs Assigned

Percentage
Beginning of.
School Year MidYeara

Which of the following describes
the situation at the schools you
take pilpils to and.make pickups from?

More buses assigned than needed 1 2

About the right number of buses assigned 74 .
76

Too few buses assigned 12 11

Unable to judge 13 20

Bus Loads

Which one of the following,describes

the usual condition.of 'your bus?

Overcrowded, some pzpils standing in aislee

,

All or almost all seats occupied
but no one staading

About 14 of seats not occupied

About 1/2 or more seats not occupied,

Beginning of
School Year MidYeara

13

53

17

11 5

76

aMidyeax wds taken as lateVdRuary and early February of 1982. All columns

'do noi total to 100 percen because of small percentage pf no.responses:

4
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an inOesse in enrollment said that enough buses were assigned at the opening
of school to take care of the increase. However, 17 percent said there were
not enough buses to accomthodate the increase caused by iichool closings and 26
percent said there were not enough to take care of the increase caused by
reasons othet ehan closing-of schools. Drivers ,(Exhibit 8.3) ,agreed very,
closely with principals, with 74 percent saying that the right number of buses
were assigned and 12 percent reporting that too few buses were assigned at the
beginning of the school year.-

,

Bus Loads
a.

'Driver reports on: bds foads at the beginning of té year reflect what must te-
ll confused and confusing situation: Only slightly more than half (51 perCent)

' of the drivers said that their buses were what-might be considered optiMally
loaded: almost all seats occtipied.and 'no pupils standing. But 13 .percent
teported overcrowding and' 28 percent repOrted underutilization of bus
passenger capacity. Responses show a clear difference between the beginning
of the yeak .an4 midyear. Seventy-Six percetit of.the drivers said that at
mAd-year almost all seats were occupied and there was no overcrowding. This
suggests, of course, that the Transportation Division staff made appropriate
Adjustments bilniées and routes after they obtained inforsation. Some 1.eports
of ovestrowdiitg (18 percent) or ,underutilizatiorr (13 percent) of buses at

.mid-year are probably to be expected. Underutiliiation is common on special
education buses, which may be able to carry few pupils on a.given run.

The Service

The overall evaluation of the transportatIon service by Parents and prinIcipals
has already been reported in Chapter 4. It is therefore possible to deai .here .

in more detail" with certain aspects of service and some of ihe problems
encouhtered by parents and principals.

r-
Physical Condition of Bus and EqUipment

EXhibit 8:4 shows the percentages'of parents responding to certain selected) /
questionnaire items, including questions dealing with the physical condition. /
of buses. 'In general, it looks as.if the butes are kept clean. They are also

* in good 'mechanicalF condition as evaluated by the drivers and reported in
Chapter 4 (Exhibit 4.1).

Though thg vast majority of parents of special education pdpils are satisfied.
with the special equip:bent provided on the buses Cwheelchair lifts, harnesses,
etc.), 11 percent said they are dibsatisfied. Managers Of the Transportationc/
Division are alsosnot entirely satisfied with the equipment, some of which is
sLiid to ;be' outmoded, e.g., wheelchair :brackets 'that have to be bolted and

70



Exhibit 8.4 r

PERCENTAGES 00PARENTS RESPONDING
1-.10 SELECTED CiUESTIONS ABOUT BUSkS,

DRIVERS, AND BUS AIDES
1981-82

Questions/Ratinge

CONDITION OF BUS

Percentagea
Respondents Response Respondents

,

Is bus.clean on outside? Parents Yes 82

regular

,Zs bus clean inside? pupils Yes 66"

No 13

Cannot judg e' '20

How satisfied are you . I

with the .special Special

equipment...provided education

or help given to child? parents

.44.14 satisfied 89
or satisfied

ffissatisfied 11

DRIVER AND AIDE
%

..

Is the driVer courteous? Parents Yes' 82
.

, regular No
.

9

pupils' Cannot judge _ 8

Does drive; driVe carefully? 'iep 79

?
No

\annot judge 14

Does driver take Yes 88

safety p;ecautions No ' . 2
?

whin bus is seopped? Cannot judge 10

Is driyer sensitive to Special Always 54,
,..

child's physical or education Usually . 8,

emOtional needs? parents. No-

, Cannot judge 34 '

.

Does aide take care of Yes ,57
b

child's Physical or No . s 6

emotional needs ,,- Cannot judge' 37
.-

awithin catigories, percentages will not equal 100 percent because of cases

of no response.

bPercentages of parents of children whose bus is assigned an aide.
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unholted with wrenches.. They also said,
equipment provided by 'parents is not scurdy.
vehicle. Very4light aluminum wheelchairs, for
much for safety as for ease of movement.

Drivers and Aides

however, . that' some ofi,the
enough for use ill a.large moving .
example, are not designed so,

.

4"
A t,

,According to the many comments written by parents, most of the drivers and
aides are paragons. They are coutteous, drive carefuliy, -and take Proper
safety precautions wbenthe bus is stopped (Exhibit 8:4).

Again, the4'opinions of the parents of special educat/on pupils differe'd from
those of other parents. Only 62 percent said that driver's. are sensitive to
the needs of special education pupils, and only 57 percent said the aides
care fot their child's physical or emotional needs. It would be unfair co say
chat parents of special education pupils do not appreciate the drivers and
aides. They too wrote many favorable comments and, it must be remembered,
evaluated the overall service quite highly.

Bus Schedules

Exhibit 8.5 shows the percentage of parents and principals responding to
selected questions about bus schedules. The parents:of pupils in the regular
,program report that the school bud arrives oft time both on the way to school
(93 percent) and on the return home (95 percept). However) 10 percent of the
parents said they had to take their children to seh6O1 five or more times
because the bus was late or failed to aerive.7 In addition,b 7 A5ercent of
the parents reported that their children missed school more than twice because
the bus Vas late or failed to arrive.

ft. . ,

The driver 's leaving at the en4 of the school day before all pupils have
boarded the bus is primarily a_probleioLfdr special eSucation pupils'and their
parents. Some physically handicapped pupils, for example, cannnot get ,from

. the clessroom to the.busdoadieg area as%xapidly as other students. Whatever
the reason, 20 peraht of the parents ofAspecial education pupilivimid the .bus
left school too. soon at least once in 1981-82, 10'percent said this occurred
more than twice, and 4 percent said it happened mere than four times. It was

6
Accidents will be discussed later in the chaPter. Parent's evaluations

here seem to ,differ from the actual datc and from the,opinlona expressed in
the local press recently. However; parents may be right after all. Only z
very small percentage of the children who ride the buses are injured in,
accidents.,

7 '

.The question was limited to
infrequent ot even the rare case
a parent takes a child.to school,
parent.

I u u

5 or more times to

as a ;yes response. If

the bus has tailed.,
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. - Exhibit 8.5

PERCENTAGES OF PARENTS AND PRINCIPALS
BISPONDING TO SELEbTED QUESTIONS ..

007 BUS SCHEDULES; .1981-82'

I .

' a

Questions
, .

.boes your child's'bus usually
arrive on time or Iiithin 10 .

'minute's of schedule?
. , .

'..

Have you haa to take child
to school 5. of moreitimed
becanse.bus was late or
failed to, arrive? ,

Has Child missed school more
than 2 timed because bus was
late or failed to arrive?

Has bus left school before
child has boarded it?

,

\
4

.

oil': .How frequently are buses

late at beginnineof day?

,
tow frequently are "Ouses
'late at end of day?

Howmany .c,tdplaints do you

let from teachera because
bus(es) are too early at
beginnpi of day?

,

How'many becauge buses

are late afterlschool

'14

.

c',Reipondents

e Percentagea

Response Respondents.

.

Parents
,regulhi

Yeti, on way to

schdp1

93

pupils, Yes, returning
from school

.

95

.

* No 89

Yes 10.

I

.', No 92
YeS 7

Special Never % 74

'education 1 time 10

parents 2-3 times 6,

45 times° 3 '#1

More than 5 times 1

-- Principals Daily

.

,

8

Frequently 16

.
Daily 12

,
Frequently .

.

17
.

L rge number . 1

mali to none 94
7

.

.

,
,

,

Large, number
,

Small.to none
.

13.

77

4

4( ..."`

a
All possible respbeees

percent.

are not given by category, so total will not be 100

4
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reported that sometimes gnother bus'had to be sent to the school to pick up a
chtld. In other'cases, some member of the school staff had to take a child
hoine or a friend or neighbor had to be sent to the school to get the child.

Some 24 percent 'of the principals said that lateness of some of the buses
serving their schools on before-school runs is' a frequent to daily occurrence,
and 28 percent said that late buses after school is also a frequent to daily
event. Apparently Ifie late bug at the beginning of the school day does
not create too many problems for teachers, though a late bus at the end of the-
day does. Almost all Of the principals (94 percent) said they receive only a
small number of ot no complaints from teachers about the bus that is late in
the morning, but 13 percent. sail they receive a large number of complaints
about the one that" is late after school. The reason is easy to understand.
At the beginning di the day, a late bus might result in a brief interrulition
of class. At the end of the day, the teachers may.have to stay and supervise
the pupils who are waitihg for the bus.

Road EmergenCies

. Considlering the general Axcellence of the-preventive maintenance program, it
ii somewhat 'surprising that 47 percent of-the drivers (Hxhiit 8.6) reported
that their buses hadbroket down during a run between SeptembsF 1981 and late
January 1982. However, 58 percent of the principals reported that emergencies
whicircause pupils to arrive or9leave late occur only occasionaW, and 40

' percent said 'they are rare. The Transportation DiVision is apparent
. handling road emergencies in such'a way as to minimize dispiption of, pupiVs

And school's sthedules. 4

Ho4 road emergencies are handled properly belongs in'Pari'III. However, there
ts One 'problem which involves the safety of pupilg and the laws under which
buses are to be operated: Few of the buses are,equipped with a radio, though
the area transportation offices and depots are. TherefFe, when a bus breaks
down on the road, the driver has hp way to contact theltansportation Division
from.the bud. The driversannot leave the bus while/ Children are' aboard.
Children are not to leave the bub aftei they have boarded it. The question to
drivers, then, was how they get in touch with 'the T'ransportation Division
(Exhibit 8.6): It. must be emphasized that the questiOn was not restricted
to _the situAtiOn in which childten are abbard the bus, Ind therefore.

!
8
This does not totitradict the 93-95 percent of the parents who say buses

are on time. Small deviations from schedule are,cumulative and are therefore
greatest at the school, the ehd of the run. In aRy .case, ,would require
.only that one bus out of several be late every day for principals to see
lateness as a daily occurrence.9

reyerse of the lite bus situation. Three road emergencies a day
could account for half of the fleet in 1.00 dayse buton any gtven day'few
schools'would be affected.
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Exhibit 8.6

PERCENTAGES OF DRIVEAS AND PRINCIPALS
RESPONDING TO SELECTED QUESTIONS
ABOUT ROAD EMERGENCIES: 1981-82

Questions Respondents

Since the beginning of the
school year, has your bus
broken down on the road whiLe
you were doing a run?

Drivers

How frequent are Ws road
emergencies which cause pupils Principale,

to arrive or leave late?

When a road emergency occurs-
which will cause a bus to be
'late before oi after school,
doeb the drle'r or the Trans-.

pOrtation Division usually
inform you so you can tell
teachers and/or adjust to
the emeigency?

Which are you most likel,y to . Drivers ,

have 'tkci depend on to call the

Transportation Division for
help if your bus breaks down
on the road?

Percentage

.RespOnse Respondents

Yee. 47

No 53

am,

Mccasional 58
Rare or never 40

Yes
No

11,

32 4.

68.

Bus radio equipped. 3

can make call
Make call mysellf 59

but not from bus
Send pupil to call 6.

Get help from-other.
MCPS driver . 5

.

aAll possible responses mot given, so totals Will not be 100 percent. There

were also small percentages of no response..

.

75, 103
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cannot'be assumed that 59 percent of the drivers simply flout the dictates
pf common sense by leaving the bus. However, it is disturbing that 6 percent
said they send a pupil to get help and that a certain percentage of the
drivers (but not 59 percent)'leave the bus when children are aboard. This is .

a situation which badly needs to be corrected.

Complaints And.HoTi They Are Handled

Area transportation staff rePort that they are ever told they are doing a
good job and that they seem to spend an enormo ount of time responding to
and dealing with complaints about the bus service. The directdr of the
division also reports that a large part of his time is spent dealing with
parents' problems and demands. ,The impression throughout the division is that
a parent will-call everyone from the principal of the,child's school (who also
calls the Transportation Division) to the superintendent of schools to get
some kind of special service or resolve a complaint.

Number of Complaints or Requests

Exhibit 8.7 shows percentages of parents of regular pupils and principals
responding in given ways to questions dealing with requests or complaints.
Principals reported that they do not receive many, complaints: 43 percept said
they'receie 'fewer than one complaint a month or none at all, anfo 32 .percent
said they receive ronliy one to three complaints in a month. Of all the

1 problems listed on the questionnaire for prindipals to evaluate, only one was
said to cause a large to moderate number of complaints from parents:-late'
buses, especially-buses which are late on the way to sgbool.

Only 24 percent of-the parents said they had asked for help or made a
complaint at all in, the entire time their child has beep riding MCPS bused.
Of this 24,percent, 89 percent (or 19 percent of all parents responding) said
they had asked for help three.or.fewer.timels-. Slightly more than 61 percent
of the pupils whose parents responded,tosthe- questionnaire have heeft riding
MCPS buses for three years or longer, and 14 pernent have been doing so for
five years or longer. 'Thus, the "complaint"rat9" is about one per year or
ress and that frolp about 20 ptrcent of the parents. According to_prIncipifs,
that, complaint is most likely to be.ibdut-a late bus.,

tO
Again -it

cumulative and

sabol who rihe

must be remembered that for- principals complaints are
that 1-3 complaints a monthtfrom the parents of all pupils in a
bilses represent a very small number.
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Exhibit'8.7.

PERCENTAGES OF PARENTS AND PRINCIPALSa
RESPONDING TO QUESTIONS ABOUT FREQUENCY-

OF COMPLAINTS ABOUT"BUS SERVICE
1981

gt2stiL)is
4

*

PARENTS OF REbULAR PUPILS

In the entire time your child has been
riding MCPS school buses, have you ever
asked for help with a transportation
problem or made a complaint abOut the
service?

If you answered zs to tlje previous

question, how many separ e cases?
..,

PRINCIPALS

During 4le course of a school year, ,

how:many complaints do you get from
parents about the bus service?

4

What number of complaints are abgut:

Bus late or no-show on way to school?

Bus late or no-show after school?

Percentage Of
b

Response, Respondents,

. .24

76
lest
No

4.-

1: 39

,-'3 41

.4-5 13

6+ 5

None 3

Fewer than
1 a month 40

1-3 per month 32

4-5 per month 9

Large 24 :

Moderate 28
0

Large 15

Moderate 17

aParents of pupils in regular program. Special education problems are

discussed in detail in C ter 7. .

Within categories, peeCentages will not equal 100.perCent because all
response ch6ices are not included and there was a percentage of no response.

77
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--To Whom Complaint or Request Is Made

As can be seen in Exhibit 8.8, when parents ask for help or make a complaint
about the bus service, most first call the principal of their child's school
(49 percent) or the area transportation office (23 percent). . Unfortunately,
13'percent reported that they first contacted the central office of the
Transportation Division. This means, thaigh. parents do not know it, that
someone at the central offic must not only handle the original call, but must
also call the area traosporte ion.office. Thus, while 13 percent of the 24
percent who said they aske for'some kind of help represent' only 3 percent of
all parents, they could, in the coutse of a year, Ye responsible filr more than
a thou:34nd telephone cal s to the division's central office and other
thousand from the central office to the area offices. Under the.4current
organization, the central office is not prepared to deal with this many calls.

'The vast majority 'of principals ('87 percent) first eontaci the area
transpoitation office when' they need help with their own or a Oarent's
transportation problem (Exhibit 8.8Y. A small percentage (7 percent) shy they
first contact the bus driver, and an eveh smaller-percentage (3 percent) say
diey first contact the central office.of the division. It is apparent that
area tiansportation supervisors adequately handle mofrt problems: 90 percent of

, the principals reported that they were not,./r.Aferred elsewheie and that
Problems are solved in a reasonable period of time (91 percent) tot their
satisfaction (84 percent).

Parents reported that they were treated courteously (92 percents by
individuals who understood the problem (85 percent) and who shawed Concern for
their and their child's rights (81 percent). As can be seen in Exhibit 8.48,
parents were not as satisfied as principals with the time it takes to 'get a

response or the way in which problems are resolved. However, it must be
remembered that the percentAes are of the 24 percent of patents who said they
had asked for help at all. Therefore, the 34 percent who said the probleM was
not resolved to their satisfaction represent.only a very small percentage of
all parents.

tack of Coordination

/

There" is no doubt that requests for service and complaints made by parents can
represent a very large number of telephone calls even though the actual
.complaint rate is very low. It is therefore small, wonder that.the area
transportation staff and the division director often feel overwhelmed. The
problem, however, is not so much the sheer number ok dells as it is the lack
of a coordinated system for handling requests and complaints. As matters now
stand, problems are dealt with by principals of 178 schocas, by three area
transportation offices, and'sometimes by a.number of other MCPS .offices as

well. Often, to resolve a- complaint, staff mem.bers haVe to consult
regulations; go out in the field to measure distances when eligibility for
transportation is disputed; or talk with drivers, wha report to depots, not to

4
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Exhibit 8.8

PERCENTAGES OF PARENTS AND PRINCIPALSa
RESPONDING TO QUESTIONS ABOUT HANDLING

COMPLAINTS ABOUT SERVICE
1981

Questions

PARENTS OF REGULAR PUPILS

When you asked for help or made a complaint,
rat person qr office did you contact first?

:PLWere the people with whom yIo .ealt
courteous?

Did they understand your problem?

Did they show concern for your and

40 your child's rights?

Did they respond in reasonable time? ,

4

Was thevroblem resolved?

Was it solved' too your satisfaction?

Who or what office made the decision?

PRINCIPALS,

Response

Percentage Ofb
Respondents

Principal 49

Area4D office 23

TD Ceritral office 13

'..

Yes 92

. No 4. .5

Yes 85

No 11

Yes 81

No 5

Yes 75

' No 20

Yes 74

No 422

Yes , 62

No . 34

Principal 24

Area TD office -\73

When you need help with a transportation, ' Area TY ce 87

problem,, whom or what sffice do you Bus driver .

contact first? TD central oifice 3

Does Elie individual or office usually

solve the Rtoblem:.

Without referring you elsewhere? Yes 90

Within a reasonable period of time? , Yes 91

To your satisfaction: Yes 84

4

-
s

aOnly the 24 percent pf parents who said.they had asked for help lor made a
-

complaint..
.

P .
...

Percentages will tupt equal 100 percent within categories because all

possible responses are not given and there was a percentage of no response.

:I'D = Transportation Division
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area offices where the transportation staff are housed. All of this takes up
the time of the very few staff membere who should, instead, be able' to devote
their efforts to managing the transportation system so that problems do not
arise in the first place;

Discipline

'Discipline is hot a major problem on regular buses, bui it is a problem -on
special education bases (see Chapter 7). The parents ollregular pupila (69
percent) reported that good discipline is maintained. APrincipals and
drivers reported a low incidence of disciplinary cases on regular buses. The
problems, then, are how parents and pupils are informed of the rules pf safety
and discipline and how discipline-cases are handled.

Information Given to Parents or Pupils

According tp MCPS Regulation 215-1, principals are responsible for "providing
Classroom instruction on safety rules for school bU4 riders." (It should be
noted that safety and conduct rules are very much,the same.) Responses by
parents and principals to questions about the information proviaed about
conduct rules (Exhibit 8.9) suggest that.a certain number of principals are
not adhering to the regulation. Twenty-seveh percent of the parents said they
or their children were not told in advance about rules of conduct and
penalties, which can include suspension of riding privileges. Only,84 percent -

of the principals said that their teachers orally inform pupils of the rules
and penaltres, and only 68 percent tlaimed that principals send information
home_to parents.

Driver's Report

When a pupil violates, a safety or conduct rule, it is up-to the driver to
determine whether or not a disciplinary report will be made. Some principals
reported that'drivers do not turn in disciPlinary reports until a case becomes
a major one. Drivers said they often do not know the name of *.an offender and
that secondary pupils will sometimes refuse to give their names to drivers*who
want to file reports (reflecting the fact that drivers do not know' Who rides
the buses).

.

1
11
With 15 percent saying they could not judge, a response which, in this

case, must be consideredlavorable.

>

1 0
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Exhibit 8.9

PERCENTAGES OF PARENTS AND PRINCI
RESPONDING.TO QUESTIONS ABO

DISCIPLINE INZORMATION
1981

Questions

PARENTS OF RgG PUPILS

sa

Percentage Of
b

Response, Respondents,

Were you or as your child told in.advance of3

the rules of d.nnduct on the school bus and che

penalties forViolating them?

PRINCIPALS

-Do'you inform parents and pupils aboue

the rules of condudt on school buses and

the penalties for violating them.by the

following methods:

Teachert orally'inform pupils?
4

Pupils given written information

to take home?

Information is mailed to parents?

,Patents informed orally at PTA or.

other meeting?

When a driver fills out a. disciplinarr

report on a pupil is a copy of the form

.or other .tecOrdseAufprmation,:

Sent to'the papilts parents?

Rept qp file at the school?
4

-Sent to the area transportation office?

?es
No

64

27

tit

Yes

:14

No 16

' Yes
No

Yes
No

Yes
No -

68

26=

54
40

50
46

Yes

'Yes

-.4.

Yes

54c

91

65

aBarents df pupils in regular education program.

Totals will not equal 100 percent because mbt all responses are reported.

"fn this group, there were few4cases sn response; it can beassumed that

the alternate response was no.

81. 1 Li'd
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When a disclplinary teport is filed,
turned ifi to the _principal, not
Divikion of Tranaportation staff say
it i too small and pooriy designed.

Informatidn When a Case Occurs.

the driver uses MCPS Form 555-3, which is
to the area ransportation supervisors.

.

that the'form "belga to be lost" because

Principals are responsible for handling discipline cases.' Regardless of who
handles ilicase, it Would seem logical that a pupil's parents should be
informed that a, report has been submitted for their chtld, particularly in
view of the potential severity of the penalty: loss of bus riding privileges:
It would 'also -seem logical that the school should keep a file 9f discipline
reports for eacfi pupil for future reference, if only to iddntify repeat
offenders. However, MCPS regulations do not require principals to inform

, parents or to keep a cumulative record.

Despite the lack of regulations, 54 percent of the principals say they inform'
a pupil's parent when the child has been reported as a discipline case
(Exhibit 8.9), and 91 percent say they keep some ktnd of file of reports. In
addition, 65.percent say they send record of a report to the area
transportation office. If the principals meant sending information about the'
disposition of a case, then a large percentage of principals do not follow
MCPS Regulation 215-1, whickstates that "the principal is responsible for (c)
completing....Form 555-3 iEdicating the action ttaken and forwarding copies to
the field supervisor for transportation..."

Handling of Cases

Exhibit 8.10 shows principals' and parents' responses about the handling of
disciplinary cases. In moat sqhools, the severity of a case determines who
will deal with it. Assistant prinapals and other staff members deal with the
minor problems (61 percent), principals and assistant principals deal with
major ones (95 percent), and principals (83 percent) generally make the
decision about the suspension of bus riding privileges.

Only .8 percent of the parents reported that their child.had.ever received a
formal warning about behavior on the bus, which, because principals may not
inform them (Exhibit 8.9), does not mean that only 8 percent Of all bus riders
are reported by drivers. Only 3 percent of the parents said their child had
been penalized for behavior on the bus. Of that'very, small 3 percent, 58
percent said the warning or penalty was justified. Apparently, however, even
thote who did not believe it justified said that the situation was handled
fairly-(76'percent). 4

tt,

"'?
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Exhibit 8.10
,

PERCENTAGES OF PRINCIPALS AND PA/UNTO.
RESPONDING TO.QUESTIONS ABObT

HANDLING OF DISCIPLINE

,198.1

PercentageOf
b.

. Response Respondents,Questibns

PRINCIPALS

At your school who is immediately
re§ponsible for the following in
school tikis discipline -cases?

4

Dealing with minor behavior problems?

Dealing with major behavior problems

Deciding to suspend pupil's bus
riding privileges?

PARENTS OF REGULAR PUPILS 00

In the entire time your child has been
riding MCPS school buses has she/he
ever received a formal warning about
his/her behavior,on the but4?

Has she/he eirer been penalized for
behavior On the bus?

PARENTS ANSWERING YES TO'ABOVE QUESTIONS .

Wits the warning or penalty justified?

Was the situation handled faily with
attention to your and.your child's
rights and the rights of others?

I.

Principal ' 33

Ass't. Principal 24

Other staff 37

Principal k.74

Ass't Principal 21

Piincipal 83

Aset Principal 14

Yes
.No

18001-
1119/

.

Yes- 3

No 96

Yes 58

No 42

YelkNo

76

.22

aParents of pupils in regular education program.

b
Totals will not equal 100 percent catse not dil responses are reported or

because of a percentage of no r ponse.
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DriversrViews
5.

Drivers tended to agree with parents.and,principals-that discipline is not a
major problem. The following percentages of drivers responded to the
question, "How nvich of a pupil disciplinary problem is each of the following
for you":

.

How Muctiof a Problem v.

Major Imporiant Small None

Violatpns of bus safety rules 6 13 33 44.

Fighting oi physical abuse of others 3 7 18 69

Verbal_abuse of driver 4 5 16 72

Smoking 4 4 9 82
Noise 6 16 39 38

Physical hdrseplay. 3, 17 39 38

As can be seen, only violations of safety rules, noise, and phydical horseplay
were identified as important problems by any substantial number of drivers.

In addition, 60 percent of the drivers said the action taken by the schools in
dieciplinary cases usually solves the prgblem for-at letst a reasonable period
of.time (20 perCent said they had no experience with discipline cases and
could not answer). According to 53 percent, probleme are typically resolved
within one to two school days, and 61 percent,said they are resolved within
png school week.

mo

Accidents

MCPS has a high rate of school bus accidente. The problem is closely related
to training ind supervision of drillers and is therefore dealt with in Chapters
9 and 12., Here, itseems appropriate to accept accidents as a normal hazard
of service and look at tht problem from the point of View of parents.

It has already been Pointed out (Exhibit, 8.4) that the parents. Of .e_gular

pupils believe that the-Idriver of 'their child'i bus drives carefully (79
percent with only 7 percent \negative response) and takes proper safety
precautions .when . the bus is stopped, (88 percent positive, 2 percent

i

disagreement). Exhibit 8.11 shoWs,teat parents have good reas to believe
that the buses de safe. Only 16 percent reported that their ch ld was riding
a bus that was involved in any kind of accident in the entire ti e the child
has been riding MCPS iuses. (This's:toes not mean, by the way, that 10 percent
of all of the,buses were inyolved in accidents.) Even more important is the
fact that only 0.8 perant of the Parents said that their child had been

1
84
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Exhibit 8:11

A

PERCENTAGES OF PARENTS OF REGULAR PUPILS
RESPONDING,TO QUESTIONS ABOUT ACCIDENTS:

1981-82.

Percentage Responding

Yes No DNAfgRa

In the entire time yogr child has been riding
MCPS school buses, has a bus on which you ?
child was riding been involved in an accident?

Has your child ever been injured in an accident
involving the bus and another Ilehicle or in
which the bus ran into something or ran,off

tHe road?

10.2

0:8
a

94.1 5.1.

Has your child ever been injured on board a ...-

school bus.because of horseplay,, faulty// 3.3 ' 94.4 2.3,

equipment, etc. but not Vehicular accident? 4

Whatever the cause,.were you notified of . 2.5? (".\51\), 91.04

the accident promptly? (Most recent case.)
.

Have you ever filed a claim against MCFS '.

for injury or property damage'caused on or k 1.0 86.1 12.9

by an MCPS school bus?

Wasifte claim settled satisfactorily and,
fai ly with regard for your rights and . 0.8c 1.7c 97.5

the rights of others, including MCPS?
(Most recent case.)

aDNA cioes not apply to me/mi child. NR in no response. They are combined

here.

b
To answer 221. or no, parent

two previous questions.

would have Wad to answer zes to either of the
%

. .

c
To answer ym or no, parent would have had to answer ies to previous

question.

A

$.
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injured in a vehicular accident. A far larger percentage (123 percent) eaid .

that injUry was caused by horseplay or faulty- equipment. Furthermore,
only 1, percent of the parents said they had filed a claim against MCPS for
injury or proper0 'damage caused on' or by a school bus--a statement which can
include ddmage to a pareot's fence and not necessarily injnry to aichild. In
a county in which citizens have a reputation for being litigious, this is

probably an excellent measure of the expent of injtery caused by bus accidentd.

1

9

,

There is_one problem, which can be identifieeregardlesi of the safety record,
'of the buses. The Transportation Division does not know the names,- addresses,
parents, parent's telephond -numbers, or the flags assignments of the pupils
who are aboard a bus. A particulat driver may know, but .only because the
driver may have transported :the same children for some period of tide..
HoweVer, there is no system for,fdentifying children or.for contacting parents
in-case 'Of an-gemergency. Areetranspottation superviaors reporethat when an
,acCident occurs they.(or whoever gets to the scene) have to go about asking
pupils their names. One can iMAgine the consequences if a And were
unconscious, in shocic, or.in need of serious emergency medical treatment.

.

Discussion

Iaci of Information and PoliCies

It-has been shown here that the Division of Transportation does not obtain
information t.ip plan adequately throngh the current school year and the summer
for the opening pf schoolk in the following Septfimber. Far too many-- other

instancei of lack' of information or failure in communicatiod are doaumented
here. Area.superVisora do not know who is, authorized to ride Buseso and
drivers do not know either who is supposed to ride the buses gr the names of
the pupils who do ride. Principals dcrnot receive informaton atour buses and

routes,, far enough in advance to be able to assign puOils to buses (as required
bi MCPS regulations) oi to give peredts accurate information about buses,
routes,, and schedules. Parents Probably get atjeast as much for information
about buses from the "neighborhood grapevine" as, they do frad principals or .

the, Division ofulesportation,

,12
,

.
. .

The question is reported in Exhibit 8.11 as asked. However, see the
previouscdicussion of.drivers' comments on discipline and, in Part I, drivers'

excellent evaluations of the. pindition of co*onents of buses. Horseplay .

seems a more likely cause of Wury than faulty equipment.
le

I

' ;
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.
Though discipline is not a serioub problem generally, it is a serious matter

for. drivers, individual pupils, and parents of pupils who may bepenalized for

misconduct on buses. Yet again, little information is exchanged. Drivers do

. not always inform principals about the need for'disciplinary action until a

' _case gets serious (andldo not always 'know the name of an offender). All'

principals do not inform parents when a child is reported for an_infraction of'

.safety. or.conduct rules, Uor do they always inform the Division of

Transportation of the disposition of a case. .

44

It has Wen shown that-there are'few MCPS.policies or regulations that deal

with these situations and few procedures that can be clearly understood and

enforced. It 'was pointed out, for example, that principals .are made

responsible.for assigning pupils to buses and for 'keeping up-to-date records,

of pupils' names, addressee, etc. They are not made responsible, however, for

providing the Division of Transportation--the primary potential userwith
. this information.

.1 0

t

Bus Service ,

Despite the problems discussed here, bus serVice is generally goois Latenedà

of buses .pn the way to school and departure of buses from school before all

pupils have 'boarded are problems for Aents, Pupils, and school staff (see

Chap5er 4). However;-in 014 larger picture, these are not mejor problems. It

is' probable that some buses will always be,lAte for reasons beyond the.control

of administrators, supervisors, and drivitse and thet this is a condition of

service thit haa to be nqcepted.. The problems of late buses and premature

departure can be mitigated, however, if the )Divisiot or Transportation is .

given help in solying the large,pr9blems of planning routes and schedules id

supervising drivers.

There is no reliable way for a-driver to contact the division,offices or shops

when a bus is disabled. This has safety implicatIons, and, as will be

discussed in Cllapter 18, inadequate communication' can lead to unnotessall

automotive services costs. The problem tan be solVed by equipping each bus

with a two-way radio (division offices already have radios). Managers and

supervisors of the division do not favor, this idea. However,'.the topic is

iiportant and will be discussed again In ChaPter 15 in .the context of supports

needed by the Divieion of.Transportation.
.

Hadiling Complainta

4

It has been shown that while there is actually a low complaint rate, the
Division of Triansportatiiin staff spend far tfio much time dealtiwwith requests

and complaints made by parents. Parents may call any of-the 178 achoOls,

three area transportation offices, and other MCPS offices for the resolution '

of a problem. Principals also call area transportation officea and-the

division's central office, and calls are made among offices by the division's

87 1
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own, Stiff. All bl this vastly multiplies the number of calls that have to be
dealt with. v...

A single unit that handles all community relationa and complaints is badly
needed. Parents, principals, And others who need service or who want to make
a complaint could call one numberhopefully one time--and the community
relations staff would find a solution to the problem. This would drastically
reduce the amount of time managers and supervisors ,(and, principals as yell)
would havel to devote 'to handliiig requests or complaints and free them to do

. . other tasks which they Ire presently unable to do. ,

I I:, .
i

t

.
, f

Recommendations
/

4

1

This chapter raises many very road issues that go far beyond the day-to-day
delivery of pupil transporta ion service:. planning routes and schedulos, the
potential for reducing transpo tation,costs thrOugh planniyg, the information
needed by the Division Of. Transportatidh to carry out planning, determining
plifPils' eligibility for trapportation, and many others that have an impact on
costs. These issues need* be aud are,discussed as important topics in their
own right. For exaiple, Chapter 13 is entirely devoted to planning 'and the
inkormaiion needed for planning. Chapter 15 'Shows how the Division of
Transportation can be given greater capacity for planning. Therefore, many
recommendations which might seem appropriate here are made in these later
chapters. The following, however, are based on the findings presented here:

,
. .. . .,

o Until policies and procedures can be 'developed and the Division of
Transportation has improved planning capacity, the following should be
done.:

. . Regulation 215-1 phould be enforced: principals should 'be required
,to maintain up-to-date records for pupils who are transported by

Abus.

Pxincipals should be required to provide copies of these records to

the.pupil transportation staff. 4

o The peputy Stiperintendent's Office should develop a.uniford procedure
for principals to follow io inform perents of pupil's eligibility, for
transportAliou and bus routes and assignments. Principals should be
disdouraint 'from sending information to parents as earlyas June or tdo
latir to beptlasful.
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o Thsk Division of Transportation should require drivers to take names

and addresses of pupils who ride buses (until other- procedures can be

developed).

. tpames and addresses should be taken and checked through September.
-

. At the end of SePtember, dtivers should submit correct lists to'the

transportation offices on forms developed by the division.

Djiplicate copies of the correct lists should beokept on burs.
.'C

. Lists should be updaied 'and reSubmitted (if changed): once a month.

o All buses should be equipped .wtth two-way radios to be used for

emergencies (but see Chapter'15).
. .

o A central community relations unit Should be cre ated in the,4ivision .

zf.Transportation to handle all requests for Service and complaints

(see discussion and- details in Chapter 15).

-

o Until appropriate policies and regulations are deVeloped, the Deputy

Superintendent's Office and the Division of Transportation should

establish intefim procedures, for the.uniform handling of discipline
,

cases and exchange of information.

. The Division of Traniportation should urge driVeirs to turn in

disciplinary reports before cases become severe.

. prin6ipals should be required to provide instruction to pUpils on

bus safetrand conduct rules' as required by' MCPS/Regulatiat

. Principalvshould be
report is turned i.
penalties.

.6

. Principals should be
. of the action taken

case has been resolve

5

urged to inform parents when a disciplinary

on a child and to inform parents of the possible

a

* ,V

urged to inform the area transportation office 4.

in each case within h day or two of the time the.

d.

Itto

eq Form 555-3 should-be thde larger and more informative.
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Bus dritiers

enough driver
drivers are

Transportatio
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CHAPTER 9

BUS DRIVERS: TURNOVER, ABSENTEEISM,
RECRUITING, AND TRAINING AS MAJOR STAFFING PROBLEMS

I

Introduction

re the "front line troops" of pupil transportation. Obtaining

driver ttirnofer and absenteeism, and recruiting and training

not only major staffing probias for the DiVision tof
but constant_daily problems as well. The problem of obtain1ng

substitutes daily is so important that the,next chapter is devoted entir y to

it.

Inadequate FTE's

Number Of Drivers 1!leeded And Supplied

The number of full tiiite equivalent (FTE) "arivers allowed to the Traniportation

Division by the MCPS budget has 1n'creiS4d iegularly since FY 1975. However,

as shown by the following data,'the increase has not kept pace witii.increases

in the number of buses on home-saool-home rodies or the total number of miles

travaled by buses for all purposes:

Number of route buses
Millions of bus miles
Driver s bud-geted

FY 1975

526

7.95
358

iercentage

FY 19811 Increase

602 14

'9.82 24

A06 13

1Mileage dataor' FY 1982 are not available at the

writing. Though additional FTE driverd were allowed in the

the picture would actually change yery little.

40.46

91
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Exhibie 9.1

4o
DISTRIBUTION OF DRiVERS AND
REASON FOR TERMINATION BY

SEX: ty 1981

Distribution by Sex

Percentage

Male 193 31

Female 431 69

TOTAL 64 100

Reason For Termination By Sex

ACcepted another job (private, government)
Moved
Personal reasOns.
Cailnot work assigned hours
Left job, no reason given
Retired
Death
Dissatisfied with job.

'Personal illness
Home responsibiiities
Study .

,Other

TOTALS

'Percentage .Percentage
Male .Female

40
7

'5 I

1,8

7

a3

3

7

100

'rah 22

22
,2

7

7'

15/

2

5

101

2

5

100a

aRounding error = 1%

92
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It must be remembered that it was shown in Chapter 6 that a large proportion

of the indrease in mtleage,is accounted for by field trips and special runs,

many of which are done just as regularly as home-school-home runs. Therefore,

a regular driver--in the sense that a run takes a given amount of time every

day--has to be assigned to these runs. Thi& is not taken into consideration

in budgeting.

Turnover Among Drivers

'Turnover Rate

As shown below, the turnover rate among bus drivers is 4 percent higher than

the overall rate for all MCPS support services employees:
.

Rate4111

All MCPS support services , 9%

Bus drivers as of FY 1981 13%

Lot addition, while,bus drivers represent 10 percent of all MCPS support

iervices staff, they account for 14 percent of all support services

terminations. Male drivers- have a far higher turnover rate than female

drivers. In FY 1981, they accounted for 50 percent of driver terminations,

though only 31 percent of the drivers are male.

Reasons for High Turnover

Driving an MCPS school bus isl part-time job in which working hours are

divided between early morning and late afternoon. Only those who are willing

and able to work such hours take the position. In affluent Montgomery County,

the job is therefore attractive primarily to people Who need to supplement

their ()ion or the family's income: retired persons of either sex; young

housewives who are not employed .full time at another jobrand those of either

sex, but primarily males, who are employed full time by the police or fire

department and who work shifts that permit "moonlighting." Circumstances

_change rather quickly (change of shift on Tull-time iob, etc.) for these

people, however, so they constitute sn unstable work force.

Exhibit 9.1 shows both the distribution of bus drivers by sex (FY 1981) and

the reasons for leaving the job that were given by those who'terminated in FY

1981. Almost 70 percent of the drivers are women and just slightly more thin

30 percent are men. Most of the 'men (40 percent) who" terminated did so

because they ncCepted another job or could no longer work the assigned hours

(10 percent). Only 22 percent of- xhe women terminated because they took

93
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another job, but 22 percent,(as compared to only 7 perdent of the males) moved
and 10 percent left because of home responsibilities.

Absenteeism Among Drivers

Rate of Absenteeism

Area supervisors of the Transportation Division reported that 60. to 90
drivers, or between 10 percent and "nearly 15 percent of the, work force, are,
absent every day, though this includes both drivers" who are absent-and those
whose positions are open because they have quit the job. This rate of
absenteeisT is probably not greater than that which occurs throughout mps
generally. However, because 60 to 90 buses Would not go out on runs
without drivers, absenteeism.constitutes a severe problem for the managers of
the division.

Absence Without Pay

While most leave taken by d ivers, is earned and approved (sick leave, etc.), a
large proportion of it is absence without pay, as shown by the following FY
1981 data:

411.
Percentageof

All Leave

Sick leave 64

Other earned or granted with pay 17

Absence without pay 19

Some absence without pay is approved: maternity leave, half-day meetings,
etc: However, area transportation supervisors said that a significant
proportion of absence without pay repxesents unapproved, unannounced, and
unanticipated absence. They said that sometimes they do not know that, a bus
has not been taken out on its run until they are informed by a radio driver or
even by the supervising automotive michanic at the depot. (There is no
dispatcher at a depot to take attendance and check on buses, and drivers do
not report in to area offices..)

2
Because pf the way MOPS keeps records, absenteeism data are extremely

. difficult to obtain by position category.



Recruiting Bus Drivers

Problems of Recruiting

Recruiting drivers' is difficult and co-ally. Man, of"the reasons have been

explained in the section d ling With the reasons for high turnover among %

dirivers: Driving is a rt-tiim job in which hours are split between early

morning and late afternoon. Only thoie who are able to work such hours can

fill the position. There are probably many individuals in the county who

cduld work the required hours, but who do not need the income or the problems.

-

Geography plays a role here. Drivers are assigned to administrative areas,

and when a position is open, it is in a particular area. In some areas,

people are too affluent to be interested in driving part time. Sometimes an

individual who is interested finds that she would have to travel up-, down-,

or across-county four times a day (two round trips), beceuse the open position

is not in the area in which she lives.

Recruiting and Testing,

Recruiting is not merely a matter of finding someone who-is able to drive and

is interested in the position. The Maryland State. Department of Education

(MSDE) specifies that the "prospective school vehicle driver" must meet the

following preservicequalifications:

o Meet all licensing requirements of the Motor Vehicle Administration'

o Have,no more than two current points on the driving record and a

satisfactory past driving record

o Complete the RSDE required preservice instructiOn

o Have no evidence of a criminal record

o Have five years driving etperience

.00

o Complete a physical examination

o Meet minimum requirements as determined by testing for night vision,

field of vision, depth perdeption, rekion 4me, and steadiness

It is reported that many who answer recruiting advertisements run by the.

Department of Personnel Services do not have satisfactory driving experience

or records. Some who have satisfactory records may fail one or more f the'

psychomotor tests administered by the ,Transport.ailon Dividion's ve icie

'operator instructor. Yinally, those who'survive all screening must aece t the

fact that they face a training and probationary period.



Numbei Recruited, Trained, Hired

The turnover rate among drivers, as has been shown, is 13 percent. ,Thls means
that each year about 80 *drivers have to be recruited and trained as
replacements for drivers who have quit. In addition, if the budget allows for
an increase in FTE drivers, approximately double the nudber of FTE's must be
recruited and trained. So, the addiiiOn ofs.18.5 FTE's'in the FY 1983 budget
'means that about 37 new drivers have to be recruited and trained, bringing the
total to abOut 117.

All recrulis do not necessarily accept positions after they have been
trained. For example, of the 148 who have already been trained in FY 1982, 16

*completed training but did not take jobs. Therefo06, more recruits have to be
trained than are needed to fill tflt open positions. Finally, substitute
drivers mnst,also meet the qualifications laid down by HSDE. To maintain a
'pool of qualified substitutes4 even more prospective drivers must be recruited
and trained. This is why 148 individuals have already been trained in, FY 1982
to fill approximately 117 positions.

Training Drivers

4111

Vehicle Operator Instructor

The vehicle operator instructor is a*member of the Transportation Division's
central office staff. He is responsible for administeritt the required
psycho-physical tests to recruits, classroom training, and behind the wheel
traiang. He is also responsible for evaluating, accident reports to determine
respensibility and to assess MCPS points (see later) if the bus driver ,is
considered at fault. He is, chairman of the Bus Accident Review Board and
convenes the board in cases in which a driver appeals a ruling. It is
important to note that the vehicle operator instructor is.not responsible for
required kecertification training, which is arranged and given by area
transportation supervisorf.

,

The vehicle operator instructor does not have a staff which is housed
permanently at the central office or which is Aluier his direction at all
times. However, some drivers .have taken a course offered by MSDE that
qualifies them to be driver trainers. At present, nine of these drivers give
hehind-the-wheel training, under the direction of the vehicle operator
instructor.

3
Figures are the best estimates which can be dade on the basis 'of the'

information presently available. Obviously, the nudber of drivers recruited
and trained varies from year to year. However, it ,Is probable that these
estimates will turn out to be conservative.

to
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It is the impression of the MORE Study staff that while the vehicle operator

instructor has important responsibilities, the position has not been

Considered particularly inlportant. At one time, the position was equal to

that of an.area transportation supervisor. Several years ago, it was graded

lower than the grade of an area superyisor but higher than that of a

transportation assistant. As has been said, the operator instructor has been

given no staff and has little real control over the schedules of the drivers

who help with behind-the-wheel training.

Training Required and Offered

#
Exhibit 9.2 compares the training required by MSDE and that which is offered

by MCPS. At first glance, it would seem that MCPS offers more than is

required. However, it should be noticed that MSDE recommends that new drivers

be trained in very small groups (six per class). A number and variety of

individuals have informed the MORE project sta4f that classes in MCPS have

.heen nearly six times larger than recommended.

After a driver has obtained the required operator s license and has served a

six-month probationary period, annual in-service training is required for

continued certification (Exhibit 9.2). Contrary to MSDE requirements, all

drivers in any given'area may meet together en masse for more than the

permitted .two hours, and the content of the training is not neceasarily that

approved by MSDE '(see later observations and evaluation).

Training is given to drivers of special education buses at the various

supplementary centers. This is in addition to the preliminary and continued

certiication training required by MSDE and, is not under the control or

supervision of the vehicle operator instructor.

Driver's Ev1ations of Tralning

Exhibits 9.3 and 9.4 shows drivers' evaluations of training. In general, the

required classroom training is not evaluatedas highly as the behind-the-wheel

training. Only 76 percent to 79 percent of the drivers said the amount of

i

time allowed for lassroom training, the way training was organized, and the

way material .wa presented were good to excellent. In contrast, 85 to 87

mpercent said the ount of time given to behind-the-wheel training and the way
in which the training was conducted were good to excellent.

,

4
Substitute drivers must

pass all licensing requirements.

.through all \f the require4 training and

.124



Exhibit 9.2

DRIVER TRAINING REQUIRED
BY MSDE AND OFFERED BY MCPS

Type of Training

FOR NEW DRIVER

( Number of hours

Required content

Class size
recommended

Other

CONTINUER_CERTIFICATION

Hours

Class size

Content

S.

MSDE

Total,of 15 hours

6 classroom
9 behind wheel

Bridge crossing
Railroad crossing
First aid

1 behind wheel
trainer foT dach
trainee while on bus

6 hours a year of
which 5 may be in
class, 1 behind wheel

35 or fewer. One
large-group-egiAng
not to exceed 2 hodrs

Minimum as shown above
for new drivers

MCPS

VIPA

Total of 22-28 hours

3 half-day classes,
9-15 behind wheel
depending on ability
and prev,ious .

. experience

All required by MSDE
plus defensive
driving, a6cident
review process; and
other related topics

5-10 (have.actually been
fis many as 35 fh

class)

Same

meeting% per!year

All drivers in area for
one morning meeting
of more than 2 hours

Content varies
by area

98
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Substantial percentages (24 to 43 percent) of .the drivers of speciel education

*buses gave low evaluations tio the trainink they receiyed at speciel education

centers; Forty-three percent said the amount of. time allowed Was just

adequate to poor. The staff at some centers were said to be inadeqoately

prepared (24 percent). Twenty-three percent of the drivers said the material

covered waS not well organized or well presented.

In evaluating.the extent to which-the required training helped prepare tI)em to

perform the job satisfactorily, drivers again rated behind-the-wheel training

more highly than classroom training. While 73 percent said they could not

have performed the job satisfactorily without behind-the-wheel instruction,

only 43 percent said this of classroom training. Between 27 percent and 33

.percent of the drivers of sp&ial education buses said the training, they

received at bpecial eduoation centers was. only of slight help or of no help in

preparing them to deal with physically handicapped and emotionally disturbed

Despite what might be looked on as favorabld'evaluations of.the requiied

classrdom and behind-the-wheel training, drivers' responses to questions aisout

content raise serious questions about what is actually covered in the

trathing. A large'majority of drivers 'said that only a few topics were

covered well:. defensive driving (80 percent), how to inspect a bue (88

percent), and what to do if oil or, water gauges or lights came on (73

percent). Other topics that would seem to be important were covered poorly

or not covered at all accordieg 6 drivers

Responses of drivers of special education buses also raise quebtions about ,othe

content of the extra training they are given. In no case did more thilir60

percent say a given topic was well covered, which means that at least 40

percent said topics which would seem to be extremely important were not well

covered or not covered at all. Because discipline on special education buses

is a particular problem and because discipline and safety are closely related,

it is disturbing to find that,52 percent of the drivers said that the topi

was,not covered at all (28 percent) or pooviy covered (24 percent).'

Continued CertiiCtion In-Service

A

Three obsebers of the MORE prdject team attended the continued certification

in-service workshop for drivers in JAnuary, 1982. All of the drivers in an 1

area met together in the morning for more than two hours, o'clear violation of

MSDE regulations. The cOntent of the workshops- varied considerably oMopg

areas, and some seemed irrelevant. In two areas, for example, members of the

.Employee Assistance staff made presentatiohs (film, talk) in' whieh they

discussed the functions of theit office. Such op Presentation could have' beel

5
The questionnaire may not have included some topics which are well

covered in the required 'training. However, it does stain:, for example, that

maintaining discipline is an important topic. Yet only 46 percent of t

drivers said it was well'coyered.

99'
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Exhibit 9.3

DRIVERS' EVALUATVIN OF PRE-SERVICE
TRAINING PROVIDED BY THE TRANSPORTATION DIVISION

General Ratings of Pre-Service Training

o Amount of time allowed for classroom
. .training .

o The way classroom training wasorganized ..

o The way material was presented
o Amount of time for behind-tl)e-wheel %

Ptraining
o How behind-the-wheel training was 1onducted,

Percentage of 1river:11
Good to just Nildequate

Excellent to Poor

79 12

76 13

t7 12.

.

87 10

85 . 11
.

Ratings of Subject Areas Covered in Training
Covered

Well
Not Well Not
Covered Covered

o Defensive driving
o How to tell (by sound or feel of bus)

that ,danlage could occur if bus were
notystopped '--,

o How to inspect your bus properly
o'What to do if oil or water gauges/lights

80

59
88

9

22

5

14

2

-r

come on , . 73 16 4
o How tO drive to obtain maximum fuel mileage 54 . 29 13

o Ham to maintain discipline 46, 36 11, .

o How to deal with pupils' physical'

problems like fainting, car sickness, etc. 41 28 25
o How to deal with 4ecial education

pupils' behavior problems 31 29 32'
o How to deal with emotional needs or

problems of special education pupils
i

o How to deal with physical problem& of
30 -29 . 33

special education pupils 28 33 33

Contribution of Training to Performance of JOb.
,.

Classroom
t

Behind-Wheel
\

o Could not have performed job Satisfactorily
without it 43 73

o Helpful but pot essential * 33 fa
o Not essential and,not helpful 1 , 0
o Mostly a waste of time # 2 1

o No response,(including drivers hired before
pre-service training was required) 21 . 8

a Totals hot equal to 100 percent because of small percentages of nol response.
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Eihibit

DRIVERS' EVALUATION OF-TRAINING PROVIDED BY

4TECIAL EDUCATION SCHOOLS OR SUPPLEMENTARY CENTERS

'''

N.
. General Ratings of Training r

.o Amount of time-allowed
o How well prepared staff was

.

o How'well material covered was org anized

o The way material was'presented
o Amount of time for drivehs' questions

o How well drivers questions were,answered

Ratings, of Specific Areas in Training

o How to meet the physical needs of
physically handicapped pupils

o How to meet the emotional needs
of physically handicapped pupils

o Causes and nature of emotional/
behavioril disturbance , -

i
o What kind of behavior to expect from

emotionally/behaviorally-disturbed popils
o'How to deal with the behavior of

emotionally/behaviorally disturbed pupils

o Causes and nature oemental retardation
o How to meet the special-needs of

'mentally retarded pupils

o How to maintain good dtscipline

Contribution Of Training to Performance of Job

Percentage of Drivers
Good to'

Excellent

Just Adequate
to Poor

57
#,

43

76 24

; 77 23,

77 73
80 v. 20

80 20

Covered Not Well Not
Well -Covered Covered

57 20 23
-

60 23 , 17

47 33 20

57 33

r
f0

50 t., 33

33 23

17
43

4 28 28

w. 48 24 28'

1,

Physically Emotionally
Handicapped Disturbed

Very helpinl or helpful. 64 66

Of some slight help 16 17

No help .
17 10

No fesponee loty
%,3 7

A

i 2
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given to any MCPS group at any,XimeJand had hothing tb do with any of the

topics approved by ,MSDE. other area, the transportationigupervisor
devoted a large part ot the eting to divisional business, that again had
little to do with driver tr ning.

Need for Defehsive Driving Refresher

Neither MSDE nor .MCPS requires that drivers be given periodic in-service
training in defensive driving. Yet in a memorandum to the acting direAtor (in

1981) of the 14visian of Transportation, the vehicle operator instructor
pointed out that it has been shown that "defensive driving skills are
diminished after a three, year period Sand therefore) there is a need for
Oeriodic updating of.driving fundamentals." In view of the fact that MLPS
has the highest .sphool bus accident rate in the state, it seems curious that
no actian has been taken on this recammendation as far as can be determined by
the MORE team. ..

Accidents And Training

1
By making the vehicle operaior instructor responsible for evaluating accident
reports, reviewing cases; assigning points to drivers, etc., the managers of

the Transportation Division seed to recognize that there is a relationship
between:driver training -and accident prevention. Recently, howeiier, more
emphasis has been put on field supervision ;Ilan on training as a.meane of
reducing the numbler of accidents (especially ift7the FY 1983 budget request to

upgrade radio drivers to route supervisor6). However, it is quite possible.,
that traihing could do (as much or even more to prevent accidents than
increased field supervision.

r

M. T. Fleming to Acting Director, Division of Transportation,
January 28, 1981

.# .

n '
,

7
While field supervisors are sorely, nieded, there ,Is some doubt ...thet

they can actually contribute very much to reducing the accident rate. See
. .

Chapters 12 and 15! %
# #

.1 2,9
102
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Number and.Types of Accidents

I.

The rips school bus accident rate,is higher than the rates.in Prince George's

and, Baltimore Counties, .the two Maryland school systems that have

approximately the same numbers of-buses. The 1980 data.are aa follows:

Montgomel
Prince
George's- Baltimore

Number' 'of, buses 602 703 604

Number of accidents 243 172 151

N accidents/N buaes
9 .40 .34 .25

Number of accidents
deemed preventable 1-18 114 ' 84

Preventable as a percentage of total 55 52 44

This does not mean that the buses are not safe for pupils. It was shown in

Chapter 8 that fewer than 1 percent of the parents reported that their child

had been injured while riding an MCPS schobl bus and that in many cases injury

resulted from horseplay. However, the situation ia.serious and deserving of.

.considerable attention, because there is always a thin line between a "fender

bender" and a serious accident,. with random chance seeming, at times, to be

the.deciding factor7

In FY 1981 there were 602 buses on routes'and 244 accidents (a rate ct,f .41).

Eighty-thted (34 percent) of the accidents were judged to have been

non-preventable; 161 (64 percent) of the accidents were _judged_ to have been

pyeventable and the fault of the school bus drivers. Of these'16L preventable

accidents, 71 percent were attributed to -only the folloWiug five driving

errors:
,

Percentage of
Preventable Accidents

Faulty distance judgment 22

ITproper turning 21

Improper backing 15

Following too.closely 7

Speed too fast for conditions *6

. ,

Total 71

8
M. T. Fleming, Memorandut, January 28, 1981.

9
A comparative figure onlY, and merely' a way of shoWing that if each'

accident involved a different bus, 40 percent of. the MCPS fleet would have

, ,been in accidents. ,Based on M. T. FleMing's data but not quoted from

.4% memorandum.
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< Another 8 percent were caused by c binations of these erzors, .for example,
,falliwing too closely at hlgh spe . This means that nearly 80 percent of all
prevenEable accidents were caused by these five common'driving errbrs.

Analyzing Accidents and MCPS Points

A bus driver who is involved in an accident must have the police come to the
scene and also 'call,the area transportation office, An MCPS accident report
must be submitted to 'the area office within 24 hours. The police "teport and
the driver's accident report are reviewed and analyzed.. If it is determined
thatthe_IObps driver was at fault, MCPS'points are assigned to the driver's

. record. A 'preventable accident can be assigned between 3 and 15 hints.
If a driver causes an accident that is assigned between 8-14 points, the
individual 'must either attend, without pay, a'three-hour retraining program or .

go.on Suspension without pay for three days. A driver who causes a 15-point
accident is discharged or placed in a non-driving position.

Retraining Program

Retraining, at present, is a "back to basics" program: psycho-physical testing
and practice driving,on a road course., There is some attempt to try to group
together .drivers who have had accidents of similar type, but this is not /

always possible. So farin FY 1982, 37 drivers have taken the retraining
option. They report that the training is useful, at least partly, because no,
nther training is offered after the required Preservice training.

It does seem as if three hours is a very little time, especially since as many
as 15 drivers may be in a group. In addition, there is no evidence that there
is a direct relationship between the training given and that which may
actually be needed, e.g., highly specific training in distance judgment, which
is the error that causes 22 percent of alhpreventsbleaccidants.

Finally, the v414icle operator instructor reported that a certain percentage of
drivers accept the 3-day suspension without pay instead of the three hours of
retraining. This hardly seens logical from a financial point of view, but
perhaps other considerations come into play: inability to attend the
retraining session t the time it is offered or unwillingness to be
"stigmatizee in public or to be part of a group that is being disciplined.

10
The MCPS point system (Regulation 215-2) is aninternal one and has

nothing to do with the Maryland Motor Vehicle Administration point system.
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, 'Discussion

Driver Turnover

.

A Given the nature of the job, it is probable that MCPS must continue to accept

a high rate.of turnover among bus drivers. However, it is possible that some

attempt could be made to reduce turnover by changing recruiting 'tactics (See

below). It may also be possible jo combine some part-time positions in such a

way ai to, create the equivalent of ,full-time positions. For example, an

t individual might be able to drive a. school bus and also iill a part-time

office oilcafeteria position.

41,

AbsenteZ1sm

Because MCPS has liberal leave policies like those in other governmental

agencies, nothing can or should be done about approved absenteeism. However,

despite the difficulty in recruiting, training, and lolding drivers,

, Transportation Division administrators and supervisors should discipline and,

if necessary, discharge drivers who frequently take unapproved and unannounced

leave

Recruiting.

a

Recruiting, turnover, and absenteeism are closely interrelated and are major

problems for the ansportation Division and MCPS. 'The Department' of

Personnel Services' ay be able to,°take dome steps that could improve

recruiting and reduce turnover and absenteeism. For example, students

,attending- local colleges might be interested in and able to fill driving

positions. Advertisements for drivers might be put in the small

newspapers..-the ones that ,are local and distributed without cost--in less

, affluent neighborhoods.

Training

.1

At present, responsibility for training is widely-SOattered and' the training

itself is not coordinated. The-vehicle operator instructor is responsible for

,pre-service training and for the very short three-hour refresher course

drivers may attend after they have had a serious accident. Area

transportation supervisors are responsible for continued certification

training. Principals of 'special and alternative education centers are

responsible for supplementary training of drivers Of special education buses.
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Drivers' evaluations suggest that the training provided by the Division 9f
Transportarion is not always adequate and.thAt many.important topics are not
covered. The required contnued certification workshops are, largely a waste,-
of time and .moftey. There is a serious need to coordinate and improve the
supplementary training for drivers and aides ot special" Aducittron. buses,
particularly 'since the ,FY 1983 MgCSSE agreement with the Board.of Education
requites that special educatpn drivers And aides :receive trairdng appropriate
to the requirementi of the job. ,

.

All of the, eyidente shows that there is a need to improve and coordinate all
driver training. This very large task cannot be donA by one individual. The
vehicle operator instructor must have a 'permanent staff. Even then, the
Transportation Division will need the help and cooperation of 'other units to
develop and carry out a truly effective training program, particularly the '
help of the Department of Staff Development and the Office of Special and
Alternative Education:

Accidents

MOPS policies and procedures do not deal adequately with accidents. For
example, a driver who causes an 8 to 14-point accident should not be given the
option of either attending a 3-hour course or taking a 3-day holiday (even
though it be without pay). A driver who causes a 15-point accident should be
required to attend a longer remedial training course or..be discharged.

Transportation Division managers seem to be relying on improved supervision to
reduce accidents. Yet at least three of the five mapr errors that, account
for 80 percent of all driver-caused accidents do not seem to be those that
will be prevented by increased supervision: faulty distance judgment,
improper turning, and improper backing. It is doubtful that the,other two,
tailgating mil excessive speed, will be much affected by increased ov-the-road
supervision. All, five, however, are precisely the errors that can be
corrected by a combination of intensive classroom training, supervised
practice, and periodic retraining in defensive driving.. There is a need,
therefore, to coordinate accident investigation, remedial training,
behind-the-wheel training, and-supervision.

11
This is not at all an argument against the need for more bus route

supervisors.
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Recommendations

1..

.
.

e...i

Number of Drivers. . . 4.

I .*

' . . . 1 . . A

w , .
o .T11-e Transportation DivIsion shouldjr granted the number:Aosf. PTE. drivers

,

. for which.. the61 division cam document a.need. Dolumentatioñahould include -1

,

,

evidence that all reasOnable effort has teen made to avoid adding busea. or

. runs. .

.

. o The substitute account should,not be used to pay regular drivers for runs ,

.done daily, provided that the budget alloWs an adecluate number of. FTE'

drivers.
.

I

Recruiting and Driver Turnover

k
o Under the aegis of the assoCiate superintendent for Supportive Services,

the Department of Personnel anclthe Transportation Division should form a

task force to examine, make recommendations for, and implement the

following:

One or more trial recruiting campaigns_ aimed at those who might be

able to and be interested.in driving a school bus

. Changing the type and locatio of recruiting advertisements

Creating "full-time" positions,hy combining part-time positions

Interviewing in depth bus drivers who leave the position to determine

real (as opposed to fbrmally stated) motives and to determine their

bearing on recruitment and driver turnover

.

o On its own, the Department of Personnel Services should review its

recruitment and hiring procedures and forms to determine if it is possible

to reduce:the time it takes to hire bus drivers.

Absenteeism'

vb.

o The Division of Transportation payroll procedure ahould be simplified to

make it .possible for administrators and supervisors to` keep useful

attendance records.

o When. a simplified. 'payroll system is In ylace, the Division of:

Transportation supervisors and administratora should monitor the.records of

drivers who frequently take unapproVed leave and discipline or discharge
. .

these drivers.
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Training

o The position of vehicle operator instructor should be upgraded
equal to t#at of,a present area transportation supervisor (see

b The vehicli _operator instructor should be made responsible
an adequate staff to carry out the.following (see Chapter 15):

Psycho-physicaA screening of driver recruits

; Providing 'all classroom, on-the-road, continued certification,
remedial, aafther training offered by the Transportation Division

4

Coordinating training in special education for drivers .of spaaal
education vehicles

to. ,a level

Chapter 15).

for aid given

Accident investigation, incltiding on-the-icene investigation, and
accident review

o Until another task force (see below) is formed and functioning, the-
Transportation Division should immediately form an internal task force
under the phairmanship of the present acting vehicle operator instructor
and consisting of an area transportation supervisor, one senior driver. one
new regular driver, one special education driver wito has recently received
supplementary' training, and one supervising. .automotive. mechanic.
(Part-time drivers to be allowed ddty pay.) The task force should perform
the following tasks:

Review the 'materiaLon training.in this Chapter

Review present training procedures and content

Make recommendations for prIcedures and content

o A task force and permanent committee should'be,formed under the aegis of

the associate superintendent for Supportive 8ervices, Chaired by the
vehicle operator insiructor, and consisting of a representative of the
Office of Special and Alternative Education and a representative of the
Department of Staff Development; The functions of the task force and
permanent committee should be to:

Determine MCPS training resources which are needed for
.

all driver'
training and which are available or can be made aVailable

Arrange for all in-service trainifft which involves persons sor

resources outside the Division of Transportation

Collect .(vehicle operator instructor and staff), and review (committee) ,

data which have implications for, training and, arrange for additional
training shown to be necessary.

.136
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Accidents

.

o In Chapters $ and 7 it wae recaamended that am bpper echelon team
.should,review MCPS policies pcnd procedures. That team should include

in its reviews regulations that deal with sch ol bus accidents, pointa,--

and pena ties. When necessary, additional èulations and .procedures

,should b written, especially to cover the allowing:

. Recfuired attendance withOut. pay. -of a remedial training°program

(perhaps 10 to 20 hours) by drivers who have serious aceidents or

accumulate 'given numbers of pointv(if accidents are judged driver'e

fault)°

.Discharge of drivers Vho cause a given limited number -of

preventable accidents or accumulate a given number'af points

o Until regulations are modified or .rewritten, the Division 'of_
Tradsportation should uniformly enforce all MVA, MSDE, and MCPS laws,

by-laws, andregulations governing accidents.

W.,

;

'b..... ,4
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CHAPTFIt 10

60'

1

THE NEED FOR SUBSTITUTES AND A
PROPOSAL FOR A RELIEF DRIVER POOL

IntrOduction

, Finding, enough substitutes to take the buses and runs of the many regular

- drivers who are abseht each day is a constant, grinding,chore for everyontin

,the ihree area transportation offices. It takes up staff time that could be

,better devoted to other jobs ,like route planning and supervision. In

addition, it is not reaS9nable to expect day-by-day substitutes to do anything

. except 'drive, an essential job, but one which does nest help solve any, orthe
division's administrative or supervisory . problems.. By forming a permanent

.pool. of relief drivers, MCPS can obtain mord benefits from the $300,000 to

000,000 spent annually on substitutes! salaries. 'This proposal' will be

discussed after the 'various administrative problems caused by the present

.,.,substitute;system,have been described.

V

Administrative Problems
At.

-

Recruitment, TraiAng, and Retention

Announcements of the need for driver substitutes are typically made in

:advertisements of bus driVer posiiions (e.g., need school blis drivers and

.:substitute drivers).. NE some . individuals. are recruited Only as

sUbstitutes. 'Others are abgpited as drivers and serbe as substitutes Uhtil s

position.is open. Sometimes, a regular.driver may resign and ask to be put on

the substaute. .list. Nhatever the case; substitutes must be treated exactly

like ariver,candidates and teet aal MSDE standards. This means tbSy must 'pass

..the psychomotor tegts, successfully complete pre-service training, and be

:licensed:

.
6,

st
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Substitutes are paid out of the
like paid leave, retirement,
reports that it.is difficult to
drivers and want permanent
.increases.

Staff Time

t.

substftute account and do not earn benefits
etc. The Department of Personnel Services

retain substitUtes because they are trained
status, benefits, and a chance for salary

The tim -task.survey done at .the area transportation offices (Appendix A)
showed that all -six of the transportation assistahts spend some time on the
telep one making calls to and receiving calls from substitutes. The average
was percent of a liormal 40-hour work week, or, for all of them combined,
almo t 224,hours a week. The range was 2 to 17 percent, depending in part on
the 'admi#istrative area, or, for given individuals, from one hour a week to as
many as seven hours. This does not include time devoted to talking with.the
drivers who called in to 'say they were going to be absent, and there was no
way to sort out these data from other calls to rand from drivers. It was
reported, incidentally, that- it takes an average of about three telephone
calls to obtain a single substitute.

The time-task study was deliberately done in a week between support service
payrolls. However, tha three area office clerks devoted from 10 to214 percent
of the:entire work week to the_ substitute payroll, with an average of 12
percent. In addition, the -substitute payroll is also-worked, on by the area
office,secretaries and the central office secretary.

Performance of Substitutes

Large percentages of principals, as aholin by the Dollowing questionnaire 'data,
gave adverse evaluations of the peiformance of substitute drivers:

Question
os'

It

Do substitute .driverd slicke.more, complaints about
. operations (lateness, etc.) from parents than do
regular drivers?

Do more parents or pupils amplain about discipline
on a bus when therels a substitute driver than
when there is a regular driver?

Percentage
Responding "Yes"

50

45

rhou h MCPS incurs a -"fixed .cost" of- ahout40 percent of salary for
anyone hired and paid even for a day.

A
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There Is good reason why substitutes elicit more cdiplaints about lateness

r- than regular drivers. Regular drivers ate supposed to. keep a current

description of each routeor run in their buses, but area supervisors reported

that some do not do this at all and'that others do not keep the description up

to date. Therefore, substitutes may get either no information or confusing,

out-Of-date information about routes. Oa questionnaires, some parents

commented that Substitutes sometimes hive to ask puPils to point out routes

an4 stops.

An Informal Systemr
t,

In all three area of icea AU) attempt is madkto make the job of getting

substitutes less burdensdme and time consuming. Substitutes who call in to

say they are available ire guaranteed and paid for one hour of work. A

substitute who shows up at a depotis guaranteed and paid for two hours of

work. In the extremely unlikely event thac they were not needed, they would

be paid dnyway. This is a'vbry small price tó pay for au informal "substitute

Ln pool," and the savings in administrative costs and time.may be greater than

the amount spent in the.course of a year. There was a time., in fact, whet the

Division of Transportation was allowed' to 'have such a pool, and, it is

reported, there was hot the same substitute problei as there is today.

Number of Substitutes Needed Daily

Determining how tan,' substitutes are needed daily ii itnot a striightforward*

matter. The 'number of regular driners absent on'any given day is known, but

the number of substitutes who have to.be called in'is not equal to the number

of drivers -Who are Absent. For -.example, a driver might take one of three

morning runs, go home because..of illpess, and not be available to take a

kindergarten and three afternoon runs: At least one substithte would have to

be called in to take the two remaining, morning runs, the kindergarten run, and

the three afternoon Tuns. But substitutes are not always available for all

rUns,,so two'or even three substitutes might have to be called ii to cover' the.

open runs df one-re 1 driver.

2

-

Because there are so many possible permutations of open runs, special

runs, buses, drivers, ahd substitute drivers, the payroll is very complex and

time consuming.



MORE Staff Estimate

To get some idea of how many substitutes are needed daily, the MORE project
staff took an every-third-day sample of records in one area for FY 1981 andgeneralized results to all five of the areas that existed at the time. On the
average, there were 57.5 "open routes" a daY. Or, to put' it another way,,every day about 58 buses which ate assigned to ieme,route or run would not
'have moved Of the depot lot if substitutes had not been found. Tbe maximum
number on any one day was 80.

Area Offices Estimates

.

Area transportation supervisors Aiay quay must ,éall in between 60-90
substitutes each day. The 60 agrees with tile estimate of 58 made by the XOREstaff, but the range and the estimated high do not. Therefore, the project
team asked two area transportation supervisors

to pick five-day records for FY
1982 at random and to count the number of routes that had to be covered and
the number of'substitutes called in. In this case, the ,average number of .

substitutes required daily was 81, and the highest number in any single daywas 105,
0

The Best Estimate
, 0=0

There is a difference of 23 substitutes per day between the average number
'estimated by the MORE project staff and the number estimated by the
transportation supervisors, or an average of 8 per area per day.. It isprobable that this can be explained by the fact that the samples ot which
averages are based are from .two different years, the latest being thesupervisors' estimates made in FY 1982. There are now'more drivers and more
buses than in FY 1981, and-buses are beilig dtiven more miles on more runs ofall kind.

There is reason to believe that an average of between 80 and 85 substitutew
day is the best estimate that can be obtained at tas time. Inthe vreviously
Rpoted memorandum 4ealing with the' substitute account; thi-Alirector of the
Transportation Division showed that about half of ill subdtitute money about.
$410,000, -will be spent for substitutes to. cover open runs. The'typical
regular driver is assigned four hours a day, and substitutes are bpaid about$6.20 an hour. However, regular drivers libo are paid more than that sometimes-
serve as substitutes. Therefore; $6.50 per hour can be used in the following
calculation:

Expenditures far substitutes
$410,000/185 school days
$2,216/6.50 per hour ,

341/4 hours per driver

= ,

=

=
='

/
$410,000 per y ar
$2,21* per day
341 hours per day
85 subetitutes per day--,

,
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This is very close to the estimate of 81 arrived at by the area transportation

supervisors by another entirely different method.

A Proposal For A .Permsnent Relief Driver Pool

Taking all findings into account, the MORE teaurt believe that both the

Transportation Division and. MOPS would derive .many benefits from the

establishment of a relief driver pbol. It should be understood that while the

number of positions, costs, and other details presented here constitute an

example,based on certain assumptions, the idea of a relief driver pool should

be considered as a means of solving some of,the Oroblems that now confront the

division.

The Proposal

-

It is proposed that a new permanent position with two grades be created 4d

that the titles Relief Driver I and Relief Driver*II (or something similar) be

,used to distinguish these staff members from day-by-day substitutes. The

pbsitions would.be defibed as follows:

Relief Driver I 4 hours per day 4'499 days
Relief Driver II 8 hours per-day 199 days

While it would be possible to express the number oA relief drivers in FTE's,

this would be undesirable. Rather, the number of ,posibions, should be fixed to'

prevent "juggling" of hours mitt to guarantee that an individual has a regular

position with an assured number of hoUts pet da.

Relief Driver I positions would be filled by the best of the driver trainees,

who have just completed training and are waiting for assignment as

probationary drivers. The salary for the position would be the starting wage

for' regular drivers. Relief Driver" II positions should be considered

promotional arid Should be filled by experienced regular drivers. As will be

discussed later, Relief Drivers II would be given some supervisory

responsibilities, and therefore the position should be Ihigher than that of

regular driver.

'A

di
Relief drivers would be assigned to transportation depots and to open runs in

the me way substitutes-are now assigned to open runs and buses. A siall

number of Relief Drivers I could be assigned to ihe Shady.Grove depot as

"floaters" to be Aispatched to other depots when necessary.
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- CtIst Comparisons."

EX-RtL 10.1 compares the present pubstitute salary and administrative costs
of hiring 80 4-hour subsiitutes a day with the sa/ary costs of a permanent
plief driver pool. The following assumptions underlie the computations:,

a-The best obtainable estimate is that between 80 and 85 substitutes are
called in daily for 185 school days. All do not necessarily drive for
a full four' hours a,day. Therefore, the lower estimate of 80 is used *

in the comparison.

o The number of relief drivers (60 4-hour, 5 8-hour) is the same as an
FTE of 7Q four-houi drivers. Since the four-hour drivers would be
available both morning and afternoon and the eight-hour drivers would
be available' all day, it is assumed that they would equal a lioxk force
of 80 subititutes. ,

,

o Relief Drivers,i would be paid the,starting salary of $6.20 per hour.
The average salary of $7.00 per hour is used to calqulate costs for the
positions of Relief Drivers II. Because they would be permanent staff,
both, groups would qualify for paid holidays and thus be paid for 1,99
days r year as 10-month emplo7es.

o' The relie driver pool would alg .entirely elim

i

te the need for

iiglel

transpo ior tn assistants to devo e time'tq 1 in substitutes and
would eliminates-the large and complex substitutd pa 11.

o The t2me-task study showed that 9 percent of the time of
transportation assistants, and hence 9 percent of their aalarigs, are
devoted to calling in substitutes. Not all time was accounted fare .80
10 percent can be considered a reasonable estimate,

o Supervisors said that it takes an , average of 3 telephone calla io
obtain one substitute. At 9c per call, the annual cost of calling 80
substitutes per day is about $3,888.

o The time-task study
/

showed that 12 percent of the clerks' time and
salaries are devoted to the substitute payroll.

Given thede assumptions, it den be ,seen in Exhibit 10:1 that the present
annual cost of 80 substitutes iS about $426,015. The salary cost of a relief
driver,pool would be about $439,790 per year,,approximately $13,775. more than
the Cost of substitutes. As will be kshOwn later, however, 'the benefits
derived would far outweigh this very modest increase' in costs.

1



Exhibit 10.1

COMPARISON OF PRESENT COST
-0F,80 SUBSTITUTES AND Or THR
COST-OF A RELIEF DRIVER POOL

Present Cost Of 80 Substitutes Per Day

80 Substitutes at 4 hours per day.; 185 days
a year, at.$6.20 per hour plus 10 percent

fixed costs to MCPS

Transportation Assistants' (6) salaries of
$128,101: 10 percent devoted to calling-in
substitutes + 25 percent fringe benefits,
corrected to 10 months

Clerks (3) salaries of $40,309: 12 tiercentl.
devoted to substitute payrpll + 25 percent,
fringe banefits, corrected to 10' months.

Annual telephone cost to obtain 80
substitutes per day

$403,744
1

11,344

5;039

3,888

TOTAL ,ANNUAL COST $426,015

Salary Cost.Of Relief Driver Pool.
,

60 fopr-hour
for 199 days

5 eight-hour
for 199 daya

drivets at $6.20 per hour

+ 25 percent fringe benefits

dtivers at $7.00'per hour
.+ 25 percent fringe benefits

TOTAL AINUAL COST
4

Difference.In Costs
a

present cost of 80 sPbstitutes per day, 185 days

Salaty cost of relief driver pool, 199 day's '

$3.70:140

69,650

$439,790 .

$40,0i5

439,790

DIFFERENCE' $ 13,775,

-

aDoes not account for fact thai it .is probable that a smaillumber of
substitutes may haye to be called in even when there is a relief driver pool,

itt
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1

Potential Benefits of a Relief Driver Pool

Transportation Assistante Time'

On the average, each transportation assistant woulct gain about 4 hours a week; A

one half of 'a work day, by being released from the job of arranging for
substitutes. Since there are 6 assistants, the Transiortation Division would
gain the equivalent of 3 additional 4gerk days a week, or 111 days.in a school
year. t ChapvIr 12, it will be shown that many supervisory jobs are tot
being done (direct supervision of drivers, route and schedule planning, etc.).

and that in some caseaMCPS does not provide the supervision required by
MSDE. The gain of more than 100 days a year would enable supervisors to do
some of .these necessary jobs, which, in turn, might reduce pupil
transportation costs.

payroll, Reimburseiment,*Clerical Time

Relief drivers would be permanent employees, paid,for a specific numberik#
hours a day. Their payroll would be like other supporting services payrolls.
in other units and therefore.vastly more simple than the present substitute
payroll. Provided that other needed'controls.were instituted, it would' become
possible to attribute accurate salary costs io programs that use
transportation services. ,As was disc4ssed in Chapter 6; this could increase
the reimbursement MCPS is entitled to from other government agencies.

On the average, each of the 3 clerks would gain_nearly.5 hours a week,.or more
than half a working day. The'Transportation Division would thus gain almost 2

additional work days a week, or about 70 work days a year. Again, many jobs
that are not presently' beilvdone or for which there are serious backlogs
could be ione in this additlail time.

Jobs for'Relief Drivers

Day-by-day, substitutes cannot be expected tc do anything but drive. However,
as permanent employees, relief drivers could be assigned a number of important
jobs At the depots and even on buses ithen they are driving. When not driving,
Relief Drivers I, tor example, could do the following Jobs that are. not being
done regularly or that take up thd time of superviaors: take a spare bus to
the scene of breakdown and transport children to school, clean and inspect
buses, perform minor clerical tasks aethe depot, etc. When driving, they
would, of course, be 'learning the routes" runs, -and sChedules in the depot
area. '

o

0111.
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Relief Drivers, II, could be given_even more responsibilities, including,,

supervisory responsibilities. The following are examples:

o While-driving, they could
3

4

. Learn all routes in depot area

. Map routes and check,routes for efficiency
. Cheek 'safety of busstops

Take bus load counts \,,,

Check'operation of bus .

o Whin not driving, they could

Assist in training'new drivers
Chetk odometers of buses to control unapproved personal use
Check buses off of and onto depot lot
Make Certain that diivers perform pre=trip inspections

Senior relief drivers, as 8-hour employees, would thus give the division the

equivalent of additional supervisors.

Improved. Performance

In a relative4 short time. relief drivers should come to know the routes and',

runs io their depot's area quite well., In addition, the pupil transportation,

, office ,staff sheuld be 'able to 'keep abreast of route modifications, and

supervisors 'should be able to enforce the ,requirement that there be route

descriptions on each bus. All of this should reduce, if not entirely

eliminate, the problem now experienced When day-by-day substituteswho o not
know the reptes and runs are employed. In tutn, parents' and principals'

complaints should be minimized. ,

Recruiting, Retention, Promotion
f

The creation of permanent relief drivet positions should solve some of the

problems of recruiting, training, and retaining both Substitutes and regular

drivers. The most competent of the newly trained drivers could move

immediately into permanent Relief Driver I positions trith guaranteed hours.

Relief Driver II poiitions would be promotio 1 p sitions for all drivers. In'

addition, Relief Drivers II would be in,li e promotion 'to hupervisory and

managerial posiiionse,

3
It is assumed here that they would have printed cgecklists ,(for safety

of bus step for example) and that they would turn in reports to supervisors.
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Discussion

The present system of obtaining substitutes interfers with the ability of the
Pupil transportation staff to db'some of the jobs that could save money for'
MCPS and creates operational problems. At a very small additional cost (about
$14,000), a relief driver pool could increase the potential,for improving the
efficiency of the entire pupil transportation staff ind provide the division
with additional supervisors. As was said earlier, it,is ihe idea.of the
reflief driVer pool that is important here, not'the liarticular number of
relief drivers given in the computational example. However, the 60 4hOur
drivettrsand 5 8nhour drivers suggested here would apparently provide a
favorable balance of hours and staff in relations to estimated needs.

Jtecommendations

. ..,.. -h;
.

o As soon as possible after the publication of this report, the Division of
Transportation should begin to keep daily 'records of the number of.
substitute's needed, number of runs to be covered, end other relevant data.

1

. This data collection should intrude as little as possible on ongoing
.operations taeks. #

. Desirably, the division ehollld be provided with a ttmporary staff
funds to carry out this recommendation.-

o An internal cOmmittee of the Division of Transportation ehould carefully
study the recommendation for a relief driver pool presented here- and, an
the basis of available data, determine the numbers of RI.ef Drivers and
II needed to meet the daily subetitute needs of the divisi n..

o The Department of Personnel Services should develop, in 'cooperation,w4th
the Division of Transportation and the Office of Supportive Services, the
recommendations needed for relief driver positione to be approved by the
'Board of Education.
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CHAPTER

BUS ATTENDANTS

Introduction

all

In PY 1982, the Division of TranspOrtation,etployed 102 =4 bus attendants

(better known as aides). They,are assigned only to Siecial, education buses.

Neither MSDE nor MCPS requires that aiaes be assigned to these buses, though

MSDE bylaws do state that a school system is permitted to'hire pides. BefOre

instituting block funding, MSDEpaid a portion of their salaries, but no

longer doesqw directly.

As with drivers, the Division. of Transportation has to deal with aides''

turnovor, absenteeism, recruitment, trainini; Ann performance. However, while"

a bus cannot move from the depot.lot without a driver,.it can beraked ow its

runs without an aide. The protlems are-therefore of a difterent magnitude;

Trends And Number Of Aides Needed

In FY 1975, the FTE'of 48 aides was allowed in the budget. The *FY 1982 budget

allows an FTE of 102 aides, an increase of 113 'percent over FY 1975. Ve
number ot aides ,has Ancreased With increases in' the number of pupils in

special and alternative education and the number of special .education busei.

Since there are no standards for assigning aides to buses, there is no way to

determine how many aides are needed by the Transportation Division or if the

present number is adequate.

The decikon to employe aides ,at all is, at present, a policy decision, end

.two extreme positions can be taken. It could be argued that,an aide.should -be

assigned to every special eddcatiot bus. On the other ,hand, since4neither

MSDE nor MCPS requires aides, nearly .$1-:million could be saved annually by

abolishing the position altogether. The Transportation Diviiion has tried to

establish a reasonable position between thpse, extremes. An aide is .not'

assigned to every special education bus. lInstead,,the aides alloyed by .the

budget are assigned first to buses which,carry pupils,whe have severe physical

or emotional handicaps, including to all buses equipped with wheeldhair,

lifts. Anly after aides haVe.been assigned to these buses are the remaining'
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Exhibit 11;1

DISTRIBUTION.OF BUS AIDES BY SEX
AND REASONS FOR TERMINATION

FY 1981

Di;3tribution By Selc.

1 N
.1'

Percentage

'Male ' 3
.2

Female 123 98

TOAL 126 100

'Reasons For Terminationa

Fercentage

Abandoned position 32
Accepted anoter job 13
Moved 10

Could not worked assf.gned hours 10

.Eome responsibilities 10
-personal illness 10

Retired 5

Death 5
.`

Dissatisfied 5

TOTAL ioo

aBecause 98 percent of the aides are women, breakdown of terminations 'by sex-
would be badlY misleading.
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aides given assignments. During the course of the school year, if there are
enough FTE positions and funds, an aide may be assigned to a bus after an

unanticipated problem has surfaced.

Recruitmeni, Turnover,
A'osenteeism, And Substitutes

: Recruitment
Mb.

9'
The problems in recruiting aides are ,the same as those that make it Hifficat

o recruit drivers. Hours of work are limited, generally tb four 'hours, and

split ,between earlY morning and late afternoon. "In additlon, aides are paid

between $4.68 and $5.95 an hour. For a 4-hour aide, this amounts to between

$3,463 and $4,403 for 185 school days--not a lavish sum in affluent Montgomery
-/

County. 4

Turnover and Reasons for Leaving

The turnover rate among.aides is hither than among bua drivers and all ether,

;MOPS support services employees:

Rete

All MCPt support services 9%

Bue drivers 13%

Bus aides 17%

,Fxhibit 11.1 shows the distribution of aides by sex and the reasons those wtio,

lefethe job gave for quitting. The vast majority (98 tiercent) of aides are

women. Of those who resigned'in FY 1981, 32 percent abandonedIthe

simply did not report for work one day ahd did not return. Twenty-five

percent left because they had hOmi responsibilities, could not work the

assigned:hours,,or were dissatisfied with the job.

1
Compared to only 7 percent of the drivers, the 'majority of whom are

also women, who abandoned the job. Leaving the job ih this way is obviously

related to the position, not to sex. s
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Jo-
Abdenteeism

'

$

As shOwn belck, aides take a 'Iower percentage of leave withoit pay:than
drivers. ko'wever,.14 percent is still.a rather high rate and.can be a serious.
problem wheh the.absencet is not anticipated and.not'approved.

orm

I

.
%Per centage of, All Leave
: Aides Drivers

Earned.leave or granted with pdy 86 . : 81

Absence without par , 14' 19

.4

Substitute,Aides

anee -h bus odn,be takenon ihe road without an aide, the need for,substitute
attendants is not as critical as the need'for substitute drivers. Obtaining
substituteS,'is a problem', hoWever, part of which is a.matter of 'mechanics".
Many drivers of special education buses have to start their runs by 6:30 a.m.
The earliest time' at which an aide',can call the area office to say' she will
not'report for drity.is 6:00. Telephone lines are often busy, and the. aide
cannot get through until .the bus is ready to leave without, her. At other

the,office staff oatinot,"in the time available, take A cell from an
aide who will qie abserit and dake c ls to substitutes. Finally, there are-
'times When aides do not .call in- at' all No'mattet. why ii 'occurs, buses do
leave:without an aide-aboard:.

:, 0 'N

t

Training

It seems'. Aogical .that bus aides, Oho are .going to Work with and give help to
some.of the most severely physically and emotionally ,hahdicapped pupils' in
MCPS, should be well trained to do the job. In practice, however; many newly
hired.aides'whó step onto a Special education bus for the first time in
Seplember have virtually no training. MSDE ,requires only inni, hours of

'pre-service training fOr aides. However, in MCPS newly hired aides .attend a,
.meeting for. bus,..drivers held just. before- thwopening of Schools. By no
Stretch of the imagihation can this meeting be Aonsidered the' equivalent of

,

SOme aides-,but apparently not all of them--attend the training sesaions given.
. - at special edhcation centers. This graining was described and evaluated in

Chapter 9.. Because there is no coordination of the training and because
important Copies are'not covered, it cannot ,be coisidered adequate:. ,
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Supervision a Aides

Though supervision one of the major topics addressed in Chapter ..42, it is

appropriate to ntion supervision of bus attendants here. Aides are at the

very bottom of e managerial-supervisory-worker structure, far removed ie

.every way, ncluding physically, ..,from area tdkesportation supervisors. The

driver is in the position of the captain of a ship, in charge of what happens

And:- respons ble for the life and safety of passengers and crew. In, effect

then, iver, who works closely with the aide every day, is the aide's

ate' .superiorand supervisor. But the driver has little 'Seal control

over the aide's conduct or performance and does not ,evaluate the aide.

Instead, the area transportation supervisor does the evaluation, even though

he may not know or observe the aide. Transportation supervisors and

assistants also settle disputes between drivers'and aides, again despite the

fact that they may know little about the situation. Even if supervisors were

able to observe and evaluate aides, standardp of evaluation become almost
meaninglesstif aides are not well trained to begie.with or if they have no
opportunity to get the training they need to improve,their performance.

-).

Eval ations Of Aides' Performance

Parents' Evaluations

Exhibit 11.2 gives the percentages of bus drivers and parents of special
education pupils who responded in2given ways to questions about some aspects

, of the performance of aides.. Substantial percentages af parents (37

iercent, 34 percept)' said they could not judge whether or not aides take 'cars

of tbe needs of Aspecial education pupils or maintain good discipline.

However, Ehe majority said aides do-are for children's needs (57 percent) and

help Maintain good 'discipline (64 percent).
. .

2
It is important to remember that there is probably some sampling bias.

.,

Only drivers whose buses are assigned aid d parents whose children ride

buses to whiCh aides are assigned ould respond to the questions. They

represent a mail sample.

3
Good discipline while the bus is in motion is a Matter of safety', not

necessarily an end in itself.'



Perhaps more to the point is the fact that many of the parents of speci 1 .

edusption pupilis wrote comments about the aides. . These _comments refle t
&tied, and iometimes diametric opinions. The following are examples:

o The aide on my son's bus is terrific!'

o I was hesitant to put my young daughter on a bus, but the aide pekes
her feel at ease.

o The aide is exceptional in the concern and care she gives.

o The aide often sleeps on the.bus.

ci The aide does not know how to deal with .emotionally disturbed
children.

o My son's aide has been abusive, 'using harsh language and forcing
children into their seats.

0

The'aide is intimidated by the bigger children.

It is probable that all of these evaluations are accurate. In any group of
untrained and largely unsupervised people, there will be some who display a
"natural ability" to do the job well /hd. others whd do not.

Drivers' Evaluations

Depending on the question, between 72 percent nnd 88 percent of the drivers,
said the aides are always helpful& and that they do the jobs they are
presumably hired to do. However, as shown in Exhibit 11.2, between 12 percent
and 28 percent of the dtivers .said the aides perform important tasks only
sometimes, rarely, or never. This is disturbing because the tasks listed are
not only those which the aides should perform, but are also those that
conttibute to safety while th4 bus is in motion. For vations reasons, the

. MORE. project staff got the ,impression that while some drivers and aides work
well together as a team, good will does not,, always prevail. This 'was .

--expressed by one driver who does not have an aide and who wrote, in very large
and emphatic block dapitals, "Keep aides off of my busl!"

'A Problem .0f 'Control

The Mark Twain ptogram serves pupils who have complex emotional and behavioral ,

problems. ccording to managers 'of the Transportation Division, the school
staff have often complained that rules of conduct are too strictly enforced on
the buses "that'serve the school.. They say this akgrevates emotional problems
that have to be dealt with in sdhool, Not turprisirIgly, in view of what has .
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Exhibit 11.2'

EVALUATIONS BY PARENTS AND DRIVERS
QF SOME'ASPECTS OF BUS AIDES' PERFORMANCE

Special Education Parentsa

Question,

Does the aide take care of your ,
child's special physical andtbr
emotional needs?

Do you believe the aide helps
maintain good discipline on
the bns?

Question

Percentage

!espouse Of Parents

Yes 57

No 6

Cannot judge 37

Yes 64

No 3

Cannot judge 34

'Special Education Bus Drivers
b

DOES THE AIDE ASSIGNED TO YOUR BUS:

Help the physically handicapped
get on and off the bus?

Help pupils who need asaistance
while the bus is moving?

Make pupils stay in their seats?

Control.noise so you candrive

reafely?

Prevent fighting or physical
abuse?

Response

Sometimes, rarely,
or never.

Sometimes,.rarely,
or never

. Sometimes, rarely,
or never

Sometimes, rarely,
or never

Sometimes, rarely,
or never

Percentage
Of Drivers

1.2

18

16

17

aOnly parents whose children ride buses to Which aides are assigned

b .

Only drivers to whose buses aides are assigned

c
All possible response choices are. not given. Between 72 percent and 88

p cent of the drivers replied always. (i.e., always helps ....) to' the

que tions.
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already seen said, the school staff also say that the bus aides provided by
the Transportation Division are not adequately trained to work with Mark Twain
pupils and that they can cause behavioral problems.

In FY 1982, school administrators asked the special education aides who work
at the school to serve as bus aides. Agreement had ,to be volunary, because
the assignment is not included in the job description of special education
aides. Six of them volunteered and have been serving as bus aides.

In FY 1983, Mark, Twain continued to supply its own bus aides. In addition,
the school, in effeg, has its own bus driver substitute pool. That Is, the
Transportation Divieion has designated two substitutes per area to be assigned .

to Mark Twain buses before being consideied for other assignments. Regular
drivers of the buses that serve Mark Twain work at the school for one hour a
day. 'They are paid by the Transportation' Division, but the division is
supposed to be reimbursed for salary costs by the school.

.

As mat ters now spend, then, the Transportation Division is responsible for the
buses and drivers that serve the school. TheArivers are responsible for the
safety of buses and passengers and, by MCPS regulations, for enforcing conduct
(safety) rules. Bus aides are.assigned by,the school and are more under the
control and supervision of the school staff than of the'puRil transportation
staff. Drivers are not under the supervisory control of the Trdnsportat on
Diviiion during the time they work at the school. If the work they perf is .
to be looked on as training, then the tralming is not coordInated or
supervised by the pupil transportation staff.

Discusilon

Number of Aides and Need for Policies

,

No evidence' was found in the course of this study that it is necessary or even
desirable to assign an aide to every special education bus. Many of the

54)4t
physically handicapped need little or no help getting on and off a bus. Man
of those who are not physically handiCapped behave quite normally while riaing
buses. Not only do these pupils not need the help of Sides, but to assign
aides to care for'them might convey the erroneous impression thaethey need a
keeger. On the, other hand, some pupils, because of the.severity 'of their
physical or emotional handicaps, do need the help and care of aides. That
help should be provided.

.

.,..

At present, no MCPS regulations address the issues of whether or not aides are
to be assigned tb spetial education buses at all or what criteria should be
used to determine whethee'or not an aide will be 'assisned to a given taw if
aides are considered neCessary. Yet .these are questions of policy which
canhot be ignored.
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Recruiting

ai

In Chapter 9, it was pointed out that recruiting drivers, turnover, and

. absenteeism are related. The same thing is/probably true for aides. It would

therefore sect reasonable to recruit individuals for SpAt hours of

employment might' be favorable. e Many students at Moitg ery tollege are

enrolled in programs that equip them to serve as aides on special education

buses: Mental Health Associate, Handicapped Ashistant, Child Care, Recreation )

Leadership,,. and Education. The first two programs require that the student

participate in a practicUm. leis possible that lips and the college could

develop a. cooperitiVe program from which not only the students, but both

institutions would derive benefit.

Training

There is no doubt whatsoever that bus aides who are already employed and those

who will be employed in the future need io be given far more training thin has

been given in the past. Accepting this as ta giyen, there are two 3ssues

, involved: who, should be responsible for training and what training should be

given.

The Division of Transportation must be responsible for and in charge of, trit.

training of, aides just as it is respo'nsible for the training of drivers.

Pr, in short, the managers of the division must have control over their 'own

st ff. Training should be the direct respOnsibility of'the vehicle operator

structor (whose title should be changed) and the expanded' Draining staff

recommended in Chapters 9 and 15. Responsibility obviously does not bean that

the Transportation Division itself must actually provide all of the training:

The division should give aides training in operating special equipment like

wheelchair lifts and in bus safety requirements and propedures.
-

_Beyond that, aides should be given whht amounts to paraprofessional training

in dealing with the physically and emotionally handicapped. This could be

provided by:Montgomery College. However, it is probable that it could" be

given by the Office of Special and Alternative Education, with the help of the

Department of,Staff Developmeni'. If aides asSigned to particular schools need

add tional special training, it can be given by the school staff. All

tp4ning, however, should be coordinated by the vehicle operator instructor in

the Division of Transportation.

4
In general, the Department of Staff Development tends to deal with

in-serviCe tiaining of the professional staff while units (e.g., School Plant-
.

Operations, Transportation, etc.) have a training assistant tp deal with the

training of support services staff.
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,Transportation Division Control

The greatest problem faced by the administrators" and supervisors of the.
Transportation Division is .their lack of control over some operations (iee
Chapter 5)'. Anything that furthei reduces their. control increases the
diVision's operational problems and also increases the hidden costs to MCPS.
Allowing ..au. supplementary or alternative center to exercise even partial
control over pupil transpoitaiion operations or staff tikes control out of the
hands of the division. However, the problem of the supplementary and
alternative centers cannot be ignored. Therefore, issues must be sorted out
very carefully.

Training is the first and most critical issue.. The drivers of special
education buses and the aides employed by the Transportation Division are not
well trained. ffut this applies.tp all of them, not' just to those whO are
assigned to buses serving a particular school. As has just been pointed out,
all aides can be trained as paraprofessionals, and drivers can. be given
adequate, supplementary training. There is notbing about this that suggests.or
implies that the- Transportatioh Division should .not be 'responsible for
coordinating this training. In fact, gne of the major problems in training
aides and drivers is that at present the training is ,not coordinated by one
responsible individual.

There are pfobably situations in which aides and drivers shoUld have 'some
continuous contact with the administrators, teachers, and pupils of : a
particular center or prógram: They might, for example, participate in staff
meetings ildwhich the progress of particular pupils is discussed or, ,perhaps,
might' work with pupils for a time. The present arrangement in which drivers
work at Mark Twain for a day is therefo're not in itself a bad Idea. However,
the *kind of Work they perform and the value of.that work as training should be
monitored and evaluated bi the Transportipion Division.

/

Another important issue is discipline. The first responsibility of bus
drivers and aides is the safety of the bus and.all of.the passengers. Conduct
rule& on a moving bus are safety rules. They Must be' enforced just as they
must be 4nforced in family cars and,other vehicles in which many special and
alternative education pupils go to sehool,...-without benefit gpf special
edication aidee. Comparatively untrained drivers.and almost tot ly untrained
aides can no doubt cause probleme among severely emotionally disturbed puOils,
(who may endanger their .own safety and the safetr'of otheri),,and those
problems can carry over totfie school. However,, well coordinated training'
condueted by Knowledgeable staff member&should overeome.mucb of'this.

Finally, the'idea igItleit is n4essary and desItalge for achoOl administrators..
.

tO be in control Of any transportation staff or operations must be rejected in ;

principle. If 'one 4iphool or 'center is Airowedto have control, there i&no
. reason why every other school should*t dsmadd the same right..
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S ecial Cases

While th
aides, an

special
is

1

41

Transportation Division must be firmly in control df buses, drivers,
. ,

condi;ions of transportation, it must be recognized that there are

. es that must be dealt With. The Mark Twain prOgram, for examplt,

gned for pupils -with difficult and complex emotidhal and behavioral

oblems. This is also true in one degree or another of other special a
...../ alternative programs. Therefore, there may be some cases in which even well-

coordinated training might not, br itself, enable relatively inexperienced

.. drivers and aides to meet the needs of-some special-alternative pupils or

71FEV.

4

programs.

4n these cases, it might be necessarzto,recruit drivers and aides who have

training and experience in special education transportation and assign them to
the buses or runs serving these progxams. Recruiting and reeaining already

well trained, experienctd special education drivers and aides might be
difficult. Well qualified people would undoubtedly expect and deserve' higher

aalaries than are preiently offered,'especially if they were expected to take

on extra responsibilities like attending staff meetings. But to pay one

driver or aide a higher rate than another for being ashigned to a particular
bui dr run (since all aides are assigned to special education buses) would be

discriminatory. One solution to this problem Wduld be to create promotional
positions, making promotion dependent on traininge

Recommendations

b The Board orgEducation should, with the assistance of mi. appropiiate task

force; set policies, regulations, and procedures for the fdllowing:

4
Criteria for.determining the assignment of aides io buses

. Determining the number, if any, of bus atteldants,to be em ployed
i .

Responsibility foX

\
ining(of aides

\Standards fore the evalutti n of.aides that are,tied to training

o In Chapter .9 it was recomm ended that a task force.be formed to make

recommendations for and to implemefit a recruiting campaign for drivers.
, ,, .

Recruiting of. aides should be included, -particularly recruitment' of

Montgopery College students in the programs identified in this chapter. '

,

:
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9 It was also recommended in Chipter
position should be upgraded and
respqnsible for coordinating all
fo1loving7are recommended:

that the vehicle operator instructor
that the instructor should be made
driver training. In addition, the

That the position'be retitled to .something like Instructor in Pupil
Transportation

That the inslructor be responsible foil coordinating all instruction for
both drivers and hus aides

That the Division of Transportation task force recommended in Chapter 9
include training for bus aides in its inVestigation and in making,
recommendations

o 'It was recommended in Chapter 9 that a task force and permanent committee
under the chairmanship of the vehicle operator instructor (retitled) and
made up of representati4fs of the Office of Special end Alternative
Education and Department of Staff Development be formed to determine and
arrange for driver training. It is recommended.here that the task, force
include training for bus aides.

o Any arrangements that tend to give administrators of any special education
- or alternative center control of any aspect of school bus transportation

should cease.

o Salay schedules for drivers and aides should be reviewed and the
following should be considered by,the Transportation Division:

Creation, of special education 'promotional positions for drivers and -

aides, with promotion dependent upon experience and training in special
and 'alternative education

General, upgrading of aides' salaries,with experience and training being
requirements for advancement,to higher steps

132
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CHAPTER'12

MANAGEKENT AND SUPERVISION

Introduction

As was said in -Chapter 5, the managerial and supervisory staff of the,

Transportation Division respond to demands inatead of planning and controlling

some pupil transportation operations. The purpose here is to show how the

.organizational structure, inadequate staffing, and the deployment of the staff

combine'to create this situation.

While the research for this report was.being done,'the Transportation Dixision

submitted a new staffing plan that Ina approved by the Board of Education in

the FY 1983 budget. One new staff member will be added, and some positions in

pupil transportation will be epgraded. However, as will be discussed towards.,

the end of this chapter, thg plan doeT not address most of the managerial and,
4 .

supervisory problems identified here.

'Organizational Structure "and Staff

Exhibip 12.1 shows the FY 1982 organizational structure of pupil,

transportation, position titles, and (n parentheses) -Ehe number of staff

members by ,position. CentrIt office ositions are above the horizontal line.

Area office and depot positions are belów the horizontal line and are clearly

Abeled.

1
With some minor exceptions which will be noted at appropriate-times.

1
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Exhibit 12.1

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTPE
OFTUPIL TRANSPORTATION-

FY. 1982

Director, Division
Of Transportation

/`.
SecreThtary (1)

Clerks (1)

Transportation Specialist (1)
Transportation Specialist (1)

for Special Education

,

Vehicle Operator Instructor (1)

Area

Transportation Supervisor (1)
Transportation Assistants (2)

Arta Secretary (1)
Ares-Clerk (1)

. I a
, Depot

Area 2

Transportation SuperVisor (1)
Transportation Assistants (2)

Area Secretary (1)
Area Clerk (1)

I a
Depot-

Radio Bus Drivers (6)b Radio Bus-Drivers (6)
Bus Drivers (196)c Bus Drivers (196)
Bus Aides (45)c Bui Aides (45).

Area 3

Transportation Supervisor (1)
Transportation Assistants 42)

Area Secretary (10
Area Clerk (1)

l
Depot

a

Radio Bus Drivers (6).
Bus Drivers (196)
Bui Aides (45)

...a:The diagram is somewhat misleading. There are 4 depots, not 3. Buses, drivers,and aidef ate assigned toareas, but stationed at depots. Drivers and aides
from different areas ate stationed at depots.

b
Radio driver is not a position, but an assignment.

°Numbers of drivers and aides are averages for entire operation.
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Central Office

Because most of "'the staff have been assigned to area offices, the central

office is not staffed,or Organized to manage pupil transportation, It should

be -noted on Exhibit 12.1 that area transportation supervisors report to the

directoE of the'division and that there is no mid-level manager in the\central

office. Ana of the transportation specialists is not a manager at all and

has been responsible primarily for preparing the many reports required by

MSDE. The other ttansportatian specialist is responsible for the special

education buses that serve some supplementary'and alternative centers and for

arranging.private transportation of special education pupils. Boweverr the

. greatest number of special education pupils ride'regular buses mane ed by area

office staff. The vehicle.operator instructor has no regularly afigned staff

and is therefore largely dependent on,the area offices to provide he staff to

.conduct behind-the-wheel training /0:lee Chapter 9). The vehicle operator

insttuctor also depends on area offices to conduct continued certification

training and on supplementary centers, which are completely independent of the'

Transportation Division, to conduct training in special education for drivers

and aides (see Chapters 9 and 11).

It should be noticedlin. Exhibit 12.1 that the central office'has no planning

staff, which further weakens the ability af the central staff to manage pupil

transportation. All planning of routes and schedules is done at' area

offices. Therefore, records of load counts (numbet of pupils riding buses),

bus assignments, routes, etc. are scattered among the area offices where they

are needed for.use in dailioperations. .No one at the central office--or,

indeed, at area offices4-can get au overview of the entire pupil

transportation operation or of the countywide bus route network. It is

therefore impossible for the director, the only senior manager in the central

office, to detect inefficiencies in operations or to plan adequately for the

acquisition and distribution of resources. This means the central offike

staff are not able to exercise very much control over pupil transportation.

costs.

Area Offices

,In each area office, the 'staff are entirely responsible for planning and

managing all pupil transporiatien within the area. However, as can be seen in

Exhibit 12.1, no area office is actually staffed or organized to plan, manage,

supervise, and control operations. If clerical staff are included, only five

individuals in.an area office are responsible for an. average of 16,000 pupils,

200 buses,.600 bus routes and schedules, and about 200 drivers and 45 bus

attendentst As a result, staff members in an area office cannot perform many

of the jobs for which they are made responsible. S.

2
In the FY 1983 budget, a Mid-level position, Supervisor of bus

operations, has been.created. This was done by reconstituting the position of

one of the transportation specialists.
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To compound problems, &sea transpottation offices are located at. school 'areaadministrative offices 'and are ttrefore.widely separated from the divisionrs
central office and from one anot er ,(see Exhibit 2.2). This artificial

1sepitation, according ,to, managers, makes communication and coordinatioh of
transportation far mora difficult tan when everyone worked at the samecentral .office it Lincoln Canter. For, example, special education buses
have long routes which crosh.through more than one area. Ares supervisors mayhave tq confer among themselves and with the central office to determine howto make maximum use of one bussand to plan the best route. This takes manytelephone calls amoni-Ciffices, with the usual delays; return calls, andpostponement of decisions that result almost universally from interofficecalls. It also wastiatime and increases the cost of communication.

. Finally, 'decentralization and area administration result in cons1derdblinefficiency in any one area office and duplication of work among offices.There are so" many.buses, drivers, aides, etc. to be managed and so ,few staffdembers in any onl,office that there is no opportunity lor specialization ofwork. The transportation supervisor cannot devote full time to planning andmanagement. Transportation assistant's cannot get out into the field tosupervise, despite the fact thatspiccording to the jOb description) they aresupposed to act as field supervisors, dispatchers at ,depots, andbehind-the-wheel driver trainers. Since the staff in each atea office areresponsible for all transportation operations, theosame jobs are done in everyoffice even though some of them.could be done by one or t4o people for the
entire'transportation,system.

Depots

Decentralization of the transportation depots Was a sound idea. When alloperations were' either run from or carried out at the Lincoln Center, schoolbuses, it is said, were scattered all over the-county wherever a parking placecould be found: Shops,were crowded, and emergency vehicles.were concentrated
in the one area. Now there is parking on depot lots for most, but not allschool buses, and hoses are nearar to the schools they serive,then they were atLincoln Center. Shops are less crowded, and hecause most buses are parkedadjacent to the shops, mechanics can get to them easily, even at night wfiendrivers are not on duty. Emeigency vehicles and stand-by buses are better
deployesithan before.

3
Artificial because area administiation of transportation it; merely an .MCPS convention. THerels nothing about pupil transpcixtation that makes area

administration necessary.
.

.

.-
.

.

.4
Costs would Se even greatet and more time would be wasted if

aopervisors had to meet together to determine hoist to handle-one bus route. .

6?,
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However; decentralization of depots, combined with the assignment of managers

and supervisors to area offices, makes_ supervision and control even more

difficult. Exhibit 12.1 is not entirely accurate because there are four

depots, not three as, shown in the exhibit. 'Depots are not under the direct

control of area supervisors. Instead, buses, drivers, and aides are assigned

to area offices. kit stationed at depots. At any given depot, buses, drivers,

and aides assignedlo different areas are mixed together. .Drivers and aidea

do not report to the area offices to which 'ttthey are assigned, but go directly

?Ate
to the depota when they .be in arid end, their runs. Since there are. no

dispatchers at depots, ere is no direct supervisory link between depots and

arei transportation of ices. Therefore, area office staff have no direct

t control over buses, drivers, and aides.

As a matter of convenience, radio drilter, is referred to throughout this report

as.a,position. It is not a position, however, but an assignment. Radio

drivers are senior drivers whose buses are equipped with two-way radios. Like

other drivers, they are assigned to area offices, but report to 'depots. They

carry out some of the duties transportation assistants cannot perform: inform

drivers of changes in schedules,,carry messages, etc. However, they are mot

superlsors and *cannot be- counted as part of ,the managerial-supervisory .

staff.

External Management: An Informal Syitem

The organizational structure should reflect not only .managerial and

pervisory contrOl but also decision-making authority. Thus in Exhibit 12.1,

i would seem as if4most decisions about bus service are made by either the

transportation supervisors or the director of the division. What is not shown.,

in Exhibit 12.1, however, is that there are "external managers" of pUpil

transportation.

The reason the mollE team was given for the assignment of.pupil transportation

offices to.schooi area administrative offides was that it was believed that

transportation.' supervisors should be, physically close to area associate

superintendents. Thus, both in concept, and actuality, area administration

imposes a layer of, management between the Transportation Division's central'

office and the area transportation offices. Transportation supervisors

. reported that area superintendents, sometimea for their own' reasons.and

sometimes acting for principals, make demands for services that are actually

predetermined managerial decisions. That is, the supervisors said that when

an area associate superintendent makes A request,or a demand, they know' that :

the request will eventually be granted by some'higher,authority. It should be

mentioned that as far as the MORE,team could determine, there are good working'
. _

5In the FY 1983 budget, 12 route supervisor positions were createa, four

in each administrative area. Each supervisor will be responsible for a given

number of drivers. (See diecussion later in this chapter.) 4.00044.

0,1,0
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relationships between transporiatidrpervisors and area associate,--
'superintendents. However, this does not alter the fact that quite often
associate superintendents are managers of pupil transportation.

Pupil transportation 'has other "external managers" as well: principals, ,
program directors, and even- the, famines of the pupils who ride the buses.
The puPil transportation staff reported that decisions about service are .made
et the, demand of all of them. A simple example might be a case in which a
parent claims that a child lives within the transportation boundary and is
therefore eligible for bus transportation. It is'said the sequence of events
will be samethift like this:

o Area transportation assistant measures the home-school distance and
reports the pupil is not eligible for transportation. Parent appeals
the decision.

a Area transportation suierlisor is ordered to 'measure again; reports
pupil is not eligible for transportation. Parent appeals.

o Director of the Transportation Division is ordered to measure yet
again; reports that pupil is not.eligible. Parent appeals.

o ,Director of School Services is ordered to take the measurement;
reports pupil is tot eligible.

At this-juncture, if:the parent is persistent, the Transportation Division may
well'be ordered to transport.not only the child in question but perhaps other,
pupils who live on'the same street as well.

Exercises of this kind, frequently repeated, convince administratois and
supervisors of the division that whilg they have responsibility,.. they have
,little real authority or control. They are apparently largely correct.
Even if the child in the fictitious pxample were- finally declared ineligible
for transportatioh, each staff member would, in effect, have been told thht he
-'cannot make and enforce what should be a simag, decision. In addition, the
whole process would have wasted staff time and money.

.."Rilidence Of Understaffing

Manager:Worker Ratio

-9

.

The manager-to-worker, rhtio is a iough measure of the number of workers each
manager and 594,e,Zisor is expected to control. '(A ratio af 15:45 would mean

%-
4, , ..,

t
' 6

The fictitous example is.quite similar to an actupl situation observed
by-the MORE staff.

i
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that each manager is responsible for 3 workers on theaverage.) It is a bit

difficult to obtain such .a ratio for pupil transportation, 4because not

everyone in a higher-level position actually manages or supervises operations.

Since the three.area supervisors report directly- to the direaor of the

division, At might be consideTed thatthere are only four managers for tP.e,

entire pupil transportation staff, -a ratio of approximately 1:192 (4:767). An

the other hand, the two transportation specialists and the six transportation

assistants might be considere4jnanagers and supervisors. Ip that' case, the

4, ratio would -be 1:63 (12:7 rt At either extreme, 1:192 or 1:63, very few j.

managers and supervisors are re.onsible for a large number of secretaries,

clerks, drtvers, and aides.

Comparison with Ride-On

It is interestApg to compare the manageria l-superVisory staffing of the

Transportation Dilksion with that of the Montgomery County public Hide-On

system vs is- done in Exhibit 12.2. In this comparison, every Transportation

Division staff member who, by any stretch of the imagination, could'be counted

a manager or snpervisor.was included. In contrast, onry half of the time

of the Ridel-On minagement staff (but all of the time.of the operations staff)

was counted. because it was reported that managers devote part of their time''

totcoordinating. Metro in the 'bounty. Thus the_Comparison is extremely -

coniervative. It should be noted that positions cannot be matnhed,exactly,

but that the liistinction between management ,and operations conforms. to

.
practices in Side-On.

Ride-On has the FTE of seven members on what might be considered the.nentral

office staff; MCPS has four. Both Ride-Ot and mcps have 21 operations staff

members, but those in the MCPS area offices are responsible not only for'

.
operations but also'for ail planning, and scheduling.

The most striking 'comp arison is between the number of managers and s ervisors

and the number of buses and workers to be supervised. Ride-On e'mploys 28

managers and supervisors (including planners, etc.), while MCPS etploys only

31. However, Ride-On employs only 184 drivers,'some of'whom work part,eime;

and his only 90 buses on the road' at peak times. MCPS employs 508 FTE drivers

and -aides' and,has 624 buses* the road at least twice a Iday. Managerial, and

supervisory ratios4n the tiio syStems are therefore as follows:

Managers to drivers and aides

Ride-On

28:184 31:508

Managers to buses ' 28:90 31:624"

4

Ratio, managers to drivers and aides 1:6.6 1:16.4

Ratio, manalgers to buses '1:3.2 1:20.1

,
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Each MCPS Transportation 'Division manager ia expected to control 2.5 4mes asmany id-rivers and aides as each Ride-On manager antrols and 6.3 timei.as many
.41Wses. Furthermre, MCFS bus routes and schedules are far more complex &anthose of the -Hide-On system, particularly the routevand schedules of theatrada 200 special education buses thatconstitute a fleet which, by itself,ii more than double the size of the.Ride-on fleet a; its p4ak.

The situation becomes unbelievable when Ride-On staffing ampared with
staffing in the Transportation Division's area offices. As was said earlier,in any one area office, three manager-supervisora are responsible for an
average of 200 buses, 200 drivers; and 45 aides (245 workers total). That ismore than double the number_of buses nd 1.33 times the number of workers forwhich 25 Ride-On managers are responsi11e.4

In fairness, it should be pointed out that Amly 6 of the 13% Ride-On
controllers are on duty at any oine time. However, Ride-On cbntrollers are on
duty for only a normal working daf and relieved by their replacement. Incontrast, MCPS supervisors must often work 11kip. 12 hours di day (an FTE of asmuch as 1.5) to handle daily operations alone, to say nothing bf planning andlong-range management. Furthermore, it can probably be safely assumed thgt
the 14 central office staff members of Ride-On could, when necessary, devote/00 percent of their time to the system, increasiug the FTE staff to 35,
compared to the Transportation Division's 25. In any case, the dispprity in.the 'number af workere and buses to be managed and supervised is so great that
note of tfiisvmkes anyreal difference.

Area Staff Work Load And Patterns of.Work

As has been mentioned,several times, tfie MORE team conducted a time-tasksurvey at all three .area transportation offices to determine what jobs are
done (and not done) aitrwhat the typical work patterns are. The methodology
elployed is described in Aplioendix A, though it might be mentIoned4here-that
the technique is one that is commonly used. in personnel studies.

Transportation assistants, secretaries, and clerks-were included in the study,but not transportation supervisors. The.week selected was not one in which
the support services payroll is usually prepared, a fact which has bearing 'on
secretarial and clerical time.

A%

e
,

N
W.O

O '
7
In

,

a ted tweeki through every hour of emery work.day a record wasmade at the 0 of'each 10 minutes of the task the individual was performingai ihe time. It need not be assumed that the individual,wOrked on the
recorded task for 10 cantinuous minuted.

:

'
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Exhibit 12.2

A COMPARISON OF MANAGikIAL AND SUPERVISORY
STAFF OF MCPS TRANSpORTATION DIVISION AND

MONTGOMJAY COUNTY "RIDE-ON" .

Ride-On

Position

,Division Chiefa
Assistant Division Chief

MANAGEMENTa

Section Chief

Routes and Schedules Unit

MCPS: FY 1982

.Position

:5 Division Chief

.5 Transportation specialist
Vehicle operator instructor

1

2

1

Senior planner
Plauner'
Transit analyat
Transit aide

.5

.5 ,

1.5

2.0

Itogram Analysis Unit
b

Senior planner .5

Program assistant .5

OPERATIONSc

Operations Chief 1.0 "Area-transportation supervisor 3

Assistant Operations Chief 1.0 Area transportation assistant 6

Unit supervisor 1.0 Radio driver 18

Operations supervisor 5.0

CottFoller,

TOTAL .

13.0

28 TOTAL. 31.

NUMBER OF DRIVERS 184
d

NUMBER OF DRIVER FTE's 406.

NUMBER OF AIDE FTE's . 102

TOTAL 508

NUMBER OF BUSES AT PEAK 90 NUMBER op BUSEi ON ROUTES 624

.
a
50 pe. rcent of time devoted to Ride-On, 50 percent to Metro; only Ride-On

fiime counted here. .

Program analysis unit carries out financial analyses. J r
c
100 percent".of time of operations unit devoted to Ride-On in Silver Spring

and Gaitherspurg
Includes 38 part-time drivers.
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Time by Task and Position'

r-

, a
Exhibit 12.3 shows the percentage of tiine devoted to certain jobs by task and
staff, position, aplifoximately in descending percentages of time. Talking on

' the telephone accounted for the largest percentage a time, of all staff
members. Depending on the area and the. Lndividual, transportation assistants
spent between 29 percent and 97 percent oft their time talking on the .phonee
with an average (median) of 67.5 perc nt. SeCretaries and clerki spent aa
average (median) of 49 percent of their time' on the telephone, but the
frequency of recording was inflated by their answering cells and then turning
them olier to transportation assistants.

Next in order of pArcentage--but not approaching time on 'the phone--was the
average of 18.5 percent, the clerical staff spent -on typing and the 18.5
percent on the payroll. Neither is reasonable; the first is too little and
the second too much. Transportation supervisors reported that there is always
a backlog of typing, 'especially of load counts, route descriptions, and
revisions of both. In contrast, the clerical staff should not have to spend
18.5 percent of their time on payroll in a,non-payroll week. That they do is
a reflection Of the fact that the pupil transportation payroll is extremely
complexi as was pointed out in Chapter 10. ,

'The 12.5 percent of the time transportation assistants devoted to managing
routes and .schedules cannot be considered plannning time. Instead, the time
was spent on modifying existing routes and schedules to take care of daily
changes in demand. because of an error.in the way records were made, time
devoted to field trips seems very modest. However, participants in. the st y
were always busy and could not take time to make precise distinctions,in es_

of telephone calls they dealt with. Theref4re, some field trip timW was
counted as time on the telephone: In theavg run, this makes yery little
difference and es not change the generalitf*about time spent on the phone..

Perhaps the most important observation that can be made is that during the
week cot, the study; transportation assistants did none of the on-the-road jobs
for which they are responsibl according to the job description. They did not
go out into the field a all ,and therefore could not field check routes,

r measure. oad distances, eval ate safety conditions, or observe or supervise
drivers. It is also Important to note that secretaries and clerks were
able to devote only about 18 percent of thei time to ,revising and updating
the information the--transportation supervisors need for daily operations and
route planning.

IA
8
See Department of Personnel Services job description. These are only

some of the field supervision jobs for which transportation assistants are
responsible.

#
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Exhibit 12.3

PERCENTAGE OF TIME DEVOTED TO8
TASKSSY TASK AND POSITION

Ns.
- Task

Range of
Percentage,

Median
ptrcentage

Telephone,'all staff members

Transportation Assistants ,

Secretaries
Clerks

(\

22-97

22-97
22-40

23-50

44.5

67.5

28.0

49.0

Typing, secretaries and sierks Ii1y 8-44 .18.5

Payroll, secretakies and clerki only,
,..-

9-46 18.5

Routes and schedultransportation
b

1

assistants only

2-48 12.5

Radio, transportation assistants onlyc 1-15 11.5

Field trips, transportation assistants only. 6=56 8.0

Other.Tasksa

Traneportation Assistants 1=7 3.5

Secretaries and Clerks 8-31 22:5

aPercentage of time on the job, but excluding leave; therefore not a
percentage of the standard 40-hour work week. Percentages-are not additive.

b
Primarily revising bus routes and'managing schedule changes.

c
Time spentreceiving and sendinCradio messages,from radio drivers, depots,
and other area offices.

d
There-is probably some recording error heie. Some of the tim&,devoted to

-.7rfield trips is undoubtedly included under the category telephone.because so,
much planning of,field trips is done by phone.

e
A variety of not easily de.scribed tasks like operating duplidating.

machines, ordering office supplies, etc..
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Time on Task .

F.

Transportation supervisors reported that it is difficult and, sometimes
impossible for them and other area staff to devote time to jobs that,-by their

,

nature, require continuous concentrated attention.. Perhaps the best example
of such a lob is planning routes and pchedules. This is arcomplex task which
should involve examination of the route network; measureMint of ,distances on
maps (and on the road); and trying.out on maps various permutations of stops,
routes, and timei It is not a lob that can be done in ..'bits and pieces,
especially when,' in any given area, there are about 200 buses, 600 runs,..and
many complex schedules. Preparation of the extremely complicated payroll,
with all of the confusing combinations of trip tickets, time, runs, and
accounts is yet andther example.. It is probably safe to say that the
possibility of error increases with every interruption.

The MORE staff analyzed the time-task data td detertaine if the situation in
the area office is actually as described by the supervisors. It turned out
that 'the data supported nheir contentions. Exhibit 12.4 shows how
continuous/3 staff members were able to work on one task. While an example of
the meaning of the data is given at the bottom of the exhibit, it is again the
pattern of work that-is important here.

' Of all of the non-telephone tasks done .by transportation assistants, 70
percent were performed continuously for duly one record period, a maximum of
10 minutes. The same,thing is true of 33 percent of all of the non-phone jobs
done by scretaries and 34 percent'Of all non-phone jobs done by clerks. In
contrast, substantial percentages of the telephone tasks were performed for

.

longer continuous periods.

"As the number of-continuoUs recording periodrincreases, smaller and smaller
percentages of jobs are accounted for. For example, 85 percent of all
non-phone jobs done by transportation assistants were.performed continuously

:for a maximum of 20 minutes or less and 92 percent for a maximum of 30 minutes
or less. 1

It could be argued, of course, that the typical job done in an area office
4

should take only a comparatively short continuous period of work. While
lacknowledging that this is probable, it is.,nonitheless avious that, the
'pattern shown in Exhibit 12.4 confirms the frequently reported complaint of
pupil transportation managerb and staff that they are often unable to carry
out their psponsibilities effectively because they are too .frequently
interrupted.

9
Admittedly a difficult concept. A Clerk who is responsible for both

typing and answering, the telephone cannot be said to be interrupted when
4 taking a call. However, if answering the phone takes do much time that no
typing gets done, it is an interruption at least some of the time. That is
the situation in area transportation offices.
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Exhibit 12.4

PERCENTAGE OF TASKS

BY CONTINUOUS TIME PERIOD

is

S.

-

. Transp. Assistahts- Secretaries Clerks

Recording
a

Not .
Not Not

Periods Phone Phone Total Phone Phone Total Phone Phone Total

701 39

2 19

3 17

4 7

5 2

6. 2

7 2

8 3

9 . 2

10 1

11-20
.

21-30 1

31-40

4i-48 2

15

7

3

2

1.

1

.3

57

17

53

' 28

33

33b

---r--

40

31

35

30'.

IA 11 14 13 12

5 5
.

6 . .6 11

2 1 9 6 4

1 1 2 2 4

2 1 3 2

2.

.

1 2 2

1 1

.2 1 1 1

1

--.------

34 34

36 33

13 - li

3 7

4 4

7 6

1.

e 2

1 4

1 .3.

aA record of the task being performed was tupde at the end of each 10-minute

time period every hour of every day during the work week. A "recording

period" is therefore a 10-minute period. A "continuous time period" is one or

more suCcessive recording,periods in which the same tasklas retorded. The-

following example shows how to read tire table:

Of all of the Not Phone jobs done by transportation assistants during the

study,;70 percent were done continuouily for only one 10-minute period, 15

percent were done continuously for as long as two 10-minute periods, and 7

percent were done continuously for as long as three 10-minute periods. Only

about 8 percent (the remaining 3 + 2 + 1, etc.) were done for 40 minuteaor

longer.

04.
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Exhibit 12.5

IMPORTANT SUPERVISORY JOBS
NOT BELNG PERFORMED AT PRESENT

OR INADEQUATELY PERFORMED

o Behind-the-wheel observation and evaluation of drivers.(MSDE requires that
this be done every two years.)

o On-the-bus obServation and evaluation of livs aides

o On-the-road observation or:Spot checks (including covert spot checks) of
drivers'for the following:

. Safe driving practices.'

. Adherence to routes

. Adherence to schedules

. Unauthorized personal 'use of buses

o Deily or other frequent periodic chetk of bus odometers for the following
reasons.:

To control personal use.of buses,

To check length of routes and adherence to routes

To provide baseline data for fuel consumptiah and planning data for
'routes

. .

o Daily.oliservation of drivers' performance of-pre-trip safety inspection of
buses

o Checking buses off and-on depot lots to control time land personal use

o Providing.information tO driyers about their performance
.

.

_
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Supervision And Control

In view of what has been said thus far, it is not surprising that.there is

little,or no supervisinn of drivers and aides or control over buses or the

number of miles driven. The situation is illustrated by a recent incident

that was reported by two supervising automotive mechanics. It was said that

it was discov,ered that a bus was misging froskone of the depot lots. It seems

that a driver wanted to use a bus for a personal trip but did Irt want to use

-the one assigned to her. She simply took another bus, usedvit,18nd returned

it to_a different lot,than the one from which she had taken it. The bus

could not be found for a week, which adds to the story the fact that the

presence,of an extra bus on a lot went unnoticed for all that time.

Exhibit J2.5 identifies some ,of the supervisory jobs thlat, according to

managers, supervisors, and drivers, are not being performed at all or are

inadequately performed. While there are others which also arit not done, those

included here,are the ones that would give some measure of control over buses,

bus mileage, and the performance of drivers and aidese

Behind-Wheel and On-Road Observation .

t../

MSDE requires that a trained supervisor will, observe and evaluate the

performance of each driver every other year. Observations and evaluation of

bus aidea is required by MCPS (as for all other employees). These

observations 'are not being done or are done infrequently and erratically.

Evaluationi are done, but evaluations are obviously not based on observations

of job performance. Supervisors complain that they do not believe they.can

fairly evaluate drivers and aides whom they cannot observe and may know as a

name on a roster.

While not required, on-the-road observations, or spot checks, may be far more

important than the formal observations reqfiired by MSDE. T ansportation

managers say that cdvert supervision makes drivers more cautious ecause they

have reason to believe that a supervisor might be lurking arounhèçnext bend
in the road. This, they say,11mprves driving safety and leads decrease,

in the number of bus accidents. It is also a way to chec4 on drivers'

adherence toi routes and schedules and a way to reduce the unauthorized use of
buses,'which is a problem in pupil transportation.

10'
Aided, it was reported, by,the fact that the keys of buses of like

manufacture are interchangeable.

1
Snpporting data are presented in a memorandum from the director of the

Transportation Division to the director of"the Pepartmdht of School Services,

August 1981.
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Odometei Check

Control over bus mileage is the most critical control over pupil
transportation costs because the more miles a bus travels, the more fuel and
maintenance it requires;.driving time also increases, as do drivers' salaries
(see Chapter 13 for diicussion). Determining_ route mileage, total mileage,
and fuel consumption is also important for planhing routes, schedules, and bus
assignments.

The Transportation Division collects ileage data. The fuel delivery system
is computerized, and drivers are required to enter odometer readings when they
get gas. Managers reported that three timesa year each driver fills out a
route mileage report, which is turned in to the grea transportation office.
In addition, a record of mileage as measured by the bus odometer is made at
the beginning and end of the year. Finally, in May of 1982,,on the orders of
the associate superintendent for Supportive.Services, drivers made reports of
mileage and fuel consumption for the month.

The mileage data obOred in 'these various ways are generally meaningless.
Managers and supervisors dq not know what proportion of the mileage is
accounted for by inefficiencies in routes or by such things as trips to the
grocery store. Therefore, there are no reliable baseline data on which to
make planning decisions.

Pre-Trip Inspection

Every driyer is supposed to make a pre-trip safety inspel.on of the bus
before leaving the depot lot. At present, this is left en irely to the
drivir, and no supervisor is present to See that drivers actually perform the
inspection. There ia no evidence that an MCPS school bus has been involved in
an accident because a driver failed to detect a mechanical problem before,,
taking a bus from-the lot.- However, vandalism is a problem on some lots, and
hazardous damage like cutting break lines Can be done. Proper,ly monitored
pre-trip inspection is therefore obviously essential to guaraniee that an
accident will not happen because mechanical failure has gone undetected.. In
any event, drivers are paid daily for the time they are supposed to spend on

. inspections, and they should be required to do the job.

Checking Buaes Out and In

The case of the missing bus is all the evidence needed to ihow why buses
should be checked when they leave and again when they return to the lot. in
addition, both. drivers and automotive supervisors reported that same drivers
who are not author4zed to patk their buses at home do so ahyway. This and all
other unauthorized use of buses must be controlled, and one of.the only
controls is to check buses out and in at the depot lots (plus sodoMetet

.

chec
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Drivers' Reports on Supervision

The percentages of drivers 'who responded in given ways to questions about

supervision are shown in Exhibit 12.6. When analping the esponses, the MORE

team got the strong impresaion that drivers often responded in ways that would

support neir sdpervisors, even though angwers might not 'be entirely

accurate. Even taking this into account, 51 percint of the drivers

reported that a supervisor or transportation assistant never rides the bus as

an observer. Twenty-two percent said they were not aware the supervisor does

this, a response that must be counted as a no. ...Thus, 73 percent reported that

.supervisors do not make on-bus observations.

In vii4 of the fact that supervisor do not make on-the-road checks, it is

surprising that 50 percent of the drive said they are observed On the road,

Perhaps those drivers do believe that a supervisor may be lurking around the

next bend in the road. Mcwever, this leaves 50 percent who said they are not

observed on the road or that thiy are not aware the supervisor does this.(and

they are right).

Information About Job Performance

.,Because there is little supervision, drivers do noi generally get information/

about their job performance, or, more accurately, they are not likely to get

information unless someone compliments or complains about some individual. It

is as if drivers are aonsidered satisfactory unless something unpleasdnt is

'reported.

The vast majority of drivers (Exhibit 12.6) said they dd not get information

about their job performance (54 percent) or that they get information only

rarely (19 percent). Only 3 percent said they get information often, 'and 10

percent said they get it sometimes. According to 69 percent, drivers are

informed when someone calls the area office with a compliment or, more likely,

a,gomplaint.

12
A. somewhat frustrating (for th

objectionable way of answering questions.

.drivers are quite loyal to their supervisors

buses. If this is true, both supervisors and
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The impression given-was that

and passengers, and even tb their
drivers are to be commended.
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Exhibit 12.6

. PERCENTAGES OF DRIVERS
kESPONDING IN GIVEN WAYS .

TO QUESTIONS ABOUT SUPERVISION

Question

How often during one scho ol year
does your supervisor (or assistant'
ride on.youf bus as an observer
during regular run?

How often does your supervisor
,

check you-out on the road (but
not riding with you) when you
are making a run to.see if you
are driving safely, on schedule,
etc.?

Do you get feedback.or information
about your performance es'a result
of observation of your driving?

Responsea

Never
Not aware.supervisor

does this

Never
Not aware suPervisor
does this

444

Yes, often
Yes, sometimes
Yes, but rarely
No

As far as you can tell, are 'You Yes
usually informed when a principal,
teacher, parent, ot member of the
public calls Transportation to
compliment you or complain about you?.

No way fOr me to tell

About how often do you get to talk-
with your supervisor (assistant)
abotit your job performante or job
related problems?'

, Percentage
b

Of Drivers

Once a week-Once in 2 weeks
1-2 times a month
1-2 times in 2 months r

Less than once in 2 months
Never or almost never

51

22

73

11

39.

50

3

. 10

19

54

86

69

25

94

22

.7

8

16

31

. 64

A 4a
All pre-coded responses are not reported for every itet.

b
Because all respohses not reported and'because there Was a small percentage

of no responses, totals will not equal 100 percent.
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The majority of drivers apparently rarely have personal contact with a

supervisor. Nearly half (47 percent) said they never talk with a supervisor

about the job or that they do so less than once in two months. Another :8

percent 'said they do so perhaps once or twice in two months. Since

transportation supervisors themselves say they and their assistants cannot get

into the field very often, it is possible that the 22 percent otthe driveri
who say they talk with a supervisor at least once in two weeks included radio

drivers or even supervisiig automotive mechanics as supervisors. However, in'

comments written on questionnaires, many drivers said they feel free to talk

with a supervisor whenever they need to, though this is not at all the game as

a supervisor-initiated discussion of the individual's job performance.

The Transportation Division's Reorganization Plan

All of the staff members of the Transportation Division 4:ire-Well aware of the

many Troblems they face. Therefore, in an attempt to mitigate the situation,

the director of the division drew up and submitted a staffing proposal

referred to in memoranda as a "reorganization plan." The plan was approved by

the director of SchOol Services and the associate superintendent for

Supportive Services. It was then reviewed by the Board of Education and ,

tentatively approved and funded filr the latter half of FY 1983.

Brief Review Of Plan

Exhibit 12.7 illustrates the staffing and organizational structure pf pupil'

transportation that would result from the full adoption of tfie division's

plan. Central office positions are at the top of the exhibit. Area and del:4A

positions are clearly labeled, but it should.betemembered that there are four

.depots, npt three. The number of staff members by position (including totals

for all four depots) are shown izt parentheses. It can be seen in the diagrams

that the division's plan in its entirety consists only of the following:,./,

o One already existing central* 'office position is reconstituted to

supervisor of bus operations.

o One new position is added to the central staff: aSsistant in special

and alternative education transportation.

o One already existing position in each area office is* reconstituted tost

assistant transportation supervisor.

o Twelve bus route sUpervisor

represents reconstitution of

addition of staff members.

a giVen number of,drivers.

Troo

pOsitions have been created, busthis
the radio driver positions, not, the

Each route supervisor will be responsible
Atiit
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Exhibit 12.7

THE TRANSPORTATION DIVISION'S
REORGANiZATION PLAN:

PY 1983

ft

Division Director

Supervisor of Bus Operations (1)a

(1) Transportation. Specialist:

Special-Alternative Education '

(1) Transportation Assistant in

Special-Alternative Education

Area 1

Transgortation Supervisos (1),
Assistant Supervisor (1)
Transportation Assistant (1)

Area Secretary (1)
Area Clerk (1)

Depotc

Bus RouterSuPervisos(4)
a

Bus Drivers (19g)
Bus Aides (45)

-Area 2

Vehicle Operator Instructor (1)

Transportation Superxisor (1)
Assistant Supervisor (1)

Transportation Assistant (10
Area Secretary (1)
Area Clerk (1)

Area .3

'transportation Supervisoi (1)
Assistant Supervisor (1)
Transportation Assistant (1)

Area Secretary (1)
ArSagerk (1)

Depotc" Depotc

Bus Rbute Supervisos (4)a Bus Route Supetvisos (4)
t.

Bus Drivers (19g) Bus Driveri (19g)
Bus Aides (45) Bus Aides,(45)

allot an addition to the staff, but position upgraded from existing position or, as with
radio drivers. (route supervisors), assignment.

liNew position and addition to staff; applies to only one position.

c
There are four depots, not three; staff are shown by area Sssignment.

d
Average per area usio PY 1982 figures to produce comparability with ExItibit 12.1.



Potential Benefits'and Problems

It is possible that some benekits would be realized if this plan were
A implemented"... A mid-level manager between the director of the division and

area transportation supervisors is needed, as it has'been put by the staff, to

tkeep' the, director' from being ,"nickled and dimed to death" by minor problems.

Au:increase An staff represents an iinprovtment; so the addition of the

special-alternative transportation assistant (the one increase) canntit help

but be beneficial. Assistant transportation supervisors have 'been needed in

the area offices for some time tp take:charge when a transportation sUpervisor
is on leave. Route supeivisors ate also badly needed, because radio drivers'

have no supervitory authority.
.

The 'supervisor of bus operations is a central office staff memberi As was

'shown earlier, the central office is not staffed or organized to manage the,
transpbrtation ,system, and to one has thefnformation on which to base an

overview of'the entire operation. No provisions are made in the plan fdr

changing the.situation or obtaining,information. Therefore, the supervisqr of

bus opeeations 011.). be in the sate position central office staff:haIe been in

since' decentralization: unable tO,see the entire system, unable to identify
inefficiencieb,'and unable to ptanfor the acquisition -and distribution of4 '
rdsources.

.
..

. ., ,

4 .
. . .

The special-alternative assistant will probably not actually be able to

perform ail of the tasks envisioned in the plan (see the FY 1983 budget). As,

is. discussed at length- in diapter, 7, .the assistant will' not be able to

. represent the division adequately at CARb and similar meetings tf only because

, there are so many of them and because many are held simultaneously. However,

it is pOssible ehat'the Assistanecould be inifuential in . meetings .in whicn

the location ,.qf programs, is determined, and that may be the individual'..s

important contribUtion.
.

. . .
'T 1 . ' .,J6

..--
Since,.therCwould be tio increa4etiti staff at the area offices, it is difficult

.- to see any_real improvement inyOrking conditions or in ihe staff's ability to

.
contnpl operations as a resOlt of the appointment 'of an assistant

.. transportation supervisor. Though the posigA is undoubtedly needed, the

.
major gain would seem to be the one'ilreildy Mentioned: someone to tliaz charge

when the transpottation supervisor is on leave or away from the office.
. ,

.. . . .' ' .

0
. ..

According 'to. the plan, the new rouie superVisors will-not only sake,on the,.
'sre6pOnsibilities of radio drivers and will ,also' have ',additional Supervisory

.. .responsibilities. IC ta doubtful that they Can meet all of these demands.

.. gor example', a bus route supervisotkis to superVise and. coordinate .daily tus

%5perations (source is FY 1983 budget). 'SW; poordination is carried out at and-

,
among area offices. Route.supeivisors will be at depots, not at area offices,

, r but at times; they will be on the road and will not be at either an offite or
_ a depot. Present radio driversgo to the scene oi an accident, or breakaown

and,° if tiecessary,transport 'to school the 4upils from the disabled bus. ,

Unless route supervisors, are relieved '. of this .vresponsibility, 'it, ,will

nterfere with'their supervisoty dltie$: 7But if they are relieved,'there Will

bmpl, other staff members ta assume the responsibility: Finally; route.

. supervisors.. are to supqrvise and evaluate drivers' and aides, including
. ,.

- .
.

C).-
h.

* : it

.. . . A fr,..411
, . .

.:,

.. .. ; .

.

.

k ' .

.0
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on-the-road and on-bus evaluhtion, but they are also to serve as su bstitute
drivers. Substitutes (see Chapter 10) are needed daily and they are needed
at the times regular drivers and aides are on the road doing home-school-home
runs. A route supervisor who drives as a substitute cannot also perform the
resuired superVisory jobs. In the final analysis, field supervision might be
slightly improved by the appointment of route supervisors, but in manj

- circumstances, route supervisors will probably turn out to be nothing more
' than better paid radio driVers.

Inadequaaes of the Plan

By comparing Eihibit 12.7 to Exhibit 12.1, it 'can be seen that with the
possible exceptions just .noted, the division'rk plan firmly ..cRintains the

4 status quo in the following ways:

0

o The central office continues to be minimally staffed and u nequipped to
.danage and control pupil transportation and transportation costs.

o TranspOrtation continues to be linked tO school administrative areas
with an external layer of illanagement between the division's _central
office and the transportation supervisors.

o.Area office staff continue to be responsible for all planning,
management, supervision, and control of pupil'transportation, inclu ing
fOr the bulk of special education transportation.

If the. 4 route supervisors 41ze 'counted,-in etch area offl.ce on
manager-supervisort would be responsible for 200 buses and drivers, 45

aides, 600 routes, and 16,000 pupils. Coipared to Ride-On, with its 54
managers for 90 buses, the number of manager-supervisors perflarea
continues to be almost ludicrous.

o No provisions are made for a dispa er or other' constani supervision
at depots. Route supervisors, buse drivers, and aides continue 'to
report to depots and'are mixed by area asigament at.depots. N

o Route suPervisors, because their duties take them away from depots,
wilI provide only a tenueuh link between depots and area offites.

sr.

These are the conditions that give rise to most of the problems that have been
. discUssed previously in this xhapter. Therefore, in perpetuating the status

quow the 1division's plan also perpetuates the causes % of many mil
transitortation problems, in,luding the possibility of increasing &)stil,
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Discussion

Decentralization and Area Administraton

Instead )of facilitating management; iupervision, and control of operations and

costs, the organizational structure of pupil transportation and the deployment

of staff provide pediments. The central office is not organized to manage

the overall opera on. Managers and supervisors are separated from one

another and fr II the central office, ereven though, together, they are supposed4

to control a system which requires coordinating more than 600 bhaes and 1,800

routes and schedules. Supervisors are separated from the buses and workers

theYoare supposed to supervise, and there is no constant managerial ,connection

between depots and area dffices.

Staffing .

,

T
\

All of the data and all of the other f is sings of this study shoic that pupil.

transportation is badly.understaffed. Ar administration of traisportation

breaks an already too wield. -staff to even smaller units, but H:kes each

small unit responsible for a very ler number of busda, routes, workerg. ,

Because each unit is responsible for all'tasks, cataff cannot div \e-the Fork

(i.e., specialize) and .agbne must do whatever job needs to be done at thee,

moment. This is highlY inefficient. Effiency is, further reduced by the

endless duplication'of tasks and work in the three offices.

Increasing RespOnsibilities

't

When a staff is too small and the number, of jobs increases, there is a point

, at which not ali of the jobs can be, done.. That point was probably reached in

pupil transportation as long as rive Or six years ago. But since then, the

numbers, of services, buses, drivers, arid aides, and therefore the number'of

tasks, have continued-to grow. It is small Obnder, then, that so 'many tasks

. cannot be done by the pupil transportation'etaff, including thbse that might

'reduce traniportation costs. *

Supervi4on and'Control
C.

No real supervision or control is exerased in pupil transportation. A!'s was

shown in this chapter,.even.the supervisibn required by MSDE and the minimal

observation's and evaluations required hy the MCI'S evaluation.procedure are not

.
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done. There is every reason to believe that lack of supervision and control
results in increased costs. .

Decision Making
Wm*.

it is not unusual in any org ization for upper echelon administrators tomk/countermand decisions of agers and supervisors and thus, in a partifular1,44
case, limit their authority. I pupil transportation, however, this happen103
far too often, partly because of area administration and partly because ther4r- ' .

is almost no limit to the number of appeals to higher and higher authority
that can be made by users of transportation services. Yet there must be
limits, partly because managellb of pupil transportation 'must have a a greater
amoant of control over operations than they now have.. In addition, unless
there are limits, MCPS will continue to pay high salaries to superilsors, the
divisibn direCtor, the department direCtor, and even to .those in higher
position's to perform jobs that could be done by a transportation assistant in

t

a matter of minutes without ever leaving the area office (e.g., measuring
''walkTride boundaries on a map.).

4
The Division's Reorganization Plan

The division's plan is not a plan for the reorganization of pupil-
transportation.- It will mitigate, not solve, some of the division's ,

problems. However, the plan doeslaot go far enough and does not address most
he problems caused by the organization of pupil transportation,

understaffing, and the deployment of staff.

Reeommendations

A discussion of the most important recommendations that stem frog the ngs
presented here is postponed until Chapter 15, in which the. MORE team off ejp a
plan for staffing ancyreorganization of pupil transportation. The following
recommendation is the only one that will not be' presented there:.

o The Board of. Education should adopt policies, regulations, and
procedures that will give decision-making authority primarily to
managers of the Transportation Division, exCept in mtdor,or unusuil
cases to be)defined by the Board of Education. The Board should also
adoPt policies, regulations, and procedures that will limit the kind

4
and number of appeals, that can _be made about pupil transportation
servides.
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CHAPTER

PL NANING AND,INFORMATION FOR PLANNING:

THE PRESENT STATUS

N.4

,Introduction

The Transportation Division ih expected to.carry out three interrelated kinds

of planning, all of which -have an impact on pupil transportation costs:

operational planning, resouree planning, and long orange methodological and

technological Canning. Operational planning, is of primary importance.

Regardless of the adequacy of resourcest the staff must plan routes and

schedules for the forthcoming school year and modify them during the course of

the year to meet changing conditions of operation. They must also 'plan the

resources (buses, drivers, etc.) required to meet the transportation needs of

the forthcoming school year. Ideally, this budge planning should stem from

operational planning. Finally, at longer range, didy are expected to Ieep

abreast of changes in methodology nd technology and to make plaJf or .

adopting new techniques when .they promise to increase the efficiency of

operations and reduce costs. .1°'

The purpose of this chapter is to show how _operational planning, the

foundation of budget planning, is currently carried out. There is also a

discussion of the inadequacy of the information available .to the .pupil

transportation staff. Some of the long range-proposals for reducing costs

that are currently under consideration are discussed in the next chapter.

How Planning Is Currently Carried.Out

Thedesots in The Past .

At present, the division's planning is not done by a method or system.

'Rather, it is a way of doing, things that is firmly rooted in the past. It

does not take into account present realities that make it essential to reduce

costs. The following are part of the inheritance that continue to influence
thinking not only in the Division of Transportation but also throughout MCPS:

4

4
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o Before FY 1982, MSDE financed most of the transpOrtation budget,

including the purchase ofnew buses.

o The amount of monei granted by MSDE was based priMarily on the number
of pupils transported, the nnmber of bus routes, and bus mileage. The
more buses and the more mileage,,the more income was derived from MSDE.

o There, has been little incentive for MCPS to reduce costs through
efficient planning. Problems could be solved at little cost to MCPS by
adding busesand therefofe milesinstead of by reviewing and
modifying the bus routeinetwork.

o There has been little need fot information for plannning. Data have
: been collected and stored in the central computer and reports have

been produced primarily to satisfy MSDE's reporting recluirements.

In addition, the present managers of pupil transportation1 many of whom are
comparatively new in their positions or assignments, inherited the f011owing:,

o .-An extensive and compldx bus route network

o Traditional opening and closifig times of schools

o A system in which 'bus assignments and ioutes are based primarily on
load counts (see following section), not on information about pupils.

A single example should suffice here toswttthe past continues to

exercise a strong influence on the piesent. The fllwing is an excerpt from
a previously quoted memorandum written by the dir1ctor of the Transportation
Division to support'a budget.request foiFY 1983:

[In] FY83, 21 schools will be closed. It is estimated that 20'
. additional busest and 20 additional drivers [FTE of 101 will be needed

to trandWOrt t e' pupils. .These estimates were based on figurei
supplied by [t1 Associate Superintendent fOr Instruction and, Program
Development]

Several things are apparent here. First, it,should be noted that the solution
4

to the Iproblem Of transporting -additional pupils is to add buses and

\drivers." Data -to justify aading buses were not obtained from a review of
the entire bus route network, because the divisiOn does not .have the ability
to make such a review. Rather, the figures on which the estimate is 'tweed had
to be obtained somewhat secondhand from the Office of Instruction and Program
Development.

4

%

A

1
Director, Division .of Transportation, October 15, 1981

*

41

2
Adding buses may be the correct solution, but the nuiliber of pupils

alone is not proof% Local decreases in enrollment, creating new bus stops/6

and rerouting, louses might reduce the.number of buSes and drivers needed, if,
indeed, an additions are actually required. The point here is that proof was

not offere .7
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0
Load Counts, BUs Assiements, and Routes

fo.

Since data have been collected primarily to satisf301SDE's requirements and

, not for the benefit of the Transportation Division, the pupil transportation

staff does not get information about pupils (see also later discussions).

Therefore, the-staff ifave to make do with the information they are able to

collect on their own.,

Periodically during the school year, peeh driver is required to count and

reporrto the area transportation office the number of children who get on the

bus at each stop. These load counts for single buses can be totaled by route,

run, school, area, and system. Over'the yeArs, the Transportation Divisfion'

has accumulated a historical record a load counts, which the pupil

transportation staff use to make projections of the number of buses to be

assigned to schools and routes.

Area transportation., superviiors attempt to collect other information that may

affect the numberof buses assigned to given routes and the location of bus

stops. For example, they try to keep abreast of'new housing development, road

construction, and similar changes. This tends to be done independently in

each area, and there is little or no central coordination of either the

acquisition of information or of the information itself.

Turing the summer, the staff at each area office plan bus assignments for the

opening of schools in September. Load counts are the primary data source,

,however; and, on the basis of load counts, the staff make educated guesses of

the number of buses to be assigned to schools and routes. As was shown in

Chapter 8, they generally do a good job. However, ..ts was also shown, 13

percent of the drivers reported that their buses7bereovercrowded, and 28

percent said the seating capacity of their buses was under-utilized during the

first weeks after the opening of schools. September, then is a try-out or

shake-down perioa. Thereafter, adjustments are made in bus assignments (load

counts again), and by -mid-year -most, but not all, modifications have been

made:

.Bus routes may also be modified during the school year. For example, it might

be observed that two under-utilized buses serving the same school;frequently

cross. paths. In such a cage, one or.both buses might be rerouted, for greater

efficiency. However', since route maps are not regularly prepared, this

qituation would not necessarily be apparent during the year unless drivers

reported it or, which is less likely, supervisors made the observation while

in the field.

The proce, then, is ,primarily one,in which the.historical route network is

modified piecetaeal Each area transportation supervisor makes adjustments in

bus assignments, routes, runs, and stops when and if the need for doing so is

called to his Attention in some way--and .if ,there is time. Some gross

inefficiencies-may be no,ticed and eliminated, but other small inefficiencies

could go on for'years unnoticed and uncorrected. Again, there is no.central

&ordination and, in fact, no one to dolthe coordinating.

cka

10; . A
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$chedule Constraints
t..

Bus assignments, loacts, routes, and runs are determined to some extent by the
opening and closing times of schools. If all schools opened and closed at
exactly the same time,,any one bus could make only one run to a high, junior
high, middle, or elementary school. In MCP*, schools of different levels open
and close at different times. The time between the opening of, say, a junior
high and an elementary school is known as a transportation window. It is the
time in which a bus can leave the junior htgh school where it has already
dropped off pupils, make a run to pick dp elementary school pupils, and get to
the elementary school on time. If the transportation window is very .wide, a
bus can make longer runs or more runs than.when the window is narrow.

-

The Division of Transportation has some influence over opening and closing
times of schools. At present, hours are staggered in such a way as to permit
most buses to make between two and four runs. The average is three: a high
school run, a junior high or middle school run, and an elementary school run.

Deficiencies In The Present Planning Method

Load Counts

4

The,load counts on which so many decisions ire based cannot be considered
planning data.' They tan be taken _only after bus stOpkhave already,been
estabfished, routes drawn up, and buses assigned to schools 'Tend routes. But
this is the reverse of .how planning should be done. Under the best
conditions, routes should be designed and,stops established acdording to where
pupils who -Asa/eligible live, but the Transportation Division does not get
informa bout pupils.

Load counts might be- useful for making estimates or projections for
fo5thcoming years if they accurately reflected.bus capacity and the number of
pupils transported who actually live beyond walk-to-school boundaries, but
they 4o not do so. MCPS regulations allow gll pupils to ride school buses if
space is available, and the County Council has made iwovisions for
transporting pupil's 'to private schools on MCPS buses when special routes and
runs do not have to be created. MCPS pupils who should walk, to school, but
who, live nearer to a bus stop than to school, can Simply walk to a stop and
get on a bus without being challenged.' Children enrolled in a private school
located near an MCPS school can also ride the buses wittout being questioned.
In either case; the issue of available "kiibe ip not considered,%,because load
counts do not distinguish between those who are and those who are not eligible
for transportation by vtrtue of living leyond the 'walk-to-school boundary.
Therefore, transportation Supervisors say load counts probably exaggerate the.
number a pupils who'beem to be in need of transportation. This means .that
load counts may also exaggerate the need for bdses and drirers and that all
operational planning (and some budget planning). may be based on data thal are
known to be inaccurate.

160'
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Piecemeal Planning

As it ia.:now.done, planning or route modification is a'piecemeal process.

Each area.transportation supervisor collects load counts and whatever other

information he cah-get in hii own area. Changes in bus,assignments, stops, or

routes are made within areas uhen and if...the need. beComes apparent and if

there is time to review routes fot even ihe most grosiinefficiencies. Within

any one area office, information is .inaccurate, Acattered among various

tecords, or both. It is difficult for the area supeiviso3 to determine the
status quo, much less project Into even ihe very near future.

Since there is no centtal coordination, no one ever gets,to see the countywide

bus route network. Therefore,' some problems that might be solved by,

f
reassigning or rerouting buses-b geography rather than by area may mot be

identified or solved effitientl . Information that does get from area offices

to the central office is'virtually useless, because it consists primarily of

load count data. Information obtained from central computer records is also

largely useless for planningkkecause, as haabeen said, reports are designed

o _Meet MSDE, not MCPS Tequirements (and see later f5i,a discussion of
.

, errors).

Some Indicators Of The Effects
Of Deficiendies'In Planning

,

aecause 'so little reliable information and data are available, it is almost

impossible to demonstrate the effects of defidiencies in ifie present method of

planning., There arehowever, some indications that-.the present method of

planning, the lack of avlanning staff, and the lack of information 'lead to.:,
c!,excessive costs.

3
See Chapter

load counts and
separate recorda.
or laid out.

5

12. Secretaries and clerks canfiot keep up with revising

route descriptiona., Route information and tileage data are in
Drivers do not necessarily follow the routes as dtscribed

,

'
181,
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Location of BaStops ,

,
II ,

Exhibit 13.1, shows parents' response% io a quetlionnaire item about the
,

distance their Child has to walk to a 'bus stop. Al

t

o given are the
distances which, according p.,..mgps regulations, iepara e those who are
eligible for transportation from those who are not. For example, an
elementary school pupil who liveswithin a mile of school is not technically
eligible for transportation ,and is expected to walk to schoOlA

ResponSe patterns describe what amounts.almost to curbside service 'for those
who ride buses. When cases of no,response are eliminated and all groups are.

combined, 97.5 percent of the parents said their child walks one-half of a
mile or less to the bus stop and 89.5 percent said 'their child walks

' one-quarter of a mile or less. Patterns are quite similar at every school
level. Apparently, only in very rare cases does a Child who rides the bus
waik'even half the distance to the bus stop that children who are not ,eligible
fOr transportation are expected to walk to school.

Such short walking distances can be achieved only if buses take circuitous
routes. For example, children in a housing subdivision maY walk,to bus stops
at the corners nearest their homes instead of to a central/ bus stop that would
serve the entire development. The route' through the development would
obviously lie 'longer than a route that.involved only one central stop. The

; .

added mileage would ihorease all transportation costs.

Utilization of.Load Capacity

. .

Load.cbunts, whiCh can be accepted as reasonably. accurate ,numericelly, also
suggest inefficiencies. The MORE team analyzed a sample orZ95:bus runs.in .

%

0

Area g to determine what percentage of bus passenger zar;acity is typically
%used. Exhihit 13.2 'shows the results.of the analysis.

. ,
s.

"Optimal" utilization ,could probably be considered to he between 61 and 80
percent of* passenger capacity. While that range would be pnly between 34-44

,4
It is probably safe to assume that parents know, the, approximate

'di-stance between hOme and the bus stop. However, to be conservatime, if their ,

eitimites ari doubled', nearly 90 percent of tfie pupils who ride bnses would
'N.Talk one-half-Or; miletLof less to-the bus'stop, or half the-distance an
, elementary Oupil is expectkd'to be able to.Walk to school.

5 's

The analysis was of.the number.of
bus on one run; for example, an

accurate way to measure-utilization of
,-bus, etc.

ty
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children who were loaded on a given
,elementary,'school run. This is a more
capacity' than finding mean loading by

.e

1'62

,
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Exhibit 13.1,

TS' ESTIMATES OF
DISTANCE CHILD WALKS TO BUS STOP
COMPARE TO DISTANCE CHILDREN ARE

REQUIRED TO WALK TO SCHOOL

Reported Distapces

Percenagea
Of.Parents ''

'.

.

Required
Walking Distance

41.

ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL
I ,.

1 mile elementary
1.5 ,miles middle

0

Less than 34 of a mile 92.0

Between 1/4-11 mile' 5.0

Between ;t-i. mile' 2.0

Mdre than 1mile 0.2

.YUNIOR AND'SENIOR.HIGH SCHOOL 1.75 miles for
both groups

Less than )4 of a7mile, 85.0

Between 1/441 mild 11.0"

Between 1/2-.1 mile 2.0

More than 1 mile 0:8

ALL SCHOOL LEVELS COMBINEDb

Less .than'k of a mile .89.5 .

Between 34-xl mile .
8.0

Between 11-1 mile 2.0

More than 1 mile' 0.5

a
Small percentages of parents in all ,groups did not respond. j

. ,.

b 1

.., , .

Cases of no response dropped, and therefore total is 100,percent of thoae.
, ,

responding-in all categories.
.. ,

,
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Exhibit . 7)
%

PERCENTAGE OF PASS GER CAPACITY
UTILIZED ACCORDING TO LOAD COUNTS

IN A SAMPLE OF 295 BUS RUNS

Percentage
.4

Of

CapacitYUtilizeda
'Percentage

Of Bus.Runs
' e

0-20 2

21-40 14

41-60 23

61:80 32

81-100 21

101-120 .7

121-140 2

Cumulative
Percentage

2

39

71

92.

99

101e

aThe percentage of seats filled, If thel)ercentage is greater than 100, the
bus is overloaded, some passengers must stand..

0

3 'While the size of the bus does not matter here,'99 percent of the runs weEe
made by the typical 55 passenger,school bus. For a bus-of that capacity, the,
percentages equal the following numbers of pupils:

10% 20% = 11, 40% = 22, 60% = 33, .80t = 44, 100% = 55

Roueding error

tj
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pupils on the typical 55 passenger bus, scheduling and routing constraints may

make it difficult o impossible to load more pupils% Az can be seen in

Exhibit 13.2, buses were loaded optimally on only 32 percent of the runs. If

81-100 percent of capacity is also allowed as "optimal", Uhen on 53 percent of

the runs (32 + 21) busesIwere optimally loaded.

In contrast, on 16 percent of the runs, buses'were loaded to only.40 percent
4

of capacity or less (cumulative percentage column). On 23 percent, they were

loaded to between 41-60 percent of capacity. Thus, on 39 percent of the runs,

the passenger capacity of the buses was under-utilized. Beyond 100 percent of

capacity, a bus is overloaded and some passengers have to stand. Buses were

overloaded on 9 percent of the runs. .

If the results obtained ii'Area 2 generalize to the countywide bus route

network, then the passenger carrying capacity of busetys under-utilized.

This is not direct 'proof of inefficient planning and routing. The road

network, schedule constraints, and other Conditions that influence routing may

make it impossible to load eadh'bus optimally on each run. However, load data

cannot be vieWed ifidependently. It has already been shown that pupils may be,

getting curbside bus serVtbe; which results in unnecessarily circuitous

routes, many stops, and small numbers of children at each stop--all.of which

influence the time it takes for a bus to make a run. Given se conditioni

and a limited time in which to make a run (trans ion window), it id

doubtful that every large bus could be optimally loaded and 'still arrive at

school, on time: It is more likely that buses would have to ckry sms4er

loads than they are designed to accombiodate. And, of course, if this is true

for a large number of buses, the size of the fleet has to be large enougirto

compensatefor the inefficiencies. Again, this wouid mean additional capital

costs, additionarmileage, and an'increase in all operating costs.

Overloading, which is not supposed to be allowed, is a probable inlicator of a

problem that has already been discussed: providing bus transportation to

pupils who live within walking distance of a school (allowed) without regard

for the availability of space on buseS (not allowed). 'Overloading is not

likely to occur, after all, early in a run or even mid-way through.a run.

Rather, i is-most likely to occur when a bus is nearing the end of its

pick-up route, a, point close to the boundary of the walk-to-school zone. It

is there that pupils who are supposed to walk are most likely to get on a bus

and ride to school. Since there are no controls on who getston a bus, they

can,easily do so. The result.could be overcrowding. , But as iWes discussed,

earliei, load counts are-used to identify conditions which require same sort

of modification. In this case, an "overload"--caused by pupils who should

walk to school-rcould be taken as exidence tliat another bus has to be assigned

to a route orwill be needed-the next school year.

Availability Of Information

It is cIear that if planning is to be improved, the Division of ,Transportation

- has to have more and better information about pupils and about conditions like

*- road bUilding and home cOnstruction 'that, will have an impact on pupil
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transportation. At pfesent, either essential information does not exist in
MCPS or there are no procedures for providing existing information to the
Transportation Division.

, Eligibility for Transportation

The first and perhaps most important information the pupil transportation
staff shOuld have is who is eligible for transportation. MCPS Regulation
215-1 states that a pupil who lives within what is considered walking difitance
of a school will not be eligible And that'a pupil who lives bexond that :

distance will be eligible for transportation by school,b4s (see Exhibit 13.1
for limits). Considerable effort goes into establishing boundary lines, and
each school year the transportation staff are frequently required to 'make
precise measurements when parents acting alone or in neighborhood assoeiationd
challenge the fairness or accuracy of the boundaiy line. However, as pointed
out in Chapter 8, MCPS regulations do not specify, who ls responsible for
determining a pupil's eligibility or how parents are to be informed mf their
child's eligibility for transportation.

Though there, is no real control pupils' eligibility, there is a process
for entering a transportation code i to ptpils' central 'computer files. At
the end of September, someone is Supposed to make a code on school's pupiL
attendance record to show whether or not each pupil whose mame appears on the
recofd is "transported at public expense"--which is nOt,at all the same as
eligibility fortransportation by. MCPS regulations. Apparently the person
responsible for, coding could be a secretary, a clerk, or a teacher.
Furthermore, if a teacher says to a class, "Hold up your hand if you ride the
bus td school," the pupils themselves can determine how the record is coded.
Attendance records are sent to the MCPS central office for data processing
(optical scannini), and the tiansportation code is entered into each student's
file. The code iS entered just once and is not changed during the school year
even when a pupil moves and becomes either eligible or ineligible fon
transportation.

.A The MORE team confirmed that coding is Uncontrolled and sloppily dozier-when
done° at all. The "transported at public expense" code.appears in the records
of some pupils who hive always lived within walkidg distance of school and
have never ridden a school bus. It does not appear in the records of others
who have always been eligible for.transportation. In one sample case, the
records for a middle school showed that none of the pupils were transported at
pdblic expense when, in fact, a large proportion are ellgible for
transportation and ride school buses. Many.other examples of. inaccuracies
could be giv,en. The point is, however, that accurate information about the
lumber of pupils eligible for' transportation--by administrative area,

school, or other unitcannot be obtalned from the .central
computer.
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Eligibility Exceptions

A pupil who, according to regulations, lives within walking distance of school
'may be transported by school bus if the route the pupil must take is

considered unsafe. In FY 1981, more than 6,000 ,grausportation exceptions were

grhnted at a cost f. approximately $1,675,000. The pupil transportation

staff is responsible for identifying and reporting hazardous walking
conditions (MCPS Regulation 215-1), for establishing routes and bus stops in

the areas in which they occur, and for reporting,to the division director the
nature of the transportation arrangements and the numbers of pupils involved.

Throughout, supervisors are to xeview recommendations with principals and a
police coordinator. In addition, area associate superintendents are to review

and approve decisions. In general, then, regulations do provide for a flow of

information. However, the pupil transportation staff rarely receive updated

information about pupils and cannot always manage, to get out into the field to
monitor changing road conditions. It is therefore highly unlikely that they

can properly keep track of the more than 6,000 individual cases per year.

WalkbackS

"Walkbacks" are the pupils who live within walking distance,of school, but who
walk to a bus stop located beyond the walk-to-school boundary and ride the

school bus. The impact of walkbacks on load counts and therefore on,planning
_bareready been .discussed.. Howeve*,fl.t is approprAlLto mention here that

MCPS,-..eligibility-for-transportation regulations are largely meaningless
b944074 ill pupils are`eligible, to de school buses, The Transportation

Division- has--no way tck ,identify pupils who are eligible because they live

outside the'waIk-to-school boundaries .(see immediately below), na way to

identify walkbaCke, and no way to tell if load counts accurately reflect the
availability.of space for walkbacks.

Identification

'cps regulations direct principals to asdign eligible pupils t buses, but a

large number of principals do not actually do so (see Chapter 8). One

possible control over who gets on the buses is therefore not exercised.

Furthermore, MCPS does not issue bUs passes or take other steps to identify
pupils who are eligible for transportation because they liye beyond the

walk-to-school boundary. A driver therefore has no way of knowing whether or

6
Source: Transportation Division reply to Council Executive

Question 71, MCPS 'Pupil Transportation Statistics, FY 1979-FY 1982. The '

number of pupils transported by exception wasreported to be 6,134, and the
average annual per-pupil cost was'reported to be $273.

far
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not a pupil who gets on the bus is-eligible for transportation, or even if the
individual is an MCPS pupil. It might be mentioned that it is reported thikt
it is common practice for young people to use school buses as a kind of public
transit system: to ride to school with a friend on one bus, to go home with
another friend on a different bus, to take a convenient bus to get to a

swimming pool or tennis club--all without regard.' for eligibility for
transportation or bus assignment.

Central Computer Records

In additton to the already mentioned transportation code, which is of little
or no value, central computer records contain students' names, addresses, and
other information which might be of value to the pupil ttransportation staff.
There are, however, many errors which, again, were confirmed by the MORE
team. Addresses recorded for some pupils do not exist in Montgomery County.
In many cases, pupils have moved, ibut redords have not been updated. ,

Until very recently, the accuracy of the computer records has not mattered
greatly because area transportation supervisors have not obtained informa4on
from them. Int FY 1982, at the request of4one area supervisor, they did get :

printouts giving pupils' names, addresses, and school assignments. The
supervisors reported that while the print6uts are better than nothing at dell,
they are too bulky and the report format,is not designed spedifically to meet
the needs of the transportation staff.

Principals.'

It might be supposed that the schools would be the primary source of
information about pupils and transportation needs. However, as was shown in
Chapter 8, MCI'S Regulation 215-1 makes principals responsible for maintaining
an accurate record of pupils transported by bus, 7.but does not make them
responsible for providing the Transportation Division with a copy of the
record.

The lack of a requirement has its-expected effect. As shown in *EXhibit 13.3,
which gives, the percentages of princiPals responding in given ways, to
questionnaire items, the overwhelming majority (75-82 percent) said they .

provide no information about regular pupils who are eligible for
transportation. A maj.oriti, (54 percent, also sapi they provide no information'
about pnpils in special programs ho must be transported.

7
.

.Including, according to the regulation, each pupil's name, addtess,
. phone, grade, homeroom,teacher, and bus on which pupil ts authorized to ride.
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Eihibit 13.3

PERCENTAGE OF PRINCIPALS RESPONDING TO
QUESTIONS ABOUNPUPIL TRAWORTATION INFORMATION

gEDitiag.

YOU PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
TO THE TRANSPORTATION DIVISION DURING A
cURRENT SCHOOL YEAR TO ENABLE THE AIVISION

' TO PLAN ROUTES AND SCHEDULES FOR THE
FOLLOWING SCHOOL YEAR:

Response
Percentage la
Of Principan

Number of pupils who will be eligible for Yes 21

transportation under the usual beyond the
walking distance rule?

Names of pupils who will be eligible

No

*41zemal

Yes

75

17'

under the beyond walking distagce rule? No .80

Addresses of pupils.who will be eligible.
under beyond walking distance rule?'

Yes
No

OP

Number of pupils.who live within walking
distance but who will be eligible for or
provided with transportation?

Yes
No

Names of pupils who will get exceptions Yes- 23

to walking rule? - No 78

Addresses oepupils who will get.exceitions Yes 22

lo Walking rule? 'No 78

Number ofpupils in special programs for Yes 46

whom special transportation must be
pkovided?

No

.

54

.'

.

Names of special program pupils who Yes 46

' will be transported?
'''

No 54

.
. I

Addresses of special program pupils who 1 Yes
...

46
will be transported? No 54 .

4Percentages will not always total 100 percent because of smell percentages
of no response to particular items.
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It is probably net surprising liat aliost half of the principals said they do

provide' information about pupi/s in special programs. However, it is

difficult to.explain why between 17 percent and 23 percent said they provide
information about regular pupils when it is not required and not the norm.
Perhaps they believe erroneously that the information provided op thg Pupil
attendance record eventually gets to the pupil transportation staff. It is

a/so possible that one or two of the ,area transportation supervisors have
arranged t tain information from some principals, though'none reported
doing so.

Educiptional Facilities Planning

4 The Department of Educational Facilities Planning and Development supplies all

schools, divisions, and departments, with frequently updated projectiots of
what school enrollment' is likely to be in the following fisdal year.

Administrators, inclading managers of the Division of Trafisportation, use

these projections in planning budgets. While the inffemation s useful for
some purposes, it is not specific enough .to be used in planning routes.

Th department is capable of supplying.the Division of Transportation with
enrol nt data and with numbersoof pupils who rive within and beyond the

walk-to- hool boundary. However, it was reported that the'information is
obtained from the pupil data base in the central computer, which, as has been
stated, contains many errors: The information is therefore not any better
than th t now being obtained from the ,centraf comPuter by the area

transpor ation supervisors%
.

.

At the time of this writing, the department had just made available.a seriles

of maps which illustrate the MCPS 15-year comprehensive facilities plan.. The

maps show, by administrative area and level of school, the schools to be
closed by 'rear of closing, areas affected by school closings, and schools to

which pupils from affected areas will be tratSferred. While the maps'are easy
to use as a quick reference, they do not provid enpugh detail to be'useful in

planning bus routes an4schedules.

Facilities 'Planning .gathers.data on population movement, housing development,
and other changes that might affect schoor enrollment in specific areas.

These are, of course, the same .things which have an impact on pupil

transportation, therefore information about them is potentially important to

the Division of Transportation. Members of the Facilities Planning staff
provide die information to area transportation supervisors. .yhey do so

informally, however, not because they are 'required to do so by MCPS

' 8
But .if principals' did. mike this assumption; 'they did.not answer the

question as asked. The Pupil attendance record does not Provide inforiation
for the neXt school year.
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regulations or procedures. This means there is no formal control over, the

kind of information they pust.prbvide, when they should provide it, ,ox the

most useful way to ptesent it (i.e., the.repotting format which woAld be most

useful to the Transportation Division).

Division of Transportation

Finally, the Division of Transportation 'itself collects or generates a large

amount of .data. In fact, the division is iltost overwhelmed by data:

However, as has been said, almost all of t4e data were colle9ted to meet MSDE

reporiing requirements. ,It was not required that the ilformation be useful

for planning pupil transportation routes, the location of ;bus stops, or bus

assignments. For this, ihe division is forced to r4y on load counts and
whatever other information can be obtained from the var1o0a,Sources previously

discussed.
? .

Since bus mileage anl pupil transportation costs ate dirletly related, mileage
.1

data should be uqea id 'operation planning. The length ,',Of routes should be

known and monitored (see Chapter 12). So-called ded head mileage (distance.

from statting'point to the first pickup) should also be: own because it may,

among .other .things, influence where buses'are parkd. Miles per gallon of

fuel, if known and monitored, could help determine, 'bus assignments. For

exatple, the least ftel efficient vehicles could be put on routes where

driving.conditions are most.favorable. 64,

:4

The Trantoortation Division collects mileage data. iRowever, as was discussed

in Chapter .12, the mileage figures are gross mileage, not mileage by category

of use: route mileage, deadhead mileatie, mileage attributable to personal use

of buges, etc. This information is theiefote Of extremely limited value and

cannot be used in Planning.

'Because MSDE, for funding, required tht route mileage be.. reported, the

Transportation Division developed a drsteni to obtain the data. It is sald

that three times a year each driver fills out a route mileage report. The

reports are turned it to area transportation offkces where records from all

buses are compiled manually. Summary forms are sent from area offices to the

division's c t 1 office where a transportation speciAlist compiles dhta from

all areas, again m nually. In this way, route mileage data, which would be

useful Slopor plann ng, are summarized and summarized yet again to the point of

uselessness. The M aE team made the conservative estimate that this erytire

exercise costs MCPS at least $6,000 a year in salaries alote.
1

4
,
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MORE Route Planni4
And Mileage Reduction Study

ReducinKCoste by Reducing Mileage

.

Reducing the number of miles travelled by school buses offers
for redicing all',pupinransportation costs simultaneously.. The
between tmirj.i; and all other costs can probably be most easily
a kind of equatidn in which

Miles

the only hope
relationship

thought of as

hours of driving time for which drivers are paid
+ fuel consupption (and cost of fuel)
+ engine oil'and lubrication
+ salaries of automotive service workers

+ replacement of parts that wear out in normal use (brakes, tires, etc.)
+ other methanical.maintenance (tune-up, repairs, road serwice) .

# salaries of automotive mechanics .('

+ distance or time in-which a bus must be replaced (capital outlay)
+ salaries of operations and maintenance administrators and supervisors

All Transportation Costs

4

The equation is applicable both to single bus or the entire bus _fleet..
Thus, if a bus is driven mere miles, the hours of driving time and the salary
of the driver increase, more fuel is conSumed,'and so on for increases in all
costs. If the bus is driven fewer miles, all7coses decrease. As fleet
mileage increases or decreases, all costs also increase or decrease,

No uther singleyariable has, this 'same, effect. Reducing fuel costs, for
example, while desirable in itself, would not reduce all costs. Even reducing
the size of the bus fleet would not reduce costs if fleet mileage remained
constant or increased. For example, if 600 buses travel about 10,000000
miled'a year, an annual average would be'17,000 miles per bus. If the fleet
were' tut in half but mileage were unchanged, each of the remaining 100 buses
would have to average about,34,00Q Miles a year. This increased mileage, would
increase (ill other costs per bus, and total costs would be virtually the same
as before.

9
Some small short-term savings in capital outlay might be realized.

However, buses would have to be replaced or engines would have to be
overhauled morefrequently. Some costs might increase. Since drivers would
have to drive longer hours, they might have to be paid more overtime.

1 0 `--)(10
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MORE Route.Planning Study

The Division , of. Administrative An

independent routing study to determine

mileage and costs: .

4

alysis add .Amdits contracted for an

the effects of the following on route

o Basing tius stops and routes on pupils' addresses instead of on load

counts or other histoiy'

o Concentrating on reducing route mileage'

o Enforcing existing MCFS transpOrtation regulations

The study is presented in its entirety in Appendix B and is therefore only

briefly summarized here.

The individual selected to perform the study was Mr. Ben Hartman, he

supervis95 of transportation of the Howard Coianty (Maryland) Public

Schools.t The purpose of thelp.study and Tonditions under whieh'it wa4

carried out were as follows:

v
.

o To determine whether or not mi eage could be reduced on the routes of'

the buses seiving a single sch ol, Kennedy high School t de

o Buses assigned and routes planned by the MCPS Transportation Division
.

.

would serve as standards for comparison.

o Any new bus stops and routes planned'by thp contractor would 'be based

on the following: A

.
Addresses of:pupils who attended the school in FY 082 -

.
Walk-ride boundaries established by MCPS regulations

o All existing MCPS regulations would aPply. No transportation

exceptions would be granted except in cases in whieh-the safetY of

4upils would be threatened; present cases of exceptions to be examined

-and walking routes field checked for safeti;

o . Any new stops or routes, plannedi by the contractor would be field

checked and proved safe for pupils .and buses (noLturns ilaface of '

traffic, etc.). A.
I -

°See Appendix B for reasons for selection. Mr. Hartman Was .previouely

employed by .the MCPS Transportation Division and is familiir with.the road

network in Montgomery County add with conditions of bus.operation in MCPS.
/.

4".
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Exhibit 13.,4

. ACTUAL AND PROPOSED ROUTE MILIAGEa
OF BUSES SERVING KENNEDY HIGH SCHOOL: FY 1982.

(One Way Mileage, Morning Run)

b MORE Study
Bus Actual'Miles Proposed Miles

. 4')

1
*

2

3 .

'4 '

5.

6

7

8
,

10

11
12

t ,

13
4
14

% ,

" 15
16 ,

,,i7

. TOTAL-
.._

DIFFERENCE

.'

;t

s'

)

.

,

sr

.

.

.

,

'

4.3
7.4

4.3
7.4

4.7

7.0

6.8.

7.0

7.6
5.3

12.8

8.9
8.0
5.9

. 8.7

4.9

.
5.1

116.1 0 '

4.3

7.4

4.3
9.2

4.7

6.4

6.2

6.2

5.5

4.7

8.1

0.0c
4.0
5.9

6.8

7.3

5.7

100.7

-15.4 miles

AVERAGE REDUCTIONPER BUS 0.91 mires

a
In both cases, mileage includes "deadhead" mileage from depoi to beginning

of .ropte. High schnol iuns are the earliest and buses leave from depots, not-
from-other schols as they do on later runs.' ,

b
N7bers are noi actUal MCPS bus-numbers (see Appendix.:11).,

c
This route eliminated in proposed remting.plan.

4 . %
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The area transportation staff, who *ere asked to identify a suitable school

for. the 'atudy, said that Kennedy High is' a typical MCPS high school .

(enrollment1 nutaber of buses) and that the problems involved in routing busei

to the school are no different than for other schools.

Results

Exhibit 13.4. ,shows the results of the study. In FY 1982, 17 buses were
assigned to Kennedy 4g.gh. On each imorning run, they logged 1l6,1 cumulative

one-way miles from depot to fbute to school. By basing bus stops and routes

40 on where pupils live and applying MCPS regulations, the contractor was able to

. design new routes and effect the following:

o Reduction of cumulative one-way mile/ge from 116:1 ales to 1007,
miles, a difference of L5.4,milesi(13.3 Percent reduction) .

o An average reduction of 0.91, miles per bus (though some route$ were
lengthened)

o Eliminatiop, of one route and therefore of one bus (bus 12 in the

exhibit)

Projecting Results to Fleet

se.
Exhibit 13.5 shows the reductions of mileage and casts that would. result if

the findings of this routing study were Oneralized to the e b.ire bus fleet.
At an average reduction of 0.91 miles per bus on only one run pe day, there

would be a reduction of 558.74 fleet miles per day. In FY 1982, maintenance
and operating costs f6r school buses were $0.5'4 per mile, and therefore a

'reduction of 558.74 miles per day would reduce costs by $301.72 a day. In the

185-day school year, the reduction in tosts would be $55,818--from a reduction

of only .91 miles per day per bus on one run. However,'each bus, on the
average, makes six runs A day, three in the morning (high schodi, junior high

or middle school and elementary school) and three in the afternoon. If an

;average of .91 miTes were cut on each run, the annual reduction in fleet

maintenance and operating costs would be $334,908. ;

The routing study dealt only:with buses on regular education routes, not with
special education buses. Therefore, in Exhibit 13.4, profections of

reductions in mileage and)costs are shown for regular education buses alane.
In this case, the reduction of .91 miles on the runs of the 417 buses would

reduce 'annual maintenance and operating costs by $227,454, a'substential
amount even.if copts were not reduced at all on special education routes.

While it is obviously important to reduce costs in any way possible, reducing

mileage will have the greatest effect on all costs. But mileage can:be
decreased only if ihe entiTe bus route network is efficiently designed, and

'this can be achieved only through planning.
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Exhibit 13.5

PROJECTIONS OF REDUCTiONS OF MILEAGE ANDtOOST
FOR EN?IRE BUS FLEET BASED ON MORE ROUTE STUDY AND FY 1982 DATA

All Buses On Routes

Mean reduction of mileage,
one run per (ley

Reduction for 614 buses, a
one run per day

b
Maintenance'and operating
costs per tile

Daily redtction in cost,
one run only, 614 buses

.Reduceion in cost, 185 ,

school days, one run only,
614 buses -

Average number of runsc
per bus per day

ANNUAL REDUCTION IN COST

0.91 miles per'bus

614 x .91 = '558.74 miles

$0.54.

558.h x :54 = $301.72

$301.72 x 185 = $55,818

'6

$55,818 6 = $334,90.8

Regular Education Buses Only

417 buses at reduction of 379.47 miles per day
.9,1 miles per day, one run

Reduction for 6 runs per day

Redultion for 185 daYa

ANNUAL REDUCTION IN COST

2276.82 miles

421,212 miles

421,212 x $0.54 = $227,454

a
There were 614 buses on routes in FY 1982.

b
Cost
1982.

per .mile was obtained fiOm Transportation Division reeort TR-4 forrn

c
On the.average, each bus makes six runs per day, three in the morning 'and
three 0.n.the afternoon.

d
There were 417 regular education buses on routes in FY 1982;
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Discussion

The Present System / .

The present system of, planning routes and resources may result in increases

rather than to decreases in iileage and therefore in all costs. Year after

. year, problems Wave been solved by adding buses and drivers and increasiig

fleet'mileage. What planning has teen done has been 'backwards, i.e., not
,

based on information about what pupils are eligible for transportation and
. where they live, but on after-the-fact load counts that merely show how mL)

pupils (eligible or ineligible) ride the buses. *Iti,is a system which is

/ almost guaranteed to produce inefficiencies.

. -

A

Staff and Area Administration

It was shown in Chapter 12 that the county's lide-On system, with its 90

buses, employs 11 full-time planners and analysts. The MCPS Division of.

Transportation, with more than 600 buses and- drivers, employs not one

full-time planner. Furthermore, the ,managerial, supervisory,'and clerical

staf,f of the division has been so reduced that staff members have difficulty

dealing even wi.th day-to-day route modifications. The situation encourages

finding quick and easy solutions to problems: adding .buses, .adding miles,

increasing costs:

As was also shown in Chapter 12, because impil transportation is administered
.by school administrative area, the central office is not stafied or organized

to manage' the system. Records are scaetered among area offices, And no one

has an opportunity to see the larger pieture, the countywide bus route

netkork. Therefore, inefficiencies which might increase costs are not likely

to be,detected.

fr

Information

Information on which efficient planning should be based is simply not

available. The pupil transportation staff is therefore forced to rely

primarily on load counts. This, in turn,means that planning has to be done

in reverse, again almost guaranteeing inefficiencies. If the situation is to

be changed, it will_take the work and cooperation of several departments and

divisions to supply the information the Division of Transportation' will need

. if it is to have the capacity to plan.
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Regulations and Procedures-

Even the most eficient planning will not result in a' reduction of pupil
transportation costs if MCPS regulations and procedures are not revised and
enforted. At present eligibility or .non-eligibility for transportation as

defined by,. regulations is meaningless: All pupils are eligible and there are
no .controls over who rides school buses. The regulations that make principals
responsible for assigning pupils to buses and for keeping accurate records are
not enforced. In any case, unless pupils who belong on given buses can be
identified1 assigning them to buses would be notking more than a futile
exercise. Without regulations and procedures, the Division of Transportation
will probe ly not get the information it needs lor planning.

MORE Ro Stud

' The MORE routing study demonstrated that substantial reduction& in mileage and
in maintenance and operating costs can 1:14. made by using pupils' addresses when
planning routes, concentrating on reducint mileage, atid enforcing alrea0,
existing MCPS regulations. The study was not intended to show or suggest that
the area transportation staff eduld not do the same job that was done by.the
contractor if they had the opportunity. It has been shown in this chapter,
however,, that they, do not have that opportunity at present. They lack the
time to concentrate on one small segment of the route network and must
generally rely on load Counts insead of,on aceurate addresses of pupils when
planning routes and schedules. Eurthermore, the contractor was able to act
independently and "eighteen MCPS regulations, which the pupil transportation'.
staff cannot always do. 0

11
In one case, the contractor disallowed transpoitation exceptions for a

group of high school pupils who live within the walk-to-school boundary, but ,

who are now transported by bus even though their homes adjoin a well. used,
paved public.walkway that leads to the school'.
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Recommendations

't

The major recomMendation that rltgicaliy emerges from the findings prebented

hers is that the Transportatibn Division Should be proyided with the staff,

mechanical --support (word processOr,. perhapa computer, etc.), and other

resoussas to establish a central planning gt ff. Howeverthis reCommendation

11 be discussed ,ftirther in Chapte 15. Ihe following ate other

mmendations derivedlrom'.fhe findings:

o A committee or task force shouA
other. information needs

develop a calendar of target ates,for

farce be made up -of; th

Transportation,. a 'representativ.e, of

Information and 'Computer Services, a
associations, and a representative of,

'aticl Development.

d to determine the data and

n of Transportation and to

eting those needs. The task,

e. director of the Division of

e Department of Management
ie resentative of the principals'

Edu ational Facilities 'Planning

t

o It. has been..recommended elsewhere that. MCPS regulations should be

, reviewed and revised and that additional regulations should be written

when -appropriate ones do dot exist. The same team or task force.should'

includi a review of the following:
,....

., How eligibility fbi transportation is to be determined and by Uhom.
,
1

..
.

.

. How pupils and parent* s. are to be informed gf a h iligibility

; and by-whom. ,
.

. .01

Who is responsible -for entering an eligibility code into pupils'..

computer records and when and how revisions ,are, to be made in

computer codes.

.r
'

. Responsibility .of .principals in assigning puilSp to .buses: fo

keeping up-to-date records, and for providing theorransportat

Division with 'infortation about pupils. (But there may .be ano er

way to provide the information. See previous recbmmendation.)

Eligibility or non-eligibility of all pupils 6; ride buse s/

o The task force, on information (see first: recommendation) should

investigate a pUpil idestificatiOn system, particularly identification'

that can be produced by comfmter. Recommendations should be included k

in its final teport.

at
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CHAPTER 14

A DISCUSSION OF CURRENT METHODS

UNDER CONSIDERATION FOR REDUCING COSTS'

Introduction

,

The Transportation Division staff, as has been said, are expected to engage in

long-range planning and to propbse the adoption of methods- or technologies

that may redgce ,pupil transpcirtation costs. At the request of the Board of.

Education, the staff are attempting to carry out consolidation of bus stops.

Also because of the .interest of members of the board, the division diiector,

in a budget memorandum, has made a tentative and very preliminary proposal for

'reducing the size of the bus fleet by altering school schedules. And finally4

the division staff have,'for some time, been investigating computer routing, of

buses. It is appropriateto review each of these methods for reducing costs

in light Of Viet has been said about planning and InforMition in Ithe fievious

'chapter. ,

Consolidation Of Bus Stops

MCPS Regulations
r

In the previous chapter it was shown that the vase majority of pupils who ride

school buses probably walk a far shorter distance to a bus stop than even

elemeneary school pupils are expected to walk to school. This means that some

buses may be taking unnecessarily oircuitout routes. MCPS Regulation 215-1

mikes the following statement which paves ;the way for increasing walking,

distances, consolidating stops, and reducing bus mileage (all are quoted, bgt

got,necessarily in full):

o 'Children are expected to walk 'safely without sidewalks in many

areas...Buses are not an'alternative to sidewalks in a subdivision..'.

o Children are expected.to be alke to walk to centralized pickup pOints

fo await the arrival of School buses.

Al*
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o [Bus] routes will no
home to an established
pupils of the same
expected to walk to sc

be extended unless the walking distance from the
bus stop is .greater than [the distance that
grade who are not eligible for transpottation are

hooll. 4

Work tb Dhte and Effecis , .

.

Since the Board of.Education had expressed interest in consolidating stops,the superintendent reported in a memorandum (December 9, 1980) that he hadinstructed transportation supervisors, when planning routes for the nextschoql year, to review routes and examine the possibility of consolidatingstops.. This planning is usually done in the summer. Unfortunately, i.as itturned out, it would have been difficult to pick a worse time than the summerof 1981 io try to consolidate stops. Administrativp areas were themselvesbeing. consolidated from five to three, and offices were being moved. Some ofthe pupil transportation staff were new to and unfamiliar with the areas to'which they were assigned. To make up for the lank of staff, the Department ofSchool ServIces hired three cololege students to carry out stop consolidationwith the assiStance of. area transportation supervisors. Two students quit,before finishing the job. 'The one who worked throilgh the entire summer_ wasable to consolidate stops only in what is now part of Area 2.

Despite the problems, in FY 1982 the pupil
transportation staff'were ablconsolidate, reloiate, or eaiminate 225 stops at aft average.' saving of 0.5miles per stop. The division director estimated that this would result ina reduction of 10,813 miles and of $12,488 in coati. Re estimated that in FY1983 savings would be $30,000.

Future Prospectssand Recommendations

Decreasing bus mileage by consolidating some bus stops will certainly decreasepupil transportaion costs.. Therefore, transportation' supervisors and theirstaff should continue this program. However, stop consolidation should be theend product of-efficient route planning, not the starting. point. That is,routes should .,be planned and stops shoUld be established according to where,pupils who are eligible for transportation live. Under current conditions,
ilt

the staff cannot always plan in this way becaus hey lack sometinformation,
manpower, time, and central office coordination.

1
Source: Transportation Division's response to County ExecutiveQuestion 70.

19.
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School Schedules And Reducing
The Size Of The Bus FTtet,

The Line of Reasoning

In Chapter 13 it was pointed out that school schedules serve as a cdnstraint

on the number of runs each bus can make. The greater the Idifference in

opening times and closing times betweeh schools of different levels, the Obre

runs each bus can make. The more rung each bus can make, the fewer budes and

drivers are needed. Therefore, it is %argued, costs can be reduced

substantially by altering school schedules to permit the greatest muMber of

runs per bus.

'
The PropOsal

err

OM..

.
...

From time to.time, school schednles have been changed to Omit sonie buses to

make more runs. However, while digcussing the FY 198' budget,. the Board of

Education- asked the Division of Transportation to show what the eifecti of

"optimal" schedule change.s would have on costs. Therefore, in a memorandum

(March 18, 1982), the director of the division presented "a radical aiproach"

, to scheduling the opening and closing times of schools. The following points

are paraphrased:

o In Fy 1983, buses and drivers mp.ti e added to'provide transportation

for'additional pupils.

.11

o The transportation staff and the director have, proposed changes in

school schedules that %will reduce the number of additional buses

deeded, though more buses-will have to be added in any case.

o It is not possible to effect significant savinis by adjusting

schedules within present limits. Therefore, a "radical approach" is

n eded, beginning in FY 1984.

IL
,

o So e high schools would open as early as 7:15 a.m. and some middle and

elementary schools would close as late as 4:15 p.m.. Thenifference in

opening and closing times among schools of the s

7

e. grade level would

be as great as 1 3/4 hours.

o This would permit each bus to make between six and eight rung instead

of the present average of three.

o Therefore, the numbei of buses and drivers could,be reduced by as much

as 25 to 35 percent, and.the budget could be reduced bdlow "tOt which

would be needed" by ,15 to 25 percent (both estimates).

tot
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In fairnesl, it must be emphasized that this is a very tentative plan. The
Transportation Division ittaff have not yet had an. opportunity ,to work-out all
of the details or identify all of the ,problems 'that might be caused- if a
radical plan were actually implemented.

'

Questionable Predictions

.0"
The estimates of savings of 15 percent to as much as 25 percent of the budget
are based on some questionable predictions. The' Division of Transportation
does not now have the ability to look at the entire bus route n6tworkand does
not have.information or data about such things as the loss of riders in some
areas compared to gains in .others, deployment or p94sible redeployment of,
buses among areas, or the, utilization of the arrying..,c0acitx of .the_ _present
bus fleet. It is remotely possible that th pupi-transportation staff can
predict that still more buses and drivers will e needed in FY 1984. The
justification, as usual, is thai more pupils will have to be transported.
However, this is not in itself evidence of the need for more bused and drivers
(see Chapter 13).

Furthermore,' it is not claimed that the size of.the bus fleet will actually be
reduced. Instead, it.is said that adjusting'schedules "n1.11 reduce the number
of busea 'and drivers ,that will reed to be added." But if there are no
accurate data to show how many buses are actuallydreeded,ithe claiM can never
be substantiated.

Moie Miles and Greater Costs

S.

Not only are .predictions questionable,. but there is an inherent contradiction ,

in the plan as it now stands. If each bus made six to eight runs ,instead of
the present leverage of three, mileage pet bus would approXimately double or
more than double. All costs per bus would,increase, and there would be little
or no reduction in.pupil transpOrtation costs (see Chapter 13).

Special and Field Trips

As presented, the plan does not make provisions for the many special and field
trips which now account lor so much mileage And drivers' time. Presumably, '

they would continue. If opening and closing pimes of schools were spread out
over most of the day and buses were making home-school-home runs throughout
that time, ,the number of buses and drivers,available for these trips would be
limited. Therefore, it is likely that extra buses that are not used on
home-school4ome runs would be needed. This woUld mean an increase in the
size of the fleet and in the number of drivers, which would again increase
costs.

2u
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Problems with Schools

The plan,' if presented formally, wOuld probably be opposed by princiPals.

Exhibit 14.1 shows principals' responses to questionnaire items about opening

and cloting times of schools.. Principals are interested in economy, as

witnessed by the fact.that 59 percent said that if savings can be realized,

schools should open and close at different times regardless of educational and

social concerns,. However, 59 percent also said that the maXimum time

difference between schools of the same type should be 3Q minutes and andther

24 percent said it should be between 30 ind 45 minutes. Or, it short,

principals would, support what already exists, a difference of less than an

hour, not the nearly two,hourssuggested in the radical proposal. Principals

also' generally. do not want the'Division of Transportation to make decisions

about school opening.and closing times, though a majority agree that the

division and the transportation supervisors shoulOave a "lotof input" into

decisions.

Other problems with schools, pupils, and parents would undoubtedry surface if

the proposalAwere made formally. To get to school by 7:15, some pupils would

have tobe at the bus stop very early indeed. Elementary school pupils 4hose,

schoolt closed late in the afternoon would, from about Nowamber to February,

haVe to walk from the bus stop to home in the dark'.

Evaluation and, Recommendations

At some time in the future, MCPS may have to consider a plan as radical as the

one presented here. At present, however, the plan has the.effect of'.shifting

a burden from the.Division of Transportation to the schools. It is not' a

-substitute for the kind of planning the division.staff should be capable of

doing. The plan should therefore be held in reserve, to be'examined again

when and if the division has the capacity to review the entire route network;

obtain adequate information about pupils; and base projections' 'of needs on

something more substantial than load counts, guesses, and estimates.

,Computer Routing And Scheduling

An'Emerging Technqlogy

In recent years, a number of private companies have developed software

packages or systems to do school bus routing and scheduling by domputer. Some

school districts throughout the, country have tried or are currently trying

these systems. Before instituting funding by block grants, MSDE encouraged,

Maryland school districis to investigate computer routing and seemed to

promise funds for trials. Eicoursged by MSDE, the Divfsion of Transportation

and the Department of Management Information'and Computer Services began to

185
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Exhibit 14.1

PRINCIPALS' RESPONSESITO QUESTIONNAIRE ITEMS
ABOUT OPENING AND CLOSING TIMES OF SCHOOLS

.t

'QuestiOn

Which of'the following is
closest to your opinion? .

'If schools of the same
kind opened at differen't

times, what is the,maximum
difference that should be
allowed?

Regardless of possible egonomtes,
. all schools of the same type ilust -

open andIclose at about the same 'k
time for.educational or education-
ally related reasons.

Percentage
Of Principalsa

10

Regardless of economies, it is
desirable (but not essential) for .

all schools of the same type to 30
open and close at about the same
time for educational and other
reasong 4athletic, social, etc.).

If savings in transportation can be
realized, schools of the same type 59
should Open and close at different
times.

30 mlutes- 59
aetween 30-45 minutes 24
Between 45-60 minutes 7

More than 60 minutes 7

How mucb dedIsion-making authority or input shOuld each of the following have'in
determining the opening and Closing hours of schools? .

"
/

a
Percent,of Principals

-Make Lot Oi Some No
Decision Input Input Input

.

.. (

Deputy Superintendent 37 ... , 15. 31 12,
Department of School Services 0 21 53 21
Transportatibn Division 6 .50 39: 3

Arta%Associate Superintendene 39 40 18 1;

Atea Transportation Supervisors . 10 62 , 26 0
Principals 18 -.0,. 69 12 0

a
In all cases, small percentage of no response.
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look into computer routing. Now that M§DE provides block grants, it has

apparen'ly lost interest, probably because it wou/d no longer realize the

major hare of any savings that might come from the.technology. Nonetheless,

the T ansportation Diyison staff have 'continued to investigate computer,

routing. Unfortunately, it must again be said that further investigation at

this time would be-t waste of time and money. Enough is already known to make

it clear that MCPS is not ready for computer rOUting.
--

MORE Teem7Findings 1/

.Independently, the MORE team searched the literature, called other school'

districts, and analyzed companies' promotional materials. $ome generalities

emerged from Ithis study: . Each company claims .that .its system reduces

transportation costs. Most say that reductions are achieved by improving .

schedules, increasing the number of 4uns made by each bus; and thereby '

decreasing the ,size of the.bus.fleet (or some variaton of this theme).* The

occasional company will claim that its system'Can produce a decrease in fleet

mileage. However, most do not claim ,that fleet' mileage is reduced, which

casts doubt on whether most systems can actually reduce total transportation

costs.

Most systems are comparatively expensive to set up and operate. One company,

whose ,representative. made a presentation in MCpS, would charge an initial

set-up'fee of between $340,000 and $390,000 and an annual fee thereafter of

about $166,000. Another, whose representative talked with Transportation

Ditison staff, would charge a set-up fee of,$340,000 and annual fet of more

tHan. $190,000. However, ond company, whose representative talked to both the
Transportation Division staff' and to the#MORE team, would charge a one-time

fee of .less ihan $100,000k; 'This company is one that.claimed its.eysiem could
Aredhce fleet mileage.

Packages or systems vary widely in what they can do. g-Some are truck routing

syg-tt sometimes, but not always, poorly modified to handle school bus

routing Some are.expressly designed for routing school buses but cannot

handle ystems es large as the MCPS bus tJOute netwOrk. Others cannot handle

special education routes well. Finally, some are appartntly well designed and

caiable of handling large route networks and a variety of,ipecial problems.

(llowe.ver, sorting the good from the mediocre and .the mediocre from the bad

takes time, effort,.coet, and considerable expertise.

Perhaps the most important finding is ihat the followincare essential for
'setting up and operating most computer systems: . 4

o A countywide street.grid showing, street by street and road by road

all constraints on transportation (rail crossing, narrow streets, on

way streets, etc.)

6 Acculate identification of.pupils who,are eligible for transportation

o Accurate street address of each pupil eligible for transportation
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While not essedtial for the operation of a computer s m, it would also be
necessary to have accurate mileage and cost data before trying compitter
ratting so that it would be possible' to prove whether or not costs were
actually reduced. But it should be noted that all of this information and
dataare needed for planning, routing, and scheduling with or without a
computer.

, r

I

Information from School Districts

:Since computer routing and'scheduling of school buses is a comparativeli new
technologf, some school'discricts the MORE team contacted are using computers
but do not have enough data toshow theIffect i any, on costs. Others had
just adopted One system.or another and had nd da at all, Some, have tried-
computer routing and given it up, vowing never to try it again. (The irector
of transportation in one Florida school System 4-aid, "The comput es
lined up in the Gulf of Mexico.") . e

711-

Evaluation and Recommendatioti

4,73,,

rt muqt be remembered th computer 1 a tool and that computer routing,and
scheduling of buses -is a ñieais 'to lan end. At present, neither tha*
Transporteelon Divison 'nfir MCPS has the information a private company would
neeeto set up and operate a computei routing ostem. Using the preseft .e

,

student data base, with its many errors, would-kake it difficult to evaluate
fairly any system being tried:

2
It wills be some time in elf. future before'

r the essential information.:.-can be made Ivallable. ',In addltioR4 while the
Division of TransportatiOn stiff can Aaluate the,:rotlies- 4d) schedules ...

produced by a computer routing_system, they cannAtle expected to have enough
expertise to' evaluate the softWart Or: the compAtability of a companyrs,
hardware ,with 'the central itCPS computer.., When the time comes that a computerc
systet should be ttied, they will need,help from other kCPS units. Computer'

, routing is therefore apotehtrally go6d idea'which nieds to`be held in reserve ,

for,a future in which the Divison of Transporektion has the organization,
staff, and infiormation needed to be able to usecthe technology. .

f

,

2
Computer routing yds apparently a

because, as in MCPS, the informatl,on in Ihe

18-8t.,

,

failure in: some school districts
srudent.itata base was,inaccurate.

4
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Discussion

14

I.

This 4ussion of attempts and plans to reduce . transportation costs

illustrates 4the fact that the division does not have the capacity to do some

types of lopg-range planning. The stop tousolidation program has had some

limited success and should' certainly continue, but does not, in itself,

promise large reductions in pupil transportation costs. The estimaied

$12-thousand 'to $30-thousand savings 'represent only between 0.09, and 0.2 of

1 percent_ tf the division's $14-million budget. More substantial savings can

be realized through more efficient route planning (see Chapter 13) with stop
-.consolidation-as. a by-product. The radical scheduling proposal passes the "

'burden of planning from the Transportation Division to the schools and is
probably unacceptable because of t4 problems it would create for principals;*

pupils, and parents. Centraliidd computer scheduling is not practical under
'present conditions of operation or with the scanty information now available. .=1,

(
Recommendations .

o The stop consa$4ation program should continue, and the division ,should be

provided with the information and planningtapacity that wonld enable the

.staff to design routes more efliciently.
4

.

o The radical proposal fpr altering school schedules,' should be set aside for

later cdnsideration okay if it becomes financially necessarY.
,

,

b Time and efrort should not--be devoted to'investigating computer routing
until the division develops the information base, and 'has the centralized

,

planning capacity that make coMputer ronting feasible.

1

A
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- CHAPTER 15

- A PIWPOSAL fOR CENTRALIZING
AND REORGANIZING PUPIL TRANSPORTATI9N

Introduction
4

It has been shown in previous chapters that MCPS is attempting to operate a.

major transportation system with a Minimum of staff, planning, management, and

supervision. The pupil transportation staff,are trapped in a self-generating

Ode in whia"they must constantly respond pi demands and.situations ovei

which they have little control. 'They are barely able to dOpe with day-to-day

operations. With no planning capokity,.tliley, must solve problems in waystthat

increase the nutaber okoperational,probleme' 'and probably increase costs as

well. As. the numbei\of 'problems increases, Staff members are less-able to

cope with them.

The MORE team believe that the way to stop perpetuating thiQ,,tycle year -after

year is:to centralize, reorganize, and very modestly incr ase the size ofthe

pupil transportation staff.' Before discussing" the MOR proposal, it ,is

necessary to review briefly themany problems the plan is intended to solve.

Summ ry Of Major,Problems

Eihibit 15.1 summarizes' the ma r problems in transportation that have been

identified in previouit,chapters. . Io summarize still lurther, the -following

are probably the greatest t4nagetial problems faced by, the pupil

transportation staff: f
4 o

IV
). . -

o Separation of managers and supervisors from the central office staff

,f and from one another'

o Artificial: creation (area office administration) of a need to

s. coordinate among. offices superimposed upon a real' need to coordimate

transportation

o Inability ofithe staff to plan for and deal with transportation

countywide

191.
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21,3

o Organization 0

r

Exhibit 15.1

A SUMMARY OF MAJOR PROBLEMS

IN PUPIL TRANSPORTATION

Instead of facilitating management and.oupervision, the organizational
s*ucture, staffing, and deployment of staff provide the impediments.

MInagers and soperOisori are separated from the division's central

office and from one another.
011,

Buses, driv'ers, and aides are separated from managers and,supervisors,
there is no constant superviaion at ddiRbts, an there is little field

supervision.

The need for coordination if vastly increased while the staff's ability

to carry out coordinated planning and.to coordinate operations is

decreased.

Arta administzation makes'it impossible for the division to carry out
centralized planning or to deal with the bus route network as a whole.

It prevents dealing with transportation.by geography or by other units

more logical tihan administrative areas.

. Assigning transportation sppervisors to school admidistrative offices

cvates confaicts in.administrazion.and decision making which undermine

the adthorityof Transportation Division managers and supervisors.

o Staffing'and Working Conditions

. The managerial, supervisory, and clerical staff is too small.

Staff drties do not reflect the realities of operation under
decentralization and area administratior.

Arra administration divides an already too small staff into small units

thatdo the snme jobs in three different places. This further reduces

their efficiency and prevents spegialization of labor.

. Staff dembers cannot and dagot do all of,the tasks assigned or

need to be done. 0

0

Constant interruptions, especially telephone calls, prevent staff

members from'crying out tasks which should take continuous periods of

uninterrupted thought and work.

1

tbat

a a

o Supervision

" There are no provisions for constant supervision at depots

. Supervisors cannot carry out field supervision responsallftles because
the workload at separate area offices is too great.

o Special Education

. Special education and regular education compete for seriovsly limited
aMount of staff time.

Special education transportation is partly centrIliz, but area
offices are,responsible for the greater number of programs and pupils.

o Planning

The county's RideOn system employs 11 planners`for a fleet of 90
buses. The MCPS transportation Division. with a fleet of more.than 600
buses, does not have even one full.time planber.

.

The division does not have the ability or.the information to carry out
efficient operational and long range planning. ,

o Training

. Training of drivers It marginal. The training given to aides ts
entiiely inadequate.

. Continuim certification training does not meet MSDE standards.

. Rdfrrsher training, especially in d fensiva driving, is not provided.

. Training is not
prevention.

coordinated with a eident inveatigation and accident

is needed, tcpilin is not 217Though training of various kinds
coordinated.



o Lack of information and therefore of planning capacity _even in area

offices

,o Too small staff too widely scattered, resulting in reduced effiCiency

/1
o Limited ability of staff to practice even essential division of labor,

e.g., supervisors who do not have time to supervise

o Divided area staff respondinlity for buses, drivers, and' aides

assigned to different areas but stationed at a single deOot

All of these problems must be solved if the Division of Transportation ia to

gain control over operations and therefore also over costs, Since they'form a

web of cause and effect, the problems cannot be attacked 'and solved

piecemeal.. For ocample, because the division dogs not 'get informa9J about

pupils, the area staff must rely on lead counts. Because load counts are

misleading, it is possible that mbre buses than are actually needed may be

purchased and assigned- to routes. As the numbers of buses and routes

increase, the staff face more managerial, supervisory, and coordination

problems. Under present conditions, providing the staff with information

about pupils--the apparent first link in the causal chainWould not solve ,the

various problems or reduce costs, because another problem intervenes: There

are too few staff members in tach of the area offices to enable anyone to

analyze pupil data, plot the data on mats, and design routes and schedules

'according to where pupils live.
,..

Again, then, problems cannot be dealt with individually. Any proposal, plan,0

or course of action ea-A deal with all problems simullaneously and either

provide solutions or create conditions in'which it is possible for the pupil

transportation staff to find solutions in the future.

Brief Description Of.The MORE Plan And The
Argument For Centralization And Organization By Function

214 ....40REPlan
a-

a

The MORE team believe that their proposal attacks all pupil transportation

problems simultaneously. At a minimum; the plan requires the following:

o Complete separation of transportation and area admAnistration

. Elimination of area offices and of, area assignments, and

elimination of role of areas in transportation management

. Elimination of job titles that include reference to area

Assignment of buses, drivers, adaides to depots only, not also to

areas
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Exhibit 15.2

DIAGRAM OF MORE REGRGANIZATION PROPOSAL:
ONE CENTRAL OFFICE, FOUR DEPOTS

DIRECTOR
TRANSPORTATION DIVISON

PUPIL TRANSPORTATION SUPERVISOR

Planning and.Data Analysis Unit

Community Relat ions Unit

(Special telephone)

Training nd Field Service Uhit

Bus Operations Unit

Communication Service (radio/phone)

Field an4iSpecial Trip Service
(Spacialtelephone)

Regular Education Operations

Special Education Operations
u

At Depots

Dispatchers

Route Supervisors

Relief Drivers

Drivers and Aides

4
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o Centralization of the present area staff in one facility

Assignment of all present area office staff members to one building

but not ,necessarily to the present central office "of the

Transportation Division at Shady Grove Road

Creation of the position of pupil' transportation supervisOr

(instead of the present suliervisor of bus operations) and assignment

of the supervisor to the,centralized pupil transportation office or

building

o Organization of the pupil transportation staff into functional units

.4:5 Addition of six central office staff positions (above FY 1983 staff)

o Upgrading of some extant positions

o Creation of the position of dispatcher and assignment of one

dispatcher to each depot (not included in 6 positions in central

office, but obtained by upgrading extant positions)

o Assignment of a limited number of route supervisors to each depot

o Formation of a pool of relief drivers and assignment of relief drivers

to depots

The organizational structure proposed by'the MORE team would be as shown in

Exhibit 15.2. The pupil transportation supervisor, adting under the director

of the division, would be the chief administrator of pupil trahsportation.

The functional unith are those which the MORE team believe to be essential for

o efficient divislon of labor (see later description of resionsibilities). Each

unit would be supervised byfin experienced staff member with rank equal to

that of a present area transportation supervisor.

At eadh depot, a dispatcher, also with rank equal to ihat of a present area

transportation supervisor, would control buses, drivers, and aides. Route

supervisors and relief drivers would also aérVe under the dispatcher, but

.. could be assigned duties by other unit heads workni through the diepatcher.

.1111.11.-

Tenefits of Centralization

Severing the bond between transpOrtation and administrative areas and

. centralizing the, impil transportation staff would, immediately solve many

problems. Provided that the division received the support of the Board, of

Educdtion, a layer of "external management" and therefore conflicts in

decision making could be eliminated. Since managers and unit supervisors

would be in one place, the present artificiality,creatsd need for Coordination

. among widely scattered offices would also be...elriyainated. Free of the

constraints, of administrative areas, the staff would also VS able to Plan

routes by geographic botindaries, population tlusters, or by'other units.more

Si
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logical than administrative area. Supervision would be made easier because

buses, drivers, aides, route supervisors, and relief drivers would be assigned

to depots alone, not to both depots and administrative areas.

Organization by Functional Units

The advantage of specialization of ilabor as a means of increasing staff

efficiency is sO well known that it needs no lengthy discussion here.

However, specialization can increase efficiency only if it is .specialization

by function. 'That is; the pupil transportation staff already practices a kind ,

of division of labor. In 'each office, the staff are specialists 'in a

particular administrative area. But in each office, the staff are responsible

for-all jobs from route planning-to communify relations. Everyone has to be 'a

jack-of."all -trades, and uo one can concentrate on one task for- very long

without interrUption. This diminishes the efficiency of an already too small

staff. -This would also be true if a centralized staff were divided into units
and each unit were made responsible for, say, a geographic area or a group of

high schools. Within a unit, a necessarily small staff would continue to be

responsAble for all jobs.

pla contrast, specialization by function would enable one unit to concentrate dr

on one task without interruption. For example, the community relations unit

)2
would haale all requests or complaints. trom parents (see later description),

The unit responsible for bus operations woold be freed from dealing with th e

calls and be able to concentrate on daily operational problems of the, entire

bus fleet. In turn,.of course, the community relations staff would not have
to take calls from stranded drivers, send radio messages to route supervisors,

or arrange for field trips.

S.

A Summoy of Benefits

44-
As has been said, the MORE team believe that their proposal attacks all pupil
transportation problems simultaneously. Exhibit 15.3, which is partly derived

from Exhibit 15.1, summarizes the majori problems that would be solved or

mitigated. Some, like the present separation of managers and'aupervisors from

the central office and from one another,ield be solved immediately. Others,

like the staff's present inability to car oUt,countywide planning, would not

be solved immediately because it yould take time for the planning unit to

develop procedures for gathering information and establish a 'useful data

base. However, the creation of, a planning unit and the ability of the .

planning staff to concentrate on planning would make it possible for, them to

gather information 'that is 'not now available and, eventually, to use it to

improve operational efficiency.

There are three-problems the MORE plan woad only mitigate: understaffing,

the inabillsty of a too small staff to perform all essential tasks, and

competition of regular and special education for a limited amount ofs, staff
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Exhibit 15.3

MAJOR PUPIL TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS
SOLVED OR MITIGATED BY THE MORE PROPOSALa

Mitigated

Major Problem Solved Only

o Managers, supervisors separated from
central office and one another

o No constant supervIlpion at depots

o Need for coordination increased, staff's
ability to coordinate decreased

,o Inability of staff to carry out
countywide planning or plan other

than by administrative area
v

o Managerial, supervisory, and
clerical staff too small

o Staff dutfes do not reflect operational realities x

o Too small staff scattered, staff cannot
perform all asSigned tasks

o Constant interruptiOns, staff cannot
devote continuous time to egsential tasks

o Inadequate field supervision .

o Regular and special education compete for
seriously limited amount of staff time

o Area offices responsible for most special
education transportation,

o DillisiOn has no ability to carry out
long range planning

o Trainingjnadequate and. uncoordinated

aParallels Exhibit 15.1, but concentrates on major problems*.
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time. While specialization can increase staff efficiency, it cannot entirely

compensate for understaffing. Thereiore, the success of the MORE plan--or of

any attack on the,division's prokemsdepende on increasing the staff. Since

this is such an important topic, it will be treated separately later in this

chapter.

MORE Proposal: Description Of Functional Units
And Staff Responsibilities

rs.

JP'

.Exhibit 15.4 shows the functional units proposed by the MORE' team an4 the

responsibilities ,of each unit's staff. In each case some additional

explanation is required. Howeyer,qt is assumed that ample justification for

each function or unit haspbten girien in previous chapters and that extended

discusaion is not needed.here.

Pupil Transportation Supervisor and Staff

The director of the Division of Transportation has pointed out the need Tor a

mid-leyel administrator to be responsible for pupil transportation, and thq
Board of Education has tentatively approved the position.of Supervisor of _Bus
OPerations to fill that ..need. The MORE team agree that the-position is

needed, but believe the pOsition should be titled pupil. TranspOftation

Supervisor to reflect the fact that the administrator would be responsible for
./11.1 pupil transportation functions,,not for bus operations alone.

Exhibit 15.4.shows that the supervisor's secretarial and clerical étaff Would

be responsible for preparing- the payroll, i complex and time'consuming task

under present conditions. The assumption here is that a relief driver pool

would be creafed and that relief drivers would work regular hours.

Dispatchers at the depots would simply check daily attendance, record

absences, and send the reporting forms to the central office for processing.
The payroll would therefore be like.any othet supportive ,services payroll in

MCPS. There would still be a su-bstitute payroll, but it should not present

problems of the magnitude of the present one, especially since dispatchers

, could keep records on simplified forms.

Planning and Data Analysis

The formation of this unit
wouldeventually be brought
the planning capacity it

for obtaining and analyzing

would offer the best hope that transportation costs
under' control 'because it would give the division .

so badly needs. Staff members,would be responsible
the information and data the division dOes not now

a- 1



Exh6it 15.4
4

MORB TEAM PROPOSAL:
FUNCTIONS AND DUTIES

PUPIL TRANSPORTATION SUPERVISOR AND STAFF

Carry out instructions of Director of Transportation Division and

coordinate work of units

.
Prepare entire payroll (including drivers, substitutes, aides)

PLANNING AND.DATA ANALYSIS UNIT

. Set up,*tn cooperation with computer center, pupil data base

Maintain liaison with all MCI'S units capable of providing essential

information .about schools, pupils, and conditions affecting

transportation .

Maintain, liaison with metropolitan and county planning units, police

department,and other organizations capable of providing information

Collect and analyze all data obtained from transportation operations

Plan routes and schedules in cooperation with bus opeiations unit

ylan resouice needs

TRAINING.AND FIELD.SERVICE UNIT

. Plan and coordinate all training for drivers, aides, and '(if

necesssary) for other members of pupil transportation staff

Carry out in class and behind-wheel *training for drivers and aides

except training in spiCial education problcms (yhich Unit coordinates)

Carry out required 24-month behind-wheel supervimion of drivers

Investigate all accidents and analyze accident information

Coordinate, toain.ing programs and accident prebention program

COMMUNITY RELATIONS UNI2 (Provided with special phone lines for intoming

calls)

s.* Collect and maintain reference file of ail MSDE, MCPS, on'd other

, regulations or laws that deal with transportation services to be

offered and limits of services .

Maintain .up-tociate maps showing boundaries bitween walk-to-school and

bus-transportation zdnes (or obtain from ,planning unit)

Maintain reference file mf Individuals oc offices to call to find

solutions to ptoblems

.
Handle all inquiries4 complaintlt, etc. from parents or ppblic,

.
Arrange for rapid solution to and fallow up of problem

. Note: Parents and yublic would be given one number to call, adti the

,Community Relations Onit would be'a central clearing house:

224 ,
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Exhibit 15.4 (d94.)

Bus OPERATIONS UIT II

o CoomUnication'Service (Provided via tadio and special telephone)4

. Communicate with dispatchers, supervising auto meChanics, route
supervisors by radio and, when necessary, by telephone

,. Take emergency calls from drivers and.relay informatión

n Field and Special Trip Service (Provided with special telephone)

Takc'all calls about field and special trips from school area
offices, principals, and othefs

Communicate requests to bus oper tions specialists and dispatchers

Confirm and follow up requests

Note: Ail requests ruld come through this unit

o _Pegula E4ucacioniTranspartatton

f

. ) Deal w th day-to-day operations problems of regular education buses
and dr 11 vers

Make minor modifications in routes and schedules as needed

Confer with Planning Unit on long range routing and scheduling

o Special EdAlt4tion Transportation (Special education phone)

Deal 'with wday-to-day 'operational problems of ill special educatidn
buses and eilecial education pupils who ride regular buses

Make minor modifications in routes and schedules of special
education ruses

.eMaintain liaison with Office'of Special and Alternative Educatiiin

6Confer with Planning Unit on long range routing and scheduling and
with Training Unit on training of drivers and aides

DEPOT STAFF.

o Dispatchers

Supervise and control at depot 49 busesy drivers, and aides

Coordinate and assign buses and drivers'to field and special trips

Assign relief 'drivers and arrange for emergency relief 'buses and
drivers

o Route Supervisors

Asbistant dispatcher in supervision and control at depbt

Perform fleld 'duties and supervision se asiigned by dispatcher

o. Reli ef Drivers

Serve as driver substitutes under direction of dispatcher

. , Perform other auties assigned by dispatcher

,
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have: demographic information about p9pils, information about neW hoUsing and

shifts in? populaeion, information bout road conditions, and so on. If it_is

determined that principals are the Ast source of pupil information data,

planning unit staff would,coordinate the collec4on of the data. In addition,

they.would be responsible for invedtigating and reporting on innovations /ike

computer routing and others that may, in the long run, rethice costs.

.Training and Field Service

The present position of vehicle operator instructorlshould be upgraded to

equal that of a present area supervisor,(and be retitled appropriately), and

the individual should be made the head of an adequalply staffed unit. 'Staff

members'would be responsible for providing all training offered by the

Division of.Transportation and for coordinating training in special education.

the vehicle operator. .instructor is already responsible fgt.- reporting and

analyzing accident data, serving as chairman of the investigating board, 'and

for. conducting post-accident remedial training. However,' at present,

on-the-acene investigadOn may be ecnducted by almost anyone in an area

1 office. Information about accidents is not coordinated with training, and

there is no real accident prevention program. MItking the .training unit

iesponsiblp for accident investigation and data analysis would assure the

continuity now lacking,and also relieve the bus operations staff of a chore

that interferes 'with other tasks. , Information about the causes or correlates

of accidents could be used by thetraining staff in planning all training,

including, of course, post-accident*remedial training.

The training staff would alsd be responsible for the 24-month op-bus

supervision of drivers that is required by MSDE but not now carried out. The

job could be done easily by 'two staff members who crld devote about 25

percent of their time to it (about two Hours a day).. Supervision and

training would thus be a continuum. Informatien obtained from on-bus

observation could be used to.identify training needs. Remedial training could

be deveioped and required for drivers with less than satisfactRry supervisory

4reports.

-as

,
,

1Given about 600 drivers every 2 years = 300 per year/2 staff members =

150 drivers pet' year .per staff member. With 185 daiqi per school year, each

staff member would have to supervise only 1 driver per day. If the driver

were observed on' 1 entire morning or aaarnoon runp it would take 2 hours oh

the average. .

2It should be pointed out that the reorganization plan pr6sented by the ;
Transportation Division makes 12 route supervisors responsible for on-bus

observationmhen and ifthey have time to do it.(see Chapter 12). Even. if

the job was actually done, it would not be coordinated with training.
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It might be mentioned that on-bus supervisors '1'":d almost inevitably learn a
great deal about the road system, the bis route network, problems of drivers
and aides, and so on. This information, regularly reported, could be ofvalue
to the entire pupil tranaportation staff.

Community Relationa$

7f

r'
,

abmmunity relations is a constant, time-considgmg task that is presently,
magnIfied beyond necessity. A parent My call several .offices and
individuals, some of Whom do not have decision-making author#y to try to find
iolutions to problems. Everyone then'calls area transportation offices. The
problem can be brought under control by establishing a unit that handles all
public contact. The unit would be pmaided With special telephone service,
and parents would be given one number to call. Staff members would have the
information (see Exhibit 15.4) that would enable them eithr to make decisioolis

' or to arrange for decisions in a reasonable period of time.

Bus Operations Unit

Staff members of the bus operations unit would be responsible only for
day-to-day fleet operations. This would inclUde the following:

o Exercising control over buses, drivers,
relief drivers_

Assigning buses and''drivers to routes
cooperation with the planning unit)

o Assuring that buses adhere to schedules 'and arrive at their
.destinations

aides, route supervisors, and

and special trips (in

o Providing emergency pervices

o Making minor modifitations in routes and schedules as needed ,

To eliminate the present competition between regular and special education for
limited amount of staff time, one group of staff members would be.

responsible for regular and another for special education. The special
education sub-unit would be equipped with a special telephone for contact with
princOals and other MCPS staff members only (not also from parents, who would
contact the community relations unit).

. 3
The Board of Education would have] to support the unit by making

appropriate regulations and.procedures on which decisions can be based. Even'
Without this. imatediate support, however, the unit could relieve the but
operations staff,of the burden of calla from parents.

.
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The field trip sub-unit would be responsible for arranging all field and

Special trips or other services like half-day closings. Again the unit,would

have a special telephone number, and all MCPS staff would 'call that single

nuiher to make arrangements for trips.

The communications service would be responsible for all radio communicatfons

and would be equipped with,a special telephone line to be u ed 'by drivers in ,?

emergencies. It is assumedlthat eventually all buses woul be radio equipped

and, that the communication ,service Would be able to contact drivers,

dispatchers, and route supervisors by radio. At that time, the special

telephone line would no longer be needled..

Diapatchers

It has been shown that the only way to parantee. constant supervision and

...control of buses and depotstaff is to,assign a dispatcher with Supervisory

rank to'each depot. Ttle dispatcher would be Fesponsible for a wide variety of

tasks, including the following:

o Checking attendance of. drivers, aides, route supervisors, relief

drivers, and substitutes'.

o Checking buses and drivers off of and onto the lot

o Assigning buses-and drivers to special trips at the request of' the

field trip subunit 4

o Assigning relief drivers to open runs and; when necessary, calling in

substitutes

.o Checking odometers and taking other measures to contiol personal

unauthorized use of buses

o , Scheduling buses for maintenance

These and-other controls that a well trained dispatcher can exercise could, bi

themselyesincrease the efficiency of operation and; in doing so, probably

reduce operating costs.

122522_422EZiEnt

The MORE 'plan, like the reorganization plan proposed by the Division of

Transportaelon, aflows for route supervisorsat depots. However, %tile the

division's current plan requires 12 supervisors, the MORE plan would require

fewer, because they would be responsible for fewer jobs. .The training unit

would be responsible for on-bus training, suRervision'and accident

investigation. The communication service and 'the dispatcher would' be

responsible for transmitting messages to drtvers. The dispatcher would

203
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control and supervise busek, drivers, aideseand other depot Staff. Route
supervisors would not have to Serve as substitute drivers except in unusual
ciicumstances. Senior relief drivers could also assume some sUpervisory
responsibilities. The smaller number of route supervisors smuld, ,..therefore,,

be able to serve .as assistant dispatchers when necessary-and concentrate on
specific supeivisory responsibilities assigned by the% dispatcher or the

Central bus'operations staff.
*

As was panted out in Chapter 12, the' Transportation Division's-plan-makes
whae.are essentially highei paid radio driverstrèsponsible for supervising a

given number of regular drivers. It is .claimed that coVert'ontheroad
superviiion would increase safety. The MORE' team believe, however, that it is

=realistic to think that a route supervisor in a large yellow ichool bus can
actually perform covert snpervision and that this is not an effective way tO

do road, checks. Instead, a very few, perhaps only two supervisors, could be
assigned pool cars and do road checks on a random schedule (or random to the

drivers). Since''different pool cars could be used every day, they would be
difficult to detect. And since drivers would not know supervisors' scheddles,
they would have good reason,to believe that a supervisor may be lurking around
the next bend in the road,

Relief Drivers

' The proposal for a relief driver pool is made in Chapter 10. It is pointed
out there that relief drivers, even when serving as.substitute drivers, could
do many jobs that are not now being done regularly, among them the following:

o Checking safety of .bus stops or'road'conditions

-o Taking load Counts

o Obtaining information about routes (mileage, efficiency,, etc.)

o Checking odometers at depots

Some jobs, like checking odometers, could be assigned by, the dispatcher.
Others would be assigned by unit heads and scheduled through and by the
dispatcher.

Staff at Other Lots

Some buses are now parked on high schdol parking lots, and it is likely that

this wytIcontinue to be true for some time in the future. To provide for
superv sion and control of these buses and their drivers, senior relief

driverk or, if necessary, route supervisors could serve as dispatchers at"
these ttgh school lots. An alternative would,be to have drivers report in and

radio (see later) to an assigned dispatcher, though this is not the
same as direct supervision.,

229.
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MORE Proposal: Staffing And Staff Development

'MORE'Staffing Proposal

4

Exhiiiit 15.5 shows that the functional units proposed ty the MORA' team' coftld'

be formed,,eby tire staff allimed. by the 11 1983 budgfte On the left_ of.the,

exhibit are the,unitit and job titles and, in parentheses, the number of staff

members that could be assigned to each unit; od the right ate the positibns

ahd numbers of staff allowed in the FT 1983 budget. ,Because adoption of the

MORE plan would iivolve upgrading some positional the positions and ranks 'are

dot exactly comparable. For exalple, route supervisors allowed in the FY 1983

budget do not have rank equal to that 2f dispatchers in the MORE plan.

However, there are 31 positions in both cases.

As has been pointed out repeatedly, pupil transportation is understaffed, aid

even increased efficiency brought about by specialization cannot entirely

compensate for this. Some units would be unable to function as effectively as

they should with the number of staff members shown in Exhibit 15.5: community

relations, field trip service (un0r bus operations), regular education

operations, and special education transportation. The MORE team therefore

recommend that these units or services be staffed as shown in Exhibit 15.6.

The reasona for these additiona are as folloos: 3

o Community Relations

A single specialat could not handle all calls, arrange solutions tc:

'
all problems, and perform all other duties. In 'addition, when the

,specialiat took leave, therk Would, be no one to assume full

responsibility for the uniX. Anassistant would be badly needed.

The clerk would have responsibility for maintaining reference files,

pulling regulations, etc. The equivalent of a switchboard operator,

the telephone service clerk, would be needed to answer_ and transfer

calls.

o Field Trip Serviee

One individual ,cannot handle all tequests for service, and there

would be no ode t6 assume responSibility when the' specialist took

leave. An assistant would be needed.

'Accurate accounting for field trip time 'and mileage and monitoring

changes in costs can save money for MCPS. A clerk would be needed

to perform theselunctions.

-

4
E eluding substttutes in the FY 1983 budget and relief diivers in *e

MORE plan.

.
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Exhibit 15.5

S.TAFFING FUNCTIONAL UNITS
WITH.FY 1983 STAFF

. MORI Plan Positional'

PUPIL TRANSPORTATION SUPEOISOR

recretary (1)

Payroll accountinuclerk (1)

PLANNING AND DATA ANALYSIS UNIT

Planning supervisor (1)
Assistant planning supervisor (1)

Planning assistants (2)

(1)

Secretary (1)

TRAINING AND FIELD SERVICE UNTT

Training supervisor (1)

Field supervisors (2)

Field investigators (2)

COMMUNITY RELATIONi-UNIT

Public contact specialist (l)

Clerk (1)

BUS OPERATIONS UNIT

CommuniCations operator (1)

Field trip spacialist (1)

Regular Education SubUntt

Bus operations specialists (2)

Assistant operations.specialist (1)

Special Edtication SubUnit

SAE transportation specialist (
Assistant SAE specialift (1)

DEPOT STAFF

Dispatchers (4)

Route supervisors (4)

Relief drivers

FT 1983 Staff k
J

Supervisor of 16 Operations (1)

Arts,adainistratiis secretary.(1)
Arealadsinistrativf secretary (1)

°

Area transportation supervisor (1)

Assistant.transportation supervisor (1)

Route supervisors (2)

Ares administrative secretary (1)

Vehiale operator instructor (1)

Area transportation assistants (2)

Route supervisors (2)

Ossistant transportation sjitrvisor (1)

Area general clerk (1)

Area general clerk (1)

Area general. clerk (1)

Area transportation supervisors (2)
Assistant transportation supervisor (1)

SAE transportation specialist (I)
Assittant SAE siecialist (1)

Route supervisors (4)
b

Route supervisors (4)

See Chapter 10. equiialent already
included in substitute budget

a
Special and Alternative Transportation Specialist.

b
The route upervisor poiitions incluied iti,the FY 1963 budget are not

s
equivalent in rank to that of dispatcher. See text for recommendations.
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Exhibit 15.6

STAFFING OF SELECTED FUNCTIONAL'UNITS

(* indicates additional staff)

COMMUNITY RELATIONS

Community contact specialist (1)

*Assistant community contact specialist (1)

Clerk (1)

*Telephone service clerk (1)

BUS OPERATIONS.

Communications operator (1)

,Field trip specialist (1) ----

*Assistant field trip specialist (1)

*Field trip clerk (1)
General Clerk (1)

RULlEG EDUCATION SUB-41NIT

Bus-oper tions specialists (2)
Assistant opeirations specialist (1)

*Operations assistant (1)
,

,-.--

SPECIAL EDUCATION SUB-UNIT
\..

SAE transPortation specialist (1)

Assistant SAE specialist (1)
'*SAE assistant (1)

.*Asiditional staff beyond FY 19834llowanm Total =

207 .
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o Regular Edncation

. An operations as stant would be needed to back up this rather

,P0

small central unit staff, particularly before improlted management
--- and control.could reduce operational problems.

In _addition, the position could be considered a promotional and
1 supervisory,training position.

o .Special Education

Two specialiits.cannot handle all special education operations and
also attend CARD and other meetings. An assistant.would be needed.

It should be noted that only six new positioneare advocated, a 19 percent
increase over the adtinistrative, supervisory, and clerical staff ,of 31
allowed, by the FY 1983 budget. However, given the staffing proposed here, all
units should be able to function efficiently for a long time in the future, and
exercise far greater control over operations and costs than the present staff
is capable of doing. It might also 'be mentioned yet again that the pupil .

transpertation" staff is only about 83'percent as large as it was in FY 1975,
despite the fact that there are now more buses, drivers, aides, and services
to be managed. Increasiii 'the staff by 19 percent would therefore merely,
represent'restoratiOn of ,the 15 percent by which the staff has been cut over
the years and a real increase of only 4 percent. This is hardly unreasonable,
and even with the propOsed increase, the pupil transportation staff, who
manage more than 600 bises'and driverat,would be only slightly larger than the
county Ride-On staff, who manage only 90/buses at peak load.

Salary Costs and Payback

The Department of Personnel'Services would have to ettablish appropriate
grades tor the positions recommended in the MORE reorganization proposal. It
IS therefore not possible to say what.exact,costs would be. However, the ,MORE
staff estimate that annnal salary costs for the MORE plan would be between
$150,000 and $170,000 greater than the.amount already budgeted (FY 1083) to
implement the Transportation Division'S plan. In Chapter 13, it was shown

"that reducing mileage on each bus run by onlY .91 of a' Mile by more efficient
planning would reduce operating and maintenance costeby,more thin $300,000 a
year. This alone would not only pay the annual cost of reorganization, but

. would yield a net saving to MCPS of $130,000 to $150,000 a year. Additional
savings Could be,expected as a result of increased control that could be
exerdised by diepatchers, supervisors, and managers.

'
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Start-urStaffing

It ie- well known that the
than subsequent costs. Vte

members. More staff are

operation running smorothly%

pupil transportition_ stilt
members, probably for the e

Odle functional units would be iet up As recommended, some would 'not have

much impact on fieet.operations for as meth as year. For example, it would

probably take the planning unit fhat long to develop a useful information- and

data base and to begin systemwide planning. Therefore, bus operationsduring

that time Would not be much different than at,present,', and lboth the regular

and special education sub-units might 3.eed more staff than proposed in Exhibit

15.5 and 15.6. So also might other units like community relations and

services like payroll. The MORE staff believe that,the pupil transportafion,

staff, on the basis of,their experience with present'conditions of operation,

should determine the 'numbers and assignments af temporary staff members needed

to carry them out through the start-up year.

cost of starting up an
same thing is true

needed initially that
Therefore, if the MO
would have to be a

re first year of reor,

operation is alwaya greater

of the number of staff

are needed later to keep an

plan were adopted, the

ented by temporary staff

nization.

In Chapter 10 it was shown that callingl 4in:--assigning, and accounting for

4 substitutes is a major time-consuming Chore. It could continue ta be a

serious problem during the period af reorganization, because it is doubtful

that the relief driver ,pool could be created within the first year.

Therefore, during the set-up period, the Transportation Division should be

authorized to hire a sufficient number of substitutes who would report to-work

every day (without being called in), be as8ign0 a four-hour daily schedule,

and be paid oet-of the.existing substitute account.

Staff Develoment

In Chapter 13' it was pointed out that the pupil transportation staff have

inherited certain attitudes towards and ways of managing the transportation

system. . They have learned to resPond to demands, not to control the

conditions of operation:. Because they have had to respond, they have learned

to solve problems in What might be very costly ways. Furthermore, a feeling

Of resignation apparently ptails among the staff. Many staff members

expressed to the MORE. team t e belief that their problemi are not understood

by upper-echelon ,administrators or by the Board of Edutation and.that, in any

case, they will not receive the support of the Board (financial, enforcement

of regulations, etc.). Some expressed the fear that if they were to ask for °

major improvements, they would not get even the very little they have

requested in the FY i983 budget.

In addition, some staff members have,not been adequately 'prepared to do the

jobs for which they are actually responsible Ayr, if adequately prepared'

209 234
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initially, have received no continuing in-service or other training. For
example, it has been general practice to promote bus drivers to the
transportation assistant positions. If transportation assistants actually
functioned as field supervisors (as in the job description), experienced bus
drivers might be considered adequately prepared for the job, provided they
were given in-service supervisory training. :However, as was shown in Chapter
12, transportation assistanta have to perform a wide variety of.jobs in area
offices: managing field trips, community relations, etc. Experience as a bus
driver is probably not adequate preparation for performing these or other
supervisory or managerial jobs in area offices or the central office.
Transportation supervisors, on the other hand, must have college degrees and
training to qualify for the positions. However, after they hqve been. hired
(or promoted), MCPS offers them few opportunities to increase their knowledge
ana skills.

In view of thes codaiderations, it is not surprising that in .many.meetings
and interviews. the MORE team discovered that some pupil transportation staff
members find it difficult to conceive of, managing transportation in new or_
better ways. Some, for example, seem to have little knowledge of what
information might be useful for planning or how to use informstton if it were
alienable. Very, few flave any idea of what information or data are alreadq
availhble from the central coriputer, what useful reports could be generated,
or what 'the best and most usefUl format of reports shoula be. 'In general,
staff seem to have little real knowledge of the teehnological innovations, that
haVe already been introduced elsewhere in MCPS (Word procesiors,
mini-computers, etc.), of what electronic'devices can and cannot do, or of how
they might benefit pupil transportation.

Obviously, MCPS has an inVestment it the present administrative rand
supervisory staff_of pupil tfansportation. Many of them have considerable
knowledge of schools, housing, roads, regulations, laws, etc. in Montgomery
County. However, they need to be taught .how to administer, supervise, and
plan in new and different ways to eliminate problems and reduce costs. ft
would therefore be esseniiil, during the first year or two of reorganization,
for _MCPS to invest in'a major staff developmetI program, conducted under the
aegis of the Department of Staff Development. The following should be
included:

o Planning routes and schedules to redUce operating problems and costs

o Obtaining, managing, and using data for route and schedule planning

o Principles of electronic data aid word processing

O Principles and methods of direct supervision and remote supervision
(i.e., under conditions when the supervisor cannot always be in direct
contact with workers)

1

5
Whether' or not the mug proposal is adopted, such a program is needed

if transportation is to be properly managed and if costs are to be,reduced. ,

1"--
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Additional top cs would also have to be identified by the division staff in'

cooperation ytth the Department of Staff Development. Some of the necessary

training ca probably be provAded by MCPS staff, though consultants may have

to be brou t in to deal with special topics like route planning.

Traini g would probably not provide for all needs. In some cases, members of

the ptipjl transportation staff should have to apply for positions in the new

organization and compete with other applicants from within and outside MCPS.

The-position of supervisor of pupil transpOrtation, for example, should be

filled by an, individual who .has had experience in managing a transportation

system and who already has training in,plaOning, managing data, and electrpnic

data processing. The head of the training and field service unit woad be

responsible for planding and coordinating all training and should therefore

have both academic credentials ahd experience in'progrAt Planning, training,

driver education, classroom management, and supervision of educational or

training programs. The ,four dispatcher positions should be filkae by

experienced dispatchers capable of managing and superviling large numbers *of'

vehicles and drivers and of dealing with complet schhdules and assignments.

The 1 director of the division and his administrative superyisors might, of

course,- determine, that some other positions should be filled by open

competition. It should be mentioned that MCPS has followed the procedure of

filling key positions by reapplication and open competition in previous

administrative reorganizations.

Building oi Offices

MORE Proposal: Facilities And Supports

The MORE plan would necessitate relocation of the pupil,transportation Staff

from,the area offices to a central office. The central' office staff could

operate from.virtually anywhere in the county, though perhaps Most effiCiently

from the Rockville-Gaithersburg area. It is 'doubtful thai the staff could be'

housed in the present central office at Shady Grove Road, because therwis

little or no room for more offices. In.fact, the overall purpose of 'the new

organizaqon , might be best served by moving the entire central offtce to a new,

location. For many reasons, one of 'the closed schools would be . an

'excellent choice for a pupil transportation office.7.

-
6
Proposals' whiOi?. have been, made for the Division of Maintenance could

,require additional offices at Shady.Grove Road; space would be available if

the Division of Tranhportation central office were moved.

7
The training unit would need classrooms. The planning unit would need

rather large workrooms in which to hang large Mips, etc.
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A dispatcher would need an office. Route supervisors and relief driyers would

need shelter while waiting for assignments. It,should also be mentioned here

that supervising auto mechanics reported that drivers are sometimes a nuisance

in automotive shops (see Part III). At present, there imo.place for drivers
to wait while seryice tickets are being written and no place for them to take

shelter or have coffee except in the common roomLused by mechanics asa lunch

room. But they must go iomeplace, and the parking lot is not a suitable place

for shelter: on a cold Minter day. Under the circumstances, it would be

detirable to provide both dffices and waiting rooms at the depots. Trailerp

or, still better, temporary buildings would be quite satisfactory.

Telephonet and Radios
. -

As has been described, some units would have to bave special telephone lines.
The bus operations unit would need a radio, and 'dispatchers should also have

radios. There is already radio equipment at each of the three area offites,
so only a small amount of additional equipment would have to be purchased.

Eventually, all buees should-be equipped With radios to enaike drivers to make

emergency calls directly to dispatchers. This would solve the problem now

faced by drivers, Oho can heither leave the bus nor send a puPil to make an

emergency telephone call. It would also eliminate the pretent.problems caused
by second- or thirdhand relaying of information to the gakage staff. On-but

radio would also permit, the dispatcher or the central operator to relay

messages to drivers (changes in routes, etc.). Route supervisors would. then'
no longer have to do this chore.by driving a bus to a school as is done now.

Transportation supervisfts say it would not be a good idea to equip buses with
radios because there would be tdo much on-the-air chatter among drivers.

This, however, is a matter of discipline, and since the central radio would be
monitored constantly, it should be possible to enforce the rule that drivers

are to use the;radio for emergency calls,only.

The cost of equipping buses with radios is a more important consideration than .

radio discipline. The supervisor of automotive maintenance estimated that the'

cost would be about $1,200 per bus or more than $700,000 for the fleet. Under:

present economic conditions, this would be prohibitive. However, actual costa
may not be that high. It is possible to buy a reasonably good two-way radio
for between $300 and $500, and the unit price would be lower for bulk

purchases. Purthermore, all buses in the fleet would not have to be equipped

with radios imone fiscal year. Instead, costs could be spread out over a
5-year period or longer.

212
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.' Computer SuPport

The pupil transporiation staff should -Undoubtedly have computer and word

processor support--eventually. It could, for example, be visualized that the

much needed student data could.,flow directly from the main computer to word

processors in the pupil transportation office and that the word processors

could produce lists of.pupils by route, pographic area, etc. However, as has

been shown,.the necessary information and data Are either wit now available or

are not reliable. Furthermore, as was said earlier, most members of the pupil

transportation'staff know very little about the kind of informatibn they need,

how to use information for planning, and the potential Inge'of electronic data

and word processing equipment in managing transportation. Therefore, the

planning an4 data analysis unit would have to work closely during the first

year of reorganization with the Department of Management Infortation and

Computer Services to determine-their needs and how those needs can be met. At

the same time, most,of the members of the central office staff of pupil

transportation should be given basic training in electronic data processing

andrits applications.
t

DiscussionA

ProlAded that'ihe Board of Education gave full support by impletenting other

recommendations included in this report; the MORE teat believe that the

adoption of, their plan and staffing recommendations would vastly inCrease the

efficiency of the pupil transportation staff and make:it possible for them to

plan, manage, supervise, and control the bperation. The MORE. routing study

demonstrated,that using pupils' addresses as.the basis for planning bus stops

and routes, concentrating on reducing mileage, and enforcing already existing

MCPS regulations'can substantially reduce pupil transportation costs. So also

should greater control OT buses, better driver training, and all of die other

improvements the ,MORE plah'..would, make possible. However, there.can be no

absolute guarantee, especially in the-first year or two, that the adoption of.

,the plan would autotatically lead to a reduction in costs, because it cannot

be known what additional demands willbe 'made On the TranspOrtation Division

in the future.

. What can be guaranteed is that there is little hope.that transportation costs

will ever be reduced if the status quo is maintained. The Pupil ,

transportation staff have been wotking on,a treadmill for years, unable to get

.6
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off and unable to change'direction. Under adverse circumstanced, they have
done an excellent job, a job that.is appreciated by the users of the services

they provide. But is was said in Chapter-5, they have done so at great human
cost and probably at too great a financial cost. They 'must be given the

. .

opportunity to reduce these coats. The MORE taan would provide that

opportunity.

Recommendation

o TheMORE plan for centralizing and reorganizing puPil ,traisportation
and for increasing fhe pupil transportatinn staff should,be adoOted and
implemented.

*:
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\ PART III

AUTMOTIVE SERVICES
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CBAPTER 16

DESCRIPTION OP SERVICES

Introduction

4

tec9sethe functions of the Transportation Division's automotive services

section are not as obvious or as well understoOd is those 'of pupil

transportation, it ii appropriate to begin .this part of the report with

descriptions lof those functiona, the most important of which are listed in

Exhibit 16.1. A deseription of the organization of automotive services had

been given in Chapter, 2. To recapitulate briefly, there are four' large

automotive parking lots and repair depots: Shady Grove, Randolph, Bethesda,

ana Clarksburg. Depot supervisors and mechanics are responsible for the

maintenance and.repair of vehicles assigned to 'their ,parking lots and for

providing emergency road service in their geographic (not school

administrative) areas. The. Shady:Grove depot is also responsible for ordering

awl distributing parts, supplies, and equipment, and for certain major jobs

that cannot be done at area depots.

PreventiVe Maintenance: School Buses

Because the,school bus fleet represents the greatest nuMber of vehicles awned

and operated by MCPS, preventive maintenance of the buses is a major job of

the automotive services staff. To keep ,the buses *running and reduce the

number of operating pioblems and repiits," the Transportation Division has

established its own preventive maintenance 'procedure" and schedule. In

addition, the state's Motor Vehicle Administration (MVA) aets preventive

1
"Automotive seryices"- is used as a convenience thrOughout Part .III,

though with et6me justification. Automotive,services has a mid-level manager

in the Transportation Division's central office (sUpervisor of autoMotive

maintenance) and operates as a kind of sub-unit or section.

r
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Exhibit 16.1

'FUNCTIONS OF AUTOMOTIVE.SERVICES '

o Provides prelntive maintenance and repair of the pupil transportation bus
fleet and .all vehicles owned by MCPS (MAintenance Division,,SUpply

. Division, rood Services Division)

.

o Provides emergency road service for the school bus fleet and all other
MCPS vehicles

o 'Purchases and stores fuel (gasoline, .diesel) %for all MCPS vehicles and.
distributes (pumps) fuel to.MCP$ vehicles; driver education zart, and some
county vehicles .

o Providei ,tnaintenance, rallair, and operating cost data to MCPS uiits that
own and Operate vehicles (including for driver education iaars, which are
not owned by MCPS) 4

o Maintains a .large parts inventory' at the hady Groye depot for all MCPS
vehicles, distributes parts to automotive depOts, and maintains small
inventory at depots

o Operates MCPS motor pool and staff car systema

aThe motor pool and staff cars are not discussed in this report but will be
dealt.with in a future MORE report as a financial, not an operational matter,
not at operational one.
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Exhibit 16.2

Division ef Tronsportation
MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Rockville, Maryland

30 DAY INSPECTION (SERVICING)

..
Date In Vehicle Number " Work Pertained By "

Date OW . Mileage
I.

_ .

,

VEHICLE ON LIFT -- AU adjustments should be made iceording
to the manufacturer's retommendatibns.

.

0

(AIR BRAKE EQUIPPED VEHICLES)

Inspect lines, chambers. hoses for air leaks

Inspect air tangs aricl automatic drain valve

(VEHICLE ON SHOP FLOOR) , 0

Battery --Child( water, clean and tighten terminals

Belts ,, Inspict and tighten
.

Alternator -- Inspect and tighten mounts

.
Carburetor -- Clean sir cleaner

Fuel Filter -- Clean orreplate

1
Antifretze -- Check

Oil Feed and reborn lines :: Check

rburetor and gss tines -- Check for leaks

Brake pedal -- Check free travel .
. .

Radiator Heater -- Check for leaks

(AIR BRAKE EQUIPPED VEHICLES)

met+, and tighten air compressor mounting bolts

Check operation-- fill alcohol tveporator

. /
i

.

.

.

..

.
, BRAKES -- Adjust

. --.--,..
.

/.--c..

CLUTCH -- Check linkage. adjust If required
/ t

,
/

HYDROVAC -- Inspect for teaks

HYDRAULIC BRAKE LINES --;- Inspect for leaks

.

MUFFLER Inspect till pipe and hangers
.

'SPRINGS (front and rear) -- Inspect U bolts

.

7.
. .

TIRES Chock for incorrect wear, air essurepr ?t

...
.

POWER STEERING Inspect lines near pump and cylinder
/

/

-for oil water.lesksENGINE -- inspect a
.

DRIVE LINE -- Inspect

1

.

Tit ROD ENDS Inspect ,

GREASE AND CHANGE OIL MONTHLY -- Change oil filter

tt4rY`Othet month

.

CHECK AUTOMATICTRANSMISSION OIL FOR DIS
COLORATION AND CHECK FOR PROPER OIL LEVEL

.
.

r

. A.
,
.i -.1
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4 maintenance standards. for 'school,,buses, and.MSDE has written MVA standards

into its own regulations.

Monthly Service

fte

Once-a month, every school bus is inspected and serviced according Ao

standards established by the TraispOrtation Division (Exhibit 16.2). The,

driver to whom a bus is assigned is personally responsible for making an

appoinement,for service each month: A driver who has not made Or kept'an

appointment is notified and required to bring the bus into the shop.

Annual Preventive Maintenance Check

MVA requires that each bus be given an 'annual fteventive maintenance check.

Minimum requirements ate shown in Exhibit 16.3. The automotive services staff

are responsible for carrying out the Check and doing 'any work that might' be

required. The Transportation Divisioa sends eo MVA a form ,certifying that the

check has been completed. Automotive services staff set up a schedu.le for the

annual preventive maintenance check and tell drivers whet "to bring buses to

the shop.

State Inspection

Three times a year, each bus undergoes inspections administered jointly by MVA

and the Transportation Divtsion. Each of the inspections of the entire fleet

is carried out within about-a two-week period, making it a very busy_ timp for

all of the automotive services staff. Exhibit 116.4 shows' inspection

standards. If a bus fails inspection, defects Mu4t be corrected by the

automotive services staff. ,In recent years, the'staff ha1e been conducting

.pre-inspection checks to keep the failure rate to a mintmum."

,

Pw.rentive Maintenance: Other ;Yehicled

There are no MCPS, 1.P.fA: or MSDE requirements or standard's for preventive'

maintenance of the vehicles of the Mainteilance,, "Supply, or Food Services

Divisions. The supervisor of automotive maintenance reports' that every effort

. is made to give each vehicle at least on orough maintenance check per year,

and depot supervisors report that they se edule vehicles other than buices for

regular lubrication and oil ehange;
1/

41

-
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o Brake Drums:

specifications

Exhibit 16.3

"MVA MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR ANNUAL

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE OF SCHOOL4BUSES8

Check for cracks, mechanical *damage, manufaeturer's

o Brake Linings: Reline if less than 1/16 inch (bonded), if ,less than 102

inch it any rivet head (riveted)

a Drag Link-Tie Rods-Ail other steering linkage: No excessi e play
4

Exhaust System:

o Brake System:

Replace ifaystem is patched or leaks

Check hoses and tubes for leaks, 'cracks, iMproper support

King Pins-Ball Joints: Replace if measurement is found to be in excess of

(specified diameters)

o Master Cylinders: Check for leeks, fluid level must be at least 1/2 full

4

'o Parking Brake: Must have more than 1/3 reserve, 'must hold vehl!cle on any

grade

o Service Brake; Pedal travel Must' not'be less than 1/3

o Springs, Shackles, Shocks: keplace broken oryorn parts

o Tires: Must ...haVe minimum tread of 4/32" front, 2/32" rear, no cuts, no

cord showi , no mismatched tires

o Wheel A arings: ,Cheek for improper atuistment and damage

available

o Wheel Cylinders: No wheel cylinder leaks

o Wheel Seals: sear,wheel seals must not leak -
a;From MVA vehicls preventive maintenance inspection, certification form,

DL129 (9779).
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Exhibit 16.4

STATE INSPECTION STANDARDS

But No.

Division of Transportation
MONTGOMERY COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Rockville. Maryland

DEFECTS

SCHOOL BUS INSPECTION

Mileage Tag No. Sh00 Area No. Date

Insoection Site

RETURN TO illOP SUPERVISOR

GROUP I - Suspension and Frame
17-3711 Joints: R. L
2. Drag Link: c Adj. - Replace
3. Tie Rods: End - R.

. 4. Swings; Shackles (Bolts) - Hangers - Leaves Broken -
, R.F. - R.R. L.P. - L.R.

S. Shock Ateorbers: R.F:- R.R. - L,F, - 1..R.
B. Rear Axie Seal: R.L. - Rear Wheel Front Wheel -Seal
7.' Front End Alignment
I. King Pins and Bushing
9. Steering Column "U" Joint - Upper Bearing

10. Steering Gear Box - Adl, - Leaks =Tighten Mounting Bolts
11. Power Steering Mechanism Seal and Hoses: Replace
12. ao.s, Attach-rent Clamps - Insulators - Loose - RePlace

GROUP 11 - Brakes and Wheels - Rims
1. Service: Ach.
2. Air or Vacuum Booster Leak
3. Low Indicator: Air,Vacuum
4. Emergency System
5. Master Cylinder: r
6. Wheel Cylinder - Leak - Brake Hose

Wheel Bearing: R.L. - Front - Rear - Adj. - Replace
Wheel Lug Nuts: Loose - Missing
Tires: R.R.O. - R.R.I. - LR'.0 - L.FLL - R.F. - L.F.

10: 4ir Leak Foot Valve r Desludger Valve - Dryer - Relay
Valve

11. Air Chamber: Diaphram - R.R, LR. R.F. - L.F.
12. Hose: Run, - Line - Tank -*Bracket - Strap
13. Air Comptes-or - Bracket - Broken - Loose - Bolts

.1 7.

.5.
9.

GROUP lit - Engine and Exhaust

1. Air Cleaner - Tighten -.Chan - Repair - Bolt Broken
2. Alternator r Generator - Regina! - Tighten - Bolt Broken
3. Battery Holddown - Clean - Tighten Replace -

Battery Cable
4. Drive Belts: Adj. - Replace - Alt. - Fan - P/S
S. Fuel Leaks - Cart). Fuel Pump - Tank Lines
6. Gaskets and Seals -

GROUP III Continved

7. Engin* Mounts: F.R. R.L.
B. Racism Hester - Hose - Top - Bottom
9. Fan Shroud - Tighten - Replace - Broken

10. ' Lines andWiring
11. Heater Core - Ricestor'Coh -,Leaking
12. Rarfistor Support - Loose - Repair
13, Adto Tranernission - Leaks - Mounts Lbose

Shift Cable+ Replace
14. Engine Operation -
15. Engine Cleanliness - Oil Leak - Seal - F.R.

Vallee Cover - R.L. - Filter .
16. Pinion Seal - Gasket - Leaking
17. Exhaust and Tail Pipes Manifold - Length -

Hangers - Replace - Tighten - Flange
Leaking

18. Clamp - Tighten Replace 1-2-344-5
19. Muffler: Tighten - Replace
20. P.C.V. Valve
21. Transmission Floor Crater - Loose -

Weather Strip
GROUP IV - Lighting and Glazing
1. Headlight - R. L. - Tighten - Replace

Tail Light Lens: R.L. - Broken ,

Replace 0
3. Waming Flasher 'hod: R.F. R.R.

Replace - Straighten L.F. L.R.
4. Clearance Lights L.F. L.R.

R.F. R.R.
5. Center Cluster F. R. Lens
6. Turri Signal - Hazard - R.F. R.R.

Indicator - L.F. L.R.
7. interior -Step Well
B. Back Up: R. L.
9. License Plate - Missing - Fr. - R. -

Repaint Numbers
10. thstrument Panel - Wiring - Gas Gauge- Heat

. Gauge - Amp Gauge - Oil PressureGauge
11. Glass: Window - Doors - Frames Logiet-

, Windshield.- Cracked R. gs,

GROUP rv Continued

12. Windshield Wipers R. - 4-111.Mgtor -
blades Arm'

13. 'Odometer Speedometer

GROUP V - Emergency Equipment

First Aid Kit - Flares Reflectors -Axe - Fire
Extinguisher

, 1

GROUP VI - General
7.-ForTy Condition: Repair - Paint - Ton -

R.S. L.S. - F. - R.
2. Lettering Grill Loose .

3. Mirror: Exterior - Interior - R.L - Clots
.0ver - Replace - Tighten Bracket

4. Repaint Word -School Bus -
S. Service Door- Weather Strip
6. Emergency Door =Stop Lower Glass Guard

Buzzer Latch - Hard to Open
7. Emergency Exit - Latch Glass Guard,
8. Heater - Defroster - Switch - Motor -

,Replace - Tighten
O. Horn/s

.
10. Flooe Covering: Metal Strkk-Cement -

Replace .
11. Driver Seat Belt - Loose - Replace
12. Interior Condition Dirty
13. Stanchion Poll Lgose - Covet
14. #121Indicator 1.igf)t
15. Sun Visor
16. Miscellaneous

.1,7. Stet' Frames - R1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8 9 10 11
L1 2 3 4 5 6 78 9 10 11

18. Upholstery - Cushion - Pads -Clips
R. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

,AcMVAAtrector COUnty le.upectos
MCPS Form 21542. Revised October 1981
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.Repair Service

Automotive services staff
2
perform repairs of almost all kinds on, the vehicles

owned and operated by MCPS. Most repairh can be done at any of the depots,

just as most repairs on private _automobiles .can .be done at a_ small

neighborhood garage. However, some jobsirequire special or heavy equipment

which would, under normal' circumstances, be used infrequently at anTsingle

depot. Therefore, large or highlyspecialited repairs,are done at the Shady

Grove shop, which has the necessary equiOment. Preventive maintenance and

repair of school buses always have priority, but work on school buses is

gen,erally done by the day shift, while work on other vehicles is done by the

night shift.

Emergency Road Service

Each depot, except Clarksburg, has a to4 truck and a roadservice vehicle:

Towing or mechan cal service is provided fo all MCPS vehicles that experience,

problems on the roa . Emergency service is proNcided by the depot nearest to

.the scene of a breakdown or. accident. The Shady Grove depot handles road

emergencies in the- larksburg service area, and the Bethesda depot handles

road calls for any MCPS vehicles that happen to be in the District of Columbia

4e.g.,,buses taking pupils on field trips).

Motor Fuel*Service
;

The Montgomery County government procUres motor,fuel for all county agencies.

The conG4tor delivers gasoline and diesel fuel to dsers. The Transportation

Division is responsible ior Maintaining bulk storage tanks'and, pumph and for

pumping the fuel, i.e., for operating service ttations. There are storage'

tanks and pumps at'the automotive depots, Lincoln Center, and, to serve driver

education cars, at high school lots. While automotive service workers

sometimes pump fuel, bus drivers and drivers of other vehicles also fill their
own tanks.. Depot pumps dre linked to a computer, die GasBoy system, which it

in the Transportation Division's Central office. The person who pumps fuel

enteri the vehicle's number and current odometer reading into the system at

the pump, and this information and the amount of fuel delivered are recorded

and printed oUt at the division's central office,by the computer.

2
Exceptions are highly specialized repairs, especially repairs of' the

components of some very large .vehicles.
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Maintenance, Repair, And Cost' Data .

Every: time an automotive mechanic or automotive service worker does a job, no
matter how small, a repair order (better known as an RO) must be filled out.

The form is quite large and is therefore not included as an ekhibit here.
However, it is like the forms used in most large private ahtomotive rdpair

shops_ and with which most car owners are familiar. At the beginning.of a job,
.the depot supervisor issues an RO to the'mechanic who is to do the woik. A
description of with job, the time it took to complete the job, the parts used
and their identification numbers, and the/quantitities of supplies are entered

onto the RO, which becomes a complete data and cost-accounting record of each
job. Every RO has a preprinted control number, and every MCPS vehicle has an

identification number, which is entered onto an RO at the beginning of a job.
Thus, the data on RO's are always linked

.
to particular vehicles and to the

.

units to which the vehicles are assigned.
. .. .

RO's are sent from the depots to the Transportation Divisioes central office,
where the account clerk, using a remote terminal, enters the data from each RO

into the MCPS central computer. (A copy of each RO is returned.to the depot,
where a maintenance file is kept for each vehicle.) In addition, though the

tflow is not direct from one system to the other, fuel and leage data for
. each bus are taken frdm GasBoy ana entered into the central co ra uter. At any

given time, then, there is a central record of fuel consumption,.maintenance,
repairs, labor time, labor costs, parts, cost of parts, etc., for every MCPS

vehicle. A number of reports are generated from these data: weekly

transportation reports, monthly transportation reports, monthly .gost

summaries, and so on. The Transportation Division is responsible for

providing the Maintenance, Supply, and Food Services Divisions with these

reports.

Parts AUd Equipment

MCPS owis and operates more than .1,000 motor vehicles of a wide variety of

type, model, size, age, manufacturer, etc. To maintain and repair them, the
Transportation Division must order, maintain, and account for a large and
complex stock of parts and supplies. The central automotive services staff at

Shady Grove is responsible for ordering, receiving, distributing, and
. accounting for parts, supplies, and equipment. Parts and supplies are sent

from Shady Grove to other transportation depots, each of which has its own
small parts department.

I
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'Technological .Planrting

Just as the pupil transportation staff are responsible for keeping abreast of

technological development like computer routing, the automotive.services staff

are responaible for keeping abreast of changes in automotive technology. Pot

example, though the diesel sngine is by no means a new detelopment, interesp

in diesel-powered school buses has grown enormously in iecent years because of

the fuel.efficiency of the diesel. Automotive services staff investigated the

use of diesel and arranged for the trial of one diesel bus in normal MCPS

service. As a resu;t, MCPS will soon have 89 diesel buses in its fleet. This

and other technological innovations promise to save MCPS money by reducing

vehicle operating costs;_and, indeed, technological planning is the major way'

in which the automotive serVices staff.can contribute to" reducing operating

costs in transportation, maintenance, and other school services.
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CHAPTER 17

'SERVICES AND THE BDtGET

Mejor Trends .

Some General Trends

.

. 4
,

Exhibit 17.1 showe some major trends in services and staffing betieen FY 1975

and FY 1981. (See also Chapter 2 for additional trend data.) The numbeis of

school busee and railed travelled by buses and the numbers of Meintenance

; aivision and Supply Division (including Food Services) vehicles havb increased

since FY 1975. The number of maintenance and'mechanical staff Members in the

Transportation Division has, also increaied, but by a greater percentage than

the'increaees in numbers of,vehicIes or school bus mileage.'

Costs
;

Exhibit 17.2shows major!itrends in operating and maintenance costs by diyision

for the same, FY, 1975 to FY 1981 period, giving actual copts, costs equated

for inflation by the CPI (1975 is base year),.and psrcentage %.of change. It

must, be understood that differences among divisions in percentages of change

reflect differences in vehicle types, mileage,.and otheiv*riables.that affect

costs, nOt differences in management ori staff efficiency. For example, for

school buses, the'percentage of indrease in the cost of gas, oil, and tires

was 277 percent, while for Maintenance Division trucks, the increase was 245

,percent. 'But the school bus fleet has. 'grown. mote than the Maintenance

Division fleet, and more pupil transpottation services are.offered iow than in

'FT 1975. .

1Data are broken don by division only because this

reported on. vaitous computer Orintouts. Averaging

data because there'are great differences in ambers and

in the different divisions.

is the way costs are

costs would distort the
types of vehicles used
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EAtbit 17.1

MAJdk TRENDS IN SERVICE AND STAFF ,

Number of school buses on routes

Number of miles travelled by
school buses.in millions

.

Numberoof Maintenance Division
vehicles'

Number,of,Supply Division (and Food
Service) .Vehiclesa

Transportation Division
b

maintenance.and mechanical staff

FY 1975 FY 1981

526 602'

.95 9.82

260 262

25 32

49 71

Peicentage
Change.

14
t

241'

1

28

.45

a
Food Services vehicles have- been accounted for in the past. as Suppiy.

Division vehicles.

b
Not including administrative, supervisory, and technical staff, the number

of which, for the Transportaiion Division,.was decreased by 87 percent during
the same period.

I.

2 51
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991

Transportation Division
(School Buses)c

Exhibit 17.2
r

TEENDS /N MAJOR OPERATIONAL
AND MAINTENANCE COSTS:

FY 1975 - FY 1981
(Costs it $1,000)

, FY 1981 bPercentage Changeab

FY 1975 Actual *Ijusted. Actual Adjusted

9.999*

, FY 1981 bPercentage Changeab

FY 1975 Actual *Ijusted. Actual Adjusted

'L. d

aPercentage change fram FY 1975 - FY 1981;.percentage6 are based on original',

dat.a4 not on the rOunded data,given here. .

b
Adjusted for inflation .by the CPI,. using.pi 197 as thellase 'year:

aSchool buses only;. Transportation. Dillsion trueks not included.
. 7

d
Food Seivices Division: vehiáles..have. sin the past, .teen Accounted fot as

SuPply Divisionft.vehicles,land cOsts Canpot be separated out.

tion. Dillsion trueks not included.
. 7

t
19,

..
19,

..

.1

Exhibit 17.2
r

TEENDS /N MAJOR OPERATIONAL
AND MAINTENANCE COSTS:

FY 1975 - FY 1981
(Costs it $1,000)

d
Food Seivices Division: vehiáles..have. sin the past, .teen Accounted fot as

SuPply Divisionft.vehicles,land cOsts Canpot be separated out.

9.999*

'L. d
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As might be expected, the coat of gas, -oil, and tires increased more than any

other cost in either actual or adjusted dollars. The cost of parts also

increased rather dramatically in actual dollars, though when adjusted for

i flation, far less than the adjusted cost of petroleum products and tires.

ChCract costs for the maintenance of school buses and Supply Divisilh (and
Food Services) vehicles _decreased substantially, because the automotive

. sepv1ces etaff, in recenr7a7.177 have obtained traininfand equipment to
able them to perform work that was previously contracted. In the

Maintenance Division, contract costs have increased by 232 percent'(101

percent adjusted), primarily because the, division operates large trash
compactors and some other special vehicles that are maintained by contract.

As was said earlier, the percentage of increase in the number of maintenance
and mechanical staff in the Transportation Division has been much greater than

percentages of increase in the number of school buses, bus mileage, and in the
number of other vehicles (Exhibit 17.1). However, Exhibit 17.2 shows that of
the costs ihat increased, labor increased least of all, espeFially when
adjusted for inflation (resulting in an 18 percent decrease in one case).

.*

Budget Planning For School Bus
. Maintenance And Operating Costs

Because automotive services is included as part of the total Transportation

Division budget, everything that is said about budget planning in Chapter 6 is
'applicable here. The division staff use the data available to them and

attempt' to prepare a realistic budget. The budget presented for approval is
based primarily on past budgets, not on,the documented needs of the division,

and must. conform to sPending guidelines that may not always be realistic. In

recent years, this has resulted in the diVision's beifig forced to underbudget

(or apparently overspend)-for autOmotive services.

Figure 17.3 illustrates the situation... In FY 1981, the amount ',fidgeted for

maintenance and operation of school buses was $2,258,000, but the amount'.

actually spent was $3,062,060,. It is true that actual expenditures for"FY
1981 would not have been known at the time the FY 1982 budget was being

prepared (data are. al Ys two years behind the budget in preparation)..

However, it was certain y known that actual, expenditutes have typically

exceeded the amounts budgeted. It was also known that more demanda for

services have been made on the,Transportation Division every year since at

least FY 1975 .and that more buses were to be assigned to school bus routes.
For all of the reasons given in Part II, the exact number of additional route

bump may not have been known'in advance, but funds for the purchase of 11
additional buses were included in the FY 1982 budget. It had to be assumed

that these additional buses would, by themselves, increase maintenance and
operating costs.

. \
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Exhibit 17.3

AN EXAMPLE OF UNDERBUDGETING FOR

MAINTENANCE AND OPERATION OF SCHOOL BUSES

Actual Expenditures Budgeted Percentage

Budget Item, FY 1981 FY 1982 Difference'

. Gasoline $2,015,399 $2,037,578 + 1

Oil 29,892 32,582 + 9

Tires and tubes 365,745 236,135 35

Parts 651,024 693,705 + 7

Total $3,062,060a $3,000,000 , 2

Percentage

School.Bus Data ,FY 1981) FY 1982 Increase

Number of school
buses on routes .586 602 + 3

Miles travelled by
school buses in millions

L. 9.82 + 4

ain FY 1981, gaoline, oil, tires, tubes, and parts were_budgeted as .one line

item described as "Opergxion of, Buses (Gasoline and OW". orThe amount

budgeted was $2,258,000, or $804,060 leis than was lictually spent. .
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Despite what was or should,,have een known, according to the division's
director, "the budget review procesepiaced a budget limit of $3,000,000 (on
gasoline, oil, tires, tubes, and parts)." Thus, in a year that: the number
of buses on' routes increased by 3 percent and the number of miles by 4
percent, the maintenance and operating budget for school buses was decreased
by 2 percent, or by $62,060 below actual eiloenditures for the previous yegi.*
It is true that the separate amounts budgeted for gasoline, oil, ,and parts
were greater than the'amounts actually spent in FY 1981. However, it would be
difficult to argue that they represent realistic increases (especially for
gasoline) when the total amount allowed for the maintenance and operation of
additionalbuses was less than the amount spent the year before.

Funding And Reimbursement:
School Buses

Again, whit is said in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6 about funding and reimbursement
of pupil transportation costs is applicable here and therefore requires only
brief review. \Wore FY 1982, when block funding was started, MSDE funded a
sizeable portion of automotive services by providing a mileage allowance for
maintenance and operating costs of school buses. If inflation continues at a
rate higher than 8 percent per year, MCPS will have to fund increasingly large
proportions of future .automotive serviCes budgeti (see Chapter 3 in.
particular).

OMM.

The charges made for field and other special...trips include a standard amount
for bus maintenance and operating costs. In Chapter 6 it is shown that
charges have generally been too low and do not cover actual costs to the
Transportation Division or to MCPS. However, after the'Board of Education
revised field trip rates in FY 1981, MCPS realized a "profit" of $14,398 from
the maintenance and operating component of field trip charges made between
April and June of 1981. This did not offset a loss of $43,835 in maintenance
and operating 'costs that had been incurred between July 1980 and March 1981
and only modestly reduced the total loss on field trips in FY 1981 (to $91,5164
nstead of $105,914). sat is po sible that the !'profit" from maintenance and

(I

perating costs might continu . But a profit, in this case, is an indication
(just as a loss is) that the maintenance and operating component of the field
trip charge has not been calculated accurately. Again, the-entire issue is
discusqed and recommendations are made in Chapter 6.

2
FY 1983 budget question number 34 and answer.
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Budgeting.And Accounting.'
For Costs In Other MCPS Units

By any reasonable standard, the automotive services staff provide a systemwide

or central maintenande service for all 'ECPS vehicles. Like other central

services (the Supply_plyieion, for example), automotive services budgets for

its own operating (CA!ts. Other units include vehicle maintenance and

operating costs as a line item in their own budgets. Automotive services \-

pumps the gas and performs maintenance work on the vehicles. Thereafter, the

Division of Accounting, using data supplied by the Transportation Divisiod,

charges operating, maintenance, and repair costs to the appropriate division's.

\
operating budget. A budgeting and accounting system of this kind is quite

satisfactory, provided that the following conditions are met:

o All actual. major costs must be included in charges against the

accounts of the users of the service.

o Costs should not be charged to inappropriate state budget categories.

o One user of the service should not absorb costs incurred by other

users.

o Users- of the service should have a large measure of control over

spending and should receive adequate and timely information on which

to base spending.and budgeting decisions.

At present, these conditions are not being met.

Bucigeting and Charging for Service

Thi categories in -Which funds are budgeted are mandated by the state. The

Supply Division's vehicle, costs are assigned to Category 08 and the

Maintenance Division's to-Category 09. These costs include only gasoline,

pil, tires, tubes, and parts used in repairs. Pupi/ transportation costs are

assigned to Category 07, and all Transportation Divisionlunds.are budgeted in

this category. Like_the other divisions,.the Transportation Division has a

line item' in its budget for the maintenance and operation of sthool Euses;

and, as in othei divisions' hudgets, that line item includes only fuel, til,

tires, tubes, and parts. Although the automotive servicesstaff maintain all

MCP8 vehiciis, and not just school buses, ttleir salaries Are included in the
A

Transportation Division's budget in.Category 07.
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As, was discussed in Chapter . 16, automotive servidat. repair 'orders give
,detailed cost information about every job performed.by vehicle and divisional

assignment of the vehicle; the information is entered into the MCPS central

computer. The Division of Accounting uses the data to make charges for

operating_ and mOintenance costs to the various divisional accounts. However,

labor costa are not included in the .chatges. This is not, in itself,

particularly unusual in MCPS. The Supply Division, for example,.does not
charge users of the service for the labor costs involved in delivering

supplies.- However, not charging for the labor of the automotive services
staff violates three of the four conditions discussed earlier: malor costs are
not charged to us,Ors, costs are charged to inappropriate state categories, and
one user of the service absorbs,costs that should be.charged to other users.

In automotive services, labor tp often the major cost of a maintenance job.

For example, a mechanic and acci auto service worket may lubriiate a Maintenance
Division truck, make a preventive maintenance check while the truck is on the

lift, adjust the brakes, and tighten the parking brake cable. The cost of the
materials (grease) would be only a#ew penn es, and labor would be the major

ee4A
cost of the job. However,the Mainten ce Division would not be charged for
this major, expense, and the cost o labor would, be absorked by the

Transportation Divison. This means that a major cost would be inappropriately
Charged to state budget Category 07, which is supposed to be used only for

pupil transOrtation. It also means that the Transportation Division, which
budgets separately,for school ,bus maintenance and operating costs and .is

therefore only one ,more user of automotive services, would be charged for
service costs actually incurred by the Maintenance Division.

Control Over Spending

As was said earlier, a user who is charged for a setvice should have a large '

measure of control over spending and adequate information on which to base
spending decisions. As matters now stand, the automotive seryices ptaff have

considerable control over the amount other units must spend, Male unit
managers appear to have little control. The costs of parts, motor oil,

grease, and tires are, of course, not determined by automotive service:a.

However, the aufom ive services staff.determine what work needs to Ile done on

Vehicles and what ;Arts and materials are used. Decisions about work thus
become cost and spei1ing decisions.

.

According to automotive managers and supervisors, they.do not make decisions
independently, but confer with managdrs of other units when major work is
needed:on a vehicle. They said, for example, that if a Maintenance °Division

truck needed a new transmissiona very expensive ,job--tbe supervisor of
automotive maintenance. (or hii designee) would discuas the situationswith the

director of the 'Maintenance Division. The two managers, it was reported,
would take into account fhe costs of the job, how much of its vehicle budget

the Maintenance Division had already spent, the age of the truck and its
remaining_time in service, and other relevant information. The decision to

replace or not replace the transmission would then be made by the director of
the,Maintenance Division, but with the .help of ,and on the advice of the
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automotive services staff. Hbwever, quite in*contrast to'this report, the

managers of the* Departmenb of School Facilities and the Division of

Maintenance said the follow* in a meeting with the MORE staff:

o The Maintehance Division does not get a preventive _maintenance

schedule fran automotive services, is not notified when or if a

vehicle is actually given service, and has no'way to dheck to find out

if work is, done:

o When repairs are needed, automotive services does the work without

notifying the Maintenance Division.

o The director of the Maintenance Divisionhas no knowledge of what a

repair will'cost and gets no estimate inl advance f automotive

services.

o At any given time, the Department of School Facilities and the

.
Division of Maintenance have no'exact' knowledge of how much of the

vehicle budget has been spent on repairs and cannot make a reasonable

estimate.

Not all of these-problems were reported by 5he director of the Supply Division

in his interview with the MORE staffi However, he .did say that the

all/Aim usually does not know ho* much of its vehicle maintenance and

operating budget has been spent and is "completely at a loss for budgeting".

As a result, he said, the division may be underbudgeted because managers

cannot deterMine actual dosts and therefore cannot present a good case for

adequate funding. Thus while the reports of the two directors may differ ,in

detaift there is agreement that they do not have Very much day-to-day control

over spending.

It would.not be fair to leave the impression. thai the automotive services

staff deliberately withhold information froN division directors and managers.

Work, would grind to a halt if-they had to cdnfer with a mapager about every

oil'change, grease job, or brake adjustment. In fact, if they did this, each

director would, in effect,, have' to manage the preventive maintenance and

repair of the division's vehicles; and the advdnages derived from a centriti

garage service would be negated. Therefore, the automotive services staff

,must make most decisions about the work to be performed,, and conferences with

division managerp muskbe restricted to major jobs. Nonetheless, at any given

time, users should kno* jlow much-of their vehicle budgeehas been encumbered

so they can make informed deciaions about spending and budgeting.

3
The Maintenance Divisio. n has mire than 250 vehicles, assigned ,to and.

.,

parked at all traneportation depots. The Supply Division hasonly slightly

more than, 30. vehicles and a dispatcher who controls vehidle servicing

. schedules. The service ana maintenance problems of the twollivisions are

therefOre quite 'different.
.

-
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Exhibit 17.4

TRANSPORTATION REPORTS
OF MEREST TO USERS OF

AUTOMOTIVE'SERVICES

o Monthly Accounting Cas/Oil Statistics Report

Quantities and cost of gasoline and oil by operating areaa

o Monthly Accounting Repair Activity Report

Cost of parts, tires, MCPS labor, and contract repair by operating area

o Vehicle Repair Cost Summary: ,

Month by month, year7to-date listing of costs by type of' repair by
operating, area

o Vehicle Gas/Oil Cost Summary:

Month-by-month, year-to-date listing of quantities and costs ofgas, 'oil,
and transmission fluid by operating area

o Monthly Transportdtion Exception Report

Identifies vehicles which exceed certain limits of gasaline, oil, or
transmission fluid consumption or which require 'excessive numbers of
adjudtments or repairs. Also "flags" vehicles with no record of monthly
,service

o Year-enctReports

Detailed vehicle expense repori for each vehicle and totaled by operating
-areas

o 4R-4

Year-end totals of gas, oil, tires, parts, labor, indirect costs, mileage,
,and cost per mile fox each vehicle and by operating area

_

a
oztatim area is used in report descriptions to refer to user or vehicle
assignment: bus, pool car, supply vehicle, etc.
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Timeliness-of Information

/n Chapter 16 it was pointed out that various reports are produced by the

central computer from the coat and other data obtained from repair orders.

Some of these'reports would provide unit managers with the information they

need to make decisions about spending and to exercise some control over

costs--provided that the reports were produced and sent to managers within a

reasonable time. Brief, descriptions of the most useful reports are given in

Exhibit 17.4. .

Unfortunately, in the past, monthly reports have been run by the Data

Processing Division approximately three weeks to a month after the end of the

month to which th4y apply, e.g., the April report would .be produced in late

May or sometimes *early- June. . Division directors have gotten them perhapir a

week or more after that. Sometimes reports-have not been produced and sent to '

users for even longer periods. The director of the Supply Divisfon said, for

example, that in the autumn of 1981, his vehicle account had not been "billed't .

for several months, but that he needed the data
4
because he was, ih'theprocess

of making the budget for the next fiscal, year. Apparently; some reports

are not sent to users at all. The monthly exception report would be valuablei

to directors, since it identifies vehicles which consume excessive amounts of

fuel ,or require excessive numbers of adjustments or repairs. However, in

interviews, the directors said they were not 'at all familiar with the

exception report and never received it.

There are probably many reasons why these reports are not,sent out.on time.or

not produced and distributed at all. In general, managers of' the

Transportation Division say the division has "low priority" for date

processing. pe MORE team found; however, that the Division of Data

,Processing seems to produce reports as soon /IS all data are received from or

entered into the computer by the Transportation Divisoh. It is probable that

the whole system for getting infordation ftouvrepair orders and GasBoy to the

central Co3puter and from the central computer to users. is far, too,

cumbersome. Whatever the reapue users of ,automotive, services do not

receive the information they needon which to base spending and budget

decisions' in a reasonable time, and do not get some information that Would

enable them to exercise better dohtrol over spending (e.g., the 'vehicle

exception report).

4
This means ,that -the laat complete set of,data to which the director

had access had to be,for the previous fiscal year, or two 'years removed from

the budget he was prepar.

-
'5
It was reportef very recently 'that an effort has been made to reduct

the time it takes to'enter data into the system and produce reports. jt is.

said that reports are now received by the 10th of each month.
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Discussion.

-

Transportation Division §ervice

Automotive services must he lOoked at in two ways: as an integral part of'the
Transportation Division,and as a central MCPS service. Anything that has an
impact on pupil tran#Olortation affects automotive services in its rolgeas a
provider of service foesschool buies. As the number of pupils transported,
buses, and miles tray ed by buses have increased over the years, there have
been correspondiAg inc s in the number of,staff and costs .of automotive
services. Tbp maint e and operating costs Of school buses can be
controlled, thin, primar y by controlling the growth And cost of pupil
transportation services. This, of course, is one of the most important topies
discussed throughout Part II (but see especially ,Chapter 6), _end it is assumed
that if recommendations made there .for controlling and perhaps_eventually
reducing pupil transportation costs are adopted, .the cost of ,automotiVe
services would also be reduced. Until those recommendations can be carried
out, it.is unrealistic to force the Transportation Division.to underbudget (or
overspend) every year for automotive services in, thp fac4 of increasing pupil
transportatiOn costs simply because the,division's budget as a whole has to

conform tn certain rather arbitrary spending -guidelines. It is even more
unrealistic to increase the number of pupil transportation. services Afferid
(see Part II) and add buses to the fleet while in the same budfget cutting th&
allowancesfor school bus maintenanceand operating costs. ,,

. MCPS Central Service

Every central MCPS service absorbs costs that are actually incurred by,other
.units, and therefore costs,, are, in effect, transferrer2Oong state budget
categorieS. In itáelf, this ii not a problem. However, becaune the cost of
labor is .often the major cost of vehicle maintenance, not charging users for
labor is a questionable . management procedure. First of all, failure to
budget .and charge for thil major cost makes it almost impossible ,to determine
the true costs to MCPS oiklervices,'functions, or practices. In turn it. is
also impossible to detlimine actual spending trends or to identify Costs that .

might_be better4coAtrolled or reduced. Furthermore, not charging users for
the labor involved in vehicle maintenance inflates the apparent cost of pupil
transportation and makes the costs of other serviar like maintenance and,

supply appear lower. *than they _actually are. Obviouily it cannot.be proVed
that this has had an adverse effect on* the Transportation Division's or

I
Charging users for labor would require the modifiation of some MCPS

budgeting .procedures so that automotAi lechanic positions would not be
charged against the budgets of units other than the Transportation Division.

4
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automotive services' budget' in the past, but the potential Clearly exists.

:Because the divlsion's budget it arttficially inflAt6d, it could, during

budget preparation and negotiations; appear to exceed spending guidelines.

Cuts might be oraered, and thope cuts ,could be made in the budget of-the

division's pupil transpoxtation sub-unit. This could easily explain why the

pupil transportation supervisory staff has been reduced over the years despite

; the growth in eupil transportation services. Ho4ler, cute could, instead, 'be

made, in, the automotive services budget, a& this cOuld result iti serious :

Underbudgeting, as was discussed earlier and illusirafed in Exhibit 17.3.

There is no good reason why, labor costs involved 4,n vehicle iaintenance cannot

be charged to users of automotive services.

Since some major charges are already being made against their, budgets, users

of automotive services must have more control over spending and budgeting»than

they no4 have and more timely information on which to4 base decisions. There

must, however, be a reasonable balance between the need for effk4ent

operation of .automotive services and the need for managers to :con rol

spending. The automotive servicesotaff should not have to consult witbjand

get the approval of external managersleor every oil, change and grease sob,

though managers should know what first-echelon maintenance is to be perfo ed

on their vehicles, when it will be performed, and how much it will cost. he

situation could he handled adequately if, a4tomotive services provided oeh t

units with schedules and standard costs Of certain repetitive jobs i

advance. Beyond that, some cost limit might- be established. 'Automotive

services woulii not consult with managers on any job coating less than the

limit, but would do so if the .projected .cost_were above the limit. The%

process could be formalized,'at least to the extent that autmotive Services

would supply a cost estimate and the unit manager would approve the-work (or

noikapprove, defer it to a future time or budget, etc.). the process nee4 not

be cumbersome. Standard charges can be established for all jobs as is done in

private ildustry, so detailed job-by-job computdtion would, not, be

necessary.

1

et

Control over spending, information about spending, and budget preparation are

interrelated, and at present, users are not getting adequate information.: The

average lag of four to six weeks Yetween the end of tile month and the time

managers get that month's cost data is:far too great. At the end of the

fiscal year, ,the lag is even greater, and, managers been to develop the next_

year's budget before they 'know whdt the previous year's actual costs have

been. This, may result in underbudgeting.of vehicle expenses, as suggested by

the director of the Supply Division. The problem should not be difficult to
.

., .

e
,

.

,.. ,

.

l
hAn additional benefit would be derived. am the use of standard

charges. At present, a computer progr acalculates labor costs by mEt,tching a

mechanic's name and salary with 'the hours reported. This is an unnecessarily-

com?lex way of 'going .
about things, especially when labor costs are-reported

bui not charged to users' accounts (i.e., the precision of the information is

unrelated .to use). Standard charges. would simplify a limited chatgeback
. .

'system. See'also Part IV, the auditor's report.
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solve, however. Automotive services collects an enormous amount of data, and

many good and useful reports are already being produced. What is needed is a
reduction in the amount of time it takes to enter data from repair orders and

CasBoy into the central computer and to get essential information from the
central tomputer into the hands of managers. Apparently an attempt to

accomplish this is already under way.

Recommendations

o All recommendations made in Part.II that have the potential for

, controlling and perhaps reducing pupil transportation costs should be
carried out as a means also of controlling and possibly reducing school bus
maintenance and operating costs.

o All units should be charged for all automotive maintenance costs,

including the cost of labor, and mechanisms for carrying out this

recOmmendation should be established.

o Until.the preceding recommendation is carried out, it should be recognized

that automotive services performs a central MCPS function. Therefore, the

growti: (ox decrease) of the 'automotive servIcis component of the

Transportation Division budget should not be determined by general spending
guidelines, but at very least,by the following: .

. Number of pupil transportation services to be offered the bndget

year and all service and cost data (number of buses to be in service,
projected number of miles, etc.)

. Number of vehicles assigned to other MCPS individuals and units

oi
. Full time equivalent of hours devoted by automotive service mechanics

(and other workers) to MCPS vehicles other than school buses, and the
cost of labor

o To give unit managers more control olier spending and budgeting, a

committee or task force should be formed and should consist of a

representative from each of pe following divisions: Accounting, Food

Services, Supply, Maintenance, Data . Processing, and Transportation
(automotive services). The committee should consider the following and
make recommendations to the superintendent and Board of Education:

Cost and other data most useful to users of automotive services, and
'the most useful and comprehensible reporting format

. -When data are needed and for what purpose
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A
.First-echelon and preventive maintenance schedUles and standardized

costs

. The poilible use of atandard repair costs

Reduction/of time from lOilection of data to data processing and

sending reports to users

"..\ ../. A
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CHAPTER 18

DELIVERY OF SERVICE

Introduction

This thaliter deals w±ti preventive maintenance, repair, and emergency

services. Most of the discussion will focus On servi6ing school buses,

which represent .about 70percent of the vehicles maintained by the

Transportationw-Division. There are, of course, some problems involved in

providing service to the approximately 1,000 Vehicles owned by MCPS. Howver,

it was shown in Chapter 4 that the users of automotive services--bus drfers

and managers of the Maintenance Division and Supply Division--reported that

their vehicles are well maintained and that the automotive services staff

generally do good work in,reasonable time.

Preventive Maintenance Program: School Buses

The preventive maintenance prop* for school buses is described 'in ChaPter

16. Each bus is given a monthly safety and service check. Every year, each

bus is also given one extensive preventive maintenance check, three

pre-state-ins-Action checks, and three state inspections. Buses are also

checked and any needed adjustments or repairs Are. 'made throughout the year

when drivers bring problems to the attention of automotive supervisors.

1
These, of' course, are the ma4r services. Depo& and shop problems that

impinge on the efficient delivery of service are didtussed in the next, ,

chapter. The gasoline storage and delivery system and controls op fuel anti-

automotive parts are Aealt with in Part IV, the auditor's reporti
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Success of Program

Perhaps the beat measure of the success of the preventive maintenance program

is the rather detailed information presented in Exhibit 18.1. Bus drivers
were asked on a questionnaire to rate the state of repair or adequacy of

functioning of 19 major mechanical and safety componc4s of their buses and,
when appicable, of 5 components provided on some buses for special education
pupils. Exhibit 18.1 sives the components, ratipgs, percentages of drivers
giving each rating, and (below the footnote line) the meanings of ratings.

The vast majority of drivers reported that all components functioned well or

were in good repair. Small percentages of drivers (an average of about 16
percent fbr the 19 major components) said that one.component or. another worked
adequately but needed some adjustment or repair at the time they filled out
the questionnaire. This is probably to, be expected because.at any given time
a number of buses would not yet have had their monthly service. Only three
functions or components were said tO have been in pooi4 repair or operating
condition by more than 4 percent of the drivers: windowa, windshield
wipers, and heaters. This, however, is not necessarily an .indication of

inadequate maintenance. Anything used by large %lumbers of pupils (including
windows, seats, etc.) is subject to wear and a certain amount of abuse. In

contrast, drivers use windshield wipers only occasionally and may not detect
or report malfunctions immediately. .The automotive services staff are well
aware of. drivers' P complaints ahout heaters but can probably do very little
about the problem.

5
All in all, then, .MCPS school buses, as evaluated by

the drivers who use them every day, are in very good mechanical condition,
with functioning.and well-mainftindd safety.equipment.

2Most drivers who responded to the questionnaire did not drive buses
that hid special education equipment, which is the reason for the large
percentages of no response to those five items.

3
Meanings of ratings were carefully explained on the questionnaire to

assure Consistency of use and interpretation..

4
Four percent of the respondents represents a very small and

insignificant number of drivers and buses. In addition, some buses were
between maintenance checks.

5
School busesr are big and hard to heat. Opening doors to let students

get on a bus also lets in cold air. The problem, then, is not primarily a

maintenance problem.
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'Exhibit 18.1

DRIVERS' EVALUATION OF
MECHANICAL CONDITION OF SCHOOL BritES

Bus Component

.

'73 123.94staatat_Reepondents

Good. Fair Poor

Not Applicable
Or No Response

Body (general condition) 81 16 4 0

Window operation 68 23 8 0

Window glass . . 93 7 0 0

Outside mirrors .
79 21 0 0

Outside lights (head, tail, back up) 97 3 0 0

Outside safety signals (stop sign, e4) 92. 6 0 1

Turn signals 94 4 2 0

Windshield (and other) wipers 66 28' 6 Q

Doors and door mechanisms 76 21 3 0

Engine (general operation) 76 24 0 0

Starting system (Starter, battery, etc.) 82 1.4 3 0

Gauges (gas; odometer, etc.) 81 14 . 4 0

.Automatic transmission or gear shift ,82 15 4 0

Steering system (manual or Power) -'91 8 1 O.

lrakes 83 16 ' 0 2

Tires 89 10- 0 1

Heater 68 23 9 0

Seats-(upholstery.and supports) 70 26 4. 0

Floor covering

Special equipment

79 16 4 1 ,

Wheelchair lift
, 4 4 0 91

Brackets to hold wheelchairs 11 2 .0 87

Seat belts- 58 5 2 35

Harness 17 2 2 79

Tnfant/child car seat 4 1 0 95

.

,

aPercentages may not always equal exactly 100 percent because of rounding.

Good: Works well, not broken or torn, no repair or replacement needed

Fair: Works., not broken or torn, needs some adjustment or repair

Poor: Does not work at all, broken, torn, or in need of replacement or repair

NotApplicable: Item is not on respondent's bus
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The Problem of Tires .444.

Though all of the driveis said that the tires On their buses were fair io good
at the time of their evaluation (see Exhibit 18.1), there is some reason to

believe that there is a.problem. Auto mechanics, auto*service workers, and
tire repairers were asked on a questionnaire about the adequacy of preventive

maintenance schedules for lubrication, oil change, tune up, and tire

inspection. eats are shown at the top of Exhibit 18.2. While most of the

workers said the schedules for fubrication, oil change, And tune up are "about
right," 13 percent said tires are not checkWI repaired, or replaced often.
enough. Of course, this is not conclusive evidence that a problem actually
exists. However, tire maintenance, repair, and replacementdo present some
unusual problems for automotive services. Large bus tires and rimS requite
.special handling, and the necessary.equipment is at the Shady Grove depot.
Two tire repairers, both at Shady Grove, perform all tire work for,school
buses. This means either that tires must be brought from the oeher depots to ,

Shady Grove and then returned to the depots or that tire repairers must go out
to the depots where they do not have some of the special equipment they need.

The system is therefore cumbersome and may result in inadequate checking,
repair, or replacement of tires. It might be mentioned here that in the FY
1982 budget the allocation for bus tires and tubes was 35 percent below the
amount actually spent in FY 1981. If there is a problem, underbudgeting will
exacerbate it-(see,Chapter 17 for a disbussion of underbudgeting).

Scheduling Problems

The success of the preventive maintenance ptogrpm depends on driveirs' getting
' their buses to the depots for'the scheduled service, especially for monthly
inspection and service. Manageis and supervisors reported that drivers are
told about the service schedule in advance and are personally responsible fox

making mmnthly appointments for serviCe at the depots. Appointments are made
for times when drivers are not scheduled to make runs and, therefote, when
buses are supposed, to be on depot lots, Drivers who fail to make or keel)
hppointments are somehow notified (see later).

On their questionnaire, drivers were asked if they are actually told about the

preventive maintenance schedule and if the Transportation Division adheres to
the schedule. The questions and percentages of drivers responding in yarrous
ways are shown at the bottom of Exhibit 18.2. As it thrned out, some drivers
were confused by the way questiods were worded (see exhiblt footnote c).

Nonetheless, the milori0 of *drivers confirmed that thOv are told about the
service schedule and that ehe Transportation Division sticks to it. While the

system seems to work rather well, then, there are two4roblems: the failure
of some drivers to make or keep appointments and how drivers are notified of

the fact.
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Exhibit 18.2
-

RESPONSES TO
1
QUESTIONS ABOUt

PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE OF SCHOOL BUSES

Percentsgesa

Question, Resiotdents Response Choice SdtesEnidents

In.your opinion, is the Mechanics

followihg maintenance done Auto service

by usual schedules done at workers

about the 'right intervals? Tire repairers
b

I.
,

,.,Lube,.oll change, and Too ofteu 4 :

general check up About right 85

Not often enough 4

...1:

Basic tune up (plugs,
,

Too.often ,. 4

points, or elictronic Aboutrighe 80-:

ignition) Not often enough 7

0

Tire 44, repair Too often -' , 4

. or replacement - About right 74

Not often enough 13

''.

i

.

Are you told in advance Bus Yes' 74

the service,schedule for .drivers No 25c

yoiir bus?

Does the Transportation
Division usually stick to

the schedule?

Yes 90

No 0

No schedule,given 10c

aPercentages may be more or less than 100 percent

response.

e of rounding or no

bRespgnses from all three groups of workerswere merged'for analysis.

_The use of the word schedule was confusing to some drivers,, who interpreted

it to meari. the date on which a bus is to be taken to the shop. The drivers

make appointmerts. for monthly service and thus determine the "schedule"

themselves.
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According to the depot supervisors, in any giiren month only about 3 to 5

percent' of the drivers, or between 20 and p30, fail to make or keep

appointments. Though the number is small, supervisors said the problem is

serious. The air brakes on buses, they said, need to be checked once a month

and, on some buees, need to be adjusted at least that often. A missed

appointment therefore becomes a safety 'problem. Sometimes, the failure to

keep appointment is not the fault of the driver. For example, a driver may

make ppoihtment a week in advance, but may be assigned to cover an extra

run t,.the day the bus is to be serviced. Some drivers, however, simply

forget out appointments and fail to take buses back to depots as soon as

they have finished their runs. This is a more serious matter and reflects the
lack of supervisory control over drivers and buses. Since appointments are
made for times when drivers arelgot scheduled to make runs, a bus that is not
at the garage at the time of an apfbintment.is somewhere it should not be.

good,system for notifying drivers that they have missed or not made shop

appointments has apparehtly not yet been developed. Before FY 1983, tile

method was baakwards and therefore cumbersame. Depot supervisors prepared

lists of the identification numbers of buses that had been serviced thpm

month, Ind a clerk had to go through these lists of more'lhan 600 buses Ito

detect 'the missing numbers of the 20 or 30 that had not been servfced.

Beginning in FY 1983, the' clerk will receive and check the .monthly vehicle

exception report, which identifies the buses that have not been aerviced.

This is a step in- the right direction. However, as in the past; area

transportation supervisors will be given the numbers of these buses and will
contact the drivers by mail or telephone. Previously, the process Was time

consuming, and by, the time drivers were notified that they had missed

appointments, it was time to make the appointment for the next month. It

appears that this will continue to,be true.

Repair Servicel School Builes

Adjustmehts and repairs are performed when bpses are in the shop for routine

maintenance, and thus repair service is simply a,part of the entire preventive

maintenance program. ,However, Mechanics cannot detect all possible

malfunctions in advance. Therefore,,adjustments and repairs must also be made

when a Ariver .reports a problem or when d bus breaks down on the road, ist

damaged in an accident, or vandalized. .Both drivers and automotive services

staff members were asked on their questionnaires some questions about the

repair service. The questions and percentages of respondents answering in

given ways are shown in Exhibit 18.3

At first glance,' it seems rather surprising that 85 pircent of the driverS
said their buses had to'have mechanical ,repair"-from the' beginning of the

school year until the time the questionnaire was administered (a 4 month

interval). However, it, must be remembered that "repair" is an almost

all-inclusive word here and covers ,anything from a brake adjustment to an

engine o4erhaul. Furthermore, high frequency Of adjustment and repair is
favorable. In fact, it is the whole point of a preventive maintenance'program
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Questions

Exhibit 18.3

RESPONSES OF DRIVERS AND AUTO 'SERVICES STAFFa

TO QUESTIONS ABOUT THE REPAIR SERVICE

,BUS DRIVERS

Response Choices

Since the beginning of phe school Yes

year, has your bus had to have
mechanical repair (not accident)?

HoW long does it take fO4r, the shop

to complete the typical repair?

In general, is the work done
right the first time the bus
is taken to the shop?

No

Within 1 work
Within 2 work
Within 3 work
Longer than 3
'No experience

day

days

days
days
(do responde)

Percentages

Of Respondents

85

15

69
18

4

2

7

t Yes, always 33

Udually, sometimes bus
must be returned for

'same problem 54 i
No, bus usaally returned 6 '

for same problem
Don't know or can't judge. 7

AUTO SERVICES STAFF

t Wh

-.

en bus is in shop for routine

check, is enough time allowed to
identify problems and make all
adjustments and repairs so little
problemsAbnix become big ones?

About how long is a bus in the
shop,for the usual repair job?

How often AD you have to correcE
a problem that was supposed to be
corrected before by another worker?

Yes, always

Most of time, but

not always 50

Sometimes, but not often 13

Never 2

No opinion (or no response) 7

. 28.

1-4 hours

5-8 hours
About 2 work days ,

More than 2 work days
Can't judge .(or

no re4onde)

Very often
Often
Only once in a while
Very rarely'or nevet

72

4

2

2

15

7

21

50

22

aIncludes auto mechanics, auto service workers, and tire repairers taken as .

a group. All workers are not able to make,judgments about repairs, which

accounts.for large percentages of no responses or no judgment in some

questions.
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that is aimed.at keeping buses running and prolonging their time in service.

The overwhelming majority of drivers said that it takes about one day, or at

most,.two days.for the shop to complete a repair; This too is a favorable

-finding. If a bus is in the shop when its driver is scheduled to make a run,

the driver has to be given a "spare" from the reserve fleet. But according to

both the drivers and their supervisors, drivers do not like to drive spares,

kiith which they are not familiar. In adaitioh, reserve buses art supposed to

be on standby ftr teal emergencies. When repairs On regular buses are made

quickly, drivers are kept satisfied and the reservebuses can be used for the
purpose intended; In general, drivers reported that repair work is done right

the first time a bus is taken to the shop, 33 pertent said thig is

alwayli true and 54 percent said it is usually true. However, the 54 percent
did equivocate, saying that sometimes a bus must be returned to shop for the

same problem that took ir-ig;;" in the first place (a comolon complaint of
owners of private automobiles), and 6 percent said a bus usually has' to be

returned for the same problem. In all, then, about 60'percent of ihe driyers

agree that work is not always performed correctly the,first time a bus goes

into the shop7-though it may be more accurate to say that problems may not be

correctly diainosed'the first time.

During,routine maintenance'checks, mechanics shotçtd be able to identify and

correct 'small problems before they get bigger, àpd that too is a major reason

for a preventive-maintenance program. However, onJ 28 percent of the 'auto

workers said they are always given enough time tb identify problems and make

all necessary adjustments and repairs. Another 50 percent said theY are

usually given time. But the fact remains that 65 percent said ghat they are

not always given timeto make all teeded adjustments and repairs. Most (76

percent) agreed with drivers that the typical repair job takes only about a
day; and, also like the drivers, a majority said that anywhere from "once in a

while" to often or very often they have to correct a problem that was supposed

to ,be corrected previously by another worker. Again,, this does not

necessarily mean that the work is done badry or incompetently the first time

a bus is brought into the shop. Instead, the problem may result from a -`

number of interrelated conditions, including the following: ,

o Drivers may not be given enough mechanical 'ttaining to enable them to

identity or correctly describe malfunctions.

o There is no service writer at a depot (except the automotive

supervisor, who doubles as service writer).

(
41' o Diagnosis is ften more an art than science unless a wide array of

test equipment is available to mechanics, Heretofore, automotive

services has not had adequate test equipment (see discussion in next

chapter).

6
See Chapter ) 19, Staffing and Personnel Issues!, for additional'

discussion. Automotive Iworkes are apparently expected to work on what seeis

to be a large number of buses each day.

4t:hier.

I I
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Whatever the reasons, it does look as if there are some problems in a

generally good maintenance and repair prdgram. While these problems do not

.seem to be reflected inthe state of, repair or the safety of MCPS school

buses, they do need to-be addressed.

Emergency Service: School Buses

Frequency of Road Calls

k

Exhibit 18.4 shows the number of emergency calls, or road calls, to which,

automotive services responded in FY 1981 and the percentages of drivers

responding to a questionnaire item about,"breakdown of buses on the road. In

the entire year, there were 2,281 calls. Since comparativelrfew buses are on

, the road in summer, a simple adjustment was made to obtain a school year

number and average (see.exhibit footnote a). About 1,900 calls were made

during the school year, or about 10 per day, and on any given day about 2

percent of the fleet required some kind of emergencyService. At the time

questionnaires were, distributed to drivers, only four months of the school

year had passed. It is therefore somewhat surprising that 47 percent, of the

driyers said their buses had "bpken down" on the.road. However, anything at

all that,'.in the opinion of a driver, required road service was included here,

no matter how minor.

Automotive Supervisors' Opinions

Because buses --tie inspected and serviced so frequently, the number of road

calls and the apparent frequency of breakdown seems excessive. However,' in

interviews, automotive supervisors said that all road calls are not actual

emergencies and do not necessarily involve mechanical failure. Instead, they

reported, the following are responsible for a very large percentage of calls:

4
o The driver turnover rate is high, and the many new drivers do not

have sufficienç training or experience in the mechanical operation of

buses.

o 'In particu],jk, drivers are not trained to start buses properly. They

often.call or road service after a few futile attempts at ,starting

or, far jorse,, burn out starter's and batteries by opereting,the

starter fol too long a time.

o Drivers are encouraged by their instructors and by the automotive

services staff to be careful to do noViing that will Complicate or

increase the severity. Of mechanical problems. DriYers therefore call

for road service for even minor malfunctions.
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Exhibit 18.4

FREQUENCY OF ROAD CiiLS.
SCHOOL BUSES

(FY 1981)

Number of Road Calls by Depot

Shady Grove 629.

Bethesda 432

Randolph 980

Clarksburt 240.

Total 2,281

School Ye6 Average 10.2 per'daya

Drivers' Reports of "Breakdowe

Response ChoiceQuestionnaire Item

Since the beginning of the current
b

sdhool year, has your bus broken
down on the roadwhile you were
doing a run?

ta

Yes

'Percentages
Of Drivers

17

53

aThe school year average is

185 school days, or .83 x 2,281

b
Questionnaires were distributed
achool year had passed.

274

10/12 of the totaI number of calls divided by
.1,893.23/185 =

An January, 1:;o only four months of the
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The last comment was not intended
would far rather send a mechanic out on

a leaking radiator hose.than to have a

out engine.

,

ProblemsRequiring Road Service

to be critical.
7

SuPervisors said they

the road to tfghten,,iape, or replace
bus driven into the depot with a burned

To find the most common readons-that emergen4, service Is needed, the MORE .

team obtained *nformation about the 120 road calls that were lade directly to

the (old) Area '3 pupil 'transportation office in FY 1981. It must .be
#

understood that 'the recemde reflected what drivers reported at.the time calla,
,

were made. Exhibit 18,5 Shows the type of malfunction and the.total.number of

calls, by malfunction. It was .asbumed thatsweaiher conditions would,affect

,operation.of the buses, so the data were7broken down by Maryland's temperature

seapons. Therefore, also shown in 'Exhibit 18.4 are percentages of calls by

malfupction hnd by season (see exhibit footnote a for example).
. 4

,

.

Apparently drivers were o(ten not able to identify problems, since the

catekOrY that accounted for the greatest percentage of caXls were malfunctions

of unknown. origin. Starang problems accounted for the next largest

" percentage' (19 percent) 'of the calls, andcooling system problems for the'

third highest percentage (13 percent). Other problems accounted for 'only

briall, numbers and ,per?entages of calls. There was a "seasonal" pattern to

Calls, but; as: it turned, out,. the 'pattern is not 'primarily' related 'to

temperature seasons. As can "be- seen in the totals at the bottom of the'

;exhibit, the greatest percentage (43 percent) of calls was made be en

16r Septembdt and November.' In six ofIge ten categories of malfunction)1, een

.
50 persent and 67 percent of the calls were made in that same period: starting

system, Cdoling system, engine operation; transmissioh, minor' miscellaneous,

awl interior Alectricali In pnly.three categories did '50 percent of the. calls

,..Oc4nr in the DeCemb4r...io .February, the. cofd weather period: brakes,'flat

o
tires, and transmission! It short, in this eample, the greatest percentage of

calls for all reasons occurred in the first three months of the school year

when the weather wasaild, not during t,tiei.linter when the most' severe weather

and'driving conditions,occdt.l.

.11......r.
,

'7
Howerer, .on the -questionnaire-, drivers were asfiedhow well the

-following topic vas covered in their pre4ervice training: How to tell that

,.. damage .could occur.if god, kept on driVing (when something is appaidently wrong

with phe bus). .In ChSpter 9, it wasshown that 22 percent of the drivers.. said

the topic was not well covered, and 14 percent said the topic was not covered

at all:
. % .

'

e

8
L . .

All calpls are not Made to pupil txansportation offices. Thi$ sample

of 120 ,calls does not, therefore, represenV.all road calls Made ,by old Area 3 4

bus ari4ers. ,.
l'( . '', .. * . 6

t s . 11

.

v
4P1t4=, .

4--

8
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4
-Malfunctionb,

A'
Unknown

Starting, battery,
'.alternator.

Cooling system
and,liosed

Engine operation

Exhibit 18.5,

'SAMPLE OF 120 ROAD CALLS
)3Y MONTE IN OLD AREA 3

(FY 1981)

,

a
NuMber and Percentage by Categorr

SeptNov DecFeb MarJune Percentage of

N %C . N %C N %C Sub Total Grand Total

11 26 20 48 11 26 42

15 65 8` 35

50 6. 38 - 2 13 16 13

64 3 27 1 9 11 9

35

0 23 19

Brakes 4. 40

Flat tire 2 33

Transmission

.5 50 1 10 10

3. 50 1 17 6 5

2 50 '2 50.0 0 4 3

Steeritig and 4

front end 0 0 1 33

Minor miscellaneohs 2 67 . 1 33

2 67 3

0 11 3

Interior electrical
(gaugesr horn, Atc.). 1 50 0 0 1

b ".° ,
: ,

',,

TOTAL AND PERCENTAGES
OF GRAND TOTAL 52: ..43 49 41 ;19

2

0
3

3

'2

1'120 100

APercentage by category (%C) is the percentage of cases of a particulal.

malfunction that occurred id.' the season. For eXampier 65 percent of thd casei/of

starting, *battery, and alternator malfunction occurred between Septemb4r nd
v.

November. :

'

b
Malfunction 'as reported by drivers to area pupil transportatiOn superviSor. See

text. .

ti
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These .data strongly support the opinions of the automotive supervisors. The

greatest percentage of road calls were made at the beginning of the school

year when new drivers' lack of training and experience would have the most

pronouncede effect. In addition, 65 ^percent of .the starting problems that

required road service also occurred at that time, not .in 'the winter; and

starting- accounted for the 9highest percentage of calls that could be

attributed to a known cause. In fact, the entire pattern evident in_

Exhibit 18.4 could be explained by inexperience and lack of adequate training

of drivers.

Not all of the road emergencies in this sample can be explained in this way,

of course. The highest percentage (50 percent) of brake prsiblems occurred in

the winter when roads are wet or .covered by snow or ice. The greatest

percentage of steering and front end problems (67*percent) occurred in the

spring after buses had been driven on the potholed roads of winter--but there

were ohly three such problems. These Jare major exceptions to the overall

pattern, and it does seem aa if drivers, rathet than inadequate maintenance of

buses, may be responsible for a large number of road calla.

Communication and Res onse to Road Cal

The present organization of th Transportation Division bad y complicates and

sometimes interferes vith the fieient delivery of road serv....ce to buses. 'As

was discussed at length in apter 12, driliers and buses are.assigned to both

area pupil transportation offices and transportation depots, and drivers and

buses from dilTer,ent administrative areas are mixed,at depots. Area offices

and automotive services depots are linked by two-way radio, but only 18 buses

in the fleet are radio equipped. Since drivers cannot contact area offices or

depots by radio, they have to call by gtelep e hive to ask

passersby to make the call .for them. The Opot.nea btto the-Scene of a

"breakdown" is supposed to provide road serv ce. HoWyver, the Clarksburg

depot does not have a tow truck, though it ca sand-dut a mechanic in a c' ,

_and upcounty towing service is provided by the Shady Grove depot. The

Bethesda depot normally provides road service to any MCPS vehtcle that happens

to be in.the District of Columbia (e.g., a field trip), and' therefore its tow

truck or service vehicle may be & a long distance call when help is needed

nearby;,. #

9
It is highly probable that .some bf the , "unknown" 'and "minor

miscellaneous",problems viere actually starting problems. 4

L A10
But inexperienced drivers would oface these conditions for the first

time.gbd mAy assume incorrectly that bra kes are faulty when road 'conditions

increase stopping distance.
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There *re two major problems in all of this: notifying thedepot that road
service ip needed and giving the depot staff enough information to enable them

to determine whether to send a tow truck or a mechanic in a seevice car. At

present, it is Transportation Division policy that a driver should call an

area transportation office, to report a road emergency. In actual practice,

drivers call either an area office or a depot. It is true that area office

staff should be informed of a road emergency. However, when the driver calls A

the area office first (perhaps the only phone call possible), an area office

staff member has to call a depot. The information the depot staff itt la

therefore either second- or thirdhand, depending on whether the ,drive4k,or a

passerby makes the original call. In either case, the depot staa cantiWtalk
to the driver to determine what the problem is or what kind of equip,k6t to

send out. If a tow truck is needed, but the depot sends only a mechanic in a
service vehicle, time is wasted and the cost of service is increased. If only

a mechanic is needea, but a tow truck is sent out, cost of service is also

increased. Since depots provide the emergency service, it would seem that

interest could be balanced if drivers were instructed to call a depot and the

depot staff called the area office.

Despite the problems in communication, the automotive services staff manages

to provide road. service rather quickly, according to drivers. On their

questionnaire, drivers were asked how long it usually takes ,from the time a

call for service is made to either an area office or a depot and the time help

arrives at the scene of a breakdown. Responses were as follows:

PercentagesA
Of Drivers

Cumulative'
Percent

- 15.minutes or less 4 4

Between 15 minUtes and 1/2' hour 56 60

'Between 1/2 and 3/4 of an hour 23 ' 83

Between 3/4.of an hour and 1 hour 8 91

More than 1.hour, 7 98

No experien4e (or.no response - 100

. 0

The cumulative percent column ihowa that 60 percent of the drivers said help

arrives within a half-hour or less, .,ad 80 percent said help arrives within

three-quarters of an hour or' less. This is very .good sponse time,
..,...

especially when problems A,E, communication and the .t,- \ conditions

prevailing in Montgomery County are taken into account. Of course a rather .

small percentage of drivers said th;it it takes more than an hour before help

arrives, but it is obvious from 'the other responses that this is not typical.
,

,

0

1

Service To.Maintenance
Division Trucks

As far as the MORE staff could determine, ,Maintenance ,Division.. vehicles are

being -serviced regularly, bUt there is some confusion about the service. It

2i146..
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reported in Chapter 17 that managers of the Maintenance Division said :they

do not get a preventive maintenance schedule from the Transportation DivisiOn,

are not notified when or if a vehicle is serviced, and have no way of finding

out if work is done. The supervisor of automotive maintenance said that Ehere

issno preventive maintenance schedule fir any vehicles except buses And that

any -omaintenance theg get "is on a.catch-as-oatch-can basis." Nonetheless, on

visits to .the depots, the MORE staff found that depot supervisors had

schedules for servicing Maintenance Division trilcks. The problem, then, is'a

very slight breakdown in communication, not lack of service. All depot

supervisors said that Maintenance Diydsion mechanics did not adhere to

schedules. ,Therefore, the depot staff solve the problem by taking -care of the

hole process from saeduling (in two cases with the help of MAintenance

) to getting the trucks into the shop at.times they ate not in use.

This does not necessarily mean that the service is equal to that given to

school buses, and there is some evidence that service is mot Provided on an

optimal schedule. Auto mechanics, service workers, and 'tire repairers were

asked on their questionnaire to evaluate the preventive iaintenance schedule

fOr vehicles other than school buses. The questions and percentages of

workers responding in different ways are shown in Exhibit 18.6. Nhile ii is

true tha't 56percent or more of the workers said that 03chedules are about

right, substantial percentages said that lubrication and oil change (24

percent), engine tunhup (22 percent), and checking tires (30 percent) are not

--...\done often *nough. However, while these respOnses raise some doubts, they

are -no evidence that service to vehicles rother than school buses is

inadequate, since adequacy of a preventive maintenance program is determined

by many variables: manufacturers' specifications and recOmmended service

intervals, ,.tHe and 'quality of lubricants, miles loggtf-i;i7individual

vehicles, etc.

11
Compare to Exhibit

percentages iaid tha lub

pereent), and'tire c

buses.

.2

cat

3 pe

1 where it is shown thot, only very small

on and oil changes (4 percent), tUne-up (7

ent), are not performed often enough on school

.2The MORE staff did not have the resources to carry out a study of all

of these variables or an analysis of repair orders ,on Maintenance Division

veWles.

A

4

V
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Exhibit 18.6 40

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES STAFF,Sa
RESPONSES TO'QUESTIONS ABOUT

'SERVICE TO VEHICLES OTHER THAN SCHOOL ,BUSES

Questions

In your opinion is the following,
maintenance done by the usual .
achedures done too often, at
about the right intervals,,or_
not often enough?

Lubrication, oil change', and general
check up of vehicles other than
school buses

Basic-lie up of other vehicles
(plugs, points, timing and/or
electrontc igaition)

Check, repair, or replace tires
of other vehicles

Percentages
Response Choices Of Respondents

Too often
About right
Not often enough
No opinion (no response)

Too often
AbISLA righi

Not pYten enough
No opinion (no response'

Too often
About right
Not of,ten enough
No opinion (no response)

7

59,

24

10

4

50
22

24

.2.

52

30

16

a
Auto mechanics, auto service workers; and tire repairers taken as a group.
Some workers could not have opinions about some of the questions, which
accounts for the high 'percentage Of responses in that-category.

reg.
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Discussion

Bus Maintenance Schedule

At first glance, the preventive maintenance schedule for school buses may seem

to be, excessive. However, the monthly service Check is primarily a safet

check that provides for frequent adjustments and. repairs. Drivers

evaluations of the service dnd of the condition of their buses attest tto the

success of the program.

Notifying Drivers of Missed Appointments

Ideally, drivers should be notified that they have nOt made or have missed

appointments in time to get the bus into the shop when service is needed, not

the following month. While the "new" system for identifying and notifying

negligent, drivers has not yet been tested (as of the time this is written)., it

is difficult to see how it will work bettet than the previous one. In the

past, the 'monthly exception report on which the new system is based has n.t

been produced until the third week in the net./ month. Even if it is produc)d
in the first week of the new month (an optimistic estimate), area

transportation supervisors would not get the information and could not notify

drivers until about the second week. By that-time, the missed appointment

could not be made up, and it would be time to make aft:der pne anyway. The

vehicle exception report could probably be produced weekly or every other week

of a current month, bui it would casitain the bus numbers of non-delinquent

drivers who 'have made appointments, but whose buses have not yet been.
,

serviced.

Here is yet another case in which assigning a dispatcher to each depot might

eliminate a problem entirely, especially since it involves only about 20 to $0

drivers a month. *Until that tfme, however, the Transportation Division should

be sequired to develop a'workable system that nqtifies dritrs in time to get

their buses into a shop according to schedule, not a month la er., It may be a

simple tatter of posting warnings on the large notice boards at depot

entrancesthough someone would have to'be made responsible for doing so.

Tire Maintenance

A better system or schedule ,for inspecting, repairing, and replacing tires

also seems to be needed. It is not that tire failure is a major problem, as

witnessed by the fact that in the sample of road emergencies -presented- in

Exhibit 18.5, only six (5 percent), were attributed to flat tires. , However, in

Chapter 9 it was shown that the reat-enCcollision is one of the mote common

bus accidents. 'It is possible that inadequately maintained tired could be one

of the causes. Whatever the caalb, tires should 'be maintained as well as any

A other coruonent of a school.bus. In the,immediate future, automotive services

managers and' supervisors can encourage mechanics and service workers. to

.111111°
4
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inspect tires more closely and report problems to depot supervisors. At

longer range, a less cumbersome tire maintehanct system may have to 15"e

developed, This might involve increasing staff and getting additional heavy
equipment, vIt is .something that automotive services managers need to

investigate. 1

Bus Repair Service

Like the rest oi the preventive maintenance ,program, the repair service for .

buses is good, though there are apparently two problems. Automotive services
staff said that when a bus is.in for one of its many check-ups, they do not ,

always have time to make the adjustments and minor repairs that heaa off more

serious malfunctions. This is, in part, a matter of staffing, which is

discussed in Chapter 20. The other problem is miadia osia of mechanical
problems, whiCh wastes botH time and money. This will dealt with in the
next.chapter.

Bus-Emergency Service.

There is good evidence that drivers Slay not be given adequate training in the

mechanical operation of buses and are responsible for many unnecessary road
emergency calls (especially Starting, and:.probably problems with cooling

system, 4engine operation, and brakes). Thorough training in mechanic

operation of buses must.therefore be added to the improved driver training

program discussed'at length in Chapter 9.

.Present Transportition, Division policy inreases communication problems and
apparently wastes time and money. When a road emergency occurs, a driver

should first call the nearest depot, not an area transportation office;

because it is the depot that will send help. This would 'enable the diOot

staff to dererMine exactly What kind-of help is needed. Of Course, in some
circumstances rhe depot should immediately inform the appropriate area office

by radio: in the case of an accident, for example, or when a bus lbad of
children cis stranded on the wa7 to or from school. In other circumstances,
the area office would not have to be'informed at all. 4

The whole problem of communication in emergencies points up the need for a
dispatcher:at each depot as recommended in Chapter 15. A well trained

dispatcher would 1::e called in all emergencies and would arrange for the
appropriate service. In Chapter 15, it is also* recommended that all b ses

should eventually be equipped with two-way radios, which would elimin te
communication problems almost entirelY.

'.28.)
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. Service to Maintenance Division

The interdivisional confusion about the service* provided to Maintenance

Division trucks should be eliminated. At two depots4 Maintenance Division

crerks -are involved in making schedules, and 'there is no reason why the

.div.ision's staff at the other two depots should dot be similarly involved. At

dome risP of creating unnecessary paperwork, the Maintenance Division central

office could be proladed with' ._copies, _of the Schedules. _If the present

schedUle ,is inadequate 'because the automotive services staff is too, sthall,

Transportation Division managers should document the catim for additional staff

and make appropriate budget recommendations.

Recommendations

InformssedAointments
SA1A

o The director of 'the TransportatioR

a more simple, effective, and timely

have missed or not made service

Divisidn should be required to develop

system fior identifying drivers who

appOintments. The foll g shoad be'

includedf

When appointments have been made but missed, 'identifidA6.on 'of the

negligent drivtr within the same week or in time to make another

appointment in the same month

Weekly notifitation of driverstkho have not map appointments p to

,tat time

'o The MORE staff's recomiendation that the position' of dtspatcher :be created

and that a dispatcher be assigned to each.depot should be implemented (see

Cliapter 15 and elsewhere/ in Part II).

Preventive MaintehanCe 0%.

r .

o Automotive services managers and supervisors should encourage mechanics

'and auto service wbrkers to inspect tires more closely and .to report

problems to depovsupervisors.
. ,
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The director of ,the Transportatiot Division should instruct automotive
services managérato investigate the following atd produce a report in time
for the following fiscal year's budget mdrotiations:

. The present system ,for 'maintaining tikes, including ,atorage,',.,c,
Inspection, maintentfice,4nd rePair or replacement

Improveme ) needed in the system

Budget implications of needed imprbveients

Bul&Repair Setvice

o Automotive services managers should be directed to determine the number of
buses staff must woik on per shift, the amount Of tiiie allowed to carry out
inspection and maintenagie and the number and type of jobs that cannot be
done in the time availaba! If there are staffing implications, a report
should be proauced in iim for the following year's budget review.

, r
_

o 4dditional diagnostic anc test equipment s ould be provided for (see :
Followingshapter) in ffiture bddgets.

Bus Emergency Service

sAir,

o All buses should eventually be equipped with, two-way 'radios, fsee Chapter
15).

o Drivers should be instructed to contact a repir depot; not the 'area pupil,
ttansportation office, in.a.road emergency and ..the superVising automotive
mechanic should be responsible for informing the proper area office. '

,

o In laddition to the recommendations for the iminovement of driver training .

that are made in Chapter 9, drivers must receive', thorough training in the
mechanital operation of buses.

4

'Service to Maintenatce Division

o The director 'oe the Trantportation Division shoUld determine the adequacy
of the,prevettIve'maihtehance being provided to vehicles other than sch66].
buses.

o If vehicles .other than buses are .not being- setyiced regularky, the
division director should make a report on budget implications if additional
staff and equipmttt are needed to provide adequate maintenance.

262
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14 CHAPTER 19

DEPOT AND SHOP PROBLEMS

Introduction

e

Decentralization of the a*temotive depots was a soundadea (see Chapter 12),

but it was nbt carril0 out entirely welt-and, in'a sense, has not yet been

completed. Some facilities are inideqdate; and this either interferes with

the deliverY of automotive services.or tncreases their cost, It is possible

thatat the time the decentralization plan was conceived and the facilities

were designed, it was not.anticipated that the numbers of pupil transportation

services, drivers, buses, and automotive' services would increase, to their

present levels. In addition, budget restrictions or cuts have, over the

years, also had their impact on deiot ,facilities, equipment, and working (

couditions.

I

Where Buses Are Parked

Parking Lots

One of fhe best reasons for."the deaentralization of automotive seryices was to

provide parking for schoo/ buses, which weie formerly parked in a massive

)traffic jam at the Lincoln Center or_anywhere elseiothe county.that apace .

* could be found. Now, the majority orbuses are parked at.the four depots and

are generally nearer to the schools they serve)4 This reduces ftdeadhead"

mileage from depots_to the.beginning of bus'routes'and therefore saves fuel..

' But not all buses ere parked on depot lots, and this cieates.some problems.
. .

. .

According to the suPervisors of automotive maintenance,' there is not enough

parking space at the four depots for all of.the 672 buses in the fleet (which

includes, spare buses). _There is presently roomtfor 12 additional buses at the

Bethesda depot, and space for 7 more can be created:- The Shady sGrovgft depot

can alp accommodate more buses, . and . additional parking space can be

created. At Randolph and Clarkshurg, there is not enough room for all ,of

the buses presently assigned to these depots.. Space can he created, hut at

,somel.cost to MCPS.

,4

A
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At present, 118, or nearly 20 percent of the fleet, are not yatked 'on depot

lots. About 24 are parked on, 'the lots of Sherwood and Paint Branch High

Schools. The remaining 94 buses.are.parked at drivers' homes. Some drivers

are allowed to park buses at home because they live close to their routes.

This reduces "deadhead" mileage from depot to route, saves fuel, and is a

convenience to MCPS. However this is not true in all 94 cases. In 1977,

when decentralization was just beginning, there were only two large lots, One

at the Lincoln Center and one at the new Randolph depot (others had not yet
been built). At that tirde, a number of drivers were allowed to park buses at

home, because their homes peremearer to their routes than either of the two
depots. As the other detots were built, some of these drivers continued to

park their buses at home despite the fact that the newer depots were just as

close or closer to their routes than their homes. Now, drivers who originally

had what is considered a privilege want to park their buses at their home even
though.there is no longer any economical justification for their doing so. At

. the time of .this writing, the patter is an MCCSSE issue, and it is obviously
not knowp how it will be resolved.

Control and Ma4ztenance Problems
--"

When bu ds _re not parked on depot lots, the amount of control supervisors

have o r ,drivers and buses is reduced. Off..-depot parking als6 encourages or

makes it pusible for a certain-number of drivers to use buses for personal

ereands. While this practice. may not be widespread, the supervisor of

automotive maintenance said that some of the take-home buses seem to use

excessive amounts of fuel=-which negates the intended benefit to MCPS.

Finally., when the driver of a take-home bus is absent, the bus is not.

available at the depot for a substitute. Some substitute drivers refuse to go

to a,regular driver's,home to piok up a bus. This means a ,substitute has to'

be given a spare bus that is supposed to ,be on hand at the depot,for

emergencies.
'

Off-depot.parking makes it more difficult for ihe automotive servidti staff to

schedule preventive maintenance. Buses that are parked on depot lots can be,,
taken into the shop whenever thoy are,not in use; and die automotive staff can

Nike advantage of this. When a driver misses an appointment, for example,

another'bus, perhaps one that is scheduled for service the fellowing day, can.

be worked on if it is on the depot lot. On Snow days, half dilys, and school

holidays (when other MCPS unit& are open), mechanics can also work on buses

parked at the depots. ,Buses parked off-depot ire obviously not so easily

accessible.

.
1
That is, at both Bethesda and Shady Grove there is land along fence.

lines or land which is being used.for purposes oth than parking that can be

made into parking space. .'
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Vandalism and Security

Vandalism may be less of a problem now than it was in the past. Since the

first year of decentralization, pe costs of repairing damage to buses caUsed

by vandalism have been as follows:

Fiscal Year ReRair Cost

1977 $35,6tAI

1978 32,811

1979 41,656.

1980 21,281

1981 17,16e

A two year decrease, however, is not necessarily 'evidence of trend; and, in

any event, $17,160 f8 equal to $93 a day for every day in the school year (or

the salary of one teacher, etc.). Furthermore, seriouS damage to just bne bus .

at some time in the futureespecially damage.that c an accident--could

prove very costly. Security of parking lots is ore a potential, if not

an immmediate problem.

Depots and the Sherwood High School lot are lighted at night. 'Except at '

Clarksburg where there is no night 'shift (and at Sherwood), mechanics and

service workers move vehicles in and mit of shops and walk around lots to

locate vehiclesthat are td be serviced. Still, the depot lots are large, and

many areas are dark.or in deep shadow. Depot supervisors reported that anyone

who wanted to vandalize a vehicle could walk onto, a lot at night, do fhe

( damage, and walk off without.being keen.

Li hting and Vehicle Identification

Some mechanics and auto service workers reported that inadequate lighting of

depot lots and the way in which some vehicles are identified chuses them to

waste time (hence money). MCPS Vehicles are identified by number, e:g.,'M-42

might be a Maintenance Division truck. The numbers are used on service

schedules to tell mechanics whai vehiCles are to be worked on. Mechanics said

that new., small numbers have lieen put on Maintenance Divisions vehicles in

inconspicuous places. Workers cannot see the numbers in the dark and waste

time wandering around the lots searching for the vehicles they are to work

on. They proposed that lighting be improvedfand that larger numbers should be

put on bumpers where they can be seen easily/

. 2
Scurce: Vehicle Repair Costs Summary Report for each of the years

., given. Included 'is. the 'cost bf damage caused by pupils while riding the

bused, which, of course, is unrelated to where buses are parked.

\,___/'
...

.
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Additional Parking Lots

For the reasons that have already "been diPcussed, the director of the .

Transportation Division, in a memorandum to the astãciate superintendent of
Supportive Services (August 12, 1981), recommended that a4ditional parking

lots be estabrished. His recommendation included the fallowing points, most
of which are paraphrased here:

o Small secure parking lots should be eitablished "in the More remote
areas of the county" like. Poolesville, Damascus, Sherwood,
Burtonsville, etc.

.

o Each facility would provide parking space for buses ,end refueling
service.

o An Puto mechanic and perhaps an auto servicp worker 'woad he stationed
at each facility to provide minor maintenance.

o Each lot would "provide a gathering point for drivers who now never
report to work at any MCPS facility until they arrive at a ichool with

-- pupils on their busel,or at the'depots to,refuel."

,

o These area lots would reduce transportation costs and t. provide
necessary security for buses.

While the riecommendation is worthy of further consideration, a cost an4
feasibility study had not yet been made at the time of this report. ,

Depot Buildings

Randolph Garage

5

In the typical depot, the service bays, which are work stationsb with vehicle
lifts, occppies most of the building space. In interviews, supervisors of the
Shady Grove, Clarksburg, and Bethesda depots did not 'say anything about

4 411inadequate work Space, and it must therefore be assumed that thigis not a
problems ai these depots. However, it is obvious that the facilities at the

Randolph depot are inadequate. The garage is very small and has only three
A

lifts'(work stations), despite the fact that the depot staff Ware responsible
for the maintenance of more thin 200 school buses. Furthermore, accoridAng to

the depot supervisor, one of -the lifts is not designed to hold even a

Maintenance Division trunk, to say nothing of being able to support a school
bus.r1Ince there.are only two truly function4 lifts, some mechanical work
muse be done on the varking lot .(it rain, cold, and snow if the work is
essential).

At<
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Office and Other Space

The stiOp office is the ohly place where a supervisor can talk with drivers

.about mechanical Problems, and do all of the clerical work associated 41th

repair orders. However, offices are typically small and cramped. The area'

around the office is usually crowded by drivers who are lined up to make

appointments for service. The only waiting room and place for drivers to take ,

shelter from theveather is the staff lunch room. It is annoying to the depot

staff that they do not hhve a quiet, uncrowded place in which to eat lunch.

Drivers in Shops

7

It was reported by supervisors and other depot staff at drivers wander in

and out of shop at will, posing a nuisance and a danger. While every ioss of

a tool cannot be blamed on drivers, it was said that drivers "borrow" tools

and fail to return them. Drivers get in the way of workers and sometimes

engage in dangerous horseplay. It was reported, for example, that a driver

accidentally caused a lift to lower, nearly injuring a mechanic. The

complaint, again of both supervisors and other staff, was that there are no

rules governing the.presence or behavior of drivers in shops.

Maintenance Of Shop Equipment

Exhibit 19.1 is a partial_ list of the shop equipment found at automotive

depots. Both the safety of workers and the efficiency of the garage operation

hinge on the state of repair and functioning of everything listed in-the

exhibit. Yet apparently, preventive maintenance and repair of shop equipMent

were not adequately provided for in the decentralization'plan. The following

are paraphrased from a memora5dum from the director of the Transportation

Division to shop supervisors:

.0 The Maintenance Division, is charged with the repair of such things as

lifts and doors, but recent budget cuts have curtaileti tjeir ability to

carry out this responsibility.

o Zile Maintenance Division has never been staffed to provide a program

of inspection and preventive maintenance of automotive shop equipment.
^

3'
Memorandum, Dr. Larry Skinner to ShoP Supervisors, Shop Equipment

Inspection, Preventive Maintenance, and Repair Program, lAptil 14, 1981.
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Exhibit 19.1

SHOP EQVIPMENT REQUIRING
, PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRa

o Vehiile lifts

o Overhead doors

Gas pumps

Air compressors

Tire changers

Steam cleaners

A

Major Equipment

p 0 Bus washes (motors, bru4s, etc.)

o Lube and oil dispensers

Air hoses and reels

Exhaust systems

Fropt end alignment macfiines

A

Miscellaneous 'Equipment

o Jacks

o Parts washers

o Battery chariers

o Brake rivet machines

o Arc welders

o Grinders

o Wheel dollies

o Presses

o Portable'compressors and generators

o Gas welders

a
Source: Memorandum, Dr. Larry Skinner to Mr, Dewey Chaney, Transportatio

Shop Equipment Inspection, April 14, 1981 '

-
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o Literally thousands of dollars are being spent on outside vendors for

. the 'repair of shop equipmtnt, an amount that could be teduced by an

in-house inspection, maintenance, and repair program.

-%

o Since the Maintenance Division cannot provide the tectssary service,

Transportation has to carry out its oWn program. However', while

maintenance of shop equipment falls in the "performs related 4ork as

required" section of the job description of automotive mechanics, only

Volunteers'are assigned such jobs.

o Thus far, ofit mechanic has volunteered to provide. inspection,

preventive maintenance, , and repair on shop equipment , in the four

4ppots.

This internal and partial solution to a major problem .is obviously not a

substitute for a comprehensive inspection, maintenance, and repair program.

Inadequate Test Equipment

In the discussion,of the,repair service in the last chapter, it was shown that

mechanical problems are'not always,solved,ihe firsi time a vehicle is taken

into the shop. It was suggested°Pthat incorrect diagnosis (more commonly

called "trouble shooting"). may be responsible for this situation, because

automotive services has not had adequate testing equipment. Mechanics have

their own tools, including tiMing lights, vacuum iguages, tachometers, etc.,

and MCPS provides them a'tool allowance. However, depots have not, in the

past, been equipped with the lorger, morg complex, and more prvise test

equipment characteristically found in large, modern repair shops. In fact,

some of theyanalyzers the depots do have are said ,to have been acquiied

secondhand from high school auto shops. Supervising automotive mechanics seid

that MCPS is paying dearly for,this lack of equipment. One of them said that

mechanics trouble shoot by experisnce, not by use of equipment, and that they

have'to be wrong some of the time. This means that MCPS pays at. least

twice for some repairs:,once for the one based on the incorrect diagnosis and

again to correct the real malfunction. Furthermore, it was reported, a

mechanic will sometimes replace a whole assembly or system evefi though may

. one part may actually be malfunctioning--though the mechanic would not know

which part unless he had the proper.test equipment.

4
The FY 1983 budget provides almost $S4,000 for the purchase of'shop.

equipMent, twice the amount allowed in FY, 1982 and almost three times the

amount allowed ifi FY 1981.. It remains to be seen if this amount will offset

the effects of previous underbudgeting.

. 5Because,.as in medicine, a number of different mechanical palfunctions

can produce the same external symptom.

%won
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Shop Manuals"And Other References

e

No mechanic can or si;ould be ,expected to know the precise specifications
(point gap, gpark pl(ig gap, valve olearance, etc.) for every vehicle ,in the
MCPS ceet. Therefore, up-to-date shop manuals and othee,references that .

give specifications should be available at the depots. Automotive workers,
were asked on their qUestionnaire to answer questions about the use and
availability of references. Exhibit 19.2 shoWs the results. A large majority
(76 percent) sai4 mechanics and'other workers ust manuals when they have to
make.precise adjustments. A plurility of workers (46percent) said, however,,
that up-to-date manuals Oovering all makes of vehicles they work on art not
av#01lable, and 50 percent said that there are not enough of those that are
available. There was no agreement about other references (lube charts, etc.),
but the pattern of.resi)onse suggests that they are not generally available.
In comments written on the questionnaire, a number of mechaiics said that shop
manuals for newly purchased vehicle:I; are often not available at all. However,
the supervisor of automotive maifttenance reported that MCPS specifications
require that shop manuals be included in the purchtse of new buses and that
manuals are delivered.

Parts And Supplies

Distribution System

, % . ,
. ,

Parts and suppries for all depots are ordered, received, checked, and
distifbuted by the' autoMotive services' central office staff at Shady
Grove. 7 They are delivered to the ,depoti by a so-called parts runner, who is
dispafched by radio.

8
The.parts runner also picks up and 'delivers parts

when thef have to be purchased from A local Vendor. Each depot has its own1.
)

t 4

Many adjustments require measiirement to an accuracy of hundredths or
thousandths of an inch. Specificatiohs differ by vehicle type, manufacturer,
and .model year. .Shpp manuals give specifications and also typically show
exploded" views of mechanical parts-.

7
'Only the issues that bear directly on the deliverly of service are

included here. A discussion of inventory and controls appears in Part IV, the
4

auditor's report.

,, 8 * .

,' The position of parts runnerthough absolutely easenti4i, is not
provided for as, a staff position in the bu'dget. See. Chapt r 20 for
discussion.
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. Exhibit 19.2

Questions

AUTOMOTIVE WORKERS' RESPONSES Tb.QUESTIONSa
ABOUT TfiE AVAILABILITY AND USE OF SHOP MANUALS

Percentage

Response Choice Of Respondents

'po mechanics and other worker,s Yes 76

\, use shop manuals, spec sheets, No 9

and other guides when'they hive Can't judge 15

to make in adjustment that
requires precise measurement
'00oints, valve clearance, etc.)?

A

,It your depot are there up-to-date Yes 37

shop manuals cOvering all makes of No 46

vehicles you work.on? Can't judge

Are there enough shop manuals so Yes 33

that all workers can use thet without No . 50

having to wait for somebody else to Can'ejudge 17

finish with one?-

Besides shop manuals, are other Yes 39

things like manufacturers' guides, No 39

spec-stieets, and lubrication charts Can't judge 22

available for your use?

a
Auto mechanics, auto service workers, eid tire repair'ers taken as a group.

, .

- b
Some categories bf workers could not judge the avAilability of use ok

manuals an ther sources of mechanical information, Which accounts fot high

percentages of tability io judge. "'
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stoek room, which is sUpervised by a parts clerk. A system is therefote in

place, but the delivery of parts is a problem which interferes wIth the

delivery of service and wastes automotive workers' time. Automotive

supervisors reported that.deliveries are not scheduled regularly and that the
parts runner may appear ap apy time during the day, or not appear at all on

same days. This, they said,Ineans that the depot'parts clerk sometimes had.to
go to Shady Grove to 'get perts, a practice which further wastes time,

increases costso. (ftel), and leaves the stockroom either closed or

unsupervised.

Availability of Parts and Supplies

The mechanical staff were asked some questions on their,, questionnaire about

the availability of parts and supplies. Results are'shown in Exhibit 19.3.
Twentysix percent said that the parts they need are not available at a depot

more than 10 times a week, 48 percent said this is true 6 or more times a
week, ald 76 percent said it occurs 3 times or more a week. Unlike parts,

supplies like oil, grease, solvents, etC., caa be used on any vehicle and can

be stored in bulk. fifty percent nf the workers said they are never or almost

never without supplies,'and,only 15 percent said they lack supplies 3 tithes a

week or more. When asked how long it takes to' ket pa'rttr or supPlies after

they have been ordered at the depot, 52 percent of the workers said they get

them either one work .day or mord than one day" later. Only 41 percent said f

they get parts and snpPlies at the time2they are needed.

According to depocsupervisor, vehicles have been kept out.of service for lack
of parts. They cited the following examples:

Part Needed 'time Out Of Service

Tie rod 4 weeks

Bumper 6 weeks

Gas tank, 3 months

One of the supervisors said that a bus assigned to his depot needed a motor

mount and that,the part had been on order for two months. The bus should not
have been in service, he said, but had to be kept on the road anyway.

The internal parts distribution system does not account lor all .delays in

getting essential: parts to depots. The supervisdr of automotive.maIntenance
said that under present economic conditions dealers have apparently reduced

their inventories and that it'now takes,longer then before to get some parts.
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Questions

Exhibit 19.3

AUTOMOTIVE WORKERS' RESPONSES 110 QUESTIONS8

ABOUT PARTS AND SUPPLIES

How often in the work week
do you find that some part(s)

,you need br a job aren't
available at your depOt?*

How often in the work week do
you find that some supplies
(solvent, liquid wrench, etc.)
you need for a job arerOt
available at your depot?

If yclur depot parts department
doesn't have some part(s) or
supplies you need to finish a
job, how soon do you usu4lly get
what you.need after you've told
the parts clerk or supervisor?

/r

OP

Percentages

Response Choices Of Respondents

Never orvalmost never
1-2,times a week

3-5 times a week
6L40 times a Wea
More tlian 10 times

4,

15

28

22

26

pan't itidge 5

Never or almost never 5.

1-2 times a week, 30

3-5 times a week 4

6-10 times a week 2

More than 10 times 9

Can't judge 5

In less than an hour 2

Within 1-2 hours
Within 2-3 hours

17

9

More than 3 hours, but-
in same shift' 13

No same shift, but by
next shgt 2611

More than one work day
later

Can't judge

A

aAuto mechanics, auto service workers, and tire 1.epairers taken as a group.

Some categories of workers could not make judgments in all cases.
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Rebuilding Parts

Rebuilding parts is a way to save money. Automotive supervisors reported,

. however, that because there are now so many buses ana other vehicles to be

maintained, there is insufficient time in which to carry out an extensive
parts rebuilding program. They said, at present nearly all rear ends,

transmissions, And alternatois are being rebuilt. A fe4 startersvare also '

being rebuilt. They said that if there were time, other parts could also be

.

rebuilt at some savings to MCPS.

Parking for Buses

Discussion

The whole issue of, parking buses-turns out to be more difficult and complex
than might be expectUd. Certainly, one problem can bp solved easily: the

difficulty, autbmotivd services staff have locating vehicles on parking lots,at
night. Vehicle identification numbers caii be made of'light-reflecting tape or

stenciled with reflecting paint. The numbers,can_be made large enough to see
at night and put on both bumpers_of vehicles. . .

Unfortunately, the interrelated problemp of inadequate parking space at; depots
and off-depot parking cannot be solved eaAly and cheaply. As was saia in the

introduction to this chapter, decentralization of depots has not yet been

completed, or, perhaps more accurately, events have overwhelmed the original
plan. Aiwa 20 petcent of 'the' bus fleet_must now .be parked off-depot.

Because buses are parked off-depot, there are,problems of supervisory control
over how buses are used and of scheduling maintenance. If the original intent

of the.decentraliiation plan (ipproving parking facililties, reducing mileage,
and saving fuel) is to be realized, the situation canflot be allowed, to'

continue% In the near. future, parking space can be increased at the two
depots where there'is room for expansiRn and where Transportation- Division
managers believe expansion' is econobilcal. Buses that, are now parked at
drivers' homes withgut ample and doumented financial justification should be

parked_ at depots.. Until additional parking facilities are established,
there is a need to siudyr the whole iSsue o parking.,busep at drivers' homes to

ensure that future decisions -Are fair to all drivers hnd that.they ate
.

. ,

actually in the financial interest ofMCPS.

9
The MORE staff cannot become

and +=SSE issues of privilege
problem here is a financial'one,
financial considerations. ,

involved ;in or . 1 with the personnel
and: seniority W ich may ba.involved. The

d the solutitn offered is based entirely on

274
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g
At longer range,,the aivision director's recommendation to establish sate i lite

parkin'g lots in remote aread needs to be studied very carefully. Addit nal

secure parking Iota are needed. However, implementing the director's proposal

would require,4adit1onal fuel storage and pumping facilities, fencing, lights,

\ and additional staff (mechanics and auto service workers). Therefore, either

the Transportation Division, another MCPS unit (Facilities, Planning,

Constructiod and Capital Projects), or an external contractor should make a

thorough study of cost benefits to MM.

The lighting and security of present depot lots and, perhaps of the Sherwood

rot, are potential, if not immediate problems. However, if satellite parking

lots are ever established, especially in remote areas of the county, lighting

and security of those lots will also be problems. It would,therefore seem

prudent for Transportation Division managers and representatives of the School

Security Office and, the Division of Conseruction and Capital Projects (and

perhaps other units) tO study the problem and make recommendations for

effective security. It must be remembered here that the safety and security

of staff are involved, because during a large part of'the school year it is

.
dark when drivers pick up and drop off buses at lots.

Depot Buildings

Garage facilities at the Randolph defot are' inadequate for the number of

vehicles to be serviced there. One of the lifts borders on being dangerous and

is not ---,used. Additional work space and at least one additional lift capable

of supporting a school bus`are badly.needed.

There are no separate facilities at the depots for drivers. In Chapter 15, it

was recommended thlat trailers-Or temporary buildings should be set up fb serve

as shelters and waiting rooms. This would probably be cheaper than

constructing new buildings. Regardless of what is or is not done abdUt

.
shelter, drivers must be kept out of the shops for their own protection, for

the safety' of the automotive serVice staff, and for thegood of MCPS. The .

managers of the Tiansportation Div,islon should take immediate steps to effect

this, though it is possible that the Board of Education may eventually have to

enact a safety regulation. :

Maintenance of Shop Equipment

The safety of automotive services workers and the efficient delivery of

service depend.on the adequate maintenance of shop equiiment.. The director of

the Tranaportation Division is undoubtedly right in saying that money can be

saved by a goodin-houst preventive maintenance program. Allowing a volunteer

automotive mechanic to do the job is a stopgap measure, not a program, .no

matter ;how competent the mechanic may.be. As,MCPS divisions are organized,

theyaintenance Division should have responsibility for maintaining automotive
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shops and some shop equipment. However, as the director, of the Transportation
Division pointed out, the Maintenance Division has neVer been staffed to

provide a full prdgram of inspection and preventive maintenance. Perhaps it
should be. But if the Maintenance Division took on the resOonsibilitY
(assuming adequate funding and staffing), the division woulloprobably have to
assign *mechanic almoit full time, to the automotive depots. The mechanic
would therefore be more under the control of automotive services than of the
Maintenance DiVision. Furthermore, a 'deluge of paper ark would be generated

because the Maintenance Division mechanic would have write work orders for
all jobs large and small and the work orders Nrould have to bp processed. In

the long run, .there -would be far fewer problems if a new and additional-
full time position of, shop equiptent mechanic were provided for in the

Trap portation Division budget. Of course, the director of the Idivision

shou d be required to provide adequate documentation of costs and potential
savings before the position is created.

a

Test Equipment'

The FY 1983

equipment. It

be solired or

recommendations

Shop Manuals

dget provides nearly '$35,000 for, the purchase of 'sho
possible that the prob of the lack of test equipment wil

"
a t least mitigated, and1t would therefore be premature to make
here.

,With hand-held test equipment and aigood ear, an experienced mechanic who lhas
worked on the same, vehicles for years can do an adequate job without a shop
manual. However, there are good reasons for having manuals and ,other
references ,in automotive shops. As was pointed out earlier, some adjustments
require precision of measurement to thousandths of an inch (or in degrees of

arc, etc.), and mechanics cannot always be expected to remember these
measurement% for every vehicle in the MCPS fleet. Specifications may change'

from one model year to another, and mechanics need to know the specifications
for newly purchased vehicles. Manuals are useful in "trouble shooting,: since
they typically give exploded views of 'mechanical parts and sometimes have_
sections on diagnosl.s. .Finally, as will be shown in the next chapter,
automotive service workers are given the, opportunity to become mechanics.
While they are in tnaining, they should be required to.consult-manuals before
being allowed to make delicate adjustments.

10
5ee 'Exhibit 19.1 for the variety of equipment that has to be

inspected, maintained, and repaired.
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For thesereasons, automotive services managers and supervisors should make an

inventory of the present stock of shop manuals and other. réferences.

Additional materials should be ordered if necessary, and if fundp are not,

available, they should be provided in future budgets. Shop manuals for new

buses are included in bids, but mechanics' responses to questionnaires suggest

that a sufficient quantity of manuals may'not be ordered or delivered.

Whether mechanics and auto service workers use shop manuals when they should

is another question since manuals are of,no value ifthey are not used. The

directat of the Transportation Division, should therefore require the,

supervisor of automotiVe maintenance to investigate acttial shop practice. If

it is found that manuals are not consulted at appropriate times, especialiy by

relatively inexperienced mechanics, policies shoeld be establisAed and

enforced.

Parts and SupplieS

The distribution of.supplies arts! Outs from the Shady Grove depot to.lhe other

depots is another uncompleted part of the decentralization plan, that

interferes with the delivery of service. The position of parts runner should

.be created and provided for in the budget (see next 'th.epter for discussion).

In present circumstances, it probably makes good sense to dispatch the parts

. runner.by radio. However, amore, regular and dependable delivery schedule

Also needs to be developed and implemented. Depot parts clerka should have to

go to SIHdy Grove and get parts and supplies only rarely or, preferably, not

at all.

1

7

Rebuilding Parts

,

Even though rebuilding parts is a way to save Morley, it is somewhat difficult

to see how the parts rebuilding program can be expanded without increasing the

'numbers of mechanics and auto service workers. No data are available at this

time to support the belief that hiring additional staff for this reason alone

would be justified. At the same time, it isAleast possible.that irwould

be cost effAcient to create a position for a mechanic whose only

respdnsibility wOuld be rebuilding starters and some other parts that, for the

most Oart, are now 'being replaced as units instead of being rebuilt.

Transportation Division Managers need to investigate the situation and provide

A cost-benefit analysis tor consideration in future budgets.

11Other problems are dealt with in Part IV, the auditor's report.
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.Parking for Buses

Recommendations

6 Automotive ierVice managers, perhaps in cooperation with the Maintenance
Division, should, as soon as possible, put identification numbers on the

bumpers of Maintenance Division vehicles (and others if necessar) using

reflecting material. .

o Traneportation Division managers should. be sequired i`la prov ide the

director of the Department .of School 'Services and the associate

superintendent for -Supportive Services documented financial 'justification
for all present cases in which school buses are parked at drivers' homes.

o Buses now parked at drivers' homes without _ample documented financial

jtstification should be parked at depots.

. .

o Managers of the, Transportation Division should be required to develop
policies and procedures governing parking of buses at drivers' homes. ,17he

- following should be included:

. Mileage data to be used to document and justify decisions and sources

of data

Who will be responsible for making decisions and who will revIew,

decisions

Whether or not other. consideration6 that :do not involve economic

benefit to MCPS are to be involved in ,decisions .(privilege, seniority,

etc.) and, if other consiaerations are to be involved, what measures are

to be taken to.ensure fairness to all drivers.

o The recomMendation to establish satellite parking lots for school, buses

,should ' be studied by a task force made up of reliresentatiyes from the

Transportation Division% Facilities Planning, Construction and Capital

Projects, and other units that can make a contribution. A recomiendation

should be made to the associate superintendent for Supportive Seftices.

o The same task force should include a study of -lighting and security of

present parking. lots and the security arrangments that would be needed at
. ;

satellite lots.

3 0
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Depot Buildings

Additional work,space_et the Randolph depot and at least one additional

lift capabie of supporting El.school bus should be planned and provided for.

.

,

i

o The recommendatioa, made. in Chapter 15 for providing shelter and waiting

room fop drivers at-depots sho4d be carried out.
.

r

o The Transportation Division should k -enforce poli les and penalties

, to keep,- drivers from en ering automotive shO a.: The associate

superintendent for Supportive Services shovild establish a time limit within

,whia these policies are to be developed.

4
Rebuilding Parts

o' The director of the Transportation Division shou1 4 st dy,the -issue of

rebuilding parts and subMit a repdrt to the associate supe intendent for
,*

Supportive Services. The following should be included:

Identification of parts which are not now being rebuilt or being

rebuilt in amited ntffibers, but which would be practical to rebuild if

there were adequate staff

. Annual-cost of replacing unitftstead of rebuilding
-

All rebuilding costs (including salaries, fringe benefits, et6.) if-

work were done 17. the automotiveaervices staff

le/
Budget imPlication#: staffing, potential savings (if ani), etc.

Maintenance of,Shop Equipment

o The director of the Transportation Division should study and report on the

cost of carrying out a preveggivoomaintenance program for shop equipment

'under each of the following.caliditions:

. . Performed entirely by outdi

. -Performed by the Maintenance

e contractors

ivisiotk (including resources needed)

Performed by a shop equipment mechahic assigned to the Transportation

Division (including salary, tool4S, and any:other xesouices)
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o The above report should be reviewed by the associate superintendent for
Supportive Services, and a budget recommendation based on the report should

be made.

Shop Manuals

o Automotive services managers and supervisors to,make an inventory of the

present stock of,shop manuals and other references

jo If necessary, additional manuals ana references should be ordered and/or

fuUds for their purchase should be included in the next budget.

o The. supervisor of automotive maintenance should determine if

specifications for new buses include a aufficient nuudoer of service manuals ,

and, if necessary, include the required number in all future

specifications;

Distribution of Parts and Supplies

*

o The position of parts runner should be created and'Orovided for in future

staffing and budgets (see the following chapter).

o The director of the Transportation Division should require automotive

services managers to develop and implement elk best possible regular

delivery schedule of parts and supplies under the present circumstances.

1.
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CHAPTv.ER 20

STAFFING AND PERSONNEL' ISSUES

Staffing Trends.And Present Staffing

Trends

t.

Between FY 1975 and FY 1981, the following changes occurrodt

FY 1975 FY 1981

Percentage
Of Change,

NuMber of buses on routes 526 614 +17

Bus miles in millions 7.95 9.82 +24

Number of Supply
Division vehicles 25 32 +28

Number of Maintenance
Divisicn'vehicles 260 262 + 1

Number of,mechanics, auto
service woi-kers, and tire 44 63 +43%

repairers (supervisors excluded)

At first glance, the increase in the, numbet of workers seems excessive.

However, increasei in the numbers of. vehis and in the number of miles

logged bi buses alone increased the peed, for mechanics and auto 'service

workers. Decentralization of the depots and the creation of night shifts at

three of them also increase the need for medhanical staff. And finally, it j

must be remembered that if the motor pool and staff cars are included, the 63

workers are responsible for a fleet of approximately 14000 vehicles.
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Exhibit 20.1

4

#

.STAFFING OF AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES SHOP AND DEPOT
(number of staff in patenthesis)

SHADY GROVE SHOP

122.1.. Shift

Supervising Auto. Mech. (1) .

Automotive Mechanic (16)
Tire Repairer (2)

- Auto. Service Worker (6)

Night, Shift

Lead Auto. Mechanic (1)
Automotive Mechanic (4)
Auto. Service Worker (3)

BETHESDA DEPOT

12a.i. Shift

Supervising Auto. Mech.(1)
Aundomotive Mech.. (4)

Auto. Service Worker (4)
Sat. Aato. Parts Clerk (1)

Night Shift

Lead Auto.-Mechanic (1)
Automotive Mechanic (2)
Auto. Service Worker (1)

gHADY GROVE PARTS D

ay. Shift

Auto.-Parp3 Clerk II
,Auto. Parts Clerk I
Auto.. Service Worke (

Office Assistant (1)

Night Shift

)

Auto. Parts Clerk I (1)-

RANDOLPH DEPOT

122.1.. Shift

Superyising Auto. gech.(1)
AUtomottye Mech. (3)
Auto. Service Worker (4).
Sat. Auto. Parts Clerk (1)

*Night, Shift

Lead Auto. Mechanic (I)
Automotive Mechanic (4)
Auto. Service Worker (2) .
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CLARKSBURG DEPOT

ay. Shift (only)

r'..\

Supervising Auto. Mech. (1)
Automotive Mech. (5.)

Auto.. Service Worker (3)
Sat. Auto. Parts Clerk (1)



Present Staffing

Exhibit 20.1 shows the FY.1982 staffing of the automotive services shops.

Without counting parts department staff, the Shady Grove,central shop has

three times more workers on ihe day'shift than the outlying depots and about

---'50 percent of all workers when parts,staff are included. 'There are 10 day

shift staff at Bethesda and Clarksburg, but only 9 at Randolph, the dipot

fwhich has inadequate facilities (see previous chapte . However, the Randol0

night shift is second : I,in size only to Shady Grove shoula be noticed that

a parts clerk is On, duty at Shady Grove on the night shift,.but not at the

other depots.
li .

.

, Adequacy Of Staffing

Mechanics and Auto Service Workers

With exceptions that will be noted later, managers of automotive serVices say

that the budget allows for enough mechanics and service workers. Apparently,

however, there are two problems. In Chapter 18, it was -.shown that on their'

questionnaire 65 percent of the workers said that when, a vehicle is in the

shop, they do not al Os hive time to make all necessa adjustments and

repairs. This ma be a reflection of an excessively heavyworkload, wilich, in

turn, may mean th t there are not enough workers. There is also the pilOblem

of how staff are stributed by depot and by shift.

On their questio aires, workers wire asked questions about their typical

workload. Results re shown .in Exhibit 20.2. Forty-six percent of the

respondents said they are expected to work on 7 or more vehicles during an

8-hour shift, ana 25 percent said they work on more than 10 vehicles'per

shift. Even at the lowr figure, this amounts to an:average of about one',

vehicle per hour. Yet only '15 perdent of the workers said -they are expected.

'to Vórk on too many vehicles per shift.

The workload is noA6Ayen1y distributed. At Randol h 754ercent and at
Clarksburg 50 percent'4the,day ahift said.they work on m e than 10 vehiCles

per shift, or more than one,per hour. 'Only small percentages of the staff at

Shady Grovel and Bethesda said they work on thiemany vehicles per shift.
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Exhibit'20.1

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE5 STAFFS'a
ESTIMATES OF WORK LOAD

Question

Percentages '

Response thoicei Ot Respondents

About how many different vehicles do J-2 11

you.wort on during your usual 8-hour 3-4 17.

shift? ' 5-6 , 21

7-8. 13
a

9-10. 9

Mbre than 10 24

Can'testimate,no response 5

-4

What is your opinion about the number Too tang 15

of vehicles you are expected to work-
on during your usual 8-hour shift?

About the right number
Too,few, could handle more

72

4

Can't judge, no reeponse. 9

'ESTIMATES OF WORK LOAD BY DEPOT AND SHIFT
(Number of buses-worked on per shift)

Stiitt and Depbt.

DAY SHIFT
-4

Randolph
Clarksburg
Shady Grove,

.Bethesda

All depots

. NIGHT SHIFT
b

Randolph
Shady Gm*
Bethesda

All 4 depots

4

percentages of Respondents
1=2 :3-4 5-6 9-10 Are Than 10

:

25 75

13 13, 25 ' 50

36 36. 7 21
Ji

.

14 . 14- 29 14 14

3 21 24 12 6 32c

33 67

40 40

160

33 8 17 17 17c

4
aMechanics,tauto service workers, and tfte repairers.
b
No night shift at Clarksburg.

c
Row percentages do' not equal

response.

4 u

11.

100 'percent because 'of roundino, and no
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,Furthermore, at Randolph, 67 perceit of the night shift staff said they'work

on between 9 and 10 vehifles per night in contrast to the &Taller numbers

reported by the majority-of workers at Shady Grove and Bethesda.

It is possible, of course, that the ordinary lube job and oil change takes

only a short time and that workers can turn -out more than one vehicle an

hour. However, on paper, at least, he standards for the monthly service

check seem rather demanding. Therefore, gle data suggest that mechanics and

auto service workers may actually be expected to turn out more vehicles per

shift than they should and that they do not have tiMe to make all necessary

adjustments and repairs. At Randolpg, more workers are apparently needed on

.both shifts, but because there are only two functional work stations (Chapter

19), there is probably no room for them. ,At Clarksburg, where there is no

night shift, workers on the day shift have.to maintain both school buses and

Maintenance Division vehicles. The supervisor of the depot said he wonld be

willing to take a reduction of workers on the day shift to .create a night

shift.

Workers on Light.Nty

A worker who it; injured on.the job or who develops a physical conditiow(not

necessarily job related) that, in the opinion of a physician, r2striota -the

kind of work the' individual can do, is.put on "light duty." The worker

continues to fill a budgeted position of mechanic or auto service worker but

may not be' able to carry out all the jobs a mechanic or serVice wOrker is

normally expected to do. In fact, managers and supervisors must Often assign,

workers to quite different jobs. Therefore, while managers said enough workers

are provided for in the budget, thy also said there is always a shortage of

workers because, at any given time, a certain number of mechanics'or.service

workers are on light duty. As of July 1981, between 7 and 10 workers, or

about 10 percent of.the work force, were on light duty, though the number has

,decreased recently as workers have retired.

.
..

1
The data by depot and shiftsmust be viewed with extreme caution. The

more categories into which data are divided, the greater the percentage

,
accounted for by any one individual within a category.' There* is therefore'

considerable exaggeration. It cannot, for, example, be assumed fhat all

workers on the,night shift at Bethesda work On only ond or two Vehic s per

shift.

2
Ret;trictions may include not lifting a weight of more than 26 pounds,

. '
tot working under vehicles, etc.

,
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Exhibit 20.3

NUMBER OF YEARS OF SERVICE
a

BY.PERCENTApE OF STAFF AND POSITION
I

Percentage of Staff
. *

Less Than 10 Yrs.

Position 1 Yr. 1-3 Yrs. 3-5 Yri 5-8 Yrs. . 8-10 Yrs. Or More.

Tire Repairer 50 50

,

.-

Auto Service
Worker 8 23 8 8 15 39

Auto Mechanic : . 4 9 35 4 13 35

Lead Automotive
Mechanic 50 50

4

Supervising Auto
Repair Mechanic 25. 75

411 Staff 7 11 26 4 11 41

\

a
Source: Responses to item on questionnaire, and therefore does not include

all maintenance and mechanical staff. 41Rawever, more than 60 percent of all

workers returned questionnaires, so results can be generalized to the staff as'

.4 whole.
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Parts Runner

,,

It was shown in Chapter 19 that the distribution of parts from Shady Grove to

depots is a problem. Managers of automotive tervices have been solving it for

, themselves by assigning the job of parts runner to- an individual who is-on

light duty. This is a perfectly legitimate assignment, but the *parts

distribution system should not depend on what 10 essentially a makeshift

arrangement. The need for the position of parts runner should be recognizedw

and the position should be provided for in the budget. As will be shown in

Chapter 23, this can be done at lower than present cost.
,r

Turnover And Absenteeism

Turnover

Thus far, turnover has apparently not been a major problem for automotive

services. Exhibit 20.3 shows the number of years of service with MCN of the

automotive staff by percentage of staff and position.. Forty-one percent of

thestaff hive been empioyed by the Transportatiqn Division for 10 years or

more and 52 percent for 8 years or more. In FY 081, 3 mechanics and 1 auto

service worker left service, and the turnover rate for that year was 4nly 6

percent. It might be noted that two of the three mechanics retired aftei long

service with MCPS.

5

Absenteeism

Absenteeism is also not a major personnel problem in automotive

because of the heavy work load at the deptits, it has ap-impact

of work that does or does not 'get done. On the average,

absenteeism varies between, 10 and 15 percent. This is abdut

expected, given the leave benefits granted by MCPS.*

ices, but

on the amount
the rate of

what might be

Mechanics, auto service workers, and tire repairers were asked questions about

what happefis when someone on the same'shift who has the same job is absent.

Results are shown in Exhibit 20.4. Sixtyfone percent of the respondents said

they had to do work that would norni44ly, b4 assigned to the absent person.

flowerer, 57 percent said they are able to gpend as much time on jobs as they

should, and... 65 percent said jobs. are done as well as they should be

According to 41 percent, some work does not get done, Which is about what

might be expected. This means, of course, .that absence can disrupt the

extensive and demanding maintenance schedUfe.
,4L,
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Exhibit 20.4

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES STAFF'S&
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ABOUT W01(1K LOAD

AND ABSENpE OF'WORkERt

Percenage
b

Questions Response Choice . 91_11422alaila511
4

. DOES THE FOLL0WING HAPPEN WHEN-
SOMEBODY ON YOUR SHIFT WHO HAS
THE SAME JOB AS YOU HAVE IS ABsE410

You:and/or other workers.have to do Yes 61

the work that rulenormally be
assigned to the person who is

No
Cannot answer"'

26

absent? or ho response 13

You'cam't spend as riuc4tible as you Yes ( - 28

should on each jok? No 57

Cannot answer SI

or no response 13

)'

w Jabs can't be done:as wellas thiy Yes 22

should be? No 65

Cannot answer
or no response! 13

Some work just doesn't get dons? les 41
4 No 39 a

Cannot answer
or no response 13

7

a
Auto Mechanics,.auto serviCe workers, a a tire repairers taken as a group.

b
In all cases, 13 percent of th respondents said they were the only

iidy..i4ual on the shift with a giveiUjob classification and therefore could

no answer the questions.
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Training

Entering Training and Experience

Auto mechanics employed by. MCPS must be able to maintain and repair all

components of a wide variety of vehicles. To qualify for the position, an ,

individual must have completed a recognized apprenticeship and have journeyman

experience as a mechanic, Autamotive service workers must be able to assist

mechanics in making repairs or adjustments, replace some components (mufflers,

etc.) without the direction of a mechanic, lubricate vehicles, make minor

emergency. repairs, and perform many other jobs around.the shop. To qualify

for the position, an auto service worker must have experience in servicing and

maintaining vehicIts, but not have completed an apprenticeship.

MCPS is fortunate in having well-trained, experieced mechanics and automotive

service workers. Exhibit 20.5 shows the training and experience mechardcs and

service workers had at the time they were first hired by the Transportation

*Division. AA.....third of both groups had an automotive program int high school.

Seventy-three percent, of the mechanics and almost 40 percent of the service

workers had gone through a trade or technical -school automotive 'program.

Large percentages (87 percent of mechanics, 72 percent of service\workers) had

previous on-the-job training at a garage or auto shop; Almost /fialf of the

mechanics had training in the -repair of large vehicles, and 60 percent' had'

shop experience on large vehicles. ?hile only 28 pertent of the service

workers had training on large vehicles, almost 40 percenç had shop experience

on them.

. Formal Trainii 0 ortunitie

According to the managers o the Transportation Division, the automotive

serviaes staff are offered the opportunity to obtain formal training.

Manufacturers of vehicles or'auto otive parts and equipment may offer courses

at the Shady Grove depot. For _example, AC-Delco provided the following

training on various dates between December 1980 and June 1981: 'high energy

.ignition systems, charging and cranking systems, maintenance free batteries,

emiasions control systems, compnter carburetor systems, and air conditioning

systems. All mechanics and service woikers werl directed to attend these

ex

lases. Other classes are offered At manufacturers' training centers. For

mple, there is a Generar Motors training center at Fairfax, Virginia to

which 29 workers were sent (not all.for the' same .training) between February

-and March 191. Courses offered were on carburetors, governors', power

steering systems, cranking systems, and light duty diesel engine diagnosis end

overhaul. ,Whether offered at Shady Grove or at training centers; some

training is provided free, but, some must be pa'id' for. According to the

division managers, workers are selected for training by seniority and present '

. -
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Exhibit 20.5

TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE OF AUTOMOTIVE
MECHANICS AND SERVICE WORKERS WHEN .

FIRST HIRED BY PERCENTAGES OF WORKERS!

Training or Ex erience

Po;l.tion At Which Hired

Service
b

Mechanic
b

Worker

High school automotive course or program 33 31

Comiunity college automotive course or program 7

Tradrkor technical school autaotive course
or program 73 38,

On-the-job training ae'a garage or auto shop 187 72

Training in the repair or maintenance
of large vehicles. (like school buses) 47 28

Shop experience On large vehicles 60 38

aPercentages of mechanics and service workers who
on questionnaires, and therefore not of total staff.
percent of staff returned questionnaires.

b
Percentages cannot be ,added by columns because an
in more than one category of training and experience.

;3 2 2"

responded to 'these items
H"ever, more than 60

individual could respond



. .

.).
,

,

job
r
assignment, but everyone,they said, gets an equal opportunity to receive

training. "The courses given at Shady Grove; ,they said, are open to all

workers, further equalizing opportunities., .

On their questionnaire, mechanics, service workers, and tire repairers were

asked about opportunities for this kind of formal training. Results are shown

in Exhibit 20.6. Seventy-eight precent of the workers said they had been

offered the Chance td take a class or course in,the previous year, and 76

percent said Oleg actually to-ok advantage of the opportunity. During their

service with 1 MCPS, a large proportion of the workers take a rather large

number of couraes. By comparing the 'data in.Exhibit 20.6 with the length of

service of wO kers giien in 20.3, it,can be seen that the typical worker takes

at least one c urse a year. For example, 56 percent of the -staff have been

employed for 5 years or.more, and 58 percent of the-respondents said they have

taken 4 or more courses since /. being employed by automotive services. In

general, then, worker's reports confirm what is claimed by the division's

managers: workers'are apparently given a fair opportunity to take formal

training: It should be mentioned that the" questionnaire data apparently

suggested that auto service workers were not being given as many, opportunities

fort training' as' mechanics. Seventeen percent of all workers said they were

not offered a chance to take a class or course of any kind between July 1980

and June ,I981. A breakdown of the.data showed that this 17 percent included

31 percent of the autiiotive service workerf but only 4 percent of the

mechanics who respo ded to the questionnaire. -All of them were wrong. The

MORE ataff,easily o ained copies of temoranda showing that all mechanics and

service work4rs fere scheduled,(required, in fact) to attend some classes at

Shady Grove training'center during FY 1981. TheT1' response, however, may

suggesto that there might have biell a breakdown in communication between the

centfal office and depots.

Trainfng opportunities might be limited in themfuture. Cuts in the diviiion's

budget would:make iemore difficult for managers to find money to send workers

out for training. Even if there were no cuts in the 'budget, the effects of

inflation would limit the amount of training thati can be purchased with

available-funds.

On the Jibb Training.

g i

Managers of the division reported that an automotive 'service worker has the

chance to be trained as a mechanic and, eventually,1to be promoted to that is

put on jobs as a mechanic's' helper and, in time, is allowed to do increasingly

complex jobs., An individual who can function as a mechanic can be promoted

after an "apprenticeship" of four years1 Some automotive service workers, it

was reported, :have a lot of initiative, learn mechanical work (primarily

replacing whole units) very quickly, 'ahd are ready for promotion ill two

years. Data'obtained from questionnaires show that of 29 respondents who were

originally hired as automotive service workers, 16, or 5 percent, now, hold

the position of auto mechanic, lead auto
mechanic '1

or supervising auto

mechanic (see next section on promotion).
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Exhibit 20.6
a.

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS ABOUT

riq -SERVICE TRAINING OPPORTUNITIESa

Between July 1980 and June 1981,
did the Transportation Division'
offer'you a chance to, take a
class or course of anY kind /in
automotive service, maintenance,
repair, or other job-related,

training?

Did you actually taka any of the
training that was offered' betieen
July 1980 and June 1981?

About how many training Codrses
paid for or offered by the'Trans-
portation DivisiOn have you- taken

in the whole time you haVe worked
in the, division? ,

Response Choice

Percentage
Of Respondents

Yes
No.

No response

Yes

78

17

5

111*

76

No, chose not to 2

.No, never offered 17

More than 10 17

9-10 4'

6-8 4 20

4-5 17

2-3 24

1 4

No responae 1

aMechanics, auto
Percentages dre

questionnaires.

. ,

service workers, and tire repairers taken, as A group..

f the. more than 60 percent of all workere who returned .

- g-
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Other Opportunities in MCPS

Inservice.courses offered by MCPS are open to the automotive services staff,

though few of theM are of immediate interest to automotive mechanics and

service workers. Nonetheless, some mechanics have taken inserVice courses in

supervision. Mechanics and adto service workers can also take courses at

Montgomery College and elsewhere under the tuition reimtlursement plan offered

by_ MCPS. During the time of the MOW study, however, only one individual took

advantage'of this.

Promotion And Position Classes

Promotion

Training, promotion, and the number and type of position classes are closely

interrelated. While workers can probably be required to take certain traihing

,as a condition of employment, they may not be e'er to take advantage of all'

training opportunities unless training contributes to advancement in salary

and position. Even when training is required, Workers may reasonably expect

they will somehow benefit from acquiring new skills and performing additional

or more complex work. But the extent to which- workers can advance is

determined by the number of promotional opportunities or position clauses in

their unit. %

As matters now stand in automotive service, there is little incentive for

workers, especially automotive mechanics, to seek or take additional

training--though the,quality of the maintenance program depends, on their

keeping abreast of,, new developments In their trade. -EXhibit 20.7, which

compares the entry level and current position'of .44 workers, shows the that

reason. Aptomotive service workers have generany fared^ better than

automotiif mechanics, primarily because their lower poiition at entry 'iliakes

promotion possible. Of the ,29 in the sample who started as auto sirvice

workers, more than half (56'percent) now occupy higher positions, including

positions as lead autd mechanic and supervising auto mechanic. In contrast,

80 percent of those- who were hired as automotive mechanics are still

automotive mechanics, ,and only 201)ercent advanced to higher positions. To

some extent, seniority is involved here, since aome of the service Workers who

4 have become lead or supervising mechanics have been emOloyed by MCPS for a

long time. However, 35 percent of- the present auto medhanica haVe been

employed by ihe Transportation Division for 10 years or more, 48 percent 411, 8'

years or more, and.52 percent for 5 years ot longer.' At the time they Were

hired, 73 percent of themechanics, compared to only,38 ilercent of the Auto

service workers, had completed a trade or technical school automotive program

(see Exhibit 20.5). And finally, a large percentage of the mechanics have

taken many formal courses in maintenace and repair (see Exhibit'020.6), and

some have even,managed to take inservice training in impervisTr °
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Exhibit 20.7

COMPARISON
AND POSITION
AUTOMOTIVE

Positipp Into Which Hired

OF POSITION
CURRENTLY

SERVICES

29

INTO WHICH HIREDa
HELD BY 44

STAFF MEMBERS

Position Now Held (FY 1981r

Percentage

Automoiive Service Worker Tire repairer
b

Automotive service
worker

Automotive mechanic
Lead auto mechanic
Supervising auto
.mechanic

Totals

N

1

12

11

2

3

29

3

41

'38

7

10

99C

Automotive Mechanic 15 Automotive mechanic la 80

. Lead auto mechanic 2 13

Supervising auto
mechanic

;
. 7

Totals 15 100

a
Source: Questionnaire- data ,broken down by responses to twO' items. Not all

respondents answereeboth items.

bAuto service worker placed in position of tire repairer at own request.

Rounding,orror.

1.11n1.
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While auto service workers have gained promotion through on-the-job training,

managers reported that there are some impediments to their progress.

Apprenticeship stptus is not recognized, i.e., there is no budgeted position

of apprentice mechanic. Therefore, even when performing as a mechanic, the

individual is paid as an auto service worker. Furthermore (see earlier),

managers, said that though same aervice workers qualify as mechanics after onlyi

two years of on-the-job training, the Personnel Department insists they cannot

be promoted until they have served out a full four years. The situation may,

in part, be created by the Transportation Division. As far as can be

determined, there are no policies or standards for determining who is

qualified to enter an "apprenticeship," what training Must be given, or how

and when an individual qualifies as a mechanic.

Mechanics-as Supervisors and Specialists

Division managers reported that the preient tableof organization does not

provide for enough supervising mechanics or other higher-level positions. As

a consequence, automotive services has again had to make up a deficiency by

finding its own solution to what is actually a perdonnel and budget problem:

volunteers perform jobs that are not in their job-description, are at a higher

level than the one for which they are paid, and have supervisory or similar

responsibilities. For example, it whs repotted that at the Shady Grove shop,

one volunteer has taken on the duties of a lead automotive mechanic, which is

a working supervisory position. Another acts as a service writer--a job done

elsewhere by supervising auto mechanics--ind dispatcher of motor pool

vehicles. At thedepots, on any given shift, there is no so-called second man'

to serve as pupervisor when the supervising auto mechanics(day shift) or the

lead auto mechanic (night shift) is on leave or otherwise unable to deal with

shop problems. Volunteers now carry out the responsibilities.

The director of the Transportation Division said that at present the work done-

by these volunteers may be justified under the "other duties ail assigned"

provision in their job descriptions. However, he said, if they refused to do

the jobs, it is highly doubtful that they could be forced to do'so because, in

all cases, the jobs are.at a higher level than ihe- positions they occupy.

There is also, then, te problem of what could happen if workers would refuee

or simply not volunteer.

Some mechanics also serve as specialists. For eiample, a mechanic who hat:

taken 'additional aid 4dvanced courSes in transmission repair will function as

a specialist, repairing transmissions and consulting with other mechanics on

3
There is alsoa potential, though apparently nilt an Immediate

association issue, deVending on how the situation is handled.
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transmission problems. Though this undoubtedly saves money for MCPS, the

training and semiiupervisory responsibilities of the specialists are not
recognized or rewarded.

Position Classes

Given all of the circumstaRces that have been described, managers of the
Transportation Division say that there are morale problems. Meny workers are
effectively "stuck" in their present positions and .therefore have little
reason to take further training or assume additional responsibilities. 'In
addition, there is a shortage of line supervisors. Therefore, they said that
new position claslesNIshould be created. For example, the supervisor of
autcomotiv lEaintenance has p4oposed the following,position and grade structure
below the s ervieory level:

Lead mechanic/Service writer
Mechanic II
Mechanic I
Tire repairer II
Tire repairer I
Apprentice mechanic
..Automotive service worker
Parts runner

410

Other suggestions have also been made by managers and supervisors. It was
said that a position called something like "lubrication mechanic" is needed, a
position below that of auto service worker. It was also said tilip gas station
attendants should not be classed as automotive service workers, 'but should
have,a lower positiol; class and grade.

Discussion

Adeqiuicy of Staffing

While .there is some Avidence that aut otive servIxes may not have enough
mechanics and auto service wotkers, the major 4.may be the distribution
of staff. Randolph clearly needs more workers on both shifts, but thete is
probably no room for them. The construction-of additional work stations, as

4
Not proposed formally as of the'tfme of this report, but discussed with

.the MORE staff as one possible solution to the ;7arious problems. Parts clerks
and central office staff are not.included above, though they are part of the
supervisor's tentative plan:

r
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recommended in Chapter 19, followed by either.the reassignment of staff from

other depots to Randolph or the addition of new staff would solve the

,problem. A night shift is needed at (Clarksburg, and the depot superyieor's

recommendation that it be created by reassigning day-shift staff should 'be

seriously considered. The positidn of parts runner is badly needed and should

be provided"for in thebudget (see Chapter 23 far doing so at comparatively

low cost).

It can be a serious problem when is many as 7 to 10 workers (9 to 14 percent

of the labor force) cannot perform the jObs they were hired to do because they

must be 'placed on light duty. A large part of the problem ip the present

inflexible position structure in automotive services. A 'worker, is either a

mechanic, a tire'repairer, or an auto service 'worker. There are .no

lower-level and comparatively undemanding positions in which a worker ,can be

placed when assigned to light duty. For eXample, while an anto service worker

is now acting unofficiallypas a parts runner, he continues to occupy the

position of auto service worker and to be paid accordingly. If the position

of parts runner existed (a lower-level position), he cduld be placed in thot

job, leaving open an auto service worker position. The MORE proposal for a

new position structure, which is discussed in Chaster 23, provides positions

to which workers on light duty could be assigned.

I.

Training

-r

Each year there is some cha ge in automotive technology. In, say, the past.10

years or so, generators have, been superseded by alternators, electronic_

ignLtion systems have become,cdmmonplace, maintenance free batteries have come

intaexistence, and so on. In addition, MCPS now seems to be committed to the

use of buses powered byNliesel engines, Which operate quite differently than

gaioline engines. Therefore, the continuing training of mechanics and auto

service workers is just as important to the vehicle maintenance program as the

continuing training ofteachers is to the educational program.

There are two separate issues in trainini: the role of on-the-job training and

more formal training in new techniques and technolOgy. On-the-job training is

primarily, though perhaps not exclusively; a way to enable tire repairers and

automotive service workers to qualify for tmomotion to the posigion of

mechanic. It is a good idea, and MCPS probably derives benefit from it.

t\

5
The issue of whether or not the salary of a worker who is placed on

light duty should be red circled if the worker is reassigned goes well beyond

the limits of this report.

6
Better morale, retention of workers, reduction ,in recruiting efforts

and costs, etc.

,
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Formal training in new techniques and technology is more important than ,

on-the-job training 'in the whole scheme of things, because it is this-kind of'
training that enables workers to maintain new,equipment and to Uie new tools.
If budget limitations make it more difficult to pend mechanics out for
training, an alternative must be found. One possibility would be to enlist

.

the serVices of MCPS teachers of automotive courses or programs and have them,
teach mechanics and auto service workers, perhaps during the summer. At the

present time, however, there is no evidence that the formal training program
is actually endagered.

At present; MCPS in-service training for mechanics and other workers is not

. really an issue at all, It is highly doubtful that the supervisory courses
that are offered are of any real value to them; and' other in-service courses

are probably of even less interest and value. If it turns out that MCPS must
depend on its own resources to provide future formal training in new
techniques and technologies, then in-service courses may have to be developed.

Promotion and Position Classes

The current situation in automotiVe services almost demands the creation of
promotional opportunities and new position classes. While auto service

workers can look forward to'promotionbecause they start at the bottom and
can move only upwardmechanics have little to look forward to except

continued employment in the same job at the same level. This.ipplies equally
well to mechanics lobo have taken no additional training in 10 years and to

those who have taken two courses a year for the same period of time. The lack
of promotional opportunities therefore adversely affects morale and provides

no incentives for self-bacovement, even when the improvement is also to,the
benefit of MCPS. Lack of opportunity could also encourage experienced

. mechanics, in whom MCPS has an investment, to look elsewhere-for employtent.
Furthermore, there are notsnough line supervisors in automotive services, and

the gppa are now being filled by volunteers. MCPS ,has therefore been

depending on the good will.of the very workers who are denied opportunities

for advancement.
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Recommendations

Promotional positl,ons and related issues will be discussed and recommendations

will be made in _pter 23.

Staffing

o Additional work stations should be'constructed at the Randolph depot (see

Chapter 19), and, thereafter, additional mechanics and auto service-workers

should be provided for in the budget and assigned to that depot or should

be reassigned to Randolph from other depots.

o A. night shiit should be crelated at the Clarksburg depoi by either
reassigning present Clarksburg day shift staff or.by rearuiting volunteers

for a night shift from other depots and reassigning some Clarksburg staff

as their replaCements on day shift.

The positiotlkparts runner should be created and funded in future

budgets (see Chapter 21).

.

Training

o The director of the Transportation DiviSion should determine as soon as

ppssible what formal training opportuni,ties now exist, whether what exists

is adequate to MCPS' needs, and whether or not stfficient funds are

aVailable to send workers to formal training courses.

o If oiportunities .for formal training are found sto be decreasing fox.;,.

whatewer reason, the director of the Transpo ation Division should submit

to the associate superintendent for Supportive ervices a report describing

the.situatian'ind recommending solutions.

1
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'CHAPTER 21

MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION

IntroductiOn

Though automotive services is decentralized, the situation irOite different

from the one that prevails in pupil transportation. The .central office is

organized and staffed to manage operations. Workers are assigned to speOfic

depots and, except/whe5 a worker goes on a road call; are always it close

proximity to a-(supervisor. There are, however, some minor flaws in an

otherwise sound structure,

Present Organization And
SupervlbOr7to-Worker Ratio

Organization

Exhibit 21.1 shows the present managerial-Supervisory sttucture of automotive

services. The supervisor of automotive maintenance, acting under the division

director, is responsible'for the entire garage!,operation. In theOry at 'least,

.the supervisor has an ,assistant, the repair services supervisor, whO is

responsible for coordinating Some central office functions and many operations

and for providing technical assistance io the heads of depots. The staff

responsible for Ordering and distributing parts and supplies are housed at the

central office. The parts inventory is* computerized, and the automotive

services central office has a computer terminal linked directly to the

mainframe at the ESC. . The gasoline distribution system is independently

computerized, and the computer and printer ate housed. at the division''s

central office. A senior accounts clerk is responsible for computer

operations.
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Exhibit 21.1

AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES'
MANAGERIAL-SUPERVISORY STRUCTURE

DIVISIONAL CENTRAL OFFICE

Director, Division of Transportation

Supervisor of Automotive Maintenance

Repiir Services Supervisor

DEPOTS -

pay Shift

Supervising Auto Mechanic

Auto Mechanics
Auto Service Wgrkers
Tire Remlrers
Parts Clefts

(Th

Parts Department'
Inventory ,

Accounts'

Melt Shifta

Lead Auto.Mechanic

Auto Mechanics
Auto Seririce Workers

4No night shift at the Clarksbutg depot.

b
At the ,Shady Grove shop only.
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Automotive depots are geographically decentralized and not associated in any

way with, school administrative areas. Depots are under the direction of

supervising automotiye mechanics who report to the supervisor of automotive

maintenance. At the depots that have night shifts, a lead auto mechanic

serves,as a working supervisor but reports to fhe supervising Alto mechanic

who is inrcharge Of the depot.
*

Supervisor-to-Worker Ratio

The supervisor-to-worker ratio in automitive services seems to'be satisfactory

no matter how it is calculated, tftough, as will be shown.slater, this is

misleading. . Overall, counting lead autb mechanics as working supervisors,

there are 9 supervisors and 71 mechaniCs, auto service _workers, .tire

repairers, parts deparfment workers, and clerical and accounting staff. 'The

ratio is therefore a).ittle tore favorable than 1:8, or 1 supervisor for* every

8 workers. If lead auto mechanics art counted ap worker's insitad of as

supervisors, there are 6 supervisors and 74 workers, or a ratio of abpgt

1:12. Taking only the Bethesda, Randolph, and Clarksburg depots and countiAg

lead auto mechaniCs as workers, the ratio is 1:11, which would be very good

indeed if the supervisors of these depots were actually able to supervise (but

see later). At the Shady Grove shop, if the lead auto mech4inic is counted as

a worker and only one parts department worker is considered to be assigned to

the shop on the dr shift, the ratio is 1:37, more than three times that at

the other depots.

Problems In Management
And entral Office Staff Assignments

'Review of Problems

Exhibit 21.2 is a brief review of some of the problems in management that have

been discussed in previous chapters or that will be discussed at greater

length later in this chapter. Some are minor, like the lack of up-to-date

shop manuals. Others, like the inability of depot supervisors tO devote

1
In a sense, the main parts department at Shady Grove is a part of both

the central office and the central shop. Assigning just one pprts clerk to

the shop for purpbses of calculation is therefore conservative.
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.' Exhibit 21.2

's
A RETjIEW OF SOME-MANkEMENT PROBLEMS-

AND CHAPTER IN WHICH DISCUSSED

0.1

o ,The Supgly Division and Maintenance Division say they are not 'always

informed in advince of service and the cost of repairs; data reports on

costs are tot sent to them in a reasonable time (Chapter 17).

,c) An effective system for notifying drivers of missed maintenance

appointments has not been developed (Chapter 18).

o Road emergencies ere often caused by bus driVers, and drivers are not

given adequate training in the mechanical operation of buses (Chapter 18).

o The parts distribution system is makeshift, and there is no regular,

reliable schedule for the parts runner (Chapter 19).

o The division .is solving its own problem of maintenance of shop equipment--

by stopgap measures, and a satisfactory long-range solution has not been

proposed (Chapter 19).

o Bus drivers pose a safety hazard 'in shops, but 'the division has no

policies to control the situation'(Chigter 19).

o Depot supervisprs are able to spend only 50 percent or leis of their time

supervising and consulting with Workers (this chapter).

o There is minimal control and sometimes no control over parts and supplies

at depots (see documentation later in this chapter).

4
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adequate time to supervision," are major problems or can have major

consequences. However,' 'the problems have been selected to illustrate the

- °following important points:

o They are primarily matters of lack of control over operitiong, noelof

inadequacies in the ognizationaJ structure.
, ,

o Most can be solved rather easily without the'need for.additional staff

r resaitces. .0% , .

o Some can be solved easily if managers taie advantage o f the fact that

automotive services and pupil transportation are parts of the same

division.
ft.

For example, providing cost information.to other divisions requires only that

Transportation Division managers meet with managers of those divisions to

determine what information they need and when they need it. 'They might also

have to meet with the managers of the Data'Processing DivisiOn to determine

how to expedite the flow of data. Neither action requires additional

resources. The lack of an adequate system for informing drivers of missed

service appointments, inadequate training of drivers, and the safety hazard

that drivers pose in shops are all internal divisional problems and should be

easy to solve if managers simply give them the time and attention they

deserve.

Some, but only a few of the problems can .be solved only if managers of

automotive services are given adequate financial support. The lack of a

satisfactory and permanent solutiork to the problem of maintaining shop

equipment, for eiample, is a budgetarfbatter. As was discussed in Chapter

19, the position of.parts runner is badly needed and should be provided for in

the budget. As will be shown in Chapter 23, it ,is probable that money can

actually be saved by creating pe position.

staffini

,

In the introduction, it was said that there are some minor flaws in an

otherwise sound structure.. Staffing is somewhat inappropriate and some

managerial jobs are being done by the wrong staff members. To understand the

present situation adequately, it is necessary to understand the following

.
recent history of staffing and related events in automotive services:

4,

o FY 1978 was the first year of complete decentralization of the

automotive depots,

o In FY 1979, the central'office positions of supervisor of automotive

maintenance and repair services supervisor were created and. funded.
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o Between FY 1979 and FY 1981, the computerized inventory system and the
GasBoy system were installed. Unhifficially ti.e., not by job

description), the accounts clerk was made responsible for computer
operations.

o In the four years between FY 1979 and FY 1982, three differept

-individuals ochupied 'the position of supervisor of automotive

maintenanhe.

o In the same period,,there were two different directors and one acting

directorof the TransPortation Division.

Inevitably, during this rather difficult time of adjustment to both

decentralization and frequent -changes in the iinagerial7supervisory staff,

essential Jobe had to be assigned to available staff tithoilt"kegarA for job
titles or official job descriptions. Many of these informal managerial job

assignments that were appropriate in the past are no longer appropriate,
though some are beComing institutionalized.

The Present Situation

Acting under the division director, the supervisor of automotile maintenance
is the highest level administrapr and supervisor of automotive services and
is responsible for all operations. Though he ,obviously cannot be expected

to carry out all jobs himself, it is reasonable to believe that hd should

perform all of the work involved in coordinating the maintenance and repair

program, state 'inspectiods, computer inventory systems and data acquisftion,

insurance and warranteeprograms, andstaff training. At present, however,

the supervisor of automotive maintenance denotes a considerableamount of his
time to jobs that are primarily technical, not administrative or supervisory.

For example, he develops specifications for parts and vehicles, investigates
the reasons for too frequent replacement of parts, and consults with depot

heias on shop problems. Thus, some of the administrative jobs he should be
doing are delegated to.other siaff members.

The senior accounts clerk continues to be responsible for all computer

operations, which, by this tipe, should be coordinated by the supervisor of

automotive maintenance. 'Recentl she has been made responsible for analyzing

.the vehicle exception report, which identifies vehicles that exceed specified
limits of fuel cons4mption or r airs. This particular job should be done by

a specialist in automotive aintenance 4or technology, not by either an
accounts clerk or the supervisor 01,automotive,maintenance.
. .

2
Departmettof Personnel Services Job Description 922.

A
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The position of repair serviCes supervisor is a curious one at best, and

manageri of the Transportation Division said that they do not know why the

position was ever created. According to the job description, the repair

services supervisor is responsible for almost all of the administrativ'e and

supervisory iuties for which the supervisor of automotive maintenance is also

responsible. In addition, the repair services supervisor is responsible

Tor a wide variety of technical jobs: consulting with depot supervisOrs on

shop problems, investigating and making recommendations for garage equipment;

,
reviewing cost records of vehicles, making recommendations to improve econom5r,

and evaluating the quality of supplies and materials. It is highly doubtful

that,any one individual can simultaneously and effectively'carry out so bang

,responsibilitiei. As things havt evolved, then, the supervisor of automotive

maintegaftce does some of the technical jobs that should be done by the repair

services supervisor. The repair services supervisor does some of the jobs

plat should be done by the 'supervisor of automotive maintenance (coordinating

state inspections, for example) and only some of the technical work for which

he is resPonsible according to the job description.

4.

The supervising auto mechanic who is the head of the Shady Grove shop has for

some time been treated as a member of the central office staff and has'been

doing jobs that are actually. 'the responsibility of the supervisor of

aAtomotive maintenance: coordinating staff training, Consulting with salesmen,

and coordinating the insurance and warrantee programs. Even without these

extra central office jobs,ethe supervisor of the Shady Grove Shop has more

responsibilities than do the supervisors of the other three depots. There are

more than three times the nuMber of workers at the Shadyc.Grove shop than there

are at any other single depot. They. handle major repairs for all other

depots,, maintain the buses and other vehicles parked-on the depot lot, and

maintain and dispatch MCPS motor pool vehicles. The supervisor must, then,

deal not only with large and complex repairs but also with complex scheduling

problems.. He cannot perform central office jobs that should. be done by .the

. supervisor of .automotive maintenance (or perhalis by "the repair services

supervisor) mdthout taking time away from'his major job, supervising the Shady4'
Grove shop.

Problems /n Suptrvision

Responsibility vs. Staffing

4,

Supervising iutomdtive mechanics, the heads .of depots, should be able to

devote the largsit part of their time to supervising mechanics and other

workers. In an interview, managers of the Trafisportation Division said that

if-supervisors could work closely-with mechanics, 4hey could save MCPS' a

considerable amount of money by helping with diagnosis of problems and, .

perhaps, reducing the number of parts that are now being replaced instead of

3.Department of Personnel Services Job Description 920.
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being repaired. For the most part,Aowever, the supervisors are not able to

do this.

As tile administratlft'lhead of a depot,, the supervising,auto mechanic is
responsible for all supervision and clerical work. The present organizational

'structure does uot provide for line supervisors, and clerks are not assigned
to depots'. Therefore, the depot supervisor met personally do all of the

dupervision .that gets, done and all of the clerical work. Thus, while the

supervisor-to-worker ratio at the depots is quite favorable, supervisors

reported that clerical work, especially making service appointments and

writing repair orders, absorbs most of their time and that they are able to

.spetd 50 percent or less of their time supervising workers.

Supervision of Workers

Since depot supervisors are able to spend only 50 percent or less of their,
time supervising workers, it is not surprising that only a very limited amount

of control is exerpised over the 'quality of work. When a vehicle is to be
worked on, a repair order is written and a mechanic is made responsible for

the job. The mechanir aPcounts on the repair order fOr all of.the time he
spends on the Sbb and either checks (on a checklist) or describes the work

done. Repair orders are tutned in to the depot supervisor. Supervisors said
that because they cannot spend full time in the shop, they inspect some, but

not all jobs and that the primary check on a mechanic's work is the repair
order.

On their questionnaire, workers were*asked questions about inspection of their
work. Results are shown in Exhibit 21.3. The majority (58 percent) said that
when they turn in a repair order on the completion of a job, a supervisor

checks the order. This does not mean that a'supervisor checks the work

itself. Only 17 perceht of the workers said that a supervisor inspects their

work, and another_26 percent said a supervisor inspects repair work, but nett
other jobs (lubel oil change, etc.). Forty-six percent skid, however, that a

supervisor never or almost never .inspects av. work. Apparently, it is common'
practice to road test vehcles after the completion of a repair job that

affects how a vehicle runs. *The road test is done by the mechanic who is
responsible for the job according to .74"percent of the rdspondents, not by a
supervisor. The workers, then, ,Confirmed what was reported by,gthe,..,

supervishis: more reliance is.placed on repair ordereas a check on work 'than
;

on direct supervision and inspection.

cont

Oontraling* and accounting for parts has been a major problem in the

Transportation Divison (see Part Iv, the auditor's report). _Fait of the

problem has been .inadequate control ai the central office of the information
4going into the computer. However, managers and superidsors said that control
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Exhibit 21.3

)WORKERS' RESPONSES TO QUES7;IONSa
ABOUT INSPECTION OF WORK

Questions,

When you fill in a repair order
ind turn it in, ioho usually
checks to sei that the work
needed was actually done?'

Wiceiz, you finish a job,'doeS

' ye= superViaing auto mechanic
or lead mechanic'inspect "

your work? :

At your depot, is it usual to
road test a vehicle after a
repair job has been lione (when
the repair affects how the
vehicle runs)?

When a vehicle is road-tested,
who does the road teier

I

Response Choices

Perciultages
Of Ridpondents

Supervising auto-mechanie 41

Lead auto mechanic, 17

An auto mechanic
Nobody ,

17

Don't know, no response 16

%Always, for all jobs 17

Always for repair jobs, but
not for others-

26

No, n'ver or almost never
fot any jobs -

46

Don't know, no response 11

Yes; always or almost always 80

Sometimes yes,jbmetimes tO 13

No, rarely or fever vied, test , 0

Don't know, no response

r'F

Supervising aUto mechanic r'
lead auto mechanic

I 1

A. mechanic who been given 9,has

responsibility by'supervisor
The mechanic or worker who

did ihe work

74

Don't know, no response,, 6

a
Auto mechanics, service workers, and tire'repairers aka group.
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over parts at the depots can also be a.problem, though again they said that a'

system is in place. Each depot has a Parts room and a parts clerk. When a

mechanic needs a part, he is supposed to present a repair order to the parts

clerk, who issues the part and, in theory, signs the repair order to show that

the part was issued. Repair orders are eventually sent for processing to. the

central office, where information about the parts used on the job is entered

into the computer and charged against the parts inventory. The accuracy of

the repair order determines the accuracy of the data entered into the

computer.

Workerswere asked questions on the questionnaire about control of parts. The

results, which are shown in Exhibit 21.4, suggest.that there is actually

little control even.though managers say a system-is, in place. One control,

for example, might be to require workers to "trade in" a used part as evidence
that a new part is needed or, if for no other reason, because some 'parts can

be rebuilt. HoWever, 48 percent of the workers said this is not required at

all or is not a regular requirement. Probably because parts clerks have to do --

some of the.depot's clerical work and sometimes have to go to Shady Grove to

get parts, stock rooms are not always supervised. .A majority of wOrkers (50

percent) said they always or at least sometimes can get parts or supplies from
the parts room for themselves without having to ask a parts clerk for. them.

Thirty-three percent said that as fai as they know, nobody checks to see that
the parts and supplies charged to a repair order are actually used on the job.

Training Of Hanagers.And Supervisors

Ent
4

To qualify for the position of supervisOr of, automotive maintenance, the

highest administrative-supervisory . position' in automotive services, an

individual must have a college degree, trade school training in automotive

maintenance, and experience in fleet maintenance operations and computerized

inventory systems. However, in the job description, these apparently

stringent requirements are modified by the statement, "or any combination of

education.., and experience necessary to perform effectively in the

position." This means that an individual who may lack some important training

or expelance, perpps particularly in computer applications, can- be hired

into the position..

4
The concern .here is with job,descriptions and entry level requirements,

not with the qualifications of individuals now occupying positions.

5
Bedause it iS unlikely that an individual With 'the required edncation

and extensive experience in fleet operations and maintenance would also have

been abe to get experience in computer operations, and because the computer

--Inventory systems in the Transportation Division are comparatively new.
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Questions

Exhibit 21.4

WORKERS' RESPONSES TO,QUESTIONS
a

ABOUT CONTROL OF PARTS AND SUPPLIES

When you have to get a new
from you parts departmentr
you have totturn in a used
before you are given,a new

part
do
part

one?

At your depot; oan workers get
parts or suppliei themselves
instead of having to ask the "

parts, clerk for them?

When you fill out a repair order
and turn it in, who usually' '

checks to see that parts and
supplies chirged to the'pb
were actually used on the job?

'Response Choices

Yes, always, all parts
Yes, always, but only,

large parts
Sometimes, but not a

regular requirement
No, to trade-in ever

required
Don't know; no response.

Yes, always or'usually-
Yes, but only once itva while
Not it's never allowed
Don't know, no responie

Supervisi4 auto mechanic-
Lead auto mechanic
Depot 'parts clerk
Nobody (that I know of)
Don't know, no response

Percentages
Of Respondent

4

37

33

15

11

9

41

48
v

2'

17

15,

13

33

22

a
Auto mechanids, service workers, and ilre repairers as a group.41.
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To qualify for the position of repair services supervis*, an individual must

be a journeyman auto mechanic; have supervisory experience in automotive

repair; be.able to plan, assign, and supervise the work ofdepot.heade; and he

capable,of supervising record keeping. The qualifications do not reflect -the

fact that many of the aseigned respiinsibilities are administrative or that the
largest part of record keeping in automotive services is done by computer.

Again, then, an individdil viho lacks important training and experience can

qualify for the position.

Job qualifications for supervising auto dechanics and lead auto mechanics are

straightforward. Both must be journeymen,auto mechanics and have the ability

to supervise other mechanics. However, no specific supervisory ttaining is

requiligd to qualify for either position.

. Training Offered by HCPS

7e.

Though individuals who may lack certain training or experience can be hired,

MCPS offers them little or no training once they have pbtained positions. The

supervisor of automotive -maintenance and the repair services supervisor

positions are not A&S, and therefore individuals occupying them are not able

to take in-service courses designated for AO staff. Though there are

, in-service courses in supervision and in how to operate computers, they are

probably of little varue to someone who must manage.computerized inventory

systems or use computer-pioduced data to manage fleet maintenance operations.

. As was Pointed out in the last chapter, some shop supervisors and mechanics
have been able to take in-service courses in superlAsion, but it is difficult

for a mechanic.of any level to enroll in such\courses.

Discussion

2rianizat ion

, One .of the most important findings presented in this chapter is that the

present organizational structure of automotive services is sound. The central

office is organized, staffed, and equipped to manage a decentralized system of

depots and services. )Rowever, as 1ms been shown, there are problems,

primarily of control of operationd% The major iseue, then, ia, how the,

organization can lie strengthened to increase control and increase

supervision. Further discussion and recommendations will be presented in

Chapter 23, following a discussion of technological planning ,in the text

chapter.
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Staffing and Job Assignments

Some of the lack of control over operations may result from the way in which

central office responsibilities and jobs are.assigned. Giving jobs to anyone

who happened to be available may have been reasonable in the early days of

decentralization and frequent turnover of the msnagerial-superisOry staff.

However, diffusion of responsibility can lead to a situation in which some

jobs "fall through the cracks." There is now no good reason why the

supervisor of auomotive maintenance should not take over and personnally

perform all of the jobs of coordination that,are now-being done by thei repair

services supervisor, the supervising mechanic who is the head of the Shady

Grove shop, 'and theSenior accounts clerk. The directbr of the Transportation

Division reported to the MORE staff that the -supervisor of automotive

maintenance could indeed performAll of those jobs provided that he did not

have to .do the technical jobs that now take up so much of his time (and see

later).

The position of repair services supervisor has a grade of 21 on the men
supportive, service scale. If the supervisor of automotive maintenance carried

out all of the coordinating jobs for which he is responsible, there would be

no need for the position of* repair services supervisor. Inetead, a lower

level technical, non-supervisory position could -be created, an automotive

technical specialist or some similar title, and the individual in the position

would pergqrm all of the technical jobs that need to be done in automotive

, services. -This, of course, would enable the supervisor of automotive

maitenance to, carry out his administratilie and supervisory'responsibilities.

Supervision,

Supervision of work (in the sense of consulting with mechanics) and control of

parts at the depots are inadequate. Far too, much of the supervisors' tirie is

spent on clerical work. If.managers of the division are right, Ihis costs

MCPS a considerable amount of money each year. The problem can be solved-only

by providing clerical support at the depots and creating line Supervisory

positioni. How this can be done is discussed in Chapter 23.

6
While the need for such a position has been partly documented here, the

next chapter is devoted entirely to a discussion of technological planning and.

the advantage of creating the pOsition of automotive technical specialist.

WO
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Recommendations

Ilecommendations that stem from the findings presented hereare'made in Chapter
;23 because they are related, in part, to technological planning, another

mapagerial function that is discussed in the following chapter. Chapter 23

also includes discussion of and recommendations for rewriting job descriptions

'and the training of managers.

.104
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CilAPTER 22

TECHNOLOGICAL PLANNING

#

Introduction

The automotive services staff have little or no control over how MCPS vehicles

are ,used ot driven., Therefore, they can help reduce vehicle operating costs

and the costs of puttil.transpottation, school plant maintenance, etc. onlY in

the following maior ways: 1

o Develop a:ore efficient 'waYa to do repairi or to make. mOdifications on

mehicles

o Evaluate prbduats already in use to identify those that- give ,the 'best

serVice at the lowest cost
.

o Test ' new products, or technologies for cost egfectiveness unar
conditions of °Operation in MCPS (but only well-established products o

technologies).

All are responsibilities of the superviaor of automotive maintenance but are

to be carried out primarily by the repair serviees supervisor according to the

job description (see previous chapter). Unfortunately, automotive services is

not adequately prepared to do technical development, product evaluation, 'or

product testing.

.

1
Operational planning has already been discussed in Chapters 17-21.

Resource planning is done as a parti of' budget planning for the entire

Transportation Division and has been discussed in various chapters in Part.II

and,in Chapter 17 of this .part of the report.
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Development

As anyone who has ever attempted a repair job learns from experience, there is

a "right" way and a "wrong" way to go about it. Doing it the wrong way

usually wastes Ome and effort andecan also waste materials. Or, to put it

differently, there ,is a cost-effective way and a costly way to do virtually

any job. Obviously,, when maintaining a fleet as large as the one operated by

MCPS, doing jobs in the most cost effective manner can save large amounts of -
time, 'effort, and materials--which translate into dollars.

Developing iost effective ways to make repairs__ or modifications on vehicles

takes time and effort. For example, it is possible that one da MSDE or MVA

will require that seat belts be installed on all school buses. It would

take time to determine which of ehe seat belts now on the !market meet state
specifications and promise to'be most servicable at the lowest cost. It would

take a considerable amount of work in a shop to determine the most effective
way to install the belts, that is, to answer questions like the following:

o It is more efficient to remove all seats and drill holes or .to work

around the seats?

o Is it necessary to use bolts, or can.other fasteners like rivets be

used? What about welding?

o Can one worker do the 3ob alone or is it more efficient for two or

more to work together?

Eventually, 'when. the most efficient technique,had been decided upon, it wduld,

take additional time to train mechanics or to train supervising mechanics,

*who, in turn, would train the.mechanics and auto service workers.

Teclumlogicaldevelopment could, 'by itself, be almost a full time job in

automotive services because there .ire so Mady questions about cosi

effectiveness that could be asked. However, as was shown in the previous

chapter, if the fictitious situation occurred tomorrow, the supervisor 'of

automotive maintenance would have to take -time away from his

administrative-supervisory duties to develop bid specifications for seat belts

and confer with the Procurement Division. Depot supervisors would not have

time to do the necessary experimental shop work, and mechanics would probably

he left largely on their awn to develop .methode df installation. Those

methods might not be.the most cost-effective.

..111
2
A very bad tdea according

staff. However, seat belts
the example is mot pariiculary

to all of the literature reiewed by the MORE
have been required in some school districts, so

'far fetched.
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Product Evaluation and Computer Support

e.

Evaluating products already in use and purchasing these that prove to be most

cost effective can apparently yield only modest savings. However, small

savings would be magnified by the size of the MCPS fleet and by the number of

miles logged by the vehicles. For example, if it were shown that a partidular

brand of bus tire reduced costs by only 1/100 of a cent per mile, the use of

that brand on all buses would result in a saving of $1,000 in 4 tpical year

in which buses log 10 million miles. And, df course, tires are only one

component of vehicles. There are 'almost literally hundreds of others:

windshield wiper blades, brake linings, shock absorbers, etc. Small savingi

on many of these parts multiplied by the 1,000 vehicles of the MCPS fleet, by

miles, or V time of service could therefore amount to thousands of dollars in

the total.

Vehicle Master File

.Tbe central automotive services staff should be in a unique position to

evaluate the qUality and cost of.any product used dn MCPS. vehicles, becauée

the division probably collectt more data about the products it uses than any

other unit in MCPS. Every mile a vehicle travels and every gallon of fuel it

consumes theory, if ,not always in actual' practide,recorded, by

computer. Every part of a vehicle that is repaired or replaced and all labor

charges and costs are recorded by computer and charged to a specific vehicle.

All of these cOmputerized data make up what is called the vehicle master
Unfortunately, at present, the data are not available in a useful form.

Data Needed in Product Evaluation

Data are of value only when they are reported or displayed in a useful way.

To evaluate the cost effectiveness of tires made by different manufacturers,

3
0f course, there are proprietary parts "that must sometimes be used,

open bidding, and so on. While they complicate the picture, they do top

chan the principle.
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for example, the supervisor of automotive maintenance or an automotive

technical specialist would 'have to be able to get a printout that might look

something likethe following:

,
Average Mean Miles Before

Manufacturer Unit Cost Replacement, Cost Per Mile

Brand A' $160 31,000
1 $0.0052

Brand B $150 30,000 , 0.0050

Brand C $135 . 15,000 0.0054

That is, the computer would have to sort the data by manufacturer, calculate

averages for a large number of vehicles, and calculate costs per mile. Before

basing a decision on these data, the central office staff might also want to

see breakdowns by type of vehicle or average number of tire repairs.

Present Limitations

At the present time, nothing of this kind is-possible. A large number of

computer printouts are regularly produced, among them the following:

o 9 weekly transportation transaction reports

o 6 weekly tables shoatitg vehicle capacities, mechanice salary,rates,
and the prices of fuel and oil ,

c 17 monthly transportation reports

2 year-end vehicle expense rePorts (i.e., by individual vehicle),
i

All 34 are primarily accounting reports and ao ndt,provide the information,

needed to evaluate produCts. There are .no computer prbgrams to extract

different ,data from the vehicle, master file, perform calculations, or display

the data in usefui ways (as in the above example). While the autoMotive

services central staff can request reports, for whtch programs are already

written, they cannot use their terminal to call up, display, or matipulatd

data in different ways. Finally, soMe of the data that would b essential for

evaluating products are not always entered into the vehicle maater ile. The%7
MORE team ran an audit of the FY 1981 file and found that the foll ing were

almost always missing:. engine size, engine type, chasis mantifacturer

'identification, and body manufacturer identification. Other importanOlata .

were also not entered into the file consistently, and gasoline and mileage

4
This is merely a simple example of what data would be needed- and, fox

the sake of illustration, ignorewN- the fact that tires are purchased by

contract in bulk lots;
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data pre suspect .(see auditor's report, Part IV). While this is a managerial,

not a computer system problem, it means that even if programs were written,to

produce new and operationally useful reports, the data would still not be

useful because they would be incomplete or inaccurate.

-Testing New Technologies

For Cost-Effectiveness ,

Under changing economic conditions, some old, well established, and widely

accepted technologies take on new importance and sotetimes promise dramatic

,savings. For example, the diesel engine has existed since 1892 and has been

the workhorse of industry all around the world. 'The diesel has been proved

repeatedly to be more fuel efficient than the gasoline engine (50.percent to

as much as 100 percent,under dertain conditions) and some diesel maintenance

costs are lower. . Only comparatively recently, however,,has there been any

great interest in using diesel engines in vehicles like passenger cars and

school buses. As a very, rough estimate, if a diesel bus were to get just 50

percent better fuel mileage4.than a gasoline powered bus, an all diesel school

bus fleet would reduce fuel costs in MCPS'by nearly $1,000,0004a year.,

The use of liquid propane (LP) as an 'automotive fuel is a relatively.new but

thoroughly well-tested technology. In this case, the difference in price

between gasoline ($1.15 per gallon. ii 1981) and'LP (74c in 1981) makes LP an

attractive alternative to gasoline. Some states are now using LP in school

buses. This is norpermitted as yet in Maryland. 1lHowever, LP could be used

°I as a fuel in MCPS service vehicles and would be particularly well adapted for

use in MaintenanCe ivisiofie, frucks. 'Agtin as a rough esttmate, using LP in

all Maintenance Divi on trfikks could reduce fuel costs by as much as $100,000

a year. 1

Minor technological improvements can produce modest, but nonetheless important

savings. But major or minor, larg or small, the technology,or. the product

has to be tested. It is import t_to understand that "testing" in such cases

does not mean testing the techno ogy or product to fifid out, if it really

works. Rather, it means determining, wfiether or not it will prove to be cost-'

effective under the conditions of operation in MCPS. This involves a thorough

analysis of all obvious as well, as hidde costs,'problems, and potential

benefits. In addition, it should involve trying out the product or technology

5
Assuming 10-million,fleet miles and equal cost of' gasoline afid diesel

fuel. This does not necessarily mean, however, 6at diesels would be More
cost'effective than gasoline powered bus 4 in MCPS, a case that has yet to be

proved.

6
Based on 2,000000* fleet miles and theiV1981 differential in price

between gadoline and LP..



and keeping and analyzing records of. costs

evaluation. MCPS and automotive services are
of testing,effeCtively, as can be demonstrated
of diesel and the failure to'test LP.

Diesel Buses

iM

In December 1980, the Board of Education recommended that a Study be made of
the possible use of diesel-powered vehicles in MCPS. 'Shortly thereafter, the

director of the Department of School Services formed a diesel study committee
made up of representatives from ;7arious divisions, including, of course, the

Transportation Division. In April 1981, the director of*the Transportation
Division asked for and received permission to carry out a test of an MCPS

school bus that was originally gasoline-powered but, for phe purposesof the
test, was converted.to dieiel. The bus was put into normal home-school-home

service in September 1981 (FY 1982).. By December 1981, the director asked for
and received permission to purchase 49 diesel-powered buses with.funds already

provided 'in that fiscal year's budget.7 In March 1982, the Transportation

Division asked that funds for 30 more diesel buses (this, time specified as

diesel) be included in the .FY 1983 budget, and the Board of Education and

County Council approved. It dow looks very much as if MCPS may be on the way

toWards.a commitment to an all'rdiesel school bus fleet.

as 'would be done in product
tot read5i to carry out this kind

by two recent cuss: the "test"

Though the whole process seems reasonable as described, the decision tg

purchase diesel buses was not based on daequate cost-effectiveness data.

s An independent study of diesel buses conducttd by the MORE staff revealed that
there are many hidden costs and problems and t4at didsels may not be more
cost-effective than gasoline powered buses. !1OWever, as far as the MORE

team could determine, the study aommittee did not make a report on all

potential costs and problems in ''the operation and maintenance of diesels.

Furthermore, dais on fjlel efficiency were collected for ,only three

months-=though fuel efficiency was not in question and the data were not the

only cost-effective data to,be considered.

7
In the FY 1982 budget it was not specified that the buses should be

diesel-powered, though suppliers had been asked to bid in both gasoline and

diesel buses. . ',I.

8
This is not a criticism of the decision, which may very well have been

correct. It must be remembered that this case is presented only to Illustrate -4

the fact that the Transportation Division does not yet have the capacity to

carry out an adequate testing.program.

9
C. A. Seitz and E. Cohen-Rosenthal, A Comparison of Costs: Diesel

and Gasoline Powered Vehicles, Department of Educational . Accountability,

Montgomery County Public Schools,:September, 1981. s

sft
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It may turn out, even when all costs are taken into account, that diesel buses

will save money 'for MCPS simply by reducing fuel costs. However, it will not

be because of the "test" that was conducted or the'data that were collected

during what should have been a cost-effectiveness study. ,
In fact,-all of the

problems that haye.already been discuased talitated against a successful

study: the inadequacy of the.computer system in automotive services and the

inability of the central office staff to devote full time to the iest. In

addition, the study committee was not required to make.a full report, and a

critical review was not made of the data that were.collected to see if the);

actually supported t*case for diesel buses.

Liquid Propane (LP)

_
Though the use of LP as a fuel in Maintenance bivision trucks mightliteduce

fuel costs by as much as $100,000 a year, LP was not tested, when MCPS was

offered the opportunity to conduct a test with the help of the Montgomery

County government. Of course there is On a 2112.1ri proof that LP would be coSt

effective under the conditions qf operation of the vehieles in MCPS or that

any money would be saved. But that is the purpose of testing, and the idea a

was (and still is) worthy of investigation.
,

The situation developed as followi: In 1981, the Montgomery County government

began to test the cost-effectiveness of LP in, 30 of its vehicles. At the

time, Mr. S. K. Sawhney, chief of the Division of Equipment Management.

(Department of Transportation) invited MCPS to participate in the test. -His

. idea was that ma's would con-vert 20 to.30 vehicles and set up an LP station at

the Shady Grove depot.. He held meetings to explore the idea with staff

members of the Department of Schhol Facilities, the Procurement Division, and

the Transportation Division. Had MCPS joined in the venture, there would have

been a very low financial risk and very high potential payoff.. For'example,
the county government converte4,30 vehicles to burn,LP at an approximate host

of $1,000 per vehicle. The $30,506 contract included the following:

o Conversion of ihe vehicles by the contractor's trained mechanic810

o Training of drivers and county mechanics by thecontractor

o Underground and above ground storage and Pumping facilities (the

contractor owns them, but can remove only above-ground facilities)

o Hook-up of pump to the GasBoy computer system

a I

10
The county government made a total conversion, i.e., gasoline tanks

were removed.. However, there ls a so-called dual ftel system that permits the

use,of,LP and gasoline interchangeably.
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Mr. Sawhney stimated the payback period at 18 to 24 ionths (based.on the 1981

cost. of $1.15 pir gallon of gas and $0.74 of propane) from'a repletion of fuel

costs alone, vithopt dlso considering reduced maintenance costs.

As far as the MORE staff could determine, no one in MCPS made the Clear and

deliberate decisiqn not to join'the county government in the test of LP. The

most likely vehicles on which to conduct the test would have been Maintenance

Division_ trucks; but auiqmotive serdtces mechanics would have bad tole
trained to maintain the vehicles, and automotive serVices would probably have

bad to .monitor or supply the Maintenance Division with fuel consumption data.

Managers of both units reported in interviews that they were interested in the

project, end none claimed responsibility for deciding nirt to cooperate inthe

trial. Both are probably true. It is :likely that' since no one was

responsible for making the decision, no decisift was made.
3'

This case ,illustrates the fact that even.if all other,problems of product

testing were solved (computer support, .etc.), the managers of Aptomotive

services have been placed in a peculiaand awkward situation. They operate a

central service for all MCPS vehicles and are responsible for technological

planning, presumably also_ for all vehicles in the MCPS fleet. Yet it is not

crear that ,tbey have the,right to make .decisions to test innovations' thaf

might reduce ope sting costs of vehicles assigned to units other than the

Transporeation Di ision. At the same time, other unite are certainly not

equipped to carjr out tests. or to maintain -test vehicles. As a result,

decisions that might save thousands of dollars annually may not be made.

.s

Discussion

Technological planning and development are the major ways in 'which the

automotive, services staff can make substantial contributions to reducing

-costs.. ,11 fact, job-descriptions make the staff responsIble for' developing

better Witys .to perform =work, .evaluating product, and technological

innovations. But.as has been shown here, the staff do not have the ability to

.. carry out their 'responsibilities, even, as in thelpse of the diesel "testh

when they are contronted by a real need to do so. Providing automotive

services with the capacity .to, do the job will take time but should not be

costly.

11
LP is clean burning and produces few contaminants. Its use therefore

reduces maintenance Costs.
."

12
In that' case% the Board of.Education recommended that such a studir be

,made.
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.Short-Term Goals

As was shown in the last chapter, if the supervisor of automotive maintenance

carries out all of the coordinating functions for which he id reéponsible, the

position of repair services supervisor can be eliminated. A new,

non-supervisory position, automotive technical specialist, can be created at a

lower grade. The individual occupying the position can be made responsible

for all technological planning and related fUnctions. (See further discussiou

and recommendations in Chapter 23.)

In Chapter 15, it was ahown that managers in the cent-ill office Of the

Transportation Division nee'd to be trained in the fundamentals of computer

management and data processing. The central office staff of autamotive

services probably need,fraining in cdMputerized inventory systems. Since the

training is needed whether or not they .engage in product evaluation and

testing, there is no good reason why plans for training could not be made in

the future. 0

Providing autamotive services with adequate computer support should not be

costly. A kind of data base, the vehicle master file, already exists, and the

automotive
1
services central office already has a terminal ted to the ESC

mainframe.
.5

In the immediate future, then,lit should be ssible for t

Data Processing Division to write some programs to=produce a limited number f

useful reports, perhaps on some selected parts that are frequently r ced:

tires, brakes, etc. Meanwhile, managers of automotive services must begin to

eiercise'better control over the data that go into the computer (see Part IV),

and they must begin to do so as soon as possible--again whether or not they

evr carry out product evaluation.

Long7Range Goals

At long range, the Transportation.Division and the Department of Management

Information and Computer,Services need to develop a better data storage and

retrieval system hnd the programs that would enable the automotive technical

specialists (and other central staff) to manipulate data 'on the automotive

services in-house terminal, This could be a large job, but the Major cost

would be MCPS staff time.

13
Those familiar with

master file is not a

s'roughly4the equivalent of

computer systems will recognize that the vehicle

true 'data,base but is simply *a set of tapes that are

a very large card deck.
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Funding is another problem that needs to be solved long range. The

Transportation Division does not now have funds Art its budget to enable staff

to pnrchase new products or equipment just to test them, and manufacturers

cannot aVays afford to be lavish and provide the products. It would

therefore seem reaeonable to provide a modest amount of monef for this

purpose. Managers of the Transportation Division should develop documentation
and projections to determine how much wduld be reasonable end, eventually,

prepare:a budget recommendation.

.Permanent Advisory Board

It was not proved that diesel buses are more cost effective than gasoline

powered buses because, in part, there was no critical evaluation of

preliminary information, test procedure, and the data that resulted.from the

test. The failure ib test ,LP in cooperation with the county government

resulted from too great diffusion of responsibility and decision making.

These are problems that, can be solved rather quickly and easily. A permanent

advisory ,committee could be established under the aegis and control of,the

associate superintendent for Supportive Services. Desirablyr the committee

would be made up of representatives of the Energy Managekeni,Team and of the

Transportation, Maintenance, ,Procurement, Supply, and Food Seryices.

Divisions. Representation of the Energy Managment staff would assure that any

tests and decisions involving attempts to reduce fuel costs would be in

keeping with other plans elsewhere in MCPS. The reasons for representation of_

other units should be obvious. The following would lie the functions of the

committee:

o Review preliminary product and cost data, justification for testing,

and the design of the test.

o Prepare ,a preliminary report and recommendation to test or mit' to test

-- for associate superintendent for Supportive Services.

o Review all test results and.cost effectiveness information and make a
redbmmendatimi to the associate superintendent for 'Supportive Services

to adopt or not adopt the Oroduct or technology.

To keep this review process from becoming restrictive and unwieldy, it might

. be desirable to establish some reasonable limits on the sory board's

authority. example, perhaps the Transportation Dieslitn should be

permitted, to test minor innovations on any MCPS vehicle without 'approval from

unit managers or the advisory board. Such details could easily be dealt with

by the advisory committee.

3 4 5
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Recommendations -*

'Discussion of and recommendations for the position of automotive technical

specialist will be presented in the next chapter, as will recommendations for

the training of central gutomotive services staff. The following are other

recommendations that are based on the findings presented in this chapter:

o The associate superintendent for Suppoftive Services should requir

director of the Department of Management Information and Computer Service

the director of the Transportation Division,* and the supervisor o

automotive maintenance to do the following:

Review the recommendations for computer support of automotive services

made in this chapter and in Part IV,of this report

he

Determine the data, sources of data, types and formats of repdits, and

computer programs needed to enable automotive services staff to begin to

evaluate products a4ready in use

Determine the long range needs that would enable automotive sdrvices

staff to evaluate all products and to test new products and technologic!'

Develop a schedule for meeting both short- aid long-range data needs

and for appropriate computer support

o The director of the transportation Division and the sivervisor of

automotive services should determine how much fundiftg would be required to

enable automotive servkces to cgrry out atr 'appropriate an-4 reasonable

program of testing of products and tdchuologies and should prepare a report'

for the associate superintehdent for Suptortive Services.
-4

o The associate sperintendent, tor Supportive Services should iform a

permanent aUtomotive product evaluation and testing commiteee. made up of

representatiVes from the Energy Management* Team and the Transportation,

MaintenancerSupply, Procurement, and Food Sery4ces.Division, charging the. .

Committee with the folloWing respOnsibilities:

Reviewing product and cost data of autbmotive products and services

that promise to reduce operating costs

Reporting findings anct making recommendations for testing

Reviewing test , desigi and results and. 'making recommendations for

adopting products or services

14
It is recognized that the associate superintendent for Supportive

_ Services can form a permanent advisory commiptee. To assure that there ape

proper review procedures and to solve the problem ef diffused-decision making,

it wbuld be: desiral4e for the Board of ,Education to establish such g

coimittee.
4

1-
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CHAPTER 23

STRENGTHENING THE STRUCTURE OF
AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES.-

Introduction

Automotive services is reasonably well organized to enable the staff to manage

the decentralized depots. However, technical jobs take up too'much of the

time of the supervisor of automotive maintenance, but technological plannin0

Oone of the only ways the staff can reduce costs, is difficult and semtimes

impossible. Managers and supervisors do not always exercise control over

operations, at least partly because there are not enough line supervisors.

Clerical jobs take up too much of the time of depot supervisors, who have no

clerical help. There are also inadequacies'in the way job descriptions are

written and in the training of managers and supervisors.

Overview of MORE Recommendations
For Staffing Automotive Services

Overview

Exhibit 23.1 1.2 a summary of problems in mtnagerial-supervisory staffing ,that

haye been documented in previous chapters. The MORE staff believe they can

-
1
As has been Ctrue throughout this report,, the min Staff will not

discuss the parts department staff, with the single' exception of the #htts

.rtinner.. The Transportation,Division has been dealing with the organization'of

the parts department and additional,recommendation6 are made in the auditor's

report, Part IV.
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Exhihit 23.1
. ,,,

A SUMMARY OF MANAGERIAL-SUPERVISORY .

STAFFING AND REUTEUPROBLEMS

o Central Office

Some administrative -sUpervisory jobs are assigned to inappropriate

staff members.

Technological planning and other technical jobs that have
to reduce operating cats (for all MCPS vehicles) is a
but no one on the centralstaff can devote full time to it

.s Technical jobs absorb, too much of the time of the

automotive maintenance, the highest' level supervisor
services.

the potential
full-'-time job,

supervisor of

in automotive

The supervisor of the Shady GroVe depot is performing managerial jobs

th.at should be done by the supervisor of automotive maintenance, and
this reduceii theeount of time he can devote'to sho0 supervision.

o Shady Grove Central Shop

the supervisor of the4miep has more respousibilitiès than supervisors ,

of outlying depotS but has the same position and grade as other

supervisors.

Line supervisors are needed but are not provided for in the budget or

in job descriptions. Mechanics serve',as supervisors and specialists
without additional compe satiOn. ,

o Depots .

)

Depot supervisors spend 50
clerical work and less
assistance is not provided

Lead auto mechanics in

percent or more of their time 'performing
than 50 percent supervising workers. Clericdl
at depots or at the .Shady Grove shop. ,

charge of night shift workers need more
..,

authority. , ..
. /

.
A . .

.

(

Back-up and. line supervisors are nedded. Mechanics serve voluntarily
assupervisors and specialists. ' . . ,

. . :
,

.,

. .
. .. .

, There ie no provision for diapatchers at slepots, though dispatChers
could reduce the clerickl.burcien df depot sUpervisors (iee Chdpter 15).

,

4i'
: '

z...
. .

O.

1
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be solved rather easily, in the following ways:

o Eliminate the present ,position .of repair services supervisor and

create, at a lower grade, the pobition of automotive technical

specialist.

o Upgrade the posiiion of the present supervising automotive:mechanic in

charge of the Shady Grove shop and upgrade the positions .of present

lead automotive,mechanica.

o Create line supervisory and specialist positions by establishink three

grades of automotive mechaniCs, giving mechanics of the highest grade

supervisory responsibilities

o Create two grades for automotive service workers, making clear

distinctions between duties, responsibilities, and training needed to

qualify for the higher positiOn.

o Downgrade a number of automotive service worker positions and create

the positions,of lubrication worker, service station attendant, and

parts runner:

o Add two FTE clerical positions fixed'at four half-time positions, with

one half-time position assigned vooeach6depot.

o Create the position of dispatcher and assign a. dispatcher to each
2

automotive depot.

As will be shown later, these changes could be made at almost no additional

eost over a period of perhaps two years:

Job Titles

In the more detailed discussion thit folldWs,' the MORE _staff have -used

difEerent ,managerial-supervisory job tttles than are now in use% The reason

for thia is,that pres t job titles in automotive services are somewhat.

. confusing and . not 'su ficiently descriptive. The supervisor of automotive

. maintenance is actually .0e Chief supervisor not only of maintenance but of

all automotive services, including inventory and iupply, the motor pool, staff

. cars, etc. The title "superirising auto mechanic" does not indicate that the

4'. supervisor is actually the administrative head of an automotive depot, and no

distinction is made between the head of the central shop and supervisors ,of

oatlying depots. Inaome cases, titles do not indicate status. For example,
. ,,

\

.

2
See Part II, Chapter 15. es positions, would be attributable to

pupil transportation 'and are needed w ther or not pupil transportation is

' reorganized as recommended in Chapter 15.
11*
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division managers have said that lead auto mechanics, who ate in charge of

night shift crews, need to have more authority Over workers. Calling them

"assistant supervisors" would confer the authority they do not now have. The

MORE staff, then, have used titles. that seem appropriate and descriptive,

though of course, thir recommendations do not hinge upon these titles. In

addition, it must be remembered that while new positions and titles would have

to be created if the recommendations are adopted, none would be additional

excipt the two FTE clerical Pdeitions.

Recommended Managerial,
Supervisory, And Clerical Staffing

Exhibit 23.2 shows MORE recommendations, for managerial, supervisory, and

clerical staffing. With one exception (line supervisors), recommendations for
positions for mechanics, auto service workersond new classes of workers are

discussed in the next section.

Central Office Staff

The position of supervisor of automotive services is, the present position of
supervisor of automotive maintenance, simply retitled to reflect the fact that

the supervisor is reationsible for all automotive setilices. While the 3ob

description should be modified slightlq--Teee later), there is no need, to

revise job responsibilities. As was shown in Chapter 21, the supervisor of

automotive services can and should.,perform all of the coordinating jobs for

which he is now responsible, prOvided that he does not personally have to do

the technical jobs which now take up too much of his time.

If the supervisor of automotive maintenance- coordinates all operatiope. and

central office functions, the position of repair services supervisor_would no

longer be 'needed. The position of automotive technical specialist, which

would carry no supervisory resPonsibilities, could be created at a lower

, grade. The individual occupying the position would be able to devote full

time to technological development, product evaluation and testing, and other

technical j0s.

celitTAL_DELJiTIEKLEEE

In Chapter 21, it was shown that the supervisor of the Shady Grove shop has

far more reeponsibilities than the supervisors of the'outlying depots. When

he asked that his position be reclassified, the positions of all supervisors

of automotive maintenance were upgraded simultaneously. This did not change

the fact that the supervisor of the central shop has more responsibilities but

el
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ibtt 23.2

MORE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MANAGERIAL,a
SUPERVISORY,.AND CLERICAL'STAFFING

OF AUTOMOTIVE SERVICES .

Present Position

CENTRAL OFFICE

Supervisor Auto Maintenance

Repair Services Supervisor

CENTRAL SHOP (SHADY GROVE)

SuperVising Auto Mechanic
.Lead Auto Mechanic (night)

(No equivalent position)

(No equivalent position)

(No equivalent position)

'AT EACH DEPOT'

Supervising Auto Mechanic

Lead Auto Mechanic (night)

(No equiVaIent position)

(No equivalent position)

(No equivalent position)

Recommended Position

Supervisor Auto Services

Auto Technical Specialist

Central Auto Shop Supervisor -

Asst.Ceniral Shop Supervisor(night)

Line Supervisors (Mechanics III)
b

General Clerk (1/2 time)c

(Dispatcher; see Chaptei 15)d

Automotive Depot Supervisor

Asst. Depot Supervisor (night)

Line Supervisors (Mechanics III)
b

General Clerk (1/2 tiMe)c

d
(DispatCher, see Chapter 15)

'Excluding the diiector of the Transportation Division and central office

.
support staff not affected by MORE recommendations.

bSee Exhibit 23.3 and accompanying text for discussion.

c
Total of 2 FTE general clerical positions, ihe 20,2 additional ones in

Troposal.

d
Dispatcher positions are recommended as new positions in pupil

transportation. They are included here only to show that they would

cOntribute to automotive services.
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the same pay.as other supervisors. ,Therefore, the'MORE staff recommend that

the *balance be cortected. The position should be upgraded and retitled, and
the changes should be reflected in a rewritten job description.

Assistant Shop Or Depot Supervisors

As was mentioned earlier; managers of the Transportation Division reported

that lead auto mechanics, the night shift supervisors, need more authority.t
Changing the job title to Assistant Central Shop (or depot) Supervisor would

confer this authority on them and still maintain the reporting relationship
between the shop or depot supervisor and the supervisor of the night shift.

At present, there is a rather wide gap between the grade of a lead auto

mechanic and.a supervising auto mechanic. If the assistant shop supervisori

(lead auto mechanics) are given more supervisory authority, the grade of the

position should be raised. This would be consistent with the next

recdmmendation: creation of line supervisory positions of Mechanic III.

Line Supervisors and Specialists

Line supervisors are needed, but are not provided for in the division's table

of organization or budget. At present,niechanics are voluntarily carrying out

essential supervisory-jobs, but .as was shown in Chapter 20., it-is 4pubtful.

that they can be expezted to do so indefinitely without reasona1Jte and

adequate compensation. It was also shown that mechanics who hav taken

advanced training are serving as specialists, also voluntarily and w thout
additional compensation. The problem can be solved by creating three grades
of mechanics: Mechanic I, Mechanic II, and Mechanic III,. making Mechanics III

line.supervisors and Mechanics II specialist (or quasi-supervisors).

Clerks

Because depot supervisors now spend more than half of their time doing

clerical work, the MORE staff recommend that the full time 4.equivalent of two

new and additional clirical positiona be created in automotive services.

Positions and assignments should be fixed so that one half-time position is

assigned tO each depot. Obvibusly, a depot clerk could do routine cletical

jobs and make service appointments with driVers. In addition, if it is true

that a clerk could write most routine repair orders,for monthly service, then
the clerk could'also relieve the depot supervisor of at least part of that

time.-consuming chore. In fact, if, as supervisors reported, large numbers of

4
And there is a potential association issue.
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repa ir orders are Omple and easy to write,.managers of automotive services

could develop a form, perhaps a,checklist, that could be quickly filled, in by

a clerk. A clerk would tot write a repair order that required description or

diagnosis of a mechanical problem,, but if supervisors were freed of ost

clerical work, they would have time to consult with drivers on repairs.

Dispatcher

It was recommended in Part II that whether pupil transportation is reorganized

or not, the pohitioi of dispatcher' is needed and a, dispatcher should be

assigned to each automotive 'depot. It was shown that dispatchers could

probably "pay" their own saptries by exercising,control over the personal use

of buses, etc. In addition, assigning dispatchers'to depots would solve some

problems in automotive, services. A dispatcher Could, for example, be

responsible for the following:

o Making service aipoinLents drivers (instead of asking drivers to

make themet their convenience)

o Assigning extra or emergency runs' in such a way thatd4rivers would

have no riaion to miss service appointments-
.

o Notifying 'drivers of missed appointments if this becathe necessary,

thus eliminating the present cumbersome system for notifying drivers

o .Taking emergency road calls from bus drivers, diapatching relief buses

and drivers, and determining what'kind of mechanical help is needed

If 'these jobs were done by dispatchers, depot supervisore would have the

opportunity to confer at length with drivers about Mechanical problems and to

supervise automotive.workers.

Position Structnre
gor Workers

There is a long discussion in Chapter 20 about the need for promotional

positions for workers. It should be clearly understood that a new 'position

structure should not be artificial (for the sake of promotion alone) but'

shbuld meet the needs of MCPS and reflect the realities of differential jab

assignments. Therefore, the following considerationa are importallt:
1

o Line supervisory mechanics' positions- are needed (see previon's

discussion). Some mechanics are now voluntarily performing supervisor,

jobs that are not- part 'of, their job description but are not paid

accordingly.
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o Sots mechanics, hy virtue of advanced traiaiht
consultants, and.quasi-supervisors.

o Job responsibilitls of auto service 'workers v
function almost as full-fledged mechanics; other are
assignmefits. Assignments and responsibilities
differences among workers in preservice training
on-the-job training,.initiative, _etc.

0 ,

serve as specialists,

Some workers
ven lower-level
nd to reflect

a experiences

o MCPS is committed by regulation and agreement to staff development
(and appropriate rewards). However, there Ism incentive for workers
to improve their skills by taking additional courses in/auto repair
because they derive no job benefits by doing so:

0
o Morale of workers now suffers because there are feu 'promotional

opportunities. .

Solving these problems would necessitate 'creating new position classes and
grades and upgrading some extant positions. However, the cost of upgrading
positions can be largely offset by downgrading others (see later discussion).

Managers' Recommendations

As was said in. Chapter 20, the supervisor of automotive maintenance,,in
dieeussions with the MORE staff, proposed the following position structure,
though he had not yet worked oue all details or presented the proposal
formally:

Mechanic II
Mechsnie:I'

Tire Repairer II
Tire Repairer I

Apprentice Meehanic
Auto Serviee Worker'''

Other managers suggested that positions for lubrication workers and service
station attendants should be created at grades below that of auto service
worker.

The MORE etaff believtrthere are same problems in this structnre.- It would
not be reasonable to assign ihe grade of Mechanic II to both line supervisors
and speciLlisis who would have only Ai:psi-supervisory responsibilities.
Similarly, it would not ,be reasonable to assign the grade of Mechanic I to
both specialists and other mechanics, including newly-hired nleehanies.

The position assrgned.to tire repairers
responsibilities of these workers. It is
have a higher grade (12) than auto service

does not reflect the duties and
true that at present, tire repairers
workers (9). But according to the
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job description, a tint repairer has only one job: changing and repairing.

, tires.. In contrast', an auto service worker has to have the preservice

training, experience, a d skilL,to perform a wide variety of mechanical jobs

on vehicles, _including ch nging and repairing tires. Furthermore, in actual

praqice, the auto serzice worker position is treated as the higher of the

two.

Establishing the position of apprentice mechanic is unnecessary and would

probably create problems. MCPS Regulation GHD-RA (old number 415-4) makes

provisions for placing trainees in higher-level positions. Furthermore, the

position of apprentice would be of no value to either MCPS or the workers

unless there were explicit training goals and a definite and limited training

period. Setting.goals and a.time.limit would imply that.successful completion

of the requirements in the allotted time would result in promotion. However,

there could never be such a guarantee because budgetary constraints woUld

always limit the number of mechanics assigned to the division. For the same

reason, the number of apprenticeships would,...bd limited, and vsry few

apprentices could find themselves "stuck" in the position for years.

MORE Recc6mendations

MORE recommendations for a position structure for workers are shown in-Exhibit

23.3. As was discussed earlier, a Mechanic III would have line-supervisory

responsibility and be able to do jobs that are not now being done or are being

done sporadically by supervisors: roadresting vehicles, consulting on

diagnosis, etc. Mechanics II would.be specialists and would have consulting \

and quasi-supervisory reiponsibilities: assisting' other mechanics in

diagnosing' problems in their specialty, serving as back-up to line

supervisors, etc.

Creating two grades of auto service workers would make a clear and necessary

distinction between workers who, because of preservice training and experience

and on-the-job training ,can perform soie mechanical work independently and,

those who,cannot. Though the position of Auto Service Worker II would noti...14

an apprentice position, it inonetjeless true that advancement to Mechanic I.

-*would be the next logical promotional step. However, there would be no

implicit or.stated guarantee that an individual would become a mechanic at the .

end of-the fixed period of time.,
. .4v

,keasons for downgrading the position of tire repairer to just be;ow that of

auto service* worker have already been given: entry-level and job requirements

do not justify the present rank for tire repairer. Some present auto service

07.

51n one case, a tire'repairer was "promoted" to the position mof. auto

service worker so he could gei .mechanical training and qualify for the

position' of mechanic. He asked to be returned to,his previous'job beeause he''

made more money as a'iire repairer. .40ftiomm,
, 1
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Exhibit 23.3

MORE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR POSITION
STRUCTURE FOR WORKERS rti ORDER OF RANKa

'Automotive Mechanic I/I
Automotive Medhanic II
Automotive Mechanic I

Automotive Service Worker II
Automdtive Service Worker I

Tire Repairer
b

Lubrication Mechanic

ServiceStation Attendantc
Parts Runner

,

a
From ihe highest to

Personnel Services would

b
,To make cost projections
the position? of tire
grade. c -

c
For the same reason as above-, it is also assumed that the positions of

. .

service station attendant and iiartit runner 'would have the same grade.

'lowest grade., In all cases, ,the Department: of,
have to establish the proper MCPS pay grade.

: ,

(see text'and Exhibit 23.4), it is assumed that

repairer and lubrication mechanic would have the same

356 .
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imrker positions can also be downgraded. Currently, at each depot, workers

Art assigned the job of lubricating vehicle's on,a rotating monthly schedule.

Since the job is done daily, it is the equivalent of a full-time position for

which workers arepaid atan unneccessirily high rate. Similarly, gas station

.attendants are paid as auto service workers, even though the job requires far

less training and experience than iê needed to qualify for an entry-level

osition as auto service worker. In both cases, creating new positions at a

lower grade would enable the remaining auto service workers to ,devote, full

time to mechanical work and, by reducing costs, help offset the cost of

upgrading other positqIsa
de

4:4 '44

The position of parts nner is badly needed, as has been pointed out in

previous chapters, job is now being done by an auto service worker who

was placed op light but sidce it is primarily a deliveri job, it does

not require the tra g or skill of an auto service worker. Creating the '

position would fill an obvious gap in the unit's table Of organization at a

salary cost lower than that of an auto service worker.

4.

Estimation Of Cost
Of'MORE Recommendations

Coat Esamates

.

Exhibit 1 23:4 summarizes MORE recommendations for staffing 'that have'been

discussed here. 'The number of staff members assigned to each popition and

total salary.costs are,based on the following:
N.

ID -Only rwo .positions are ^Eidded: iwo FTE (four half-time) general

clerks. All.of the other positions have their counterparts in the FY.

1983 table of oxganization and budget. 1:,*

0

..

4

o Assigning Six auto'mechanics tO the Aeattadic-III7Iition and six auto
. ---

ser4ice workers to the Auto Service Worker II position allows one each
. .

per depot and an additional two to.the 'Shady Grove centrals ehop.

, . . ,
-

. . , o Figur lubricatiol workers and four service station attendants allows '

.
ane of each peirdepot. One auto service wor)cer is presently servibg as

. :

parts runner, and that is the number allowed. .

.. .

.

To eliminate differences in actual curraagsalaries among workers it:-

the various positions,and grades, the D steps or -median 4palary .per

grade, was used tO calculate trejmit_position. salary costs. .
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L

o An average salary based on the rank order of the position in relation

to the
6.
MCPS salary scale was used to calculate .new position salary

9qosts.

o 'Central office clerical *and other extant support positions are not

incluaed becauie they.,are not affected hy MORE recommendations.

Dispatcher positions are not includedlbecause they have already been

included it cost estimates presented in-Chapter 15.

.As can be seen in the exhibit, despite upgrading of 16 positions and the

addition of ,the FTE of two general clerks, the MORE recommendations would

result in an increase only.of about $4,584 in salary costs. This is very

close to a "wash,"or no increase at all. It must be remembered that the MORE

staff used an average salary to.calculate new position cOsts and that everyonei

would not necessarily qualify for that salary. In'any.case, $4,584 is a very

stall price to pay for a fulltime technical planner, six additional shop

supervisors, and two clerks.

44:7

Some Caveats

4

In considering and evaluating the MORE proposal, the following must be kept i

mind:

o This is only one .of many possible organizational and position

structures, though it is the one that the MORE teaM believe would yield-
maximum benefits at the lowest possible cost (essentially,no additional

cost). .

o In some cases, the kecise numbers of positions to be allowed in each

category would have to be determined 4y. the Transportation Division.'and .

the Department of Personnel Services.
%

o "Trade offs" are possible imsome cases. For ekample, Transportation

Division managers could determine that they need two parts runners

instead of one, or threU tire repairers instead Of two. Such pOsitions

could be created- bY downgrading additional auto service worker

positions.

o The epartment of Personnel Services would have to deteraine position

acles.
V..

/
6
In eacit case, the average was a fair one which would approximately

correspond to an MCPS grade or overlap at least two grades. The Departient of

Personnel Services would have to make the final detetmination of grade by

position.
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Exhibit 23.4

ESTIMATION OF COST OF MORE STAFFING'PROPOSAL

Present Position N
Total
Salary

Supervisor Automotive Maintenance 1 $ 31,574
Repair Services Supervisor 1 26,062

Supervising Auto Mechanic 1 23,670
Supervising Auto Mechanic 3- 71,010

Lead.Auto Mechanic 3 61,276

Automotive Medhanic 38 742,976

Auto Service tiorker 23 342;534

Tire Repairer 2 33,738

(No equivalent piesent position)

TOTAL 11,332,840

New Position

Supervisor AutomotiVe Services
Auto Technical Specialist

Central Shop Supervisor
Depot Shop Supervisor

Tqtal
Salary

1 $ 31,574

22,500,

Asst. Shop/Depot Supervisor

11

echanft III
echanic II

M chanic I
1' CHANIC SUB TOTAL

Auto Seivice Worker II
Auto Service Worker I
Lubrication Mechanic
Servide Station Attendant
Parts Runner
SERVICE SUB TOTAL

Tire Repairer

Generak Clerk I (2 FTE)

TOTAL

DIFFERENCE i $4,584

1 25,000
3 71,010

3 64,000

6

15

17

.38

14,500
293,300'

315,400
731,200

6 93,200
8 119,140

4 57;200
4 55000
1 13,700

23 338,240

28,500

2 25,400

$1,337,424

aTo eliminate differences between highest and lowest salaries
in salary and cost calculations for present positions. .

b
See text. An average salary based on rank order of position

cosrs of new positions.
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While these considerations are important, they are of relatively

in the larger picture. More important it the fact _that the

automotive services can be strengthened and-supervisory
operations can be improved with the addition of ?illy two. staff

FTE clerks) andlittle or no increase in cost.
^

Job Descriptions

minor concern
structure of

control over
members (twb

Carrying out the MORE recommendations would mean that many job descriptions

would have to be writteeor.rewritten. However, only a few will be discussed

here either because they.present problems or would create future problemi if

they were not carefully written.?

SuperviSor of AutomotiYe Services

..1111ft.

1

In Chapter 21, it was pointed out that an individual who lacks some ittOrtant

training and experience can .qualify for the position of supervisdr of

automotive maintenance (supervisor ,of automotive seryices) by offering

"substitute" qualifications. The .job description should,be rewritten to make

it.clear that there are no adequate substl,tutes for extenstire training and

experience in automotive maintenance, administration of fleet maintenance

operations, and computerized gasoline and inventory systems. If it is

-believed that it would be impossible to recruit an iddividual with those
stringent qualifications, it must be made clear that an'individual hired into

the position with less than optimal, qualifications would have to acquire

appropriate training within ajear (or two at the very most), especially in

the management of the very large computerized inirentory system.

Automotive Technical Specialist

In conversations with the MORE staff, managet; of the Transportation Division
mentioned.several times that it would be a good idea for automotive services

to have what right be called a procurement specialist, Someone to take

4

7
As in Chapter 21, ,the concern is with job descriptions, not with the

qualifications of individuals now holding positions.

3 61
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'responsibilitY for getting favorable prices on parts, etc.
8

They are

probably right, and the automotive technical specialist should be responsible

for some precurement'functions that are now left in the hands of divisions:

assisting in drawing up, specifications for vehicles and components, for

example. However, the automotive technical specialist should be 6 specialist

in planning and development, not a factotum or an adjunct to the parts

department, and this,should'be reflected in the job description'.

An individual filling this position-would have. tb be_thoroughly trained in

automotive mechanics, data analysis, statistics, and computer operations. It

might be difficult.to find someone with all these qualifications. A. teacher

of automotive. mechanics might find the position attractive, however; and it

would, of course, be possible.for MCPS to train a well7qualified auto mechanic

by a,combination of tuition-reimburied college courses'and in-service courses.

Auto Service Worker

The present job description makes auto service,workers responsible for large

number of jobs that vary considerably in technical difficulty. Some woikers

who qualify for the position do not have the training and skill-to enable them

to perform,some of the.more complex jobs, while others have the training or

on-the-job training to qualify them to do mechanical work. Job description

shoula therefore be rewritten to differentiate clearly between Auto- Servic

Worker I and Auto Service Workdr II on the bais of preserviee training and.

experience: an-the-job and:pi-service training, and job responsibilities.

Tire Repairer

The'- need here ii- to downgrade the position, not to rewrite the job.

description. However, a minor change, should be made in the education

requirements of either auto serviee worker or tire repairer. As was said

earlier, tire repairers now have a higher grade than auto service workers

despite the fact that auto service workers are requiyed to have more kiowledge

and experience than tire repairers: ;They also have more and more complex job

responsibilities. Apparently the difference on which the higher grade for .

tire repairers, is balled is the-- education requirement. Tire repairers are

required to have completed the 10th grade.,;1 but auto service workers are

requirId to have completed only the 9th. The 'difference in educational

,8
In the course of- the MORE study of the Maintenance Division, managers

Said much the same thing. The MORE study of the procurement function in MCPS, .

addresses.some of the issues and problems.
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tequiremenis should therefore be eliminated. 'It hardly matters how, since
,only one grade of ,school separates the. two positions. Since the ..MORE
recommendation is to doyngrade the position of tire repairer, perhaps the
educational requirement for auto service worker sholid be the higher of .the
two.

Staff Training

Central Office Staff

In automotive iervices, the inventory system, including the gasoline
distribution system is computerized; and all information,from repair ordere is
entered into the computer. Therefore, the only access to information about a

inventory, labor, costs, etc., is through the computer. Hqwever, as far A,
the MORE staff could determine, some of the division's central office managers
and staff need training in one or more of the following:

o How to exercise control over the data t hat go into the computer
systems:

-

o What aata are available and how the data can be used for technological
planning and development and, perhaps, for buaget planning

How to obtain services from the Division of.Data Pro cessing§

In view of the fact that there have, in the past, been, constant problems in
the division's inventory (see Part IV), this is a serious problom. The
superintendent for Supportive Services should therefore make the training of'
central office managers and'staff a matter of immediate priotity.

4

9
In 1982, two clerks spent a large part of the.summer tallying'and

totalling more than 10,000 gasoline and mileage tickets ta hand, a job that
could have been done by keypunch and computer in less than a week. The
division director.and the suurvisor Cif automotive maintenance told the MORE
staff that they did tot know they could get service from the Data Conversion
unit.
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4
Other Supervisors and Workers

Since the positions recommended by the MORE staff make up a promotional. ladder

as'. well as an administrative-supervisory structure, a worker should'be able to

advance from the position of service station attendant or parts runner to

central shop supervisor or, perhaps, supervisor of automotive_ services.

Promotion should not be automatic or based entirely on years of service.

Rather, advancement should depend on training, demonstraied skill, and job

responsibilities. Therefore, minimum training prerequisj.tes should be written

into every job description as entry-level requirements.

If training_ is required for promotion, then, by negotiated agreements and

regulations, MCPS wuld be obligated, to provide it or make sure it4 is

available. Much of it could be provided for workers through on-the-job

training coupled.with formal training) offered by automotive manufacturers

(assuming opportunities continue). Beyond that, MCPS-should provide useful

in-service supervisory training for present shop supervisors and, eventually,

for line supervisors and workers who aspire to becomini supervisors.

Recomkendations

o The staffing recommendations made in this chapter (summarized in Exhibit

23.4) should be carried out.

o Job descriptions shoblid, ,be reviewed and recommendations made in this

chapter should be carried out by the Personnel Department it cooperationi

with the .Transportation Division and the associate superintendent for

Supportive Services.

o The associate superintendent fork. Supportive Services should make the -,z;

training of the central office staff of automotive services A matter of

priority and should arrange for them to be trained at the expense of MCPS
A

in the following:
.

4 & Function and operation of the automotive -setvices computerized

inventory, gasoline distribution, and cost information éystems

. Control,of data that go into the computer Systems /

. How available data can be used for technologic:11,44W budget planning

. How to wOrk vith the Division of Data-Proceading', e.g., how io specifY

data and other information needs, how to determine useful formats for

printouts, etc.
'

o The associate -.superintendent -fOtSupportive Services should work with the

Department_of Staff Development to obtain in-service training opportunities

fo'r dhop supervisors and other viorkers in automotive services.
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PART IV

AUDITOR'S REPORT
ON THE INVENTOU SYSTEM

by

William W. Brown,
Internal Auditor



INTRODUCTION TO PART iv

Purpose

The Transportation Division, specifically the automoti4e services sub-unit,

maintains three general categories of inventory: parts and supplies, tires

and tubes, and gasoline and oil. It recent years, there have been rather

large discrepancies in the inventory accounts and large adjustments have had

to be made. Therefore, before the MORE study of^the Transportation Division

vas begun, an internal audit of the' division's inventbry system waa

scheduled. Subsequently, it was decided that the audit was so closely related

to the MORE study that s ould be incorPorated into it. Thus, the operation

and management of t e inventory system as a whole were audited for the

following two reasons: - '

o To determine the possible causes for the Eirge inventory adjustments

encountered in recent years

o To evaluate 'the efficiency of the inventory system as a Part of.the

MORE study

Scope

1

This audit intettionally concentrated on the inventory process4 without going

any -further than necessary into processes performed by èi . Procurement

Division, the Accounting Division, or TranspOration Division systems that are

covered in other parts of this and other MORE studies. The main concern was

to ascertain whether information being generated by the inventory systems is

processed efficiently and accurately.

Internal controls of both manual and automated processes were reviewed.

Sampling was done as considered necessary td'determine the accuracy of

information that was entered into the parts inventory and gasoline systems.

However, the main focus of attention was tin controls to see whether or not

information actually got into the systems. Since the parts inventory and

gasoline accounting systems provide ikportant $information to the

transportation system and the Accounting Division, .the interface between the

respective systems was closely examined. Although this report focuses on both

the operational and financial aspects of the systems, they are addressed

togettler unless specific circumstances warranted otherwise.
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General Description of Sysiem

Parts, supplies, tires, and tulies are maintained on a computerized perpetual/

inventory system. The system provides information abott current stock levels

and usage data, which the Accounting Division uses to ymat ifiventory

withdrawals from the gendkal ledger: The system .also feeds data to the

transportation system, which 'compiles Vehicle cost data. Gasoline and oil Are

accounted for on a phrtiakly computerized system that functions somewhat

differently than the perpetual inventory system but which provides the same

type of informationwato the Accounting Division and the transportation syst

For.discussion purposes, the perpetual inventory system for parts, suppliea,

tires, and tubes will be referred to as the parts inventory; the partially

computerized system for fuel and oil will be referred, to as the gasoline

.77

0 system.

43 Changes In Systems

During the course of this audit, it was obvious that Some of the problems that
were identified could be solved rather easily and that increased control over

inNientory could be achieved. Therefore, some changes were made in tpe systems

before the audit vas completed and some were made while the report /wag being

written. In some cases, then, a description of a process in the report may

not conform exactly to current actual practice. Though there are several tsuch

cases, the extent to Aich the changea were made as recommended has nottifieen

evaluated. Therefore, they do not affect the conclusions and recomthendations

presented here.

c

3.6?
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CHAPTER'24

VEHICLE PARTS INVENTORY'SYSTEM

IntiodvtiOn

The central parts department is a part of the Transpottation Division's

central office at Shady Grove Road. Parts and supplies are ordered from and

received by the central parts department and distributed from there to the,

automotive .depots by a so-called parts 1runner (an auto service wafter).

Computer terminals linked to the ESC mainfr me are located at the central

parts department, ina information is en red into the computerized parts

inventory by way of these terminals. Each de ot has its own stock room and

parts and.supplies inventory.

Receivi0g, Transfers, Withdrawals

Receiving.

.
All parts and supplies are received initially by the central parts department

and transferred to other depots as requested. As parts are received, they are

checked against the shipping docupent by a parts clerk to'verify their

condition, type and quantity. The ,parts clerk then ,puts the items into

storage or prepares them to be shipped to anottitr site. Recsivings may

include one of three types of items: -parts to be included in inventort, parts

to be charged directly to a vehicle, and shop supplies that are chigged

directly to an overhead account.'
-

An accounts clerk enters parts from the invoice into the systei at the

division's CRT, using manufacturers' stock numbers most of the time. When a

part is entere the following information is keyed into the system: vendor

number, part n ber, invoice number, number of *tits received, and price per

unit. After all f this information hes been keyed, the systei is updated

'If parts are sOld in packages of more than one, a -single unit cost is

'determined before they axe entered into the system.
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by depressing the "enter" key. This sequence of events efikes place for every

item on an invoice;

At the end of the day, the costs of all parts enterz.d, into the system are

tallied on an adding. machine and the tape is saved for control purposes. On_

the morning of the following day, an itemized listing of all entries recorded

by tffe system is received from Data Processing. The tlial on this listing is

compared to the total on the adding machine tape. If these totals do not
match/ the prior day's work is checked line by line until the discrepancy is

found1/ Arty discrepancies are corrected on the CRT.

Transfers

Since all parti are shipped to the central parts department, they must be..

trlansferred to the other depots.' Parts requested by Other depots must be

entered on a parts requisition form by the parts 'clerk. These forms; which

are not numbered (a major weakness in any control system), generally represent

transfers that will be made from Shady Grove to the requesting depot.

However, parts may also be transferred back to Shady Grove or among shops.

Parts requested are accumulated by a parts clerk and delivered by the Parts

runner. All transf arts.requisition forms) are sent to Shady Grove,to be

entered into the systc an accounts clerk. When transfers are entered into

the system, the perpetual inventory records.of the sending depot are reduced
and the perpetual inventory records ot the receiving depot are increased.

Inver_ js.o_u_ilithdrawals

When parts are removed from stock for use on a vehicle, they ere entered on a

rePair order form (RO) by a Stock clerk. Repeir order forms are kept on the

parts counter until all repairs on a vehicle are made. Each time a mechanic

requests a part, it is entered on the RO by the parts clerk. ,,When all repairs

have been completed, the RO is sent to Shady Grove to be processed by an

accounes clerk. Parts desrinated as-direct-charge items are not entered into

the system via the CRT. (RO's and direct charges will be 'discussed later as

separate items.) Parts subtracted from inventory are totaled by an accounts

clerk and entered on the bottom of each RO. At the end of the day, the total:

on the bottom of each RO that is processed is tallied on an adding machine;*

the tape is saved for comparison with a detailed listing irovided by Dita
4

Processing the next morning.

Usage transactions are subject to the same cumbersoma process as receiving and

transfer transactiona. That is, information--Nh as RO nuziber, vehicle

number, etc., must be entered Anto the system or each part.* In addition,

information such as direct charges and labor infAmition, whIch are included

on the form, must be sent to Data Processing to be keypunched. The resulting

tapes must then be merged with the information entered through the CRT to

reflect all information ,rec'orded on ,a given RO. Although RO's are
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sequentially numbered, there is no control io,ascertain whether or not they

have 'all been processed.
\

Direct Charge Items

To, keep the stock room and perpetual inventory manageable, slaw moving or

special-purpose parts are purchased as needed and charged directly to a
vehicle.. Theae items are cross-referenced'to an RO on'the invoice'and are not

entered into ihe,parts inventory'system. HoweVer, 'payments and withdrawals

are processed through .the get4ral ledger inVentory account in the Accounting

Division the same as a regular inventory item.
'

Repair Order (R0)

The RO, in additiod to'beIng used as a source document' t6 'record invenvity

withdrawals, provides vehicle data, labor costs end other information to the.

transportation system to be used in determining vehicle cost data. Parts used;

. on ,the' RO are input via the CRT. All othex portions are sent to keyppnch.

. The resulting tapes are'matchedoon RO number and used to update the vehicle

master file.

Part Numbers

The present system uses ilanufactureraY parte -numbers for identificagon

purposes. This number was decided _upon because it wbuld..avoid conversion

tables and lie consistent with numbers used on .invoices. However,- the

following problems still exist:

o Nuibers entered into the system must be configured', properly (spaces,

hyphens, etc.) or they will not be accepted. -Part-nUmbers written'on

invoices, however, are- Ot.ten ibbrdviated: or scribbled, making

.difficnit to determine the proper..format to key in.'

o . NumbeT. formats vary widely, making them hard

purpobes. Some typical examples are 'as follows:

. .67

C8AZ6:766A

12-16

11.1 RealtIL'Hose

. 550

5 160X

to Sort' for report

0

D2TZ13A809B

950X16.5 T

,Hose Clamps

o When manufacturers have dliferent numbers for comparable phrta, 'some

confusion is created as to whether to change the' number in.the system,
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change the number on the part and on the.invoice, or list essettiallf

the same part under two or more different numbers in the perpetUal

inventory system.

A

Rebuilt Parts

Some parts like engines, transmissions, alternators, starters, etc. can often
.be "rebuilt or overhauled at much lower cost than buying new ones. Parts may

be rebuilt by4 outside contractors or internally by automotive ,services

.mechanics.

.. External Rebuilding: tbre Charges'

. When rebuilt paits are purchased, the transhciidn 'is, .foeaccounting purposes,
handled Iike any other purchase except for *hat are known as "core charges."

.. That. is; when la "rebuilt Part is purchased, a trade-in of an old part of the

same kind 4s UsUally required. If there is no oid part io trade in or if" the

. Ild part.is turned in at A later date; a "core'charge" is added to the cost of

the rebuilt, part. Core charges for items such as rebuilt engines or starter

motors are sometimes ,improperly acclounted for. For example, when a rebuilt

engine costing $.2,000 is purchased, the invoice that is received includes a

charge of $400, pending reepipt of a trade-1,4 engine block. The rebui4
. engine is entered-into the, perpetual inventory System, at $2,400,' and the

'invOica fad- sent to the AccountIng Division to be paid at $2,400. When the

engine is used, both the perpetual inventory ind the general ledger are

relieVed of $2,400. In the meantime, the-trade-in is,sent to the company, and

a creddt for $400 .is received by MCPS. The $400qd credited to the general

iedge,r inventory' account, 'but no corresponding entry can, be.made to the

perpetual inventory aècouht. This has 'fil. cumulitive effect and tends to

4 overstate the perpeteal Ibventory if" the part, has, not been used or to

understate the'generai ledger if the part, has been Used.

0Internally Rebuilt Psrts
,6

Parts rebuilt bf automotlw seri71ces mechanics present a' different problem

tgan those rebuilt externally. Tarts Used for rebuilding'are usually stocked
in, the stock room and mUst be propeily accounted for to,avoid, understating or

alierstating the perpetual inventory.

.10

t.

.
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At the beginning of ihe audit, the process used MAS as follows:
4

Partswere withdrawn from inventory and entered on an RO.

o Upon completion of the rebuilt part, it was tagged with the RO number

- on which parts were recorded and placed on the shelf.

o The RO was placed in a file tilati1 the,part was ueed.

o When the part was used, the RO numher,on the rebuilt,part'was noted on

the RO usid0 the mechanic repairing the vehibla:

o When the, fiC for the vehicle being repaired was prOcessed, the RO fo'r

the rebuilt part was processed along with it.

Although this procedure gOt the job done, it was cuibersome and overstated the

perpetual inventory until the rebuilt part was actUally used on a vehicle.

When an inventory was taken, the value of the parts recorded' on the RO's in

the rebuilt parti: file had to be added manually to the quantity and value of

.the aCtual inventory, since they were stillbin stock but in the form of ,a

rebuilt part. In short, parts used as components to repair or rebuild other

parts remained in the perpetual inventory system until the rebuilt part was
actually placed on a vehicle.

During the course of -the audit, this problem was.addreased. The following

procedure was placed.into effect in an interim attempt to solve the problem:

o When parts are'used on krebuilt it,am, an RO is processed as a' matter

of routine, thus reducing the perpetual inventory.

o The rebuilt item is placed On the shelf ;or later, use.
0

o. The rebuilt item is entered into the system from the RO on which parts
are recorded using the normal receiving process. The item is entered a

into the system at the value of the parts and labor woad to repair the

item.
0

o ,The Division of Accounting manually debits the general ledger

inventoty, account and credits the apptoprlate maintenance expense

0 account and labor expense account to force the value of the rebuilt

item back into the accounting records. ,

o When the rebuilt item is used on_ a vehicle, the normal withdrawal

process is used.

Again, this procedure'accomplishes the objactivebut ceuses the Divisioti of

'Accounting to yave to* 'go through many extra E:teps,in the process. It arao

tends to overstate the general ledger inventory accountand the perpetual
inventory account by the amounf of MCPS labor used to rtbuild the itemé.,.

. .
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Inventory Accounting

Inventory accounting goes through ,four phases before transactions are

complete: procurement,...perpetual inventory, transportation; and =Counting.

Each will be described'briefly below.

Procurement System 6

Parts ate marghased by one of four methods: regular, blanket, contract, and

cOnfirting.p4rchase orders. This.phase follows the, normal procurement and

accounting process and need not be discudded further for the purpose of this

report..

,Perpetual Inventory System

The computerized perpetual parts inventory system was implemented in March

1980. The original intention was to keep track of inventory stock levels at

each shop by entering items into the system as they were received and deleting

them from the system ad they were issued. However, as the system aeveloped,
it became obvious that it had the potential to supplY much of the* information'

needed by the Accounting Division and the transportation system. As parts are

added to or withdrawn from the inventory. system, the computer generates a

history file`,..that records all transactions entered into the systei.. The

transportation sfgteM and the accounting system use 'data generatee by this

file in 'processing subsequent reports, as will,be discussed in the next two

phases.

Transport(ion _System

This system is responsible for producing most of the ibports used by the

Transportation DiviSon. One important source of information for some Of these

rePotts is fhe transaction history) tape, that is created by the perpetual

inventory system. 'This tape is merged with other 'tapes created bythe

transportation systemto create vehicle cou data used in the following:

Monthly Accounting Repaii Activity .Report, Vehicle Repair Cost Summary, Year

End Reports, Snd the TR-4. ...These reports are deicribed in Chapter.17, Exhibit

17.4

4
2A complete discussion of these cat be found in the Review of Procurement

,Practices In The Montgomery County Public Schools prepared by Tquche Ross &

Co:, October 25, 1982.
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Accounting System

When.parts are purchased, they are entered into the perpetual inventory system

from 'the invoice, as discussed in the section on reCeiving. Periodically, a

Transportation Division accounts clerk assembles the invoices. The accounts

clerk indicates the appropriate account(p) to charge, attaches the invoice ta

a purchase order, and sends it to accoUnting to.be paid. When the bill. is

,.paid, the Accounting Division autoMitically debits the,proper general ledger

inventory account and credits cash. Once each month, an AcconlatinglOnvision

employee records withdrawals in the general ledger inventory accountuoecording

to information supplied by the Vehicle Repair Cost Summary. The 41Wdrawals

recorded by the accounting system result in a debit to the appropriate vehicle

maintenance expense account(s) and a credit td the inventory account.

At least once annually, a team;of Transportation Division eMpfoyees take a

physical inventory of all parts on hand as of a given day. On the basis of

this inventory, they prepare a reconciliation, competing actival quantities on

hand with the perpetual inventory. After differences have been verified by

the inventory team, the perpetual inventory system is adjustea up or down by,

,any difference that may have occurred. The inventory value is adjusted

accordingly as, a result of the quantity change,and is compared with the value

of the general ledger inventory account maintained by the Division of

Accounting. The general ledger inventory account contains only the value of

inventory on hand. Any differences between the adjusted value and the general

ledger inventory account rfecessitate an adjuStment4 in the general -ledger

inventory account. Adjustmenti are entered into the accounting system via a

journal,voucher that debits or credits the general ledger inventory account

and alternately debits or credits the proper vehicle maintenanceexpense

account(s).

Vaidation,-flle.-Maintenance, And Labor'Rates

Valuation of Inventory,

In theory,/, the current perpetual inventory is maintained os a first-in'

first-tout (FIFO) basis. When a. part is transferred from Shady Grove to

another shop, the.value is transferred FIFO, and, at each shop, value is also

maintained FIFO. However, thg.present system does not accurately reflect FIFO

values. There is no master inventory 'file that shows grand 'totala of

quantities and values of.parts for the entire system, i.e., for all locations

cdbbined. Therefore, the,oldest value in the systemAennot be used __when the

inventory of- A specific shop is reduced.

ts
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It ,should be mentioned here that the use of a FIFO7based system is peculiar to

the Transportation Division. The Division of Supply Management and \Food

. Services also have very large and complex inventories. They base varns oh

weighted averages instead of on FIFO values, which simplifies their systems

considerably.

File Maintenance

present, the CRT operator has the ability to delete parts numbers, change

prices, and change quantities of items within the system. There are few, if

any controls on these functions, and changes can be made without-the approval

of the supervisor of automotive maintenance and without written documentation.

Labor Rates

Among the information listed on the RO is a medhanic code and the time taken

to repair a vehicle. This information is keypunched, and the dollar value of

the labor is computed by the system. The labor rate table must be manually

updated for each mechanic each time a personnel action notice is created.

This is a troublesome process and serves no practical purpose other thin to

assign a labor cost to the vehicle being repaired. An easier method to

accomplish this objective would be to use a standard or average labor rate

that would apply to all mechanics. Mechanic codes would not be needed and

pill,' one labor rate would have to be entered rnto the system. It is possible

that the use of 4 standard rate would conflict with MSDE reporting
requirements because, in the past, the state has demanded statements of 'actual

costs. However, now that MSDE is funding by block grant, this regwirement may

no longer be in effect or, if in effect, not matter greatly.

Reports

The major reports used by the Transportation D$vision are prepared by the

transportation system, with sOme,of the data being aupplied by the perpetual ,

inventory system (see Exhibit 17.4). The following are the major reports

created by the perpetual inventory system: . 2

o Daily Activity Report

Provides totals aneiypes of all transactions entered intb the system.

o 'Error List

Lists any errors that may have occurred during.the overnight process.

o Vehicle Parts Status List
a.

4 c

Lists all parts and their stock status at the end of bupinepg each
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The original system design included several routines and/or reports that 'have

either been circumvented or never implemented, including the following:

Reorder List dk

Provides a listof parts that are at or below the reorder point. This

option has not been used since the system was put into production,

because.minimum stock levels have not been established.

o Usage 'Report

Lists ,parts used within date,parameters. this repOrt provides usage

data for bid requests and ciould also be useful in determining reorder

points. Currently, only the Accounting Division uses this report to

,,spot-check prices when,paying invoices.

o Receipts vs. Payments Report -

Provides comparison of value of parts received with payments made

through the accounting system. Control wad,to be on purchase order

num4er, however this number is not being entered when receivings 'are

entered because of the cumbersome process described in the section on

receiving.

-)o Repair Order Comparison List

Compares items used fromstarea '

current transportation system.

_Storage

ry with monthly detail file from

Storage, Secur'ity, And Control

.J

Each depot has a stock room in whicH parts are stored. Generally parts are

kept in bins that are organized by vehicle manufacturer (Fotd, International,

etc.). Items not identifiable by make of vehicle are stored in general

categories: batteries, tires, etc. At the Shady Grove depot where storage is r

a major, problem, only parts are kept in the main stock room. BatterieS are

kept in a special locked battery room, and highly vulnerdble automobile tires

and tubes are kept in or between repair bays'.' Some tires are stored on the

parking lot, either locke jn a trailer or stacked in the Open.

Security
a.

4
During the day, a depot stocic room is manned by a parts clerk who issues parts

'an4 reCords them on RO's. The stock room i8 generally off limits to anyone

er than the stock clerk. However,'it was shown in Chapter 21 that 52

\
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percent of the workers said,they sometimes get parts out of the stock room for

themselves. During_the night shift, only the Shady Grove depot has a parts

clerk. At the other depots that have night shifts, mechanics get their oft

parts, which they are supposed to records on RO's.

40t
All parking lots are surrounded by chain link fences with gates, but are

accessible by anyone during the day shift. Usually one gate is left open

during the night shift. As is pointed out in Chapter 19, there are potential

security problems, because lots are ver. y large, with areas that are dark or in

deep shadow.

' * 3

Stock Control

Stock control is accomplished through the process of recording receivings,

transfers, and withdrawals, as discussed in prevtous sections. The perpetual'

inventory listing (Vehicle Parts Status Listing) is periodically spot ,checked

I
by a parts clerk by comparing it.with actual quantities on hand. The nee to

reorder parts is determined by a parts clerk by reviewing the cur! nt

inventory listing or by observing quantities 'on hand.

Staffing

Exhibit 24.1 shows the staff assigned to iniNtory and parts controi and their
responsibilities. There are three major job assignment and' staffing

problems. First, the supervisor of automotive maintenance, who is not

included in Exhibit 24.1, seems to viara- limited role in thd coordination and

control of tbe systgm, though his job description clearly makes him

responsIble. The accounts clerk, who is not an administra
I
or or supervisor,

assumes major resPonsibility for coordinating cOmOuter oper tions.

The job description for parts Clerk II was written in 1974. At that time, the

Transportation Division had not yet been decentralized end there was only one

'stock room. According to the job'description, the parts clerk II was simply

the day shift worker; the parts clerk I was the night shift worker.

, Apparently it was not visualized at the time that the parts clerk II would,
with decentralization, become the virtual head .of a very large warehousing

operation. The individual occupying the position is. now doing jobs that are

included in the original job description, but which have become far more

complex and demanding.

Flnally, since parts clerks are not assigned to the outlying depots that have

ntght shifts, lead auto mechanics aTe responsibls for .the stock rooms.

However, .they are working supervisors and cannot do their own work and run the

stock roomt at the same time. drherefore, as mentioned earlier, night shift

mechanics get the parts they need for themselves. This constitutes a
,

breakdowirin control.

r.r--
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Central Office
a

o Accounts Clerk

Exhibit 24.1

STAFF SUPPORTING THE PARTS
AND INVENTORY SYSTEM

Responsible for the entire computerized inventory systtm, including both

the CRT, linked to the ESC'mainframe and the GasBoy system.

o Three Office Assistants I

Two serve as computer operators, the third as a parts clerk.

One of the positions is provided for in the budget. Tie other position is

an "overhire," created byleaving an auto lervice worker position vacant

and charging the office assistant's salary against that position.

o Parts Clerk II

Responsible for receiving, accounting for, and transferring parts and

supplies. The individual in the positiOn has also been carrying out major.

procurement functions.

Shady Grove Central 'Shop

o Parts Clerk I, day shift (position.vacant at4 frozen)
,6

Responsible.for control and distribution Of p rts and,fOr stock roam.

o Parts Clerk 14 night shift (duties,as' aboire). 4erv1ng on day shift.

AutomotiveDepots

o Satellite parts clerks (3) day shift only

0,

Responsible for control end distribution of parta,and for stock room.
-

0

o Lead Automotive Mechanic, nightshift ,

..

Responsible for stock' room, but mechanics ,iiiitt their own parts and are

sUpposedto enter information on repair orders.
I

* '

A

aThe parts clerk II coulA be considered as part of/e ther the cet. ntral Of4ce
.

or of the Shady Grove centra,l. shop. Many of t4 duties he noW performs are

central-office functions.' ,

.,
.

,

1,

."."
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In recent budget negotiations, the managers of the Transportation DiviSiop
. proposed that a new and additional position at Grade 14 be created:

supervising office assistant II. Presumably, the position would be filled by

the .present accounts clerk, who as supervising office assistant, would
continue to be responsible for the control of all computer operations. Yo
positions would be "traded off," and the present position of aoeounts clerk
and the o'Verhire of the office assistant I wouid be continued. The new
position, 'it should be noted, was nog approved for funding, but it was

reporterihat there was general agreement at such a ition is needed.
-

Discussion

Inventory System in*General
-

Although the inv entory System as 'a whole has the Apenti dr supplying

.
needed informationt there are some changes that, if ed, ould tncrease,
the speed, accurst and reliability of the information ed. Sinte the

acspunting system and- the transportation system rely heavily on the accuracy
of ihe perpetual inventory system, these recommendations, discussions of which
followywould also improve these systems.

A

Receiving, Transferring, Withdrawing
,

the Prodedure for receiving,is cutbersome and lends itsélf,to error because of
the vast number of J.epetitive entVies that must be made. A much riOre_

efficient and accurate system would be to enter common information suchlasc
vendor number, purchase Icier nuMber, and invqice number only once at the

beginning of the process for,each invoice,, then part nuMber, units, and price
for each'item on'the invoice. After entering the last item, the system would
automatically extend thAtotal for each part Snd .provide A, grand total for

verification. If ,a vishal check indicated a discrepancy, it could be

corrected it that time.'. Once the information,was correct, the system imuld be
updated for all part6 On the invoice by' depressing the "enter" key. This

procedure would be much lea's cumbersome) provide additional infotmation for
control, and create immediate editing capsbilities tflat would.allow efrors to '
be corrected before updating,the system.

Parts requisition forms arit, uied to' record transactions Oen parts are
transferred from the central (parts department to depots, froi depotd .0 the.

central departmentor among depots, , The forms are entered Into the'sydtem at:
the Shady Grove office. Parts requisition forms aie 'not numbered, and
'therefore it is possible that individual or groups of transfers mightfbe
omitted when updating the inventory of the various ,shops. While this would

not create a serious problem in .the-overall.pitture, itAloulddistort the
individual invntories of the shops affected,,creatini a problem when trying

;
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to reconcile the physical inventory- to the perpetual inventory 'at each

location. It is recommended that a sequential numbering syStem be used on the

transfer -forms and that controls be instituted,to:ensure that all numbers have

been accounted for. . i *

- - . I

,It is/recommended thtietile sytittem be modified so that all information on an RO

can be entered into the system via the CRT by,a clerk in the Transportation

Division's central office. This would eliminate double handling of each RO by

the Transportatidn Division and Data Processing.. The system should also be

modified te permit entering common da61 on each RO only once, for instance,

+entering RO number and vehicle number only once, then entering part number and

i quantity for each part used. The screen would flash back price and extensions

for each part and a total of all parts after:the last entry. These amounts

would be written op each RO by the clerk as verification that the ,transaction

. was conipleted and as a reference for audit purposes. A similar system could

be developed for other data'items included on the RO (direct .charges, labor,

etc.). A manual and/or automated system should also be implemented to ensure

that all RO numbers 'have linen accounted

It

'Direct Charge ttems

,

Direct charge items 'are reflected in the .general ledger inventory account

maintained by the Accounting Division, but; not in the.perpetual inventory

acceuhp maintained by the Transportation Division. his situation adds

UnneceWsarq confusion to the overall inventorylpicture. 'Since these items are

not inventoried, they should not be ieflected, in the -invent.iry account.: A

more appropriate solution would be techarge all direct charge items directly

io the proper vehicle repalr expense aocount,..thereby decreasing the `Ask of.

error in-the general ledger inventory accquiff. !
.

Forms

)

, . .

w

I.

1
?.

.. .

All forms u ed b'y,the system should be controlled by number. The issuance df

4
,
forms should be controlled,

.

and alRform'numbera that are issued should, be

recorded: A system for-accounting for all forms should be deveropea.
Y

I 4

Parts NumtArs

f

P
6 4

.

The current ..system of tieing the manufacturer's stock number shodld be

e-evaluateci. A better system might be to oreate a unique numbering system

with a fixed size and format.. The first number or letter, for example,'could

represent a part for a specific make of vehicle;_the second would tell whether `

it was aP tire or batteri;" ,.the third, fourth', and fifth some tyge "df

identifier; and-eoon. Manufacturers numbers could be teferenced in another

A!
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field on the Vehicle Parts Status,listing, and a'separate master listing could
be created to crosi-reference manufacturer number to. MCPS numbers. When

deliveriet are checked out by the stock clerk, the MCPS numbers could be

entered on the invoice before they Are processed.

Although possibly more cumbersome at the receivdng level, a standard numbering

system would place responsibility for numbers with the stock clerk where it

belongs. The accounts clerk who,enters thenformation into the CRT would be

relieved from frequent cross-checking a' running back and forth io verify

numbers: Preparing and reading reports would be simplified because parts

would be categorized and listed in-logical sequence.

In recent years, the Montgomery County Government has been using an in-house
Standardized numbering system. The supervisor Of the parts department

reporte& that while there are.some advantages in Using manufacturers' stock
nuiabers, the use of in-house numbers has been,better in the lon run. A

Rebuilt Party '

The system for recording rebuilt parts should be redesigned' to avoid

excessive, clumsy enties and to prevent overstaiement of the inventory value

of rebuilt parts. The Division of Data Processing, fa conjunction with the

Division of Transportation, should devise a system of withdrawing parts used
on rebuilt items and re-enteriig these-completed items back into the system. ,

This system should be.easy to use with no intervention necessary nn the part

of the Accounting Division. The value of labor incuried by MCPS employees

should not be .included in the value of items included in inventory.

,

Valuation of Inventory

0

There are two possible approaches to correcting some of the problems in the
way inventory is valuated: improve- the present first-in-first-out (FIFO)

system, or adopt another system using weighted averages. If a true FIFO-based
Nsystem is desired, a master inventory file must be developed to include the

total quantity on hatt--at .each location and a grand total of quantity.and

- value for all locations. 'When the inventory of a specific shop is reduced,

the oldest value in the overall systet should be used instead of the oldest
valuefif the specific Shop.

.

alternativewould be to use weighted averages?, This would simplify 'thee

.system and take its consistent with the ofie used in the Divisions of Supply

Management and Food Services. It is not suggested that this should be done in

the near future. However, if 4 major revision of the system is ever

,-, undertaken, it should he considered at that time.'

4
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File Maintenance

CRT operators should not be allowed to make changes in the system (delete part

nuibers, change prices, etc.). without prior approval of the supervisor of

automotive maintenance and without written documentation. This documentation

should be on pre-numbered forms that are filed and controlled by form number.

The supervisor of automotive maintehance should be aware of all changes and

the effect they will Ire on the perpetual inventory and accounting records.

Reports

,

For accounting, purposes, there is no need to produce new routine reports.

However, the reports that are currently produced could be better utilized for

control and management. For example, the reorder list has never been used,

because minimum stock levels have never been entered _into the system. The

receipts-vs.-payments report is being circumvented because purchase order

numbers are not being entered into the system. Yet this report has the

potential to assure that *all ilarts paid for througK the accounting system

actually get recorded in the'perpetual inventory system.

,Security

Adequate storage facilities should be provided to safeguard expensive tires

and control their issuance. Only authorized stock room personnel should be

allowed in storage areas, and keys to these areas should be adequately

safeguarded. In the case of satellite depots where there is no parts clerk on

duty at night, authority and responsibility should be designated to- an

eMployee (but see below).

Staffing

* The' supervisor of automotive maintenance should assume responsibility for the

cooidination and management of computer operations. If he did so, there would

be ,no need for an additional podition of supervising office assistant II to

control computer operations. Furthermore, if the recommendations diecussea

here were implemented, the system would,become more manageable'and there may

be no need for the office assistant I position that is now being filled by an '

overhire. The job description of the parts.clerk II'fteeds to be rewritten to

reflect current job responsibilities. -The Department of Perbonnel Services

. would have to determine if upgrading of the position is' warranttd. Serious..

consideration should 4e given to providing parts/crirks to the depots that

have night shifts. The cost versus the benefit of increased -control over

stock goes beyond the'scope of this.audit report.
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Recommendations

o The detailed recommendations that are discussed here for increasing the

efficiency and accuracy of the inVentory and accounting system should be

iiPlemented.
001

-

o Routine reports should be used for control and management, including the

reorder list, which is not.currently utilized. The receipts-vs.-paymesigg'

report should not be circumvented, and purchase order numbers ihoulgi. be

entered into,the :1;ystem.. A

o The Trausportation, AccOunting, .and,Data Processing Divisions should work

together to establish standard labor rates (charies) and to reprogram the.

domputer 'system to use standard rates insteaabof computing rates by using

the indavidual mechanic's codaand.rate..

o Ad equate storage fUCilities should be provided for tire)-V.

- 4 -

o Only authorized stock room staff should be allowed in storage areas, arid

keys to these areas should be adequately safeguardeS

o The supervisor of automotive maintenance-bhould assume responsibility for

coordinating and managing computer operations. -
O.

o The job description of the parts clerk II should be rewritten (and pertiaps

of parts clerk I), and 'the Department of Personnel Services should

determine whether an increase'in grade is warranted. 4

o The director of the Transportation Division should determine. the cost and

benefits of creating additional parts clerk pbsitions for the night shift.

. 4
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CHAPTER 25,

GASOLINE CONTRUL.SYSTEM

(
Introduction

;-,

. . ..,

.
/

Gasoline, oil, and iransmissiOn fluid-are accounted for on, a partially,

computerized system: Gasoline punps are located a$ 'the four automotive

depots,ItheShetwoodjAh School transportation lot, and the, Lincoln Center.

. They 4.111s used to deliver fuel to schooi buses and other'MCPS vehicles. In

additi4 pumps are located at seVeral high schools to fuel driver education

cars... Fuel puiped,at'theloui depots is recorded by GasBoy, the computerize4
delivery-system; fuel pumped at other sites is manually recorded on' withdrawal

tiCkets. Oil and tranWsslon.-fluid used in the auto shops are recorded on

reptair orders, but whin/ deliveted at the service stations are recorded

manually on withdrawal tickets. These sources GasBoy, repairorders, and

tickets) provide the data usea by Oe AcCounting Division to post' withdrawals

from the general ledger inventory account and also'feed informition that ie

used to compile vehicle costs to the transportation system. .

0
,

Receiving

.
.

.

Gasoline is delivered to the various sites by the company that has bee9;

. awarded the bid ,through the procurement process. Gasoline ismetered at the.

,distributorshipyhen the tank truck is filled. When the fuel ii, delivered to'

MCPS Iocatio, , 'it' is "dumped," that is,'., it is-not metered. If an.autO

service work is on ddty, which is not.always ehe case, the storage tank is

dipsticked before and after the fuel is dumped:' the depth of fuel tm the tank,

is measured in inches by a dipstick, and the ieading is converted to gallons "

by use.of a tank conVersion chart. Oil and iransmission fluid are received in

both 55 gallon drums and one quart cans.
.

. 4

.. r o,
,

Dipsticking may noi always produce accurate,readings,,and conversions may not

reflect the amount of, fuel thit'is attually delivered. Since tanks vary in

size and shape, it is important to knot; the proper charts tof uSe when
,

, ) .

*
I
Most of this chiptet is Aevoted" to. gasoline. . Control. of transmiSsion

fluid and tiotor"oil will'be discussedOnly briefly when it is appropriate,
,
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converting dipstick measurements to gallons (an error of a quarter of an inch .

can equal 25 gallons of fuel). At the time of the audit,',it was noted that

there was ome confusion,about which tank charts to use for which tanks. The

size of some tanks was determined by contractor specifications or bluep nts,

but the size of others could not be-verified. There is also some con usion

about whether or not some tanks are connected, a situation that would atect

the accuracq of dipstick" readings. That is, depending on the siie

connecting lines, fuel delivered to one tank would not necessarily level off

during or immediately after delivery, and this would affect dipstick readings

if they were taken too soon.

Storage an/Security

Siorage

Gasoline is stored in steel or fiberglass tanks. Tanks at the transportation

depots lenerally hold 10,000 or 20,000 gallons, and the ones that are located

at high schools for driver education vehicles usually hold 1,000 or 2,000

gallons. Drums of oil and transmission fluid are generally stored in the

inside'bay areas of the,depots where mechanics and auto service wOrkers can

withdraw from them easily as they work on ,vehicles. The onequart cans are

stored at the service stations to.be used when a vehicle has to be "topped up"

lietween monthly servicing.

Security

Pumps and tanks are generally located in fenced facilities. A'gas attendant

(aUto service worker) is usually, but not always, on duty during,w king

hours. The Lincoln Center facility .is apparently unmanned. Pumps at the igh

school driver education facilities are locked, and keys 'are controlled by

driver education teachers. However, these pumps and tanks,are not sec e.

. Over the years,.they have been vandalized, and gasoline hag' probabl een

pilfered. In addition, they have presented reporting and accounting problems.

General Description of
The GasBoy System

The computerized GasBoy system is the heart of the gasoline control system.

Pumps at the depot lots, (but not at other sites) are hooked into a central

computer that is located at the divisiorOs central office At Shady Grove

Road. A gas card is issued for every MCPS vehicle by the division accounts

clerk. This card allows withdrawals of fuel from any MCPS or Montgomery
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County Government GasBoy pump. Witli the insertion of special codes, carde

be made to limit the type and quantity of gasoline that can.be withdrawn.

When gasoline is withdrawn, GasBoy records vehicle number, odometer reading,
date and time:of withdrawal, pump number, type product, and number of gallcins

pumped. Periodically, someone at the central office enters a special comniand

into the computer, at which time, each location is automatically diale& up and

the data stored at the site are transferred both to a computer printout and to

magnetic tape. The tape is later used as a source of ipformation ,for the

transpoTtation system, which supplies#withdrawal data that are to be used by

the'Accounting Division.

MCPS vehicles can refuel at Montgomery Cdunty Government facilities throughout

the county, which Eire also, on a GasBoy system. However, the MCPS and the

county government systems do not interface, so informaticin sloes not flow from

one to the other. Instead, a detailed gsting from eke county is received
once a month, reflecting all of the informetion collected by thecounty GasBoy

system. The information is manually transferred to a keypunch form and sent

to the Data Processing Division to be keyed, to tape. The tapes from MCPS

GasBoy and from the county listing are mergedAnd, as stated above, enter the"

transportation system.

Problems In The GasBoy Systei

4.

Although the basBoy systgm has the potential for providing useful information,

it has been plagued by many problems. iherefore, a considerable amount of

time during the audit "was devoted to documenting and, in some cases,

discovering those problems.

Cards and Odometer Readings

i.

To withdraw gas, the driver of the vehicle must place the gas card ip a

"reader" and enter the ',limp number and the vehicle's current odoieter

resding. However, a driver will sometimes %Ise a card that As assigned to a.

di.fferent vehicle than the ,cme he is refueling, and thus the fuel _that is

pumpdd is charged against the wrong vehicle. The odometer reading is used by

the Transportation system to determine fuel consumption by vehicle. However,

the system can be activated by entering any,series of numbers, not necessarily

the correct and current odometer reading. 'This, of course, makes the

information inaccurate and renders the data useless.

At every site, the GasBoy system can be switched from automatic (requiring

insertion of a card) to manual mode. The switches.are supposed to be seCured,

by a locked cover. However, at all bu.t one of the sites, the screws from the

Cover ha& been removed, allowing manual access at all times. At the time of a

visit to one site,. the "yard card" was lying On a table by the door and the

pumps were unattended. The yard card is used to make misCellaneous
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withdrawals of gasoline for'small
be used temp4rarily to pump gas to a

does not have the card assigned
card, especially in combination with
loaprof control.

Pump .9.3.4brat ions

equipment (iawn mowers, etc.) and can also,
vehicle if, for some reason, the driver

tp the vehicle. Thus, an unprotected yard
arNunattended pump, represents a prious

Data relayed to the system via sensors located in the pump§ were usually

consistent with the tpeter readings on the pumps. Howeyer, tests performed'

using a calibrated five gallon test can,indicated that frequently the actual
amount of gas pumped was slightly diffe ent from the amount shown on the meter

and reflected y the system.

Tests performed at all four depots showed that, on the average, for every 5
gallons of gasoline -being registered on the pump meter, an additional 4.175

cubic ,inches was being pumped. Although this difference is minimal, when

multiplied by approximately 2.5 million gallons pumped during the course of ,a

year 'at $1.10 per gallon, it amounts to almost $10,000. In, normal

circumstances, the difference would not be detected, and the $10,000 would not

be deducted from the general leager inventory-j1ccount. Th loss, however,

would contribute to any inventory adjustment that might be req ired. 4

Loss of Data

Staff members.said tha: the computer memory banks at each site can be affected

by electrical storms and that occassionally the entire memory can be,knqcked

out if lightning strikes in the vacinity of a' depot. Wh4n 'this ,occUrs,, the

data that had been stored 'are lost and never enter the system. The

seriousness of this situation Is inVersely related to the frequency with 'which

data are retrived by the central office. The more oftdn data are retrieVed

from the pumps, the smaller the loss when memory is,wipeeout. ,

Data Retrieval

If information stored ateach site is not retrieve frequently, the memory

bank., fills up, further ,transactions are docked out, and the attendant has to

switch to the manual system. In 'addition, as discussed above, if data. are . not

retrieved frequently, an electrical storm can wipe out a large number of

transactions and records. When key staff members are on ieave, there'is often

no . one with Adequate knoWledge Of the system see thate information is. '

properly retrieved from each site.
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Control

theree is no systematic method of controlling the accuracy of infoiMation

collected by the GasBoy system. While the system automatically assigns a

number to,each transaction, there is no established procedure for verifying or

logging beginning and ending numbers from one day to the next. There is also

no-system for comparing daily totals with final totals that are reflected on

the monthly reports prepared by the transporation system.

Tape Conversion'

Data retrieved from each site are recorded on magnetic tape by the GasBoy
. 4
system. The,GasBoy system,, however, is not compatible with the MCPS central

computer. Before information can be used to update the transportation system,

the tapes have to be sent to the Credit Union to be converted to a usable -

format. . This increases lag time and the chance of losing data, because no

system is in effect to assure that the converted tape.includes everything that

wai on the original. ,

The System

1

'Manual System

A manual sYstem of recording .gasoline withdrawals is used at all sites other

i than automotive depots and as a backup should GasBoy beLme inciperative. 1134

manual. system is als2 used to record oil, and transmission fluid withdrawals at

f
ell service stations. In both cases, pert nent iNimmation is recorded

manually on a withdrawal ticket. The ticket s sent to Dgta Procesding to be

keyed.to tape before being entered into the transpättition system.

' 2
This applies to quart containers stored at .sellikce stations.,

.Withdrawals from drums at inside work stations are recorded on repair orders. 1
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Problems

The audit showed there are two bajor weaknesses in the manual system: control

and security. There is no established .control to assure that tickets are

actually written for 'withdrawals of gas, oil, or transmission flutd. There is

no control system to assure that tickets that are written get entered into the

system.* It was noted during the course of the inventory that the tickets at

one school site bed not been collected since the previous inventory, a period

'of seyet months. Finally, although withdrawal tickets are imprinted with

seguential-numbers, there is no system fot logging or otherwise accounting for

the numbers of the titkees that are ueed..

Security is often almost nonexistent. On one trip to the'Lincoln Center, the

gas shack was.found to be unattended, the door was open, and the keys to both

the door and the gas .pumps were hanging on the door. Responsibility for

writing a withdrawal ticket was left to drivers. Jit addition, on audit trips

to the schools that have gas tapks, it was noted that filler caps for tanks

were not secure. In most cases, locks were in place, but the caps could

easily be removed, making the gasol ne highly _susceptible totheft or
vandalism.

Staffing

4It-is men"tioned in several places in tilis chapter that fuel tanksand pumps at

the depots are not always under the control of an attendant. Auto service

workers are assigned service station duty, but this is only one of the many

jobs for which they are, responsible. When they halie 'to perform other

essential duties (are absent, etc.Y, the service station' is untended. This,

of course, means that when fuel is'delivered, there may be no one on duty to

dipstick the tanks and that drivers, fuel and setvice their own vehicles. In

turn, many of the problems that have been Aiscussed previopsly can occur: the

use of the wrong.gas card, incorrect odometer readings, etc. Furthermore,

even when an auto service worker is on duty at the ervice station, he has no

authority over drivers and would have difficulty t ing to enforce controls.

I:Supervising auto mechanics, the heads of depo , also have very limited

authority Over'drivers and, in any case, do not have time (see Chapter 21Y to

deal with the many problems of control at the pumps. .

Fuel Delivery and ReceivinK

piscussiOn*

,,4

Pot some time in the future, MCPS will' probably continue to get unmetered

deliveries df gasoline, and therefore there should he 'reasonable certainty
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that the amounts, receivedere the amounts paid for. At a minimum, dipstick,

readings should be made before'and after every delivery. Pumping must cease

during this process, and if tanks are linked together, the fuel must be giVen

sufficient iime.to level off before a feeding is made. Any disciepancies

should be brought to the attention orthe supervisor of automotive maintenance

(perhaps using report forms developed for the* purpote)., and necessary

followup should be made within MCPS and withthe vendor until differences are

reconciled.

The success ot the system depends on the accuracy of tank conversion tables,

and therefore they should be verified. .If aLurate information is not

available, capacities tould be verified by trial and error, i.e., by comparing

tank charts with daily dipstick and meter readings until a'consittent match is

found. Once the proper charts have been identified, a master record should be

maintained at the Shady Grove tentral office. Each service station:F3hould be

supplied with a chart that is numbered or color coded tO identify the specific

filler location it represents. Both the central office and the'service

stations should have a record of which pumps use which tanks and of which

tanks ere linked together. . ,

,

Accurate calibration of MCPS pumps would serve as'another control, since pump

readings would provide a check on the accuracy of daily dipstick readings.

The frequency with ,which pumps should be calibrated should be dictated by

inaustry-standards (assuming there are such standards).* K

Should it turn out that these measures do not provide idequate. control over

the quantity of, fel received, an investigation.would have to be made by the

Transportation DivisiOn. to, deterMine if other, Tilethods ate available ,and

feasible. At current prices,.MCPS would have to pay an e/ctra thFee cents per

gallon for gas that is metered on delivery than for gas that is duMped. This

would amount to about $75:tr00.in the typical year. Ilbtoever, it is possible

that the difference in cost might be offset by greater control. It is also

poseible that MCPS could purchase portable metering devices of its own, though

there might be an extra,charge if the contractor's drivers had to wait while
.

fuel is being petered.

Security

Security should be improved to prevent unauthorized or uncontrolled

withdrawals of gasoline, oil, tnd transmission fluid. Pumps should not be

left unattended during normal working hours (see staffing recommendations).

GasBoy memory banks shouldjoe securely locked to prevent unauthbrized pebple

from deactivating them and switching to the manual mode. When it becomes

necessary to switch to manual mode, meter readings should be,recorded at both

fhe beginning and end of the period the manual system is in use and the amount
of gasoline pumped during this period should be reconciled with the withdrawal

tickets. Security over yaid cards should be inereased.to prevent unauthorized

use and to litake sure that pertinent information is recorded each time 'a yard

card is used. Logs of yard card transactions should be reconciled with the

recorde produced by the GasBoy system.
, .
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rn the iFmediate future, the Transportation Division should make provisions, to

guarantee that filler caps of the tanks at Sherwood facility are locked.

Driver education teachers, who are responsible for the keys to tanks on high \

school lots, should be required to guarantee that filler caps are locked to

prevent unauthorized withdrawals ot vandalism, If this remedy does not 'work,

serious consideration should be given to closing down ,these fueling

facilities., The impact of this on driver education and on the service

stations operated by automotive services.could not,be determined, because a

study of the problemb involved was beyohd the scope of this audit.

GasBoy System

When a memory bank at one of the GasBoy pump sites is allowed to fill up,

computerized transactions are locked out. This forces the,attendant to switch

to manual mode, and the advantage of a, computerized system is lost or

suspended. In addition, data can be lost from the memory b4hk. Therefore,

data should be retrieved from all sites at least once a day. Since memory

'banks are susceptible to the effects 7illeTectrical. storms, data should be

retrieved'more frequently during hot weather (May'through SepteMber) when -such
storms are",likely to occur, perhaps even hourly during periods of heavy use.

Data and Reports

The gasoline system generates a considerable amount'of daL, but, at present,

much of the information is not'readily available and is not being used. The

Transportation Division, and the Data Processing Division should work together

to develop sOme meaningful reports than could be used as management tools;

among them shbad tle,tht following:

o Comparison odometer readings

This cOilld be an exception report tfiat wbuld flag unusual odometer

readings that are entered into the syttem,' e.g:i to determine if

readings are .progreasively latger By chronological order. This would

serve as a control on the entry,of meaningless numbers that are punched

in to trigger the delivery system.

o Miles pgrgallon ,

. ..
. 4 .

A report. of milet per gallon between refueling would identify cases of

improper use of de1iyet1 cards, removal, of., gasoline from vehicles-

(e.g., by siphoning), tc., by showing deviatiofis.from the norm.
,

o Pump loclitioft infdrmation

A report of details and totals by pump and location within specified

date and time liMits would provide control information about daily pump ,

meter readings.
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.Perpetual Inventory System

With some additional work, a modified perpetual inventory systemsould be

developed to permit a computerized comparison of all pump" meter readings

(daily readings by attendant and GasBoy readings), dipstick measurements, and

delivery readings. A system of this kind would be invaluable for control

purposes and would eliminate the need for some of the manual controls

discu4sed previously. However, it would require more systems development

because additional datayould have to be entered.

Staffing and Training

Virtually all of the controls that are needed at service stations could be

exercised by full time service attendants whose only jobs would be monitoring

(diOsticking) fuel levels and deliveries, taking pump readings, pumping gas;

padding oil and transmiesion fluids to vehicles, find controlling the security

of plimie and yard cards. Before pumping fuel, attendants could check gas

carde r) guarantee that they are the ones assigned to the vehicles. They

could also (check (or make certaindrivers did so) and enter correct readings

into the-aystem.. -In Chapter 23, it was shown -that positions of service

station attendants can be created at some saving in salary costs; Service

stations attendants"would have no mote authority over drivers than auto

service workers now,have. Fthwever, it was recommended in both Chapter 15 and

Chaper 23 that dispatchers, who would have such authority, should be aseigned

to depots. Thus there would be someone with ,"clout" to whom service

attendants cdhld report problems experienced with drivers.

At the time bl tHe audit, the only,nrson whi) stemed to have a reasonable

amount of knowledge about the gasoline system was the accounts clerk, who has

been giyen complete reaPonsibility for the computerized inventory.

Considering the size of the inventory and the complexity of the problems, the

supervisorof automitive maintenance-should be responsible for coordinating

and managing the systems and, if necessary, llould be given appropriate

training to.enable him to do So.

,

.At Long Range

Implementing the recommendations meat here would, provide some immediate and

useful' controls over the gasoline system. However, all problems would not be

solved. For example, GasBoy is not now compatible with the MCP.S.mainframe and

cannot be maintained by MCPS programmers. This leads to such problems as

having to send Gaspoy data to the Credit Unidn to be converted into compatiblt

tapes, which causes delays in data processing and the production of reports.

Therefore, the entire gasoline inventory, accounting, and reporting system
,
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should be evaluated. At long range, it seems as if CPS has the iallowing

three choices:

o "Beefing up
ft the current sy8ten including implementing

recommendations made in this chapt% d eliminatidg ,inefficient

operations.(sending tapes for tonversio fr example).
,

o Returning to A manual ticketing s em and recognizing the

"trade-offs" between speed.of processing an the cost of labor and

hardware.

o Starting from scratch and totally redesigning the entire system,

perhaps with new hardware and software, and instituting all essenitial-\

controls and management information features.

Determining which approach should be adopted would take a considerable-amount
of study and cost analysis.

Recommendations

o All of,the recommendations made in this chapter 'for control on fuel,

delivery, security, arid control of fhe present gasoltne system should'be

implemented. 6

The Transportation Division and the Data Processing Division should work

together to develop additional reports4 ihat can. be uged as management

tools, including reports recommended here.

o The Transportation Division and the Data Processing division should carry

out a feasibility study on the develqpment of a completely computerized

perpetual inventory sy;stem and make a report to the associate

superintendent for Supportive Services.
4

o Positions of service station attendants should be created as reconimended

in Cgapter n, and attendants should be made responsible for antrolling
gas delivery, and pumping operations and for taking readings as recommended

in this chapter. AO

o The position of dispatcher should be created as recommended in Chapter 15,

and one dispatcher should be assigned to pith automotive depot.
Dispatchers should be given authority to enforce gasoline control measures.

o The supervisor of automotive maintenance should be made rhsponsible for

coordinating and managing all computer inventory operations and should be

given any training,that he may need to carry out these responsibilities.

o A task force should be formed to investigate the alternativei to the

present, gasoline system, perform cost-benefit studies, and make a report to

: the associate superintendent for Supportive Services. The task force

should be made up of representatives from the Divisions of Transportation.,

Data Processing, and Accodnting.
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APPENDIX A: METHODOLOGY

4.

Preliminary Phase

To identify the issues to be investigated in this study, members of the

project staff conducted a preliminary literature search'and met informally

A with directors of the Deparfment of School Services and the Division 'of

Transportation. The questions raised and the issues, identified were put in

the form of a matrix that was circulated to depareinental .and divisional

administrators for comments and revisions. Thereafter the project staff

developed a plan for collecting the information and data needed tot answer the

questiOns.
7

.

Documents, Interviews, and,Studied

A large number of doc4ents were collected, most, of them supplied by

department or division administrators and their Clerical assistants. They

included memoranda, reports, records of budget question and answers, and far

too many others to list he6. All were reviewed and analyzed .,by the project

staff.' v
.

.,

After the preliminary interviews, a series of follow f.up interviews were

conducted with the director of the Division of Transportation' and central

office managers. During the course of the study the project teamNilso

interviewed the following:

o Area transpOration supervisors and depot supervisors

o Managers'of the Supply Division and Maintenance Divi

o Montgomery County Ride-,On and Transportation Department'managers

o MSDE transportation specialists

o Directors of public school transportation
1

in other. Maryland countiesl

and other states

After most data had been 6ollected, final interviews were held with
,

Transportation Division managers and supervisors.
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The following tor4cs that were* identified as issues required substantial

research and, in ihemselves, were alMost equivalent to.major studies:

o Comparison of costs of.dipsel and gaifoline powered vehicles('

.. -

.
'o,Alternative fueli: Ziquid propane, coMpressed tural gas, liquic)

.

natura gas
.

.

.
l

,

.
. . or

o Fuel additires that ate purported to increase ftiel mileage,

o Computer assisted rodting of school bused

o The'Use of seat belts on school bused ,

Questionnaires

s

Five separate questionnaires were developed and distributed. Thrde 'were

direc9d to 8,MCPS pereonnelf.3 principals, drivers, an4 automotive maintenance

staff. -TWopuestionnaires were sent to parents, one to parents of, children
in .the4 regular education program and a separate one to parents of children in

the special education program.

Questionnaires were distributed to all school bus drivers, mechanics, auto

service workers, tire repatirers, and school principals. It wa t? not considered

desirable or cost-effective to distribute questionnaires to the parents of all

50,000 children who ride school -buses. The MORE staff therefore drew a.

randOm sample Of regular eductition pupils eligible for transportation. (as

indicated in the pupil data base). .The,sample did not differ greatly from

actual MCPS distributions by school adminiatrative area. There was some

over=tepresentation in the sample gf the uPcOunty area; however'in rural areas
more,pupils are likely-to be transportedt Tile percentage of junior and senior

high school pupils in the sample was somewhat higher than the actual

percentage of these pupils in the population. This would be reasonable

because ,junior and senior 'high schools kover,larger attendance 'areas than

elementary schoola, ancLA larger number 41. pupils +live beyond the walking
distance. The special education sample was drawn from pupils eligible for
transportation and enrolled in special education program Level 3,4, and 5.

9

1
C. A. Seitz and E. Cdhen-Rosenthal, A Comparison of Costs: Diesel and

Gasolfne Powered Vehicles, 4epartment, of Educational Accountability,

Monfgomery County Public'Schools, September, 1981 .

2 *

. Automotive maintenance stgff included supervising automotive mechanics,

lead automotive mechanics, automotive mechanics, automotive service' workers,

andotire repairers.
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The sample was drawn it su4 a way.as to ensure sutficient responses from.
.

parents of pupils with handicappi g conditions (such as .the orthopedically

impaired) that require special trahsportati,on equipment and assistance.

Exhibit A.1 shows the tota county Populations,from which Samples were drawn,

ach population included in the sample, and the

res as . a percentage of the sample and of the

e for both .of the parent questionnaires was very

direc ma 1 survey: 'The sizes of all .response-samPles are

arge to give a high degree of statistical confidence in the

to permit generalizing the data t,p opul ions from which the

drawn.

the

num
popu
good for a

sufficiently
results and
samples wer

and percentage of
ing questionn

response

Time-Task StudSr

-

The MORE team .conducted a week-long time7task study at the three
4t,

rea

transportation offices to determine the following:

o Jobs done or jobs for which staff are responsible but are not done

o Jobs done with highest frequency and that absorb the greatest1 amount

of staff tiMe

o Distribution of work' among staff '

o Typical work patferns in a day and in a week

Before carrying outthe study, the project .staff reviewed job descriptions, -

observed what jobs are done and by whom, and. asked support staff in the

Transportation Division and otherl4CPS units what jobs they typically do.

This inforpation was used to cWelop a form that was pretoded with the jobs

staff members in,various positions actually do or are responsible for.

The procedure and a similar form are- typically used in personnel studies.

Each staff member recorded,on the form the code of the job being done at the

end of every 10-minute interval throughout the Work day. A separate form was

used for each day. oT tfie week. The assumption is not that the individual

worked on the recorded task f2g1Wie entire 10-minute interb4 bilt that tasks

recorded 'most frequently 'air those that are done moat often and take the

greatest amount of staff time'. Data were analyzed, by -tabulating the number

and percentage, off timesl.particular tasks were recorded and by groupinedata

for both individuals and occUpational groups (all 'secretaries, all clerks,

*.etc..).
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Ekhibit A-1

POPULATIONS, NUMBER_IN SAMPLES. AND
NUMBERS RESPONDING TO QUESTIONNAIRES

Number in
Questionnaire Population

Percentage of
Population

Sampled

Percentage as
Percentage of

*Sample '''

Returned as
Percentage of.

Population
i

Parents:
Regular Program,,

. Special Education .

Program '
. 1

Drivers:
All
Special Education

Mechanics/Auto Service
Workers/Tire Repairers

Principals

,

a48,000

3,856
c

.

614

182

70

178

4
b

40

100

100

100

100

2

14

34

36

66

87

ft

54.

34

34

36

66

87

aNumber 'is actually rounded number of pupils elpible for transportation
-'enrolled in the regular Orogram.

b
An attempt was made ro-include only one child per family 'in the sample.

Parents who received questionnaires for two or more chifdren were asked to
answer one for only, the youngest child.

c
Popuration is defined aa, eligible for transportation, and enrolled

special education programs Levels 3, 4; or 5.
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It ehould be mentioned that a week before the stu y,,the MORE team met with

staff membdrs to explain the purpose id ple study 9ziff to instruct the staff in

the use of the precoded form. The week se cted for the study was due in

.1- which the support-services payrolf does not hav to be prepared, because the,

MORE team had reason to believe that a considerable'amdune of time is devoted

to payroll even during the interval between payrolls (this turned out to be.

true).

e r

,

4.

399
, 381
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APPENDIX B: MORE ROUTING STUDY

Purpose And Limitatichts

The Division of Administrative Analysis and Audits contracted for an

dependent routing study to determine theaffects of the following on route

mil age and costs:

Basing bus stops and routes on pupil's addresses instead of on load

counts and other historical information

,*

o Concentrating on reducing route mileage

o Enforcing existing MCPS transportation regulations '
74

Because time and funds were limited, it was decided 'that 'the study would 'be

carried out in stages as follows:

o ,Analyze and, whenever possible, redesign the routes of-bused serv ing

one high school. If it could be shown that mileage and cOsts could be

decreased,, the,study would not go ,on to the second stage.

o If mileage and costs could not be decreaded in the first.-stage of thi

study, the routes of buses serving the high schoOl's feeder junior high

school would be analyzed and, if possible, redesigned. IAmileage and

dOsts could be reduced at this stage, the.study would not go on to-the

final ttage. p 4

o If mileage and costs could not be reduced in the second stage, routes

of buses serving thejunior high school's feeder elementary schools

would be analyzed and; if possible, redesigned.
.

As it urned out, the study did not have to be carried beyond the first stage

because the contractor was able to demonstrate'reductions of mileage on the

high school routes, vhich meant that costs.could also be reduced.

Contractár

The individual who was selected to 1:,erform the study was Mr. Ben Hartmann,

supervisor of tiansportation of the Howard County (Maryland) Public Schools

(HCPS). The following,were-the reasons for selecting Mr. Hartmanng

o In telephone surveys of other school systems, the MORE staff were told

that the transportation unit of HCPS is particularly good at planning

routes.

o HCPS contracts bus service and bases payment to contractors on,rouiew

mileage. One of the most import nt jobs of the transportatioh staff 'is

to plan routes to reduce i leage and therefore to reduce costs for

MCPS.

385
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o Mr. Hartmann was previously employed by the MCPS Transportation

Division, is familiar with the Montgomery Comity road network, and

understands the conditions of operation of school buées in MCP§.

Conditions Of'Study

4
,

The study wai carried out under the following conditions and 'monitored by the

mg staff:

o The tranaportation staff in Area 1 were asked to identify a suitable
high school for the 'first stage of the study.. They identified Kennedy

High School as a typical mag hie' school with normal.routing problems.
4

o Buses assigned and routes planned by the MCPS Transportation Division
for TY 1982 served as standards'for comparison.

o New stops And routes planned by. the contractor were based on the

following: '

. Addesse,s of pupils who'attended the school in FY 1982

Walkride boundaries established by MCPg regulation

o The. contractor .was to: adhere to and apply all MCPS transportation

regulations but wbuld be free to disAlow transportation exceptIons

provided that walking routes to school were field checked for safety.

o New stops., or routes planned by the contractor would be field checked
and proved daft for Oupils And buses.

Procedure

The contractor followed normal_procedures for designing bus stops and routes

based on Students' addresses, The steps were as follows:
,

o Obtained address map (200 feet to the '40) for the Kennedy High
1

School area from the MarylandNational Capital Park and Planning

Commission.

1.
A scale of 1:2400 (200 feet to the inch) is a large scale, highly .

detailed map that permits very 4,.precise measurement with A map wheel,' a

commonly used tool in cartography and transportation,

to.*
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o Interviewed transportation stiff to determine FT 1982 school bus

routes for Kennedy High School, wrote route descriptions and plotted

'routes. Measured routes with map wheel to obtain basic comparative

data.

o Plotted school attendance area and walkrride boundaries on address tap

in accordance with MCPS Transportation Division policy and in

conformity with.maps supplied by the Planning Dividion.

o Obtained from the Department of Educational Accountability names and

addresses of pupils attending Kennedy High School in FY 1982.

o Plotted all pupils by address on large-scale °address map.

o Plotted . bus stops according to pupil's addresses. Connected stops by

most efficient routes and determined bus assignments.

tote thai at this point many decislions had to be made, various bus

assignments and alternate routes had to be tried out on the map, and

stops and walking routes had to be field checked..

o Measured final routes with map wheel.

o Compared FY 1982 actual mileage with proposed route mileage. .

Results

The, major products of the study were _the very,,large map sections on which

. routes were plotted and a set of route detheriptions. Because of their size

and volume they cannot be included here, but are available for inspeqion at

----\,the office of the Division of Administrative Analysis and Audits. HoWever,

the most important resUlts of the study are presented in Exhibit 13.4,, Chapter

13, and are repeated here in Exhibit B.1. It should be mentioned that actual

MCPS bus numbers are not used ih.the exhibit because it would be misleading.

That is, in redesigning routes and reassigning buies, the contractor was not

able tb make an exact patch of bus numbers and assignments in all cases.

However) this, does not affect mileage totals or the ambunt of reduction in
41" .

, mileage.

7 It can be seen in Exhibit B.1 that in 6 cases)(35 percent), the contractor.was

not able to reduce mileage and fhat in 3 cases,.the contractor extended the

length of routes so as to be able to shorten other routes. Overall, however,

,cumulative oneTyay route Mileage was reduced'by 15.4 miles, an average of .91

miles per bus.. Though not shown in Exhibit B.1, in some cases the contractor

trans5orted" pupils whq4 live withirrthe Valk-to-school boundary because of

unsaferwalking cOnditions or because the boundary line is drawn to include all

pupils of a given community. In other cases, he "enforced" MCPS regulations

.and disallowed transportation exceptions for pupils who live on safe walking

routes (checked in the field for safety). The implications of the study

findings and projections of cadi reductions based on the data are discussed in

Chapter 13.
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Exhibit B.1

ACTUAL AND PROPOSED ROUTE MILEAGE
a

OF BUSES SERVING KENNEDY HIGH SCHOO: 'FY A.9.82

(One Way Mileage, Morning Run)

Bus
b

Actual Miles

MORE Study
Proposed Miles

1
%

4.3 4.3

2 7.4 7.4

3 4.3 4.3

4 7.4 9.2

.5 4.7 4.7

6 7.0 6.4

7 6.8 6.2

8 7.0 6.2
9 7.6 5.5

10 5.3 4.7

11 12.8 8:1

12 8.9 0.0c

13 8.0 8.0

14 [5.9 5.9

15 8.7 6.8

16 4.9 7.3

17 5;1 5.7

TOTAL 116.1 100.7

c-DIFFERENCE -15.4 miles

'AVERAGE REDUCTION PER BUS '.0.91 miles

4
a
In both casts, mileage includes "deadhead" mileage from depot to beginning

of route. High schowl runs are theearliest and buses leave from depots, not

from other schools they do on later nips..

b
Numbers are not actual MCPS bus'numbers (see Appendix B).

, 1c
This route eliminated in proposed routing plan.

'On
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